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The purpose of this study was twofold: (1) to adapt Croteau and Bergeron’s
(2001) Information Technology Trilogy model and Luftman’s (2000) Strategic
Alignment Maturity Model to the nonprofit sector and (2) to combine the adapted models
with Miles and Snow’s (1978) strategy typology model and organizational performance
measures based on McLaughlin and Jordan’s (2010) logic model to test a proposed
model that examines the relationships between strategy typology, IT alignment maturity
and organizational performance in nonprofit organizations. A cross-sectional survey
design was implemented. One thousand, eight hundred and six organizations that had
received grants from Indiana Community Foundations between 2009 and 2012 were
selected to participate. Of those who were sent an electronic link to or paper version of
the questionnaire, 244 provided responses, comprising a 14.5% response rate. Substantial
missing data indicated the use of missing values analysis (MVA) and multiple imputation
(MI) to obtain an estimated data set with which to test the model. Principal components
analysis (PCA) and partial least squares path modeling (PLS-PM) confirmed that specific
factors influence IT alignment maturity, with qualifications, and that for each of the four
distinct strategy typologies Prospector, Analyzer, Defender and Reactor, there is a

significantly different relationship between IT alignment maturity and organizational
performance.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Context-Setting

Solutions for a small planet.– IBM
The power to be your best. – Apple Computer
Connect and share with the people in your life - Facebook
Broadcast yourself. – YouTube
Be what’s next. – Microsoft
Imagine it. Done. – Unisys
(Tagline Guru, 2011)

Imagine the excitement and optimism nonprofit board or staff might feel when
promised the solutions, power, connectedness, exposure, innovation, and efficiency
offered by the latest hardware, software, applications, and other technologies advertised
by the corporate taglines listed above. Such tools afford organizations and individuals
the opportunity to “enlarge their efforts, quickly, easily, and inexpensively” (Kanter &
Fine, 2010, p. 3), which is a valuable prospect to thousands of small nonprofit
organizations operating across the U.S. and the world. With current technology, a food
pantry on a shoestring budget can use Facebook to engage its entire community in the
U.S. Postal Service’s annual “Stamp Out Hunger” food drive to stock the shelves
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(Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona, 2012). A group of teen activists can dream
up and share a video that goes viral on YouTube, exposing the manipulative marketing
tactics tobacco companies use to get youth to buy deadly products (rchfm, 2011), and an
advocacy group based in San Francisco can ignite worldwide political action through a
single video, “Kony 2012”, to bring down a Ugandan war criminal (Guo & Saxton, 2013,
Wong, 2012). A crisis pregnancy center can use Survey Monkey to devise a way to
quickly measure program impact and use the data to support new funding proposals
(Compassion Pregnancy Center of Northeast Indiana, 2009). A drug prevention coalition
can prevent prescription drug abuse by sending a Twitter invite to its entire community to
drop off unused medications at secure locations in police stations (A.H.E.A.D. Coalition,
2012).
Nonprofit organizations (NPOs) undertake such technology-rich strategies every
day to achieve outcomes and further their social missions. Some NPOs succeed
overwhelmingly in these efforts, using Internet-based and other technologies to establish
what Cuesta refers to as a mission-delivery engine, a comprehensive presence that
actively engages stakeholders and creates public value while promoting an “intuitive
understanding of what the organization is about” (2011, para. 2). Other NPOs fall
frustratingly short of this goal, working to keep their workstations from failing, flashing
the ‘blue screen of death’. Still others suffer from an affliction journalist William Powers
describes as “digital maximalism” (2010, p. 4), in which staff, volunteers, and even
clients invest substantial time and resources on technology with the result of having to
splinter that time between using text messages, e-mails, blogs, Facebook, answering cell-
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phone calls and finding opportunities to simply sit down and talk about creating positive
change.
This tremendous range of effectiveness in NPOs’ technology adoption and use
(Hoehling, 2012a, 2012b; Bernard & Pukstas, 2006; Bernard & Pukstas, 2009; Levine,
2008) can be found across large cities and small towns, and even within individual
service disciplines. How can this be? According to technology professionals serving the
nonprofit sector, the organizations that are most successful at incorporating technology
into their work, in ways that increase their achievement of goals and outcomes, practice
IT alignment, through which they deliberately plan and use information technology (IT)
strategies and tools in ways that support and augment their organizational missions
(Heye, 2009, Microsoft, 2010).
Some NPOs instinctively achieve strategic IT alignment, and some attend
conferences or workshops to learn how to incorporate technology in ways that improve
the important work they do, while others find themselves endlessly fighting with donated
doorstop computers to accomplish basic tasks. Still others are entranced by every new
application, frequently shifting their organizational focus and resources to figure out how
to make the latest ‘app’ useful at the expense of other, mission-focused efforts. These
scenarios, aggregated from my 15 years of experience leading and consulting in the
nonprofit sector, illustrate the disparity in the levels of sophistication at which NPOs
adopt, use, and align IT in accordance with their missions. This disparity is mirrored in
the findings of annual surveys of IT staffing and use done by the Nonprofit Technology
Network (NTEN) (Hoehling, 2012a, 2012b; Bernard & Pukstas, 2010; Bernard &
Pukstas, 2009; Levine, 2008).
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As this range of successful and not-so-successful NPO technology experiences is
considered, it is important to note that IT alignment is not the practice of downloading
and incorporating every new-fangled tool into the work we do. On the contrary, it can be
more accurately portrayed as deciding what not to use. In Hamlet’s Blackberry, Powers
(2010) chronicles and applauds ‘new’ technology that has ‘stuck’ through the ages, such
as scrolls to replace speeches for Plato and the printing press in Gutenberg’s time. Yet he
warns that those innovations, like ours today, inserted new challenges including
busyness, information overload, and feeling a loss of control, as technology brought
individuals and ideas closer together, more often. He asserts that all people must be
strategic and discriminating in choosing the most effective uses for new technology in
order to maximize their value, and we must balance that value with the need for time
away from the screen. A full decade prior, Kanter, already well-acquainted with the
challenges of becoming entrenched in the Digital Age, asserts, “Depending on the angle,
[technology] is both friend and foe, tool and driver, death threat and fountain of youth”
(2001, p. 40), a sentiment that is clearly illuminated both personally and professionally,
as we log on to our lives each day. Nonprofit IT alignment, under such objective
consideration, is the process of considering what an organization hopes to achieve (its
mission), and being strategic and deliberate in choosing just the technology that will help
achieve it. Maney provides the opportunity for a chuckle when he envisioned this
process operationalized to its extreme:
Every Girl Scout troop once had its territory for selling Girl Scout cookies,
but enterprising troops with Internet merit badges who offer cookies over
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the Web could ‘blow a hole the size of Greenland in that setup’. (in
Kanter, 2001, p. 37)
If a nonprofit organization’s mission entails blowing such a hole through an
existing social issue or problem, it is likely technology can assist, provided the
technology is aligned with the right target.

An Overview of Technology in Nonprofit Organizations
A variety of factors contribute to NPOs’ adoption and use of technology:
availability of current technology and technical assistance, communication between IT
and other staff, donor discretion, technology expertise, flexible and sustainable funding,
collaboration among agencies, leadership, mission and goals, organizational culture,
organizational size, stakeholder pressure, and staff skills and workload (Clerkin &
Gronbjerg, 2007; Heye, 2009; Kanter & Fine, 2010; Manzo & Pitkin, 2007; McNutt,
2007; McNutt & Boland, 1999; Silverman and Rafter, 2007; Wolpert & Seley, 2007).
However, no formal investigations to date empirically describe how these factors
contribute to IT alignment in NPOs, whether IT alignment does, in fact, contribute to
NPOs’ increased achievement of organizational outcomes and, if so, to what extent.

The Origins of IT Alignment in the Business Sector
The practice of IT alignment has its roots in the business sector. Previous
investigations have established a collection of theoretical models that describe the
concept of IT alignment, analyze antecedent factors to alignment, measure businesses’
level of alignment maturity, and suggest relationships between alignment and business
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outcomes (Chan & Huff, 1992; Henderson & Venkatraman, 1993; Luftman, 2000;
Luftman, Lewis & Oldach, 1993; Miles & Snow, 1978; Orlikowski, 1996; Reich &
Benbasat, 1996, 2000; Sabherwal & Kirs, 1994). A majority of the models consider
Henderson & Venkatramann’s (1993) conceptual Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) or
use it as the foundation for their investigations.
Luftman, Papp and Brier (1999) used this model to identify specific enablers and
inhibitors to alignment, then Luftman (2000) constructed a framework of six criteria for
alignment and a corresponding instrument to measure levels of the criteria. The Strategic
Alignment Maturity Model (SAMM) has since been validated (Sledgianowski, 2004,
Sledgianowski, Luftman, & Reilly, 2006). SAMM has been adapted for commercial use
by IT service management consulting firms Forrester Research, Inc. (McNeill, Mendel,
Garbani, Pohlmann & LeQuoc, 2005) and Gartner, Inc. (Newman & Logan, 2008), and
used by thousands of business and IT executives to assess and increase their level of
business-IT alignment maturity (Luftman, 2011).
At present, SAMM is touted as the most widely-used IT alignment maturity
assessment model in the business sector (Chan 2007, Gutierrez, Orozco, & Serrano,
2009; Evers, 2010), yet competing models raise serious questions about whether SAMM
and its conceptual model, SAM, address all of the factors necessary to measure, predict,
and prescribe steps to increase IT alignment, both in business and other sectors. Burn and
Szeto (2000) question its applicability in all industries, depending upon their level of IT
intensity. Campbell suggests that while it can identify and prioritize variables, it ignores
context and complexity of organizations (2008, p. 167). The factor of organizational size
and its relationship to the presence of dedicated IT personnel is also not considered in
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Luftman’s model, according to Gutierrez et al. (2009). This issue is of considerable
concern in the present study because 62% of nonprofits that exist in the sample under
investigation, as well as in the U.S. population of nonprofits are considered small
organizations, smaller even than the criteria of 250 or less employees described by
Zhang, Gutierrez & Mathieson (2010). Many of them do not have an IT function or even
an ‘IT guy or gal’, a characteristic which will be discussed in more detail in future
sections.
Parallel to the conceptualization of SAMM, several investigations identified
additional factors that influence IT alignment. Sabherwal and Chan (2001), Tavakolian
(1989), and Tan (1997) contend that Miles and Snow’s (1978) conceptual model of
business strategy typologies is indicative of specific IT alignment strategies and patterns.
Reich and Benbasat (1996, 2000) championed the influence of social dimensions of
alignment, which they assert are crucial to establishing commitment and shared
understandings between business strategies and IT strategies. Croteau and Bergeron
(2001) claim that business strategy and IT alignment assert equal influences on
organizational outcomes. These additional perspectives encourage consideration of a
number of ways IT alignment can occur in organizations across different sectors, as well
as within the same sector.
Since 1995, business-IT alignment has emerged as a top priority of senior
technology executives on the annual Society of Information Management survey
(Stephani, 2010), and for good reason. Empirical evidence garnered from multiple
iterations of Luftman’s SAMM instrument applied in authentic business settings indicates
that when businesses align IT with business strategies, whereby they plan and implement
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technology initiatives as part of their overall business strategy, they achieve greater
outcomes in terms of profits and revenues (Byrd, Lewis, & Bryan, 2006; Cragg, King, &
Hussin, 2002), productivity and enterprise value (Nash, 2009), return on investments,
assets, equity, and human capital (Luftman & Kempaiah, 2007; Kempaiah, 2008).
Considering this evidence of the positive influence of IT alignment on outcomes, it
intuitively makes sense for any organization, in any sector, to work toward achieving
alignment between its IT strategy and its overall organizational strategy.

IT Alignment in the Nonprofit Sector
Supporting this assumption of utility, a few investigations have attempted to
implement the SAMM assessment and other IT alignment models in nonprofit settings,
primarily in the fields of healthcare (Evers, 2010) and postsecondary education
(Sabherwal & Kirs, 1994; Chan, Sabherwal, & Thatcher, 2006; Flores, Lopez, Vargas, &
Rusu, 2008). All of these investigations provide little new knowledge about IT alignment
in nonprofit settings beyond the assertion that further investigation is needed to clearly
determine whether business-IT alignment models can be appropriately applied in other
sectors.
The nonprofit sector has also investigated alignment to a limited extent at the
practitioner level, and three rudimentary models have been proposed that explain IT
alignment in NPOs and factors that influence alignment maturity (Heye, 2009; Microsoft,
2010, NPower 2011). These conceptual models, one of which shares many similarities
with SAMM (Heye, 2009), have yet to be translated to empirical models with distinct,
measurable variables that can tested in the field.
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Efforts to Translate Business-IT Alignment Models to NPOs
Translation of business-IT alignment models to the nonprofit sector faces two
challenges. First, distinct disparities exist between the character and constituencies of
business and nonprofit sectors, most notably the nature of organizational outcomes and
the ways outcomes are measured, differences in internal and external stakeholders,
organizational culture, the ways in which risk is addressed, and the means through which
NPOs and businesses sustain themselves and their organizations (Fine, 2006; Zhang,
Gutierrez, & Mathieson, 2010). Together the differences render direct transfer of
business-IT alignment variables inappropriate. Second, nonprofit practitioners tend to
focus knowledge generation efforts on addressing specific, local problems that need
immediate solutions rather than investing time and talent in building and testing
generalizable theory (Salipante & Aram, 2003). These limitations result in skipping an
important step of establishing a sound, validated theoretical model that will appropriately
inform sector-wide IT alignment practice.
When appraised of this missing link, nonprofit technology experts acknowledged
its absence wholeheartedly. Steve Heye, author of “Mission First: Achieving IT
Alignment” (2009), Peter Campbell, author of “How to Decide: IT Planning and
Prioritizing” (2009) and Holly Ross, Executive Director of the Nonprofit Technology
Network (NTEN), welcomed and agreed to support the establishment of a model that will
help nonprofit organizations address their unique characteristics as they support NPOs in
their ongoing endeavors to align technology in ways that will help them meet their social
missions (S. Heye personal communication, October 13, 2010; P. Campbell personal
communication, November 29, 2010; H. Ross personal communication February 11,
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2011). Their overwhelmingly supportive responses to the question, “Can we make and
test a theoretical model to measure IT alignment in nonprofits and help them mature in
their alignment” were the spark and continue to be the fuel for this investigation.

Statement of the Problem

The problem addressed in this study is the lack of a theoretical model of the
relationships between strategy typology, IT alignment and organizational performance
that accurately describes and informs the process of IT alignment as it occurs in nonprofit
organizations. Further, without a theoretical model that fits the character of NPOs, it is
impossible to measure their level of IT alignment in terms of the factors that enable and
inhibit alignment. Without a valid measurement tool, no empirical baseline exists from
which nonprofits can take specific steps to increase their IT alignment maturity in order
to improve their efficiency and effectiveness as it is demonstrated by the achievement of
mission-focused outcomes.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this study was to address the inquiry above, posed by nonprofit
technology practitioners, but even more explicitly to answer the question, “How do NPOs
adopt and use technology in ways that make a measurable difference in their achievement
of outcomes?” The present investigation explains relationships found in nonprofit
organizations between the strategic and organizational factors that enable and inhibit IT
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alignment, the planning and use of information technology strategies and tools in ways
that support and augment organizational strategies, and describe the extent to which
performance outcomes are influenced by those relationships. Relationships identified
and validated through this investigation defined a new theoretical model to explain the
process and outcomes of IT alignment in NPOs. This model, coined “SIMO” to represent
its main components, strategy, IT, mission and outcomes, expands upon achievements of
the business sector by adapting and integrating existing business-sector strategy typology
and IT alignment models with a nonprofit performance outcome measurement model in
light of organizational characteristics unique to the nonprofit sector. Beyond the scope of
the present study, but significant in establishing the value of the work, the validated
model has the potential to be used by providers of nonprofit technical assistance to help
nonprofits align technology with their mission. The data that emerged from this model
and a corresponding practitioner assessment that will be developed in the future can be
used to create, test, and widely disseminate an online assessment tool that can describe an
individual NPO’s IT alignment maturity profile. The data that emerges from this
capacity-building tool can be used to create a menu of prescriptive strategies and next
steps an organization can take to increase their IT alignment maturity and consequent
progress toward achieving mission-focused outcomes.

Research Questions

The discussion to this point, encompassing the background of the problem,
statement of the problem, and the purpose of this study provokes five research questions:
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1. What factors influence nonprofit organizations’ level of IT alignment maturity?
2. Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy typology and
their level of IT alignment maturity?
3. Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy typology and
their achievement of performance outcomes?
4. Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ levels of IT alignment
maturity and their achievement of performance outcomes?
5. Given a specific strategy typology, what is the relationship between IT alignment
maturity and performance outcomes?

Assumptions

The assumptions of this study included the following:
1. That the models, methods and findings used previously to identify relationships
between the variables were valid and reliable.
2. That the factors investigated in this study are not the only ones that each influence
the other, however, they may increase understanding of the relationships between
them.
3. That nonprofit organization representatives can identify a specific strategy
typology that guides the organization’s work.
4. That nonprofit organization representatives participating in the study can
accurately identify their organization’s present level of IT alignment factors.
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5. That nonprofit organizations involved in the study have and can articulate results
of a process for measuring organizational performance.

Significance of the Study

This research addressed the need to examine how existing IT alignment models
transfer to non-business sectors, a need expressed by Chan et al. (2006) and Zhang, et al.
(2010). Models that consider the interface of IT with NPO strategy, mission, and
outcomes are of particular interest. Chan et al. (2006) and Farrell (2003) proposed that
future investigation of IT alignment focus on the influence of organizations’ strategic
orientation (typology), particularly in specific industries represented outside of the
business sector. Chan et al. refrained from hypothesizing about an empirical connection
between alignment and strategy because of the “paucity of prior literature concerning the
nature of possible relationships between business strategies and alignment” (2006, p. 31),
whereby clearly uncovering a gap that needs to be filled.
In addressing needs of the nonprofit sector, Ebrahim and Rangan (2010)
encourage continued exploration of ways NPOs align their mission and strategy, while
using performance measurement to support such alignment (2010). This charge is
echoed by Zhang et al. (2010), who suggest framing investigations of the interface of
mission and strategy within an IT context in order to understand how IT can help better
serve constituents, in other words, how IT helps NPOs meet their mission. The need for
further investigation of “meaningful and reliable comparative metrics” (Ebrahim and
Rangin, 2010, p. 34) for rating and benchmarking NPO performance is a reiteration of the
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same by Sawhill and Williamson (2001). Fulfilling the need for appropriate performance
metrics can provide a means by which the impact of IT alignment on performance can be
validly measured (Heye, 2009).
The influence of nonprofit organizational culture on IT alignment is also a
predominant theme in the literature, in terms of the need for concise identification of
cultural factors that impact the process and outcomes of NPO IT alignment (Farrell,
2003; Tallon & Kraemer, 2003; Van Der Zee & De Jong, 1999; & Zhang & Gutierrez,
2007). These investigations suggest that future research examine the impact of an
altruistic, rather than profit-motivated, environment of NPOs on organizations’
receptivity to and engagement in IT alignment.
Considering these suggested directions for research, this investigation
demonstrates ways in which understandings about the process of IT alignment in the
business sector can be translated for use in the nonprofit sector. While positive
relationships between IT alignment and outcomes are empirically demonstrated in the
business sector, the influence of strategy type has yet to be fully established, and none of
the relationships have been demonstrated empirically in the nonprofit sector. As
suggested above, in order to demonstrate these relationships, it has become necessary to
isolate and examine three elements as they manifest in NPOs: strategy typology, IT
alignment maturity, and outcomes, which has taken place in this study.
From economic and service provision standpoints, the results of this investigation
will provide data to technology producers and technical assistance providers to assist
them in creating, marketing, and disseminating goods and services that will assist
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nonprofit organizations in becoming more efficient, effective, and productive, a need
which is illuminated by Zhang and Gutierrez (2007).

Organization of Dissertation

The remainder of this dissertation is organized into six chapters. Chapter II is
organized into nine sections and affords a detailed review of the existing literature,
beginning with a description of the scholarly research domains examined, followed by a
description of the evolution of technology use by NPOs and factors that influence NPOs’
adoption and use of technology. IT alignment is then described from both business and
nonprofit historical perspectives, followed by a summary of the concept of strategy
typology and its role in driving alignment. Challenges in translating present business-IT
alignment knowledge to the nonprofit sector are then described, and the chapter ends with
a summary.
Chapter III describes the gap in the current knowledge base – the lack of a means
to measure the relationships strategy typology, IT alignment, and organizational
performance in the nonprofit sector, focusing specifically on the need for performance
measurement metrics that can transfer across all types of NPOs.
Chapter IV introduces SIMO, an integrated model to identify and measure the
relationships between strategy, IT, mission and outcomes, one which is based on existing
business models of strategy typology, IT alignment, and performance outcomes and
incorporates the logic model as a structure through which nonprofit performance is
isolated and measured.
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Chapter V describes and justifies the research design and methodology used in
this study. The research design and target population are presented, strategies for tailored
design are described, sampling strategy is explained, instrumentation is described and
justified, data collection procedures are explained, and statistical analysis procedures are
discussed.
Chapter VI presents the results of data analysis, and Chapter VII provides a
discussion of the results, conclusions, limitations, and suggestions for further study.
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CHAPTER II

LITERATURE REVIEW

Introduction

The literature review begins with a description of the nature of the research
domains of interest for this study. Then, the evolution and landscape of technology use in
the nonprofit sector is described as compiled during the preliminary phase of my research
(Trusty, 2011). Factors identified as having influence on IT adoption and use in the
nonprofit sector are then presented, followed by the illumination of factors that have been
the subject of preliminary examination in terms of their influence on IT alignment in the
nonprofit sector. A description of themes that frame existing business-IT alignment
models follows. Next, I identify challenges the nonprofit sector faces in translating and
applying existing IT alignment models. This discussion sets the stage for an extensive
examination of the concept of outcomes as it currently is understood in the knowledge
base. Together these ideas preface the presentation in Chapter 4 of a new theoretical
model and assessment tool for measuring the relationships between strategy typology, IT
alignment maturity, and outcomes in nonprofit organizations, created as a response to
current needs and challenges established in the literature.
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Scholarly Research Domain

This investigation is built upon previous work in three distinct domains: IT
alignment, nonprofit organizations’ technology use, and performance measurement in
nonprofit organizations. IT alignment queries focused on the keywords business-IT
alignment, alignment maturity, IT alignment, and strategic IT alignment. This search
garnered over 1,800 articles, nearly all of which could be traced back to Henderson and
Venkatraman’ Strategic Alignment Model (1993) (n=1,794), Reich and Benbasat’s social
dimensions of alignment (1996, 2000) (n>585), and Luftman’s assessing business-IT
alignment maturity (2000) (n=339).
The search for IT alignment literature in the nonprofit knowledge base using the
keywords nonprofit, technology, alignment, and IT was less fruitful. Only two articles
related directly to the present topic were widely cited, thus establishing Hackler and
Saxton (2007) and Ross, Verclas and Levine (2009) as pioneers in this area. A variety of
investigative avenues exist in terms of nonprofit technology use, and my focus in
identifying supportive literature in this area was on the keywords nonprofit, technology,
and strategy, which uncovered 186 relevant articles. Finally, a wealth of knowledge
exists about current practices in nonprofit performance measurement, and those keywords
plus technology comprised the search parameters for that aspect of this investigation,
which illuminated foundational insights by Chinman, Imm and Wandersman (2004),
Kanter (1994), Kaplan and Norton (2001) Hatry (2006), United Way (1996) and Wholey,
Hatry and Newcomber (2010). Together these contributions provide insight into the
extent of the knowledge base in these areas.
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The Evolution of IT Use by Nonprofits
McNutt and Appenzeller (2004) describe three ages of the
evolution of nonprofit technology use that have occurred over the past
three decades: the Nacent Age, the Flowering Age, and the Institutional
Age. While all sectors have experienced these ages, McNutt and
Appenzeller specifically address ways in which nonprofits have modified
their use of IT during each. Nonprofit technology use in the Nascent Age
is characterized as having been ancillary to the employment of traditional
social change strategies and included the use of static hardware, primitive
internal networking and productivity software (i.e. word processing,
databases for contact management, spreadsheets and accounting software
for financial management, and desktop publishing tools) to support local
and regional efforts. The Internet ushered in the Flowering Age, during
which e-mail and web pages became the vehicle for advocacy campaigns
in the nonprofit sector parallel to marketing and political campaigns in the
private and government sector. The present Institutional Age is thus far
characterized by the emergence of three elements, according to McNutt
and Appenzeller (2004): new technologies, significantly changed
strategies, and global scope (Trusty, 2011).
Technology has become an indispensable strategic tool for some nonprofits, while
others are still lagging behind in embracing its potential. NTEN, a virtual training and
technical assistance community comprised of 35,000 members that “aspires to a world
where all nonprofit organizations skillfully and confidently use technology to meet
community needs and fulfill their mission” (Nonprofit Technology Network, 2011),
provides insight into NPO technology. use through its annual survey of IT staffing and
use by nonprofits. The survey results describe two distinct groups in terms of nonprofit
technology use: leaders and stragglers. Nonprofit technology leaders are comfortable
adopting emerging technologies and using them to become more productive in achieving
their missions. In contrast, straggler nonprofits use technology at an average to low rate
and lag behind in terms of technology adoption. Of 994 NPOs surveyed by NTEN in
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2009, 65% were classified as stragglers, and 35% were considered leaders (Bernard &
Pukstas, 2010, p.16). This portrait changed significantly in 2011, as only 5.3% of 975
respondents (2% response rate) rated themselves as stragglers and 14.8% considered
themselves leaders (Hoehling, 2012a, p. 36). The report suggests that this change may be
indicative of the explosion of technology options available for all nonprofits, giving all an
opportunity to adopt something, while posing a challenge for leaders to stay on top of all
of the tech tools and strategies being used in the sector. The findings of the NTEN
surveys must be taken at face value, and caution must be taken to not extrapolate them to
all nonprofits, as the survey respondents are members of NTEN, which means they have
a distinct interest in improving their use of technology.
Waters (2007) analyzed the content of the websites of a stratified random sample
of the top 400 philanthropic organizations listed by the Chronicle of Philanthropy to
identify ways in which they used the Internet. He found that a majority of the
organizations disseminated information, including their services, news, mission
statements, and annual reports. A majority also encouraged 2-way communication by
requesting patrons’ e-mail addresses and feedback, as well as accepted donations through
their websites. Approximately one-third hosted online stores. Others use technology to
extend their reach through advertising and advocacy efforts (McNutt & Boland, 1999,
McNutt, 2007), civic engagement, networking, and relationship-building.
Trusty (2011) expanded the scope of Waters’ work in order to see if similar
practices were used by nonprofits of all sizes, not just the top 400. She found in her
content analysis of 567 Indiana NPOs with budgets between $0 and $44 million that 77%
of them had websites, and although there was a significant relationship between
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organizational size and the presence of a website (r=2.39, p<.000), more than 2/3 of all
sizes incorporated the Internet into their work. Her investigation reinforced the findings
of Waters (2007), McNutt (2007), and McNutt and Boland (1999), as she found that a
majority of organizations examined used social media and other two-way communication
tools, online fundraising, and disseminated information through the Internet. However,
she also found that far more NPOs located in metropolitan areas (81%) had an Internet
presence than those located in micropolitan (12%) and rural (7%) areas, which indicates a
need not previously identified in the nonprofit sector overall.
These descriptions of increasingly widespread, although disparate, adoption of
Internet-based technology align with earlier findings by Brainard and Brinkerhoff (2004),
who assert that while some NPOs are maximizing their resources through the use of the
Internet, others they surveyed do not take advantage of this low-cost resource. These
findings also support evidence of a digital divide among NPOs described by Servon
(2001) and identified by Schneider (2003) in her investigation of minority-serving
nonprofits, in which she found many nonprofit agencies do not have the technology or
skills to submit electronic proposals or adhere to online reporting requirements of funding
agencies. Additionally, changes in technology use have taken place since Hackler and
Saxton’s (2007) analysis of 2001 survey data collected by Gifts in Kind International,
which indicates that many nonprofits see IT as simply a tool to accomplish administrative
tasks, at least in some NPOs.
This wide variety of findings illuminates two issues: first, NPOs are using
technology, but for a wide variety of purposes and at a wide range of levels. Second,
while the nonprofit sector is beginning to embrace technology, it could benefit from tools
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that help organizations incorporate the efficiency and effectiveness afforded by
technology into their mission-focused work.

Factors that Influence NPOs’ IT Adoption and Use

Many factors shape NPOs’ technology decisions. NTEN engages in nonprofit
sector survey research in order to provide organizations with real-time data they can use
to make decisions about technology. The following section is a brief summary of current
knowledge of how and why NPOs adopt and use technology, or face challenges in doing
so. The summary uses a recent iteration of these survey findings (Bernard and Pukstas,
2010) as a structure through which to describe the knowledge base in this area,
identifying specific factors that influence nonprofits’ IT adoption and use.

Organizational Size
The size of an organization matters, relative to IT use, in terms of organizational
budget. Larger NPOs, with budgets over $1 million, tend to be more sophisticated in
their IT use because they have discretionary funds to support staffing, equipment, and
training (Bernard & Pukstas, 2010; Clerkin & Gronbjerg, 2007; McNutt, 2007; McNutt &
Boland, 1999; Wolpert & Seeley, 2007). However, Hoehling (2012a) found that there
was not a significant correlation between organization size and NPOs’ reported level of
adoption and use, which led the author to suggest that even if an NPO has no control over
its budget, it can control its technology decision-making strategy. Again, however, this
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NTEN finding was derived from a group of NPOs whose organizational strategy includes
a specific focus on improving their use of technology.

Staffing
In terms of staffing, while organizations with more staff tend to dedicate more
effort toward implementing IT, most nonprofits cannot afford a full-time IT person and
delegate IT responsibilities to whomever has the time or interest, regardless of their level
of IT competency (Baruch & Ramalho, 2006; Clerkin & Gronbjerg, 2007; Manzo &
Pitkin, 2007; Silverman & Rafter, 2007). In organizations that hold technology adoption
and use as a high priority, the average number of technology staff is remaining constant,
but the ratio of dedicated technology staff to overall organizational staff is increasing,
from an average of 34 in 2009 (Bernard & Pukstas, 2010) to an average of 60 (Hoehling,
2012a), a trend which is unexplained at present, but is being monitored. In order to meet
their technology needs, some NPOs outsource IT to consultants (Bernard & Pukstas,
2010) which according to Van Lier and Dohmen (2007), changes the landscape of IT
management, thus impacting IT decision-making and, consequently, alignment.

Training and Technical Assistance
The level and availability of technology training for staff also influences IT
adoption and use. Silverman and Rafter (2007) found that while NPOs often struggle in
obtaining the technology tools they need, a greater challenge is building staff capacity to
use new tools while expecting them to maintain their level of effort toward existing
duties. This challenge is further clarified by Manzo and Pitkin (2007), who assert that
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capacity-building is necessary at two levels for successful technology integration –
management must know how to plan for technology implementation and include training
as part of the process, and “accidental techie” staff must be provided with the training and
support necessary to use the technology and navigate technological infrastructure (p.65).
In their ongoing monitoring of staff technical training through NTEN annual surveys,
Bernard and Pukstas (2010) and Hoehling (2012a) consistently find training to be the
biggest challenge, both in the time and resources dedicated to training, and staff
satisfaction with the level of training. They summarize the findings as, “employees who
are well-trained and comfortable with technology are better prepared to meet an
organization’s technology needs” (2010, p. 23).

Management Involvement
Pettigrew (1973) suggests it is critical to involve management in technology
innovation decisions because they have political power to allocate resources and staff in
ways that can lead to successful change or failure. Manzo and Pitkin (2007), Harrison and
Murray (2007) and Zorn, Flanagin and Soham (2011) assert that senior management
support is a strong factor in IT adoption and use, and in order to be effective advocates,
managers must have a high level of knowledge in how to select and use appropriate
technology. Findings of Hameed and Counsell’s (2012) meta-analysis of factors
influencing IT adoption underscore the critical nature of CEOs’ involvement in
technology decision-making in all sectors, describing their influence at multiple levels of
the process:
In the initiation stage, managers’ help developing awareness among the
organizational members, in the adoption-decision stage they are responsible for
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allocating necessary resources and in the implementation stage they can create an
environment for smooth integration into the organizational settings… Every
adoption process is associated with uncertainty; however, a CEO with more
positive attitude challenges these risks and continues to maintain their enthusiasm
by committing increasing amounts of resources (para. 35).

Mission and Goals
If an organization’s mission or goals do not address technology or innovation, an
organization is less likely to adopt technology or, at minimum, less likely to successfully
implement IT tools and strategies (Clerkin & Gronbjerg, 2007; Fitch, 2007; Nunn, 2007;
Silverman & Rafter, 2007).

Culture
The values, beliefs, and behaviors of an organization, its culture, is a powerful
driver of change. Adopting and using technology is a significant change in organizations.
A negative culture, in which fear of change, anxiety about new technology, and negative
expectations about the changes exist, can be a significant barrier to nonprofit IT adoption
and use (Harrison & Murray, 2007; Manzo & Pitkin, 2007). Similarly, resistance to
change, unwillingness to take risks, and a propensity to hold on to tried and true
practices, particularly in the case of older workers, can also be barriers (McNutt, 2007,
Silverman & Rafter, 2007). Conversely, collaborative cultures and those that embrace
risk and innovation encourage NPO IT adoption and use (Clerkin & Gronbjerg, 2007;
Nunn, 2007).
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Funding and Other Resources
The availability of resources to invest in technology was deliberately put near the
end of this list simply because the claim, “we don’t have the money” is often the first
reason assumed for nonprofit organizations’ resistance to anything. Only 27% of NTEN
survey respondents were satisfied with budget allocations for technology, and less than
half (48%) of NTEN respondents feel they have the IT tools, hardware and software to
meet the needs of all staff (Bernard and Pukstas, 2010). However, even organizations
that aren’t cash-strapped struggle with IT resources because many do not prioritize
technology in terms of its share of the budget (Trusty, 2011). Government funding is,
conversely, a factor that facilitates increased technology use because when the
government mandates reporting and accountability tasks that require the use of computers
and the Internet, they often supply resources to fulfill the tasks through grant line items or
contracts (Clerkin & Gronbjerg, 2007; Manzo & Pitkin, 2007; Wolpert & Seeley, 2007;
Zhang, Gutierrez, & Mathieson, 2010).

Stakeholder Influence
A stakeholder is defined by Freeman as “any group or individual who is affected
by or can affect the achievement of an organization’s objectives” (1984, p. 5). External
stakeholders, such as governmental funders described above, community leaders, and
donors have the power to influence the use of funding for technology, as well as leverage
their power to influence decisions to adopt and use certain technologies. Funder
expectations drive IT adoption and use through the provision of restricted funds and,
conversely, a lack of non-restricted donations (Clerkin & Gronbjerg, 2007; Hall, 2007;
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Manzo & Pitkin, 2007; Wolpert & Seeley, 2007). Likewise, internal stakeholders,
including the board, staff, volunteers and clients, have the power to champion or
challenge decisions to adopt and use technology (Hameed & Counsell, 2012; O’Hanlon
& Chang, 2007).

Strategic Planning and Alignment
The process of choosing technology that facilitates an organization’s mission may
sound quite simple, but evidence from the nonprofit sector suggests that it is far from an
easy task. However, in tech savvy NPOs, some progress is being made. According to
NTEN Staffing surveys (Bernard & Pukstas, 2010; Hoehling, 2012a), only thirty-five
percent were satisfied with the integration of IT with their strategic plans, in 2009 just
over one-third had strategic IT plans, and two years later 55% had strategic IT plans. In
the nonprofit sector overall, though, little is known about whether IT is aligned in a way
that will help organizations achieve their missions (Pereira & Cullen, 2009, p. 1056). In
summary, the literature tells us that many factors influence nonprofit IT adoption and use,
and it is likely that these same factors influence the level of IT alignment in NPOs, a
prediction that will be tested in this investigation.

Current Ideas about Nonprofit IT Alignment

Nonprofit technology practitioners believe that IT alignment can help nonprofits
more effectively achieve their missions based on their own anecdotal evidence, as well as
demonstrated impacts in the private sector. Investigations of effective use of IT by NPOs
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frame the discussion of IT alignment. Effective use is defined by Gurstein (2003) as “the
capacity and opportunity to successfully integrate [IT] into the accomplishment of self or
collaboratively identified goals” (p. 8), which alludes to the concept of IT alignment.
Harrison and Murray (2007) proceeded with this definition to create an [IT] effectiveness
model which suggests that an organization’s experience with IT, participation in IT use,
job stress, ease of use of IT and financial resources are variables that impact perceived
benefits from technology, which can be translated to “effective use.” O’Hanlon and
Chang (2007) describe factors that impact effective use through their Technology
Adoption and Use Model, through which they explain that the external environment,
pressure from donors and volunteers to use IT, and IT’s role in helping or inhibiting
compatibility between clients and organizations all impact IT adoption and use. These
models arrange combinations of the above-mentioned factors in ways that explain NPOs’
propensity to adopt and use IT, yet they do not directly address the process of integrating
IT with organizations’ missions and goals in ways that will foster better achievement of
organizational outcomes. McInerney (2007), Silverman, Rafter and Martinez (2007), and
Hackler & Saxton (2007), however, insist that while effective technology use is
important, connecting technology use with an organization’s mission, IT-mission
alignment, in other words, is truly the ultimate objective.
Te’eni and Young (2003) and Manzo and Pitkin (2007) assert that integrating IT
into the overall strategic planning process of nonprofits would result in increased
richness, reach, affiliation, and effectiveness of organizations through improved,
innovative information flow, provided that such integration is deliberate. Through their
work with thousands of NPO staff across the U.S., technology consultants Heye (2009),
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Merritt (personal communication, November 29, 2010), and Campbell (personal
communication, November 29, 2010) have seen this type of deliberate integration here
and there in their work, but they have deduced that, for the most part, the divide between
tech leaders and stragglers still exists in the nonprofit sector because most NPOs view
ICT tools as add-ons, point-of-purchase solutions, or office supplies that help get work
done, but not necessarily as strategic tools that are critical to achieving organizational
missions. They have come to accept the dichotomy in the present, but assert that certain
strategies can help straggler NPOs on a broad scale cross the divide and align IT with
their missions in ways that will increase their organizational. Interestingly, in the two
years since these conversations, the growth of free or low-cost, accessible, user-friendly
social media and cloud-based tools have created a significant bridge between the leaders
and stragglers. NTEN’s 4th annual Nonprofit Social Network Benchmark Report
(Nonprofit Technology Network, 2012) found that 98% of nonprofit respondents use
Facebook, up 30% from 2011, Twitter use by nonprofits increased 81% between 2011
and 2012. These increases are attributed to nonprofits’ efforts to incorporate social media
into their organizational strategy, make it a priority, and dedicate staff time to managing
social network presence. These finding provide evidence for the claims above that
strategy and staffing do impact technology use and adoption. But, again, the findings stop
at activities and fail to consider whether technology impacts outcomes.
Attention to the concept of nonprofit IT alignment emerged in practice through
YMCA of the USA (2007) and NTEN (Heye, 2009). In descriptions of their respective
models, YMCA and Heye suggest that nonprofit IT use can be characterized at one of
five levels of maturity:
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Chaotic – The organization is struggling to keep up with failing
infrastructure, spending all of their time fixing old equipment
Reactive – The organization has basic systems in place to keep
workstations running and updated, immediate needs are budgeted, but no
plan is in place for long-term growth.
Proactive – The organization has a stable infrastructure, solid operations
software, and a good set of policies and practices. Technology builds
efficiencies, but isn’t used to strategically meet the mission of the
organization. IT does not help with organizational planning.
Service – The organization anticipates and meets the IT needs of staff, IT
staff is involved in strategic planning processes in which IT is envisioned
as helping internal and external functions.
Value – IT is considered an investment in mission, a percentage of
budget is dedicated to IT, existing technologies are evaluated for mission
and revenue impact, and new technologies are explored for future use.
IT systems provide critical metrics to the organization. (Heye, 2009, p.
11-12)
Heye (2009) describes the Five Stages of Managing Technology as a model that

can be used by organizations to informally assess where they are in the evolutionary
process and identify specific practices they can change to become more mature in their
alignment between IT and organizational mission and goals. This model is an adaptation
of two existing business models, Luftman’s SAMM (2000) and Gartner’s Enterprise
Architecture Maturity Model (Schulman, 2002) that incorporate many of the same factors
as SAMM. The main difference in Heye’s model is that the factors are described in
language that is familiar in the nonprofit sector, as illustrated in Figure 1. Although this
practitioner model has yet to be empirically tested, Heye believes that if appropriate
metrics can be identified to measure whether higher levels of NPO IT alignment maturity
result in greater mission and goal achievement, the model can be a viable tool for
nonprofits wishing to improve their IT alignment (Heye, personal communication,
November 29, 2010).
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Microsoft’s (2010) Nonprofit IT Pyramid is a similar, yet more rudimentary
framework to help nonprofit organizations understand how IT is typically adopted and
used and how it can evolve in ways that can help NPOs better achieve their missions. The
Nonprofit IT Pyramid is not designed to quantitatively diagnose organizations’ level of

Figure 1. Five Stages of Managing Technology. From “Mission first: Achieving IT alignment” by S. Heye
in Managing technology to meet your mission: A strategic guide for nonprofit leaders (p. 13), 2009, San
Francisco, CA: Jossey-Bass. Copyright 2009 by Jossey-Bass. Reprinted with permission.
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IT alignment maturity, nor does it prescribe specific strategies organizations can
use to evolve in their use of technology. Rather, it is a guide that suggests the order in
which nonprofits should focus their efforts to bring IT into the organizational mix, as
illustrated in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2. The Nonprofit IT Pyramid: A Framework for IT Adoption and Innovation. From Demystifying IT
adoption and innovation in the nonprofit sector (p. 2), by Microsoft Corporation, 2010, Redmond, WA:
Microsoft Corporation. Copyright 2010 by Microsoft Corporation. Reprinted with permission.

While the pyramid is a nice guide, it is just that, and it has the potential to
frustrate organizations that might attempt to use it as a change model for two reasons.
First, the statement is made in their literature, “It is no coincidence that Access to Stable
and Secure Technologies is the foundation of our pyramid; it plays a very important role
as a platform for additional technology adoption” (2010, p. 2). It is an unfortunate
coincidence that 28% of the most tech-savvy nonprofits (Bernard & Pukstas, 2010, p.16),
and likely a much higher percentage of all nonprofits, are not presently at the bottom
level of the pyramid because they consider themselves lagging behind or in trouble in
terms of their technology use. Further, asking these nonprofits to envision the small steps
they can take to get to the next level is futile. If they knew the small steps they should
take, they would already be there.
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The most recently-released nonprofit IT alignment model is an iteration of
Microsoft’s model presented by NPower, which is a consortium of nonprofit technical
assistance providers funded in part by Microsoft that serves 13 metropolitan areas across
the U.S. (NPower, 2011). The Nonprofit Technology Pyramid considers stragglers as it
presents a broader foundation to its model depicting organizations that are “technology
constrained,” thus considering the stragglers, as shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3. The Nonprofit Technology Pyramid. From NPower Indiana website, by NPower, 2011, Brooklyn,
NY: NPower. Copyright 2011 by NPower. Reprinted with permission.

Again, the model is conceptual in nature and lacks a structure through which IT
alignment maturity can be diagnosed and specific strategies prescribed for more
sophisticated alignment.
In order for NPOs to fully benefit from the work that has been done in the sphere
of IT alignment, these ideas must be transformed into quantitative models and validated
tools to assess and direct improvement of organizations’ IT alignment. This has been
done in the business sector, and has helped organizations achieve higher levels of
alignment and greater organizational outcomes.
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The Evolution of Business-IT Alignment Models

Organizations practice strategic IT alignment as they examine their organizational
strategy (mission, vision, goals, and activities) and structure, choose technology
initiatives and infrastructure that are best suited to their strategy, assess the effectiveness
of these choices, then start the entire cycle again as the organization continues to change.
The alignment process is complex. It involves making and evaluating ongoing, strategic
decisions across multiple organizational levels throughout an organization’s environment
(Miles & Snow, 1978). This complexity is evident in the myriad of models and
frameworks that have been created over the past several decades to describe the
alignment process, its antecedents, and outcomes.
The Strategic Alignment Model (SAM) (Henderson & Venkatraman, 1993)
describes factors that influence IT alignment relative to four domains of strategy choice:
business strategy, business infrastructure, IT strategy and IT infrastructure, and
illuminates the role strategic fit and functional integration play in the alignment process.
Strategic alignment is defined as an organization’s ability to create a strategic fit between
its position in the product-market arena and the appropriate administrative structure to
support its execution (p. 6). SAM posits that when organizations consider IT initiatives
that will further their strategic direction, they must make decisions within four domains
of strategic choice: the external domains of organizational strategy and IT strategy, and
the internal domains of organizational infrastructure and IT infrastructure.
The concepts of strategic fit and functional integration were adopted by Luftman,
Papp and Brier (1999) and Luftman (2000) as the foundation for alignment maturity
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criteria established by the Strategic Alignment Maturity Model (SAMM). According to
SAMM, alignment maturity is the extent to which business and IT strategies and
infrastructure functions are planned and integrated, based on a collection of internal and
external factors. Luftman, Papp and Brier (1999) initiated their consideration of SAM as
an appropriate model of business-IT alignment by using it as the basis for a survey that
identified enablers and inhibitors of IT alignment. They elaborated upon SAM to include
twelve components that define business-IT alignment, three in each of the domains
described earlier by Henderson and Venkatraman (1993). The findings of this survey,
implemented with 500 companies in 15 different industry sectors, provided the insight
necessary to build an instrument with which organizations can assess their business-IT
alignment maturity. The instrument combines the 12 original components into 6 criteria
necessary for mature alignment:











Communications – Effective exchange of ideas and clear
understanding of what will ensure successful strategies (p. 14)
Competency/value measurement – A balanced ‘dashboard’ that
demonstrates the value of IT in terms of contribution to the
business and clearly defines rewards and penalties for surpassing
or missing objectives (p. 15)
Governance – Ensuring that the appropriate business and IT
participants formally discuss and review the priorities and
allocation of IT resources, and that decision-making authority is
clearly defined (p. 17)
Partnership – The relationship between business and IT
organizations…, the opportunity for [each] to have an equal role in
defining business strategies…,sharing of risks and rewards of new
initiatives…,and sharing of a clearly-defined vision (p. 17-18)
Scope and architecture – The extent to which IT goes beyond the
back office and front office of an organization, supports a flexible,
transparent infrastructure, evaluates and applies emerging
technologies, enable business processes and strategies, and provide
customizable solutions (p. 19)
Skills – All the human resource considerations for the
organization, including training, salary, performance feedback,
career opportunities, cultural and social environments (p. 20)
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The most current iteration of the SAMM assessment survey (Luftman, 2011) uses
29 specific business characteristics and behaviors as variables, or factors that measure an
organization’s level of alignment in each of the six criteria, as displayed in Table 1.
Table 1
SAMM Alignment Criteria (Luftman, 2003)
SAMM Criteria

Communication

Competency/Value
measurements

Governance

Partnership

Technology Scope

Skills/Culture

SAMM Factors
Understanding of business by IT
Understanding of IT by business
Organizational learning
Style and ease of communication access between business and IT
Leveraging intellectual assets
It-business liaison staff
IT metrics
Business metrics
Link between IT and business metrics
Service level agreements
Benchmarking
Formally assess IT investments
Continuous improvement process
Formal business strategy planning
Formal IT strategy planning
Organizational structure
Reporting relationships
How IT is budgeted
Rationale for IT spending
Senior level IT steering committee
How projects are prioritized
Business perception of IT
IT’s role in strategic business planning
Shared risks and rewards
Managing the IT-Business relationship
Business sponsors/champions
Primary systems
Standards
Architectural integration
How IT infrastructure is perceived
Innovative, entrepreneurial environment
Who makes key IT HR decisions
Change readiness
Career crossover opportunities
Cross-functional training and job rotation
Social interaction
Attracting and retaining top talent
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The five levels of business/IT alignment delineated in SAMM may look familiar,
as they influenced the levels of alignment described earlier in Heye’s (2009) Five Stages
of Managing Technology:
1. Initial/Ad Hoc Process: This is the lowest level of maturity;
management practices and strategic IT choices to facilitate
alignment do not exist or are ad hoc in nature.
2. Committed Process: Management practices and strategic IT
choices to facilitate alignment exist at a low level in the
organization.
3. Established, Focused Process: Management practices and strategic
IT choices to facilitate alignment exist at a moderate level in the
organization.
4. Improved/Managed Process: Management practices and strategic
IT choices to facilitate alignment exist at a strong level in the
organization.
5. Optimized Process: Management practices and strategic IT choices
to facilitate alignment are fully integrated and coadaptive between
the business and IT function. (Sledgianowski, Luftman, & Reilly,
2006, p. 19)
The above factors were first validated by Luftman (2000) through implementation
of a SAMM assessment survey instrument with 25 Fortune 500 companies (p. 10).
Sledgianowski, Luftman and Reilly (2006) established confirmatory factor reliability and
validity of the maturity constructs through a pilot of the instrument with 23 business and
IT executives, then full-scale application of the survey with 153 executives from eight
organizations (p. 22). However, these investigations did not take place in a vacuum.
While Luftman’s model has garnered over 250 independent inquiries of IT alignment to
the present day using the SAMM instrument (Chan & Reich, 2007; Zhang, Gutierrez &
Mathieson, 2010; Kempaiah, 2008; Nash, 2009; Khaiata & Zualkerman, 2009; Evers,
2010), others explored the concept from a variety of perspectives. Together, these studies
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suggest nine themes that characterize understandings of IT alignment, which are
described below.
Specific factors, or antecedents, have been identified through surveys, case
studies, and interviews as having measurable influence on IT alignment (Luftman, Papp
& Brier, 1999; Luftman, 2000, 2001; Raymond, Pare, & Bergeron, 1995; Sabherwal &
Kirs 1994). Relationships within organizations also influence IT alignment. Sharing
information, communicating, planning together, and celebrating success all require the
development and nurturance of relationships within an organization, relationships which
can enable greater alignment maturity (Bassellier & Benbasat, 2004; Bassellier, Benbasat
& Reich, 2003; Campbell; 2008; Chan, Sabherwal & Thatcher, 2006; Kearns & Lederer,
2003; Luftman, Papp & Brier, 1999; Reich & Benbasat, 1996, 2000). Both formal and
informal aspects of organizational culture can either enable or inhibit alignment
(Campbell, Kay, &Avison; 2005; Chan, 2002; CIO Insight Staff , 2004; Sledgianowski &
Luftman, 2005; Tallon & Kraemer, 2003). The adage ‘plan your work and work your
plan’ is clearly communicated in the literature relative to IT alignment -- strategic
planning is a necessary precursor to IT alignment (Chan, Sabherwal & Thatcher, 2005;
Kearns & Lederer, 2003; Luftman, Papp & Brier, 1999; Reich & Benbasat, 1996, 2000;
Sledgianowski & Luftman, 2005). Shared knowledge and skills between business staff
and IT staff are critical to successful and sustained alignment (Bassellier, Benbasat &
Reich; 2003; Luftman, 2000). Most often, a champion, either from the business side or
the IT side of an organization, facilitates the alignment process (Cragg, King & Hussin,
2002; Kearns & Lederer, 2003, Luftman, 2003; Reich, & Benbasat, 2000). An
organization’s strategy typology, described as either a Prospector, Analyzer, Defender,
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or Reactor (Miles & Snow, 1978), influences its approach to and success in achieving and
sustaining alignment (Chan, 2002; Chan & Huff, 1992; Chan, Sabherwal & Thatcher,
2006; Cragg, King & Hussin, 2002).
Although the positive aspects of IT alignment are touted in a majority of these
investigations, alignment is not always an appropriate goal for organizations. In fact, it is
possible to “overdo” alignment and cause an organization to get stuck in its strategic
approach and become unresponsive to environmental changes necessary for sustainability
(Chan & Huff, 1992; Chan, Sabherwal & Thatcher, 2006; Sabherwal & Chan, 2001;
Street, 2006). Accordingly, it is important for this investigation and its practical
applications to acknowledge this risk and proceed with the foundational advice that the
IT alignment process must be dynamic and flexible (Henderson & Venkatraman, 1993;
Miles & Snow, 1978; Orlikowski, 1996; Tallon & Kraemer, 2003).
Finally, while IT alignment in itself is a formidable organizational outcome
(Reich & Benbasat, 2000; Byrd, Lewis & Bryan, 2006) successful IT alignment is a
means to greater ends: improvement of effectiveness, efficiency, growth, and financial
metrics. These themes integrate Luftman’s SAMM criteria and factors with similar and
novel factors that have dominated the literature.
A vast collection of investigations identify specific performance outcomes that are
improved as a result of aligning IT with business processes and strategies (Chan,
Sabherwal & Thatcher, 2006; Cragg, King & Hussin, 2002; Cragg & Tordorova, 2005;
Croteau & Bergeron, 2001; Kempaiah, 2008; Luftman & Kempaiah, 2007; Nash, 2009;
Sabherwal & Chan, 2001). These outcomes are shared with a caveat provided by Soh and
Marcus (1995) and reiterated in essence by Chan and Reich (2007), that “outcomes may
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not occur even when conditions [like alignment] are present unless a particular ‘recipe’
involving external directional forces and probabilistic processes unfolds”(p. 31).
Accordingly, the outcomes described assume that the factors previously described are
present and take place as the process of alignment, performance outcomes that Soh and
Markus (1995) generalize as primarily financial indicators such as return on investment,
assets, and expense/income ratio.
Previous investigations have isolated and tested a broad collection of antecedents
to business-IT alignment. As is the case with most theoretical models and constructs, no
one model addresses all facets of the phenomenon of interest. Each investigation isolates
specific factors of interest, and it is likely that no singular model has the ability to
comprehensively assess IT alignment. However, all of them illuminate components of
alignment that can and should be incorporated into a theoretical model and corresponding
measurement instrument if there is hope of presenting data to organizations that can truly
assist them in increasing their IT alignment in authentic settings.
SAMM (Luftman, 2011), although the most comprehensively tested, is not a
perfect model for the purposes of this investigation. Its use in isolation ignores the
additional factors mentioned above, the influence of business strategy typology, which is
claimed to preclude alignment efforts, the direct relationship between alignment and
organizational outcomes, and for the purposes of this investigation, the unique
characteristics of nonprofit organizations. Further, it has four distinct limitations to its
transferability. First, it provides indicators for future progress in alignment maturity, but
its utility stops at the indicators. Data derived from the instrument suggests factors that
organizations can change in order to increase their IT alignment maturity, but does not
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provide specific guidance in how to change those factors beyond increasing their
individual levels of maturity.
Second, in all chronicles of its implementation in the business sector, greater IT
alignment maturity is claimed to result in increased or improved organizational outcomes,
but a majority of those outcomes are business-specific metrics, limited primarily to
standard economic and financial indicators, such as profit/loss and return on investment
(ROI). Use of SAMM to date exposes a gap in its utility in sectors and organizations in
which performance metrics depart from such indicators. The nonprofit sector is one such
sector in which performance is measured by far more than dollars. This disparity in
metrics between business and nonprofit sectors is likely a primary reason SAMM and IT
alignment as a strategic practice have been widely investigated in the business sector, yet
have only been explored by a handful of investigators in the nonprofit sector.
Third, SAMM, as well as all of the other models discussed, has been applied
nearly exclusively in the business sector, and consequently the terminology and construct
assumptions of these models render them inappropriate for wholesale adoption in a
nonprofit environment. For example, if SAMM was administered in a small nonprofit
organization, which describes the majority of NPOs, (Bernard & Pukstas, 2009, 2010;
Levine, 2008), it is unlikely that terms like “federated/hybrid IT function”, “activitybased costing”, and “service level agreements” included in the questionnaire (Luftman,
2011) would hold meaning for NPO respondents. Also, the models assume that the IT
function is the responsibility of a full time employee or even department which, in small
nonprofits, is highly unlikely (Bernard & Pukstas, 2009, 2010; Levine, 2008). In order for
any of these models to be of value to NPOs, the language describing the factors would
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need to be modified, which would prohibit any established validity from being
generalized to the nonprofit sector.
Fourth, it has been suggested that for-profit and non-profit organizations exist in
two different worlds in terms of their missions, goals and outcomes. For-profit
organizations, a term used interchangeably with the terms “business(es)” and “business
organization(s)” for the purposes of this investigation, maximize profit and wealth, while
nonprofits maximize social value and social welfare by changing individual and
community attitudes, beliefs, behaviors, and conditions (Baruch & Ramalho, 2006;
Costa, Ramus, & Andreaus, 2011; Hackler & Saxton, 2007; Moore, 2000; Sowa, Selden
& Sandfort, 2004). Fine describes this distinction quite clearly, “The commercial sector
provides a service on demand for the purpose of making money. Our beloved sector
serves hard-to-reach people with hard-to-solve problems, against great odds, for the
public good” (2006, p. 4). A perfect example of this difference is illustrated by
Crutchfield and Grant, who describe the “underwhelming” number of homes for lowincome families built by Habitat for Humanity, when compared to the number of lowincome housing communities built by commercial real estate developers. They assert that
Habitat’s impact moves far beyond bricks and sticks,
“Habitat doesn’t aspire merely to build houses for the poor, but rather to mobilize
communities to solve the problems of poverty housing. They inspire hundreds of
thousands of middle-class volunteers to help build Habitat houses – to change
how they think, how they act, and how they vote.” (2012, p. 101)
It is this distinction between the missions of private and nonprofit organizations that
necessitates a careful consideration of fit when proposing a model that measures and
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encourages improvement of IT alignment in the nonprofit sector. Chan, Saberwhal and
Thatcher (2006) echo this sentiment with this assertion that IT alignment mechanisms
vary by industry and business strategy. In brief, the above discussion provides an
overarching view of thoughts on business-IT alignment to the present, and provides a
means to determine how translation beyond the business sector might proceed.
Even with its limitations, it makes sense to consider SAMM as the starting point
for adaptation to the nonprofit sector because it is the one that most comprehensively
addresses the wide variety of factors that have been suggested. However, it can only be
considered a starting point because, as was described previously, alignment does not
happen in a vacuum, and it is not an end within itself. It has been posited that an
organization’s propensity to align IT with its mission is driven by its strategic orientation
(Sabherwal & Chan, 2001). Further, the ultimate purpose of IT/mission alignment is to
increase an organization’s success in achieving its intended outcomes. Therefore, we
must consider strategic orientation and outcomes as part of a larger equation in order to
fully understand the potential benefits of IT alignment.
Thus, the next section will address strategic orientation, which is followed by a
business-sector model that brings together strategic orientation; technology deployment,
which shares many similarities with IT alignment; and organizational performance. This
confluence of business sector models will be followed by a consideration of the
differences between NPOs and for-profit organizations and how those differences could
impact transfer of the models across the sectors. A key difference, measurement of
outcomes, will then be addressed in-depth in Chapter III. In Chapter IV, these ideas will
be brought together into a new theoretical model that can be applied in nonprofit settings.
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Strategy Typology as a Driver of Alignment

Miles and Snow’s Business Strategy model (1978) explains the process of
organizational adaptation and change as it is driven by the strategic choices that are made
by decision-makers in organizations on a daily basis. According to Miles and Snow,
“Organizations act to create their environment” (1978, p. 5), and over time these actions
represent an ongoing adaptive cycle. They propose that these actions are determined by
problems that arise and corresponding strategic choices that are made within an
environment constrained by organizational structure and managers’ processes of
managing people and tasks. The configuration of staff and volunteers, the organizational
hierarchy (i.e. chain of command), the formality of policies and procedures, and the way
decisions are made are all structures and processes that influence an organization’s
strategic actions. More simply, ‘structure + process = strategy’. The strategic actions
translate to stable patterns of behavior over time, thus becoming part of an organization’s
character. The choice to align technology with an organization’s mission is an example of
a strategic action, and how the organization goes about the alignment process often
demonstrates its strategy typology.
The combination of these problems and strategy choices shape four distinct types
of strategic behavior exhibited in most organizations, based on Miles and Snow’s
observations over time (1978) and hundreds of related investigations over the past several
decades. More recently, these behaviors were analyzed in the nonprofit context by Brown
and Iverson (2004), who found, through their survey of 132 NPOs and interviews with 9
executives from NPOs that exemplified each strategy typology, that the characteristics of
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each typology translated consistently from the business context in which the typologies
were originally operationalized to the participant organizations. The four business
strategy typologies have been applied extensively in empirical investigations with
consistent findings over time in a variety of contexts (Brown & Iverson, 2004; James &
Hatten, 1995; Sebaa, Wallace & Cornelius, 2010; Shortell & Zajac, 1990). This
consistent transfer, from the business sector to a nonprofit context presents an
opportunity to further investigate the fit of Miles and Snow’s model, in combination with
SAMM, within the nonprofit sector. Each typology is described below based on Miles
and Snow’s established definitions, augmented by Brown and Iverson’s findings.
Defenders have a narrow focus, a set service area, or they serve a specific client
or need. They are the experts in their sector and generally do not seek out new problems
to solve or partners with which to collaborate. They often have formal policies and
procedures to guide their work. Their approach to decision-making is generally stable,
fueled by staff ideas and approved and monitored by the board. Strategy choices focus on
increasing the efficiency and effectiveness of the services they currently provide and, to a
limited extent, pursuing innovations that will help improve service delivery. Defenders
can be characterized as either the go-to organization for best practices if their services
result in consistent, reliable, high-quality, mission-focused outcomes, or they might be
the ‘old dog’ in a community that does what has always been done with little regard for
environmental pressures or changes. Defenders view their mission as a strict boundary
for service provision (Brown & Iverson, 2004; Miles & Snow, 1978).
Prospectors are always looking for new ways to meet emerging needs.
Accordingly, they are always in search of the latest technology and processes to create
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novel solutions. Prospectors are risk takers and often give up efficiency and overall
superiority in exchange for their position as first on the block. They continually scan the
community for opportunities to serve and respond quickly to funding and program
development opportunities. These organizations invest resources and establish extensive
partnerships to create, test, and offer new approaches. Board members, staff and
volunteers are dynamic in their roles, champions and innovators are celebrated,
committees are active, and service areas, policies and procedures are redefined as needed
to meet emerging needs. Prospectors consider their mission a ’jumping off point’ from
which they should innovate and expand to meet a variety of needs (Brown & Iverson,
2004; Miles & Snow, 1978).
Analyzers exist in two domains: one that is stable and requires routine processes,
formalized structures, and efficient technology; and one that readily adapts to changes in
the community. The stable base often consists of a well-developed, yet dynamic strategic
plan, which provides fuel for controlled innovation. Analyzers engage in ongoing needs
assessment to keep their finger on the pulse of their community of stakeholders. When
they find opportunities to solve new problems, they do so with conservative, yet
progressive technology, structure and process choices. Staff and volunteers are often
specialized, and decisions are data-driven. Analyzers use their mission to drive a set of
limited, stable services yet they remain open to promising practices that might enable
them to better meet community needs (Brown & Iverson, 2004; Miles & Snow, 1978).
Reactors do not tend to maintain a specific niche or present innovative
approaches. Rather, these organizations respond to environmental demands by looking at
what other organizations are doing, filling gaps and eliminating duplicative services.
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Environmental pressures tend to force disorganized choices in terms of who to serve,
what to provide, what tools to use, and how to structure and process the work.
Conserving resources and avoiding risk are often the focus, and the mission is flexible
enough to adapt to a variety of needs and opportunities (Brown & Iverson, 2004; Miles &
Snow, 1978).
As described above, the strategy typologies are the means by which organizations
can be classified in terms of their general approach to planning, structuring their work,
making decisions, and implementing processes. Considered through the lens of
technology, strategy typology can be a critical driver of the structures and processes
organizations choose as they adopt technology, use it, and align it with their missions.
Croteau and Bergeron (2001) posit that strategy typology and technological deployment,
defined in a way that closely mirrors Luftman’s (2000) and Heye’s (2009) description of
IT alignment, together impact organizational performance. An examination of their
model provides significant insight into this process.
The “Information Technology Trilogy” (Croteau & Bergeron, 2001) describes the
relationships between business strategy, measured using Miles and Snow’s strategy
typology; technological deployment, described as corresponding “to the way companies
plan and manage information technology from its potential and effectiveness” (p. 79) and
measured using seven components that are similar to Luftman’s six factors; and
organizational performance, measured using financial and growth metrics (p. 81). Their
model is shown in Figure 4 below:
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Figure 4. An Information Technology Trilogy Model. Reprinted from Journal of Strategic Information
Systems, Vol. 10, Croteau, A.M. & Bergeron, F., An information technology trilogy: Business strategy,
technological deployment and organizational performance, page 91, Copyright (2001), with permission
from Elsevier.

Croteau and Bergeron posit that for a business with a given type of strategy, a
specific profile of technological deployment can help the firm enhance its performance.
Using a questionnaire to which 243 organizations responded (12.5% response rate), they
found that prospector strategic activities were positively related to organizational
performance, and reactor activities impede performance. They also found that prospectors
have high levels of impact, technological architecture, and system performance
evaluation, while analyzers have high levels of information system department impact,
architecture scanning, and evaluation. Conversely, they found a negative relationship
between defender activities and impact, architecture, scanning and evaluation, and no
relationship between technological deployment and reactor activities. These findings
allowed them to generalize two profiles of technological deployment, inward and
outward, that reflected these relationship patterns. When they tested relationships
between the profiles and organizational performance, they found that analyzer (outward)
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and prospector (inward) profiles contribute to increased organizational performance
(2001, pp. 91-93).
The methodology section will discuss approaches to identifying and measuring
these four strategy archetypes and their relationships to IT alignment and describe ways
in which Croteau and Bergeron’s model suggests the most appropriate approach to
examining the relationships in the nonprofit sector. Later discussion also proposes a
novel theoretical approach to incorporating three considerations of alignment - business
strategy typology, factors influencing IT alignment maturity beyond just those measured
by SAMM, and the measurement of outcomes -- into a new framework that will best
serve the needs of nonprofit organizations. Before this model can be presented, however,
it is important to carefully consider the differences that prevent direct transfer of existing
models to the nonprofit sector.

Challenges in Translating Business Models to the Nonprofit Sector

It would be very convenient to consider NPOs as just ‘organizations’ in order to
test the transferability of SAMM and other relevant IT alignment concepts that emerged
in the business sector. In fact several nonprofit investigations suggest that NPOs should
“run like a business” by using strategies for success developed in the private sector
(Paton, Foot & Payne, 2000; Standley, 2001; Young, 2001). Best-selling author and
worldwide business consultant Jim Collins, who initially prescribed a disciplined
approach to strategic operations that would transform businesses from mediocrity to top
performers in Good to Great (2001), refuted this very assertion in his companion
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monograph, Good to Great and the Social Sectors (2006). He posits that disciplined
people, disciplined thought, disciplined action and sustained focus on pursuing greatness
in terms of outcomes, not business processes, makes an organization great. In Great by
Choice, Collins and Hansen reiterate discipline, along with creativity, as cornerstones of
greatness, particularly in fast-moving times such as today’s technologically-driven
society (2011). The distinct differences between business outcomes (financial) and
nonprofit outcomes (social) give justification for not cutting and pasting practices from
one sector to the other. Further, Collins claims that “a culture of discipline is not a
principle of business; it is a principle of greatness” (2006, p. 1). Considering IT
alignment in light of this assertion justifies its applicability to NPOs, because IT
alignment in any organization is a strategic, deliberate practice that requires a sustained
culture of discipline.
The label “nonprofit” alone indicates that NPO are clearly different from “forprofit” business organizations. While these and all organizations share some
characteristics, there are distinct differences in organizational character between NPOs
and businesses. Edwards (2010) cautions that nonprofit and business organizations
should each maintain their distinct character, and they should refrain from becoming
“hybrids”, as he claims the result would have undesirable tradeoffs. The present
discussion will compare the two along several dimensions: mission and goals,
organizational structure, culture, resources, stakeholders, and, most significantly for the
purpose of this study, outcomes and performance metrics.
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Different Mission and Goals
While every organization with a mission statement aspires to achieve that mission
and its corresponding goals, the sentiments at the heart of nonprofit missions are very
different from those of businesses (Cortes & Rafter, 2007; Hackler & Saxton, 2007;
Moore, 2000). Friedman is very direct in suggesting the sole social responsibility of
business, “To use its resources and engage in activities designed to increase its profits so
long as it stays within the rules of game, which is to say, engaged in open and free
competition, without deception or fraud” (Friedman, 1970, p. SM17). Rarely do NPO
missions reflect a focus on profit for profit’s sake. While NPOs do sometimes generate
revenue and profit from their work, the proceeds are generally distributed back into the
organization, presumably as further investment in achieving their mission. The primary
focus of the work of nonprofit organizations is to fulfill a social mission (Hackler &
Saxton, 2007) or social value, defined in the Thesaurus of ERIC Descriptors (1966) as
“principles and standards of human interaction within a given group that are regarded by
members of that group as being worthy, important, or significant”. As they interface with
individuals, groups and communities, NPOs strive to create social value with resources
entrusted to them (Moore, 2000), an endeavor that is sometimes difficult to define in
terms of goals, and sometimes results in multiple goals. In contrast, businesses focus on
specific, tangible goals (Campbell, McDonald & Sethibe, 2009), which include, in the
most general sense, maximizing profits and creating wealth for stakeholders (Hackler &
Saxton, 2007). Cortes and Rafter (2007) describe the heart of the problem, the difficulty
nonprofits face in defining their work:
In contrast to the for-profit world’s focus on financial return on
investment, nonprofits’ tendency to have multiple, uncertain, conflicting,
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ambiguous, and hard-to-measure goals makes organizational effectiveness
hard to define, thus complicating improvement of organizational
effectiveness through technology. (p. XI).
Different Organizational Structures
Billis and Glennerster (1998) contrast the structures of NPOs and businesses as
the former having an ambiguous structure, while the latter has a bureaucratic structure.
Such ambiguity is found primarily in smaller NPOs, which make up 80% of registered
nonprofits (Guidestar, 2012), those that are governed by a volunteer board, employ
volunteers as a significant part of the workforce, lack clearly defined job descriptions and
roles for staff, and expect everyone in the organization to jump in wherever necessary.
This characteristically different organizational structure brings with it a different
approach to training and skill development (Beck, Lengnick-Hall & Lengnick-Hall,
2008). In private sector corporations, structured learning is often incorporated into
employees’ job responsibilities. In nonprofits that employ large numbers of volunteers, it
is far more difficult to require necessary training during evenings and weekends, without
compensation, after folks have invested themselves in their “day jobs.”

Different Organizational Cultures
Nonprofit organizations with social missions must, by nature, be a part of the
fabric of their communities if they are to be successful in meeting the needs of their
communities. In order to achieve this, a majority of NPOs serve the public good through
collaborations and partnerships. Compared to for-profit entities, NPOs are described by
Zhang, Gutierrez, and Mathieson (2010) as existing
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…in their broader, and often complicated social environments. They must
deal with other involved entities such as other nonprofit groups, service
recipients, assistance organizations, and regulators. (p. 4).
Personal motivation also impacts the culture of NPOs. Comparisons of NPO and forprofit workforces show that employees in NPOs are driven more by ideology than the
prospect of higher pay or better performance (Devaro & Brookshire, 2007; Ruhm &
Borkoski, 2003). This element of culture may impact NPO workers’ propensity to adopt
and use IT for non-mission-focused tasks, but it may contribute to greater support for ITmission alignment, according to Zhang, Gutierrez, and Mathieson (2010), because NPO
employees and volunteers are more apt to focus on work that is directly related to
mission. The capacity and inclination to take risks is also an important cultural
consideration, one which affects organizational change related to IT differently in the two
contexts. Businesses have full discretion to design a budget that supports IT and risk
reinvesting profits to increase IT capacity according to their strategic plans. NPOs, on the
other hand, may only do so with discretionary dollars. More often, NPOs receive grants,
contracts, and donations that are restricted to specific projects and expenses. Choosing to
allocate funds to IT may be considered a viable risk to some, a risk that may result in
greater effectiveness, efficiency and productivity, but if an NPO does so with restricted
dollars, funder relationships and future funding can be put in jeopardy. Further, investing
in technology in the near term may be possible through specific funding streams, but
funding for ongoing maintenance of IT may not be available, whereby negating the
preliminary advantage of the investment. In short, businesses can take risks more easily
than NPOs can, which is a cultural factor which also must be addressed in an IT
alignment model.
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Different Resources and Resource Acquisition Structures
Financial resources and the means by which they are acquired are vastly different
in business and nonprofit organizations. Businesses sell products and services to cover
expenses and make a profit. Sometimes they start up with infusions of capital by
outsiders, sometimes they begin with someone’s nest egg, and sometimes they take out
loans. It is at the discretion of leadership that funds are allocated toward organizational
priorities. NPOs, in contrast, garner operational funds through a variety of sources. In the
case of grants, contracts, and some donations, the organization makes the request,
hopefully a request that aligns with their strategic priorities, proposes a budget, and
agrees to specific deliverables if the request is funded. If, and only if, the request
includes technology can funds be directed toward technology. Income from fundraising
and selling goods and services are typically the only discretionary funding streams to
which NPOs have access. Accordingly, budget priorities are not made strictly in terms of
what the organization plans to do, but more often in terms of what they have promised
their funders they will do with the money entrusted to them. This dichotomy, of full
discretion versus limited discretion, is not reflected in SAMM, but must be considered
when assessing how IT is prioritized.

Different Stakeholders
In a business context, many internal and external individuals, departments, and
organizations are involved in strategy and IT processes, and their views and cultures may
exert influences on these processes (Campbell, McDonald, & Sethibe, 2009). Freeman
and McVea (2001) suggest that effective businesses “manage and integrate the
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relationships and interests of shareholders, employees, customers, suppliers, communities
and other groups in a way that ensures long-term success of the firm” (p. 10). Zhang,
Gutierrez, and Mathieson (2010), in their comparison of for-profit and nonprofit
organizations, assert that all stakeholders in business settings work toward the same
financial goals, whereas NPO stakeholders all have different goals. This assertion is not
entirely accurate, considering Auerswald’s (2009) discussion of externalities and
residuals. Businesses, in some instances, must manage the competing interests of
stakeholders who are focused on financial residuals, i.e. profits, with the interests of
others who wish to reduce or prevent negative externalities, such as environmental or
human degradation that might be generated alongside profit. In other instances,
businesses manage a diverse group of stakeholders, some that focus on profit while others
focus on creating ethical residuals such as hospitals, trusts, and institutes that will benefit
communities (2009). Recent focus in the for-profit sector on corporate social
responsibility (CSR) provides encouragement for businesses to consider and take
responsibility for ways in which their actions affect the interests of all stakeholders
(Leonard, 2013). Carroll (as cited in Leonard, 2013) suggests four priorities in this area:
legal responsibility to comply with statutory obligations, economic responsibilities, most
notably turning a profit, ethical responsibilities to do what is fair, and philanthropic
responsibilities, giving back to the communities in which they operate. Businesses are
obligated to balance these interests and many do so successfully, but in all cases the
primary objective is to make a profit, and the most influential stakeholders are those that
are involved in strategic management of the organization toward achieving shareholder
wealth or financial residuals for the organization.
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Stakeholders in nonprofit contexts are equally as diverse, representing internal
perspectives of board members, staff, volunteers and clients, as well as external
influences of funders, partner organizations, regulatory bodies, and governmental entities,
all of whom have an interest in maximizing a specific social value as defined by their
mission (Costa, Ramos & Andreaus, 2011, p. 470). This is the primary difference
between NPO and business stakeholders – their priorities. While businesses must
consider stakeholder interests in social costs and benefits as an ancillary part of their
overall strategy, NPOs’ stakeholders interests are nearly exclusively focused on
maximizing social value.
Yet another distinction that sets NPOs apart from businesses is the categories of
stakeholders that influence their mission-focused work. Costa, et al. (2011) identified six
different categories of stakeholders in their analysis of role and process of stakeholder
management in performance accountability, expanding on three categories previously
described by Ebrahim (2003). Of the six categories, some were found to be influential to
mission-focused work, some were found to be impacted by the mission of the NPOs
being investigated, and some fit both criteria. Table 2 below presents the categories as
described by both Costa et al. and Ebrahim, and the involvement of each category in the
mission-focused work of NPOs. Ebrahim (2003) previously identified three distinct
categories of stakeholders based on the bi-directional, principal-agent relationships that
exist between each category and nonprofit and non-governmental organizations (NGOs).
The categories are defined primarily by the accountability mechanisms and activities
involved in maintaining the relationships. Figure 5 illustrates these relationships.
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Table 2
Categories of NPO Stakeholders
Involvement in and
influence on NPO work

Impacted by NPO
mission

(High or Low)

(Rank 0-4)

Stakeholder Category

Examples

Control Bodies1/Sector

State agencies, selfregulatory groups

High

2.4

Foundations, donors,
corporate sponsors,
governmental agencies

Low

1.9

Employees, volunteers

High

3

National and regional
affiliation organizations

Low

2.9

Project beneficiaries,
1
Mission partners / Clients
users of services, NPO
& Communities
members, community

High

3.3

High

2.7

Regulators

2

1

Financiers / Funders
1

Human Resources
1

Networking bodies

Partners/

Collaborators

1

2

Other NPOs in the
community that share in
the work

1.

Costa, E., Ramus, T., & Andreaus, M. (2011).
2. Ebrahim, A. (2003).
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Figure 5. Principal-Agent Relations of Accountability in Nonprofit Organizations. Copyright (2003) John
Wiley and Sons. Used with permission from Ebrahim, A. , Making sense of accountability: Conceptual
perspectives for northern and southern nonprofits, Nonprofit Management and Leadership 14(2), 191, John
Wiley and Sons.

In both stakeholder models, some of the categories, such as control
bodies/regulators, financiers/funders, clients and communities are common to both
businesses and NPOs. However, the character of the relationships is very different in
each of the sectors because the missions of each have very different character, as
described above. Accordingly, the relationships must be strategically managed so that
stakeholder interests can be accommodated by an NPO, and the NPO will continue to be
supported by the stakeholders. Ebrahim provides several examples of this challenging
management process as it might look in NPOs:


“NPOs report on the easily measurable components of their work (such as
numbers of homeless people served or hectares of land reforested) in order to
satisfy funders, while failing to report on factors undermining their work, such as
increases in homelessness due to rising costs of living or policies that encourage
clearing of forests” (2003, p. 197) [social values that are critical to mission
partners].
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“donors have the ability to ‘punish’ NGOs by threatening to cut funds, impose
conditions, or tarnish their reputations in cases where NGOs fail to deliver quick
results in their projects. While such punitive measures are no doubt justifiable in
some cases, they can also reflect a failure on the part of funders to appreciate the
complexities, uncertainties, and long time frames associated with social
development work” (p. 192) [social values that are critical to mission partners].



Public policymakers and funders of nonprofit organizations tend to focus on
external means of ensuring accountability, such as monitoring measures, controls,
and laws. In doing so, they neglect issues of accountability that are internal to
organizations and individuals, such as integrity and mission, and through which
principals and agents work toward developing congruent interests and
commitments (p. 197).



Public agencies [are] sometimes unwilling to inspect politically powerful
nonprofit groups for fear of offending them and ending up in court (p. 198).



In cases where there is a mismatch between the goals of a funder and those of a
nonprofit organization, the nonprofit has a significant incentive to modify its own
goals (even if nominally) rather than to turn down funding. (p. 200)



NGOs face tensions between accountability to funders and accountability to
clients or communities, particularly in cases where funders presume to know the
interests of potential beneficiaries or where the time demanded by upward
reporting occurs at the expense of time spent in communities. (p. 200)
The examples above clearly show that NPO decisions are never made in a

vacuum, and each is influenced significantly by the interests of stakeholders. For this
reason, it is critical to consider stakeholders when considering IT alignment in NPOs
because they could significantly influence the prioritization of IT alignment within an
organizations’ strategic planning process.

Summary

It has been said that SAMM, the predominant existing IT alignment maturity
model, can be used “without difficulties” to effectively assess IT alignment maturity in
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nonprofits (Luftman, personal correspondence, February 27, 2011). However the
differences between nonprofit and business organizations described above, along with the
structure and verbiage of the SAMM instrument that clearly describe business
organizations puts this assertion in question, thus SAMM will be used as a starting point,
but not a ‘plug and play’ solution to measuring IT alignment maturity in NPOs in the
present study. One likeness that has been found between nonprofit and business
organizations is the presence of definable strategy typologies. However, the existence of
characteristic differences between the two begs the question of whether the interplay
between strategy typology and alignment factors is the same in nonprofit organizations as
it is in businesses, a question that is addressed in this investigation. In terms of different
outcomes, Luftman echoed Heye’s concern that business metrics used in previous
SAMM studies may not be appropriate for use in measuring nonprofit outcomes, and he
advised finding “metrics that are acceptable business metrics” would facilitate more
successful use of SAMM and more accurate findings [personal correspondence, February
5, 2011]. The literature asserts that nonprofits measure outcomes differently from
businesses, therefore any conceptual framework and instrument used to measure
nonprofit IT alignment must reflect this. Because this study focuses on outcomes as one
of three elements of a proposed model describing relationships between strategy, IT
alignment maturity and outcomes, and because nonprofit outcomes have not been
considered in existing practitioner models, it is important to give appropriate attention to
nonprofit theory and practice as it relates to measuring outcomes. Thus, established
theory and practice surrounding NPO performance measurement is the focus of the
following chapter.
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CHAPTER III

THE GAP – MEASURING PERFORMANCE OUTCOMES IN NPOS

Introduction

Logically, if nonprofit organizations (NPOs) have missions and goals, structures,
cultures, resources, and stakeholders’ interests that differ from those found in the
business sector, they will also pursue and achieve outcomes that are vastly different from
those achieved in the business sector (Ebrahim & Rangan, 2010; Kaplan & Norton,
2001). Outcomes, according to United Way (1996), “are benefits for participants during
or after their involvement with a program. Outcomes may relate to knowledge, skills,
attitudes, values, behavior, condition, or status” (p. xv). This definition is simplified by
Wholey, Hatry and Newcomer to “changes in clients or communities associated with
program activities and outputs” (2010, p. 28). Across the nonprofit sector, other terms are
synonymous with outcomes: impacts, results, and effects, to name a few (United Way,
1996, p. 7).
Outcomes should correlate directly with the mission of an organization, as well as
the goals, objectives, strategies, and activities the organization pursues in order to achieve
that mission. In other words, NPOs should endeavor to know whether they are making
the difference they intend to make in individuals, families and communities. Identifying
these outcomes, and more specifically, metrics to quantify the outcomes, has been the
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challenge to date in creating a tool for the nonprofit sector to assess IT alignment
maturity and its influence on mission.
With the incredible breadth of missions and contexts among NPOs, establishing a
standardized means through which to measure outcomes across the sector is no small
task. Much work has been done to establish appropriate outcome measures and
performance measurement strategies for nonprofit organizations, and an examination of
this work brings several issues to light.
At the outset of this investigation, it seemed logical to incorporate outcomes into
the proposed model of relationships between NPO strategy, IT/mission alignment and
outcomes as a simple, straightforward, quantitative set of measures, as suggested by
Sawhill and Williamson (2001). Their conceptual model for measuring nonprofit success
considers a family of three outcome measures – impact, activity, and capacity -- as
indicators of nonprofit success. In their work with 31 nonprofit organizations, they
endeavored to identify “a nonprofit analog to ‘profit’ for a private sector enterprise” (p.
378) and were unable to do so, which they had hypothesized. Instead, they arrived at
three measures that were “simple, easily collected, and easily communicated…focusing
on the highest-leverage strategies….and applicable across the organization at all levels so
that managers could compare performance across all units.” (2001, p. 375). In the
present investigation, similarly straightforward indicators were sought because they
would enable a proposed model to be applicable across a wide spectrum of organizations
within the nonprofit sector. However, through examination of the existing knowledge
base related to outcomes, it quickly became clear that these three simple measures do not
provide an accurate picture of the series of critical, measurable process components
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involved in achieving outcomes. Thus, the following discussion describes what is known
about nonprofit outcome measurement, and compiles the findings into a conceptual map
of what it means for an NPO to achieve outcomes. This map will provide the theoretical
basis for the outcomes component of the strategy, IT alignment maturity and outcomes
model.
Nonprofit Outcomes are Social Values

Kanter and Summers assert that “the centrality of social values over financial
values …complicates measurement [of outcomes] for nonprofit organizations” (1994, p.
220). Moore (2000) takes this comparison one step further in asserting that for-profit
businesses’ long-term survival, economic performance and value creation are integrally
connected, while in NPOs, mission-focused outcomes and financial sustainability can be
achieved independent of one another. Both types of organizations perform, and their
performance can be measured, but the way in which it is measured is strikingly different.
In business, performance is measured primarily through financial metrics. A
successful business’ outcomes are reflected in its bottom line and a variety of other
economic data. This data is, for the most part, tangible and finite. Mulgan (2010)
provides a snapshot of a collection of metrics a for-profit company might use to
demonstrate outcomes, in his exploration of the challenges of measuring social value
compared to financial value:
An airplane manufacturer … would use one set of metrics, mandated by
laws and regulations, to explain to external stakeholders how it spends its
money. The company would then use a second set of metrics to allocate
resources in the building of airplanes. (It is a brave manager who would let
investors see these internal accounts.) The company would then use
entirely different kinds of measures to explain how its activities affect
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larger economic indicators such as gross domestic product. (2010, para. 6)
NPOs cannot use dollars and cents as the primary means through which to
measure performance because economic measures cannot always capture performance
related to the social values that drive their missions. Lists of dozens of distinct social
values, i.e. communication, compassion, education, equality, freedom, honesty, peace,
security, and self-reliance exist (Hein, 1996; Posner, 2011), a majority of which can be
classified within the historic values taxonomies of Kahle (1983), Rokeach (1973), and
Maslow, Frager and Fadiman (1987). The mission statements of the nonprofit
organizations mentioned in this investigation’s introduction finds similar values in print,
such as “healing, purity, salvation, ethical and moral behavior” (Compassion Pregnancy
Center of Northeast Indiana, n.d.), “taking action” (rchfm, 2011), and “food security”
(Community Food Bank of Southern Arizona, 2009).

Challenges in Measuring Social Values

Social values present a measurement quandary. They are the principles and
standards NPOs have chosen as the heart of their missions. The work of NPOs is
invested toward establishing and strengthening these values in the lives of their
constituencies, but how can the NPOs know whether these intangibles have been
achieved? How can such standards be quantified and, for the purpose of this
investigation, compared among NPOs relative to their IT alignment maturity and strategy
typology?
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Many social values can be measured in terms of the extent to which NPOs
maximize the values that are established within their missions (Costa, Ramus &
Andreaus, 2011; Penna, 2011). Maximizing social values is another way of saying that an
NPO has met its mission. This assertion is supported by two decades of work by The
United Way (1996), Chinman, Imm, and Wandersman (2004), The W.K. Kellogg
Foundation (2004) and Wholey et al. (2010) in the field of nonprofit performance
measurement. Knight (2002) and Penna (2011) suggest that social values can be
classified, operationalized and measured using the acronym BACKS when NPO
stakeholders identify and define specific behaviors, attitudes, conditions, knowledge, or
status of their target population that demonstrate the social values that will serve as
indicators of the targeted social value(s). BACKS serves as the most current iteration of
a set of concise, transferrable outcome indicators. It convenes characteristics of several
popular outcome frameworks, “Getting to Outcomes” (Chinman et al., 2004), “ResultsBased Accountability” (Friedman, 2005); “A Common Outcome Framework to Measure
Nonprofit Performance” (Urban Institute, 2006), and “You Get What You Measure”
(Yellow Woods Associates, 2006). When identifying outcome indicators, Penna (2011)
suggests that organizations describe their intended outcomes in terms that are
“meaningful, sustainable, bound in time, bound in number, narrowly focused and doable,
measurable, and verifiable” (p. 36).
In order to determine whether an NPO has achieved mission-focused outcomes
through its implementation of programs, services or interventions, organizational staff
measure changes in the outcome indicators to determine whether the changes in
participants are meaningful, add value or positive improvement, are sustained over time,
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take place over a defined period, and bound within a specified number or target with
which the NPO can plan, track, and measure progress and success. If these criteria are
met, then it is likely that the social values the NPO hopes to maximize will, in fact, be
maximized or increased in the target population (Penna, 2011).
It is insightful to consider this practice of establishing indicators, by looking at a
few examples. The social value of “food security” can be measured by a food and
clothing pantry with the status indicator, ‘percentage of clients who move from food
insecurity (a status characterized by reduced quantity, quality, variety of food and
disrupted eating patterns) to food security (a status characterized by no indication of
food-access problems, insufficiency or shortage) during a 12-month period, as defined by
the U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA, 2011) and measured on an annual client
survey. Similarly, “purity” can be measured by a crisis pregnancy center with the
behavior indicator ‘percentage of teens enrolled in Smith High School that remain
abstinent until age 18” as measured on a yearly survey. “Taking action,” likewise, can be
measured by the number of activism activities youth are involved in every semester
(behavior), as can the direct results of that activism, such as policy changes that are
implemented within a given timeframe (condition). In these examples, stakeholders, such
as the CEO, board, staff, community members, funders, oversight agencies, and possibly
clients must be involved in defining the social value and the observable indicators with
which it is measured, often through the development of questions about the
organization’s mission, goals, programs, and intended outcomes, because they will be the
ones planning, implementing, supporting, and measuring the results of their
organization’s work (W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2004).
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Considering these additional ideas about social values, stakeholders, and the
BACKS acronym, the existing definition of a nonprofit organization outcome should be
expanded to the following:
Outcomes are measurable, sustained influences on changes in behaviors
attitudes, conditions, knowledge and/or status (BACKS) of a target population that result
in the target’s movement toward the social value(s) established by stakeholders in the
NPO’s mission statement.
Outcomes are clear evidence that NPOs have achieved, or are showing evidence
of moving toward the achievement of the maximized social values that anchor their
missions. However, many such outcomes take years to achieve at a measurable level
(Chinman, Imm, & Wandersman, 2004; United Way, 1996; W.K. Kellogg Foundation,
2004). This poses a challenge to NPOs, some of which depend upon inconsistent,
piecemeal financial support with which to do their work, and others that operate on
funding that is contingent upon demonstrating measurable outcomes. Many grants and
contracts, for example, are awarded for just a few years or for one component of a
comprehensive strategy to achieve long-term outcomes (Chinman, Imm, & Wandersman,
2004). W.K. Kellogg Foundation (2004) asserts that it can take anywhere from 1 to 6
years for an organization to demonstrate measurable changes in its target population, and
between 7 to 10 years for an organization’s initiatives to result in community- or systemwide impact. If the activities contributing to intended outcomes cannot be sustained
because of a lack of resources, sometimes those changes never happen. Also, in some
cases, long-term outcomes or impacts do not manifest until years after a program or
activity has been completed, such as a reduction in youth recidivism or increase in
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gainful employment across an entire community (Poister, 2010; Shaping Outcomes,
2006; Taylor-Powell & Henert, 2008; W.K. Kellogg, 2004).
Additionally, when NPOs endeavor to measure outcomes, often the assumption is
made that an activity, program, or intervention is the direct cause of an outcome, while in
reality most changes in individuals and communities are a result of the confluence of the
activity with extraneous factors at the individual, family, and community level (United
Way, 1996), sometimes rendering the outcome “unevaluatable” in a concise, quantitative
sense (Connell, Kubisch, Schorr & Weiss, 1995). Generally, as measured outcomes
become chronologically more distant from activities, these uncontrollable, external
factors exert a greater level of influence on the target population (United Way, 1996).
Therefore measuring outcomes in isolation may cause organizations assessing their
programs’ impacts, and the organizations’ stakeholders, to come up empty handed, or
misled by outcome data.
Further, planning and implementation of the events that lead to outcome
achievement directly affect the extent to which outcomes are achieved. Relationships
established with stakeholders, resources available to address the social need, activities
and strategies chosen with which to engage the target population, the scope and depth of
service delivery, and the environment in which efforts are put forth all impact whether an
NPO achieves outcomes and maximizes the social values upon which its mission is
based. This process, of getting to outcomes, is as important to understand and measure as
the outcomes themselves, because each component of the process provides insight into
the factors that influence outcome achievement (Chinman, et al., 2004; Connell et al.,
1995).
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For these reasons, it is critical to consider outcomes not in a vacuum, but as the
final destination in a continuum of the investments NPOs make to create positive change
in the lives of individuals, families and communities. United Way (1996) warns about
putting full stock in outcomes as the sole measure of mission-focused work:
Although outcome findings may show that program participants are not
experiencing the intended benefits, they do not show where the problem lies or
what is needed to fix it. To pinpoint and correct problems, program managers
need the kind of data on program inputs, processes, and outputs they probably
have been collecting for some time. Thus, outcome measurement is an addition to
existing data collection efforts, not an alternative. (United Way, 1996)
This guidance is echoed by Chinman et al. (2004) and W.K. Kellogg Foundation
(2004), who describe effective performance measurement, in the context of program
evaluation, as a constructivist paradigm that “focuses on answering questions about
process and implementation, and what the experiences have meant to those involved” (p.
10). Accordingly, NPOs must question, measure and analyze the precursors to outcomes
in order to get a comprehensive view of whether they are moving toward maximization of
the social value established in their missions. The field of evaluation presents a
framework through which all NPOs can do so – the logic model.

Logic Models: A Framework for Measuring Performance

Logic models were first described by Wholey in 1979 as a framework with which
to lay out a an organization’s or program’s structure in terms of what specific elements
must be in place and operating in order to achieve desired outcomes, components that
each can be described and measured. Logic model is defined by Bickman (as cited in
Wholey et al., 2010) as “a plausible and sensible model of how a program will work
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under certain environmental conditions to solve identified problems” (p. 56), and
similarly by the W.K. Kellogg Foundation (2004, p. xviii) as “a series of connections that
link problems and/or needs with the actions taken to achieve the goals. United Way
(1996) describes the logic model in a practical light, suggesting how it can be applied in a
nonprofit setting when considering outcomes:
A program logic model is a description of how a program theoretically works to
achieve benefits for participants. It is the “If-Then” sequence of changes that the
program intends to set in motion through its inputs, activities, and outputs. Logic
models are a useful framework for examining outcomes. They help you think
through the steps of participants’ progress and develop a realistic picture of what
your program [or organization] can expect to accomplish for participants. They
also help you identify the key program components that must be tracked to assess
the program effectiveness. (p. 38)
For the purposes of this investigation, the comprehensive definition provided by
Wholey et al. describe the form and function of a logic model:
A flowchart that summarizes key elements of a program: resources and other
inputs, activities, outputs, intermediate outcomes and end-outcomes that the
program hopes to achieve. Logic models should also identify contextual factors
that are outside the control of the program [or organization] staff but are likely to
affect the achievement of desired outcomes. A logic model shows assumed causeand-effect linkages among model elements, showing which activities are expected
to lead to which outcomes, and it may also show assumed cause-and-effect
linkages between external factors and program outcomes. (2010, p. 28)
Over the past three decades, logic models have become widely accepted in the
public and nonprofit sectors as a best practice tool for strategic and program planning and
evaluation (Taylor-Powell & Henert, 2008). This widespread use can be attributed to
increasing expectations for accountability established by the donor public, foundations,
federal funding agencies as dictated by the Government Performance and Results
(GPRA) initiative (Government Performance and Results Act, 1993), as well as federated
funding agencies such as the United Way (1996).
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At present, the knowledge base is relatively consistent in identifying the format
and specific elements of a logic model (McLaughlin & Jordan, 1999, 2010; Milstein &
Chapel, 2012; Taylor-Powell & Henert, 2008; United Way, 1996; Wholey, 1979; Wholey
et al., 2010; W.K. Kellogg, 2004). Figure 6 below represents these common elements
(McLaughlin & Jordan, 2010, p. 57).

Figure 6: Basic Logic Model. Copyright (2010) John Wiley and Sons. Used with permission from
McLaughlin, J.A. & Jordan, G.B., Using logic models, in J.S. Wholey, H.S. Hatry, & K.E. Newcomer
(Eds.), Handbook of practical program evaluation (3rd ed.), 57, John Wiley and Sons.

When an organization creates a logic model, it is describing the process it will
follow to address a problem by achieving outcomes related to that problem, outcomes
which, in most cases, are related to its mission and goals. As suggested earlier, each of
the elements in the logic model is, or should be, identified and defined by the
organization’s stakeholders. Describing a measurable indicator of each element, a way to
quantify its level, quantity, or extent of change, is part of the definition process. Logic
models can be created at any time during a program or organization’s life cycle. Often, a
logic model is conceptualized as part of the planning process, then modified during
implementation so that when program managers engage in measuring the indicators of
each element during implementation (serving as a vehicle for formative evaluation – done
for process improvement) and after implementation (for summative evaluation – done for
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evaluation of program effectiveness and assessment of outcomes, as well as ongoing
process improvement) the program and the logic model will mirror each other. In some
cases, a logic model is created after a program is implemented, either by organizational
staff or an external evaluator, at which time the logic model serves as the framework for
evaluating the effectiveness of the program in achieving outcomes (Wholey et al., 2010).
In all cases, it is critical that stakeholders clearly identify each of the elements, define
indicators, and establish a strategy for collecting data using the indicators.
The definitions of each element of a logic model have also remained consistent
over time, although examples of each element are as varied as the missions of NPOs
themselves. Considering a logic model in two parts enables organizations to envision
their work as a combination of programs and results. The left side of the diagram above
depicts the “program” or “organizational” elements of the model, designated as such
because they each describe the structures and processes put in place by an organization to
create conditions and provide services that will influence the behaviors, attitudes,
conditions, knowledge and/or status (BACKS) of participants. Resources, or inputs, are
human, financial, community and other inputs required to support a program and achieve
program objectives (United Way, 1996, p. xv; McLaughlin & Jordan, 2010, p. 57; W.K.
Kellogg Foundation, 2004, p. 2). The number of staff, the annual budget, equipment, and
meeting and event space are just a few examples of resources used by NPOs. Activities
are the processes, events, and actions steps that are an intentional part of implementing a
program or intervention in order to produce program outputs (McLaughlin & Jordan,
2010, p. 57; W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2004, p. 2). Organizations’ activities may include
education, training, and recreation programs, media campaigns, recruiting blitzes,
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materials distribution, social media events, cultural exhibits, or treatment interventions,
among scores of others. Outputs are “the direct products, goods, and services provided to
program participants as they participate in a program or intervention” (McLaughlin, &
Jordan, 2010, p. 57). The number of participants in an educational program, the level of
saturation of a geographic area with social marketing campaign messages, the number
and demographic distribution of immunizations given, and the monthly number and ages
of visitors to the symphony are all examples of outputs. Kanter and Payne’s (2012)
“Crawl, Walk, Run, Fly” matrix of indicators provides a collection of metrics NPOs can
use to measure organizational outputs related to the use of social media (pp. 252-255).
These elements can be influenced by the context of the program or the environment of
the organization, as well as influence each other.
Each of these service elements is a necessary precursor to outcomes. Together
they establish a situation that has the potential to influence individuals, groups, and
communities to change. Penna provides a simple description of this relationship: “If the
program is what we do, and the output is the product of what we do, the outcome is what
happens because of that product” (2011, p. 19).
That having been said, often nonprofit organizations stop their performance
measurement at outputs – they measure products and services created and report them to
funders, boards, and other stakeholders. Often these measurements incorporate
performance assessment data related to cost effectiveness, efficiency, quantity, service
quality, and customer satisfaction (LeRoux & Wright, 2010 p. 574; Wholey et al., 2010,
p. 102-103). Penna warns that this approach to measuring nonprofit performance reflects
a “funder mentality” in which money is put toward a demonstrated need or problem with
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the expectation that good will come of it, with little consideration of the return on
investment in terms of how the investment impacted the problem (2011, p. 29-30). Most
data NPOs collect tends to focus on outputs because the data is immediately available and
easy to collect (Carman & Fredricks, 2008; LeRoux & Wright 2010; Morley, Vinson &
Hatry, 2001; W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2004). Costa, et al. (2011) suggest through their
findings that when upward accountability is the focus of outcome data collection and
reporting, rather than maximizing social value, it is typical for NPOs to choose shortterm, easily-measurable projects rather than long-term initiatives that resulted in longerterm social impact, thus limiting the outcomes, or sustained changes that could
potentially result from interventions. For that reason Chinman et al (2004), Costa et al.
(2011) and Penna (2011) recommend a paradigm shift through which NPOs monitor
process measures of the program elements described above to assess “progress, problems,
and lessons learned” (Chinman, et al., 2004, p. 101) in order to ensure effective
implementation, but focus on outcome measures that will enable organizations to assess
results – whether or not they are influencing a sustained, meaningful changes in the
beneficiaries of services. The right side of the logic model facilitates the
conceptualization and measurement of such changes.
The outcomes dimension of the logic model illustrates the multiple, sequential
changes or benefits that an organization expects will take place within the target
population due to participation in an established program, strategy, or treatment. Shortterm outcomes are the changes or benefits most closely associated with, or “caused by,”
the program’s outputs, typically attainable within 1-3 years. (McLaughlin & Jordan,
2010, p. 58; United Way, 1996; W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2004, p 2). This level of
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outcome can be characterized as having a learning focus, in which program activities
influence participants to gain knowledge and skills, increase awareness, or change their
attitude about a particular social value (Knight, 2002; Penna, 2011; Shaping Outcomes,
2006; Taylor-Powell & Henert, 2008; Urban Institute, 2006). Smokers knowing how to
deal with nicotine withdrawal triggers after attending a quit smoking program, caregivers
teaching children to seek an adult if they are bullied after hearing and seeing media
campaigns, or business people internalizing how personal actions affect the environment
after attending a ‘green community’ luncheon are all short-term outcomes. Intermediate
outcomes are changes or benefits participants should experience after achieving the shortterm outcomes, typically within a 4 to 6 year timeframe (McLaughlin, & Jordan, 2010, p.
58; W.K. Kellogg Foundation, 2004, p. 2). This level of outcome manifests as observable
behavior change, decision-making, new policies, or social action (Knight, 2002, Penna,
2011; Shaping Outcomes, 2006; Taylor-Powell & Henert, 2008; Urban Institute, 2006).
Quitting smoking, implementing an anti-bullying policy, and volunteering to lead an
apartment recycling program are examples of intermediate outcomes that would follow
educational or informational outcomes. Long-term outcomes or impacts are fundamental
changes occurring in individuals, populations, organizations, or communities, as a result
of program activities, expected to follow from the benefits accrued through the
intermediate outcomes within 7 to 10 years (McLaughlin, & Jordan, 2010, p. 58; W.K.
Kellogg Foundation, 2004, p. 2). Long-term outcomes involve changes in individual or
community values, conditions or status (Knight, 2002; Penna, 2011; Shaping Outcomes,
2006; Taylor-Powell & Henert, 2008; Urban Institute, 2006). Reducing the incidence of
tobacco-related illness and increasing one’s lifespan, increasing students’ safety and
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security by reducing a school corporation’s incidence of bullying behavior, or sustaining
the environment by reducing a business’ carbon footprint are examples of long-term
outcomes or impacts. Going back to the idea of social value, each of these long-term
outcomes reflects a specific social value: health, safety, sustainability. Organizations that
have values such as these as foundations of their mission statements must consider how
they will plan, implement, and evaluate all of the elements in the logic model in order to
ultimately get to these outcomes.
In the present investigation, I focus on the question, “How do NPOs adopt and use
technology in ways that make a measurable difference in their achievement of
outcomes?” This discussion of logic modeling illustrates the importance of asking this
question relative to technology and using data as the answer at every step an organization
takes on the path to achieving those outcomes.

An Updated Logic Model

The above elements have held constant over the past few decades, but additional
elements have been suggested to have the potential to strengthen the logic model as a tool
for getting to outcomes. The influences of context, capacity, and stakeholder engagement
have emerged as considerations NPOs must make as they consider how to best meet their
mission.
McLaughlin and Jordan suggest that contextual influences, “factors external to the
program and not under its control [that] may influence its success either positively or
negatively,” (2010, p. 58) should also be included in logic models. Characteristics of
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participants, such as demographics, as well as events and issues that emerge during
implementation, can influence achievement of outcomes. Likewise, Ebrahim and Rangan
(2010) analyzed nine national and twenty-four international initiatives and investigations
that have taken place over the past decade, all of which attempted to bring NPOs to
consensus on how to measure the outcomes of their work. Through their analysis, they
present a contingency framework for measuring social performance, one which suggests
conditions and contexts in which organizations should measure and report activities,
outputs, outcomes, and/or impacts. While the influence of context is important to
acknowledge, identifying and analyzing contextual factor effects on a case-by-case basis
is beyond the scope of this investigation. Further, although NPOs are encouraged to
consider internal and external influences beyond their control when building logic
models, not all can be identified, predicted and planned for, although their influence may
impact the explanatory and measurement validity of the model in positive or, in crisis
situations, negative ways. However, this may be an insightful consideration for future
research.
Capacity is described by Light, Hubbard and Kibbe (2004) as the collection of
factors that contribute to organizational effectiveness and can include relevant, mission
driven programs, policies and processes, assets and resources, financial stability, and
skilled leaders (p. 69). Light et al. interviewed NPO stakeholders in order to gain insight
on the concept of capacity and capacity building and found a general sentiment that an
NPOs capacity is critical to its ability to successfully serve its constituents (2004, p. 13).
They, along with Penna (2011), assert that while activities and results of a nonprofit are
valuable benchmarks of nonprofit effectiveness, without sufficient capacity to implement
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activities, it is likely that no measurable results will occur. Therefore, performance
measures within a logic model should include capacity (p. 8), as suggested by Sawhill
and Williamson’s (2001) family of outcome measures.
Capacity considers resources and inputs, such as “human, financial,
organizational, and community resources a program has available to direct toward doing
the work” (W.K. Kellogg, 2004, p. 2; Wholey et al., 2010); “staff, volunteers, facilities,
equipment, curricula and money” (United Way, 1996, p. 17). Considering how all of
these unique areas might be measured, it is evident that the simplicity I seek in
establishing metrics for the present model can quickly be quashed if I use individual
organizations’ levels of resources or inputs as an indicator, because each of these things
must be measured independently, and organizations I wish to compare will be diverse in
their necessary levels of sufficiency to do their work. For example, a small grassroots
arts-focused NPO may only need two employees in order to accomplish its work,
whereas a statewide advocacy NPO may need 100. If they both had two employees, one
would have sufficient resources, while the other would be unable to do its work at all, so
using resources as a metric would not be conducive to comparison. Therefore, the
measure of “capacity” is used in the current logic model instead of “resources” or
“inputs” because for each of these areas, an organization can determine whether it has
sufficient capacity, rather than assessing the quantity of each resource, which would have
no quantitative, comparative meaning in the current study.
Another element that is missing in existing logic model discussions is stakeholder
engagement, an organization’s direct actions to enlist and sustain the involvement of
influential and/or likely influenced stakeholders in strategic planning, implementation,
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and measurement of the organization’s mission, goals, capacity, activities, outputs and
outcomes. While prevalent work regarding logic models references the importance of
including stakeholders in the process of identifying social values and establishing
performance measures for those values (Costa, Ramus & Andreaus, 2011; Enright &
Bourns, 2010; Wholey et al., 2010), none specifically incorporates stakeholder
engagement as a critical requirement for to getting to outcomes. Costa et al. (2011), in
their analysis of the relationships between 64 NPOs and their stakeholders, determined
that in order to maximize social value and become legitimized, NPOs must satisfy the
requests of stakeholders who are most influential in terms of implementation in the short
term, such as controlling entities, mission stakeholders, and human resources; and in the
long term they must get a greater proportion of stakeholders engaged that can actually
support their mission, such as advocates, additional funders, and partner organizations.
These findings show that the work of engaging stakeholders is critical and ongoing to an
organization’s efforts to achieve its mission.
Returning to the examples shared in the introduction of this paper, it is evident
that technology has the potential to facilitate the process of engaging stakeholders by
building relationships and establishing and promoting a common understanding of an
organization’s mission through tools like social media, blogs, e-mail marketing, and
constituent relationship management (CRM) systems. If this engagement process is
effective, according to Balser and McClusky (2005) and Costa et al. (2011), stakeholders
buy in in a number of ways, such as coming on board as members and volunteers,
providing funding, pro-bono service, policy support, partnership programs and expanded
networking opportunities. Benjamin (2012) suggests that while organizations spend much
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of their performance measurement efforts tracking activities and outcomes, they neglect
to measure the front line work staff do building relationships with clients, many of whom
transform from service recipients to mission advocates over time if relationships are
nurtured, thus increasing the overall effectiveness of the NPO.
Stakeholders must be recruited and educated, relationships must be built, and they
must be engaged in sharing the vision of the organization before they can actually do
many of these things, thus engagement is a precursor to organizational capacity.
Additionally, stakeholder relationships must be maintained, therefore this element should
be considered and monitored throughout a program or organization’s life cycle. NPO
staff and existing volunteers have a critical, strategic role in establishing and nurturing
stakeholder relationships, and many do so using communication technologies and social
media (Miller, 2012).
Once again, Habitat for Humanity International is a perfect example of the ways
in which stakeholders contribute to the achievement of mission, according to Crutchfield
and McLeod Grant (2012), who use the term “evangelists” to describe the thousands of
volunteers worldwide who carry the Habitat message, swing hammers, manage functions,
collaborate and contribute financially to its mission. From past president Jimmy Carter,
who became Habitat’s most visible advocate and largest fundraiser, to individuals who
volunteer once a year on a ‘build’, each plays a critical role in helping the organization
serve the needs of those in poverty and meet its mission. Technology plays an equally
critical role in engaging stakeholders, described by Jim Thie, former Habitat VP of
Information Services and CIO as “a powerful business enabler” (Habitat for Humanity
International, 2005, para. 6). Volunteers, clients and funders are engaged through a
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network of Habitat websites hosted by the International office and local affiliates across
the world. The evangelists network through Habitat’s presence on Facebook, Twitter,
YouTube, Google+, Pinterest, and Instagram, and professionals are recruited to join the
leadership team through LinkedIn (Habitat for Humanity International, 2013). Habitat
uses Success Measures, a contracted, cloud-based service to empower local affiliates to
evaluate activities, outputs and outcomes in communities (Hix, n.d.) and the organization
participates in a virtual, international collaborative, NetHope, to work together with other
non-governmental organizations (NGOs) to “affect positive change in the developing
world” (Cherry, 2010). Without the evangelists and without the power of technology,
Habitat’s founder Millard Fuller and his wife Linda could conceivably still be building
houses on their own, with money from their own pockets.
Engaging stakeholders is no easy task, and it requires significant planning and
investment of resources. Verba, Schlozman, and Brady’s (1995) civic volunteerism
survey of 15,000 people across the U.S. identified three reasons individuals do not
become involved with civic organizations: “they can’t” due to resource constraints, “they
don’t want to” because they aren’t interested or don’t know about local needs and issues,
or “nobody asked” them to become part of an organization’s efforts (p. 16). Verba et al..
assert that it is the responsibility of institutions to invite citizen stakeholders to engage by
reducing resource barriers such as cost or time constraints, motivating engagement
through the public promotion of needs and issues, and recruiting individuals through
existing formal and informal networks (pp. 16-17).
Likewise, Crutchfield and McLeod Grant suggest a wide variety of strategies for
recruiting a mission-focused army: promoting an organization’s mission to individuals
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and groups, creating meaningful experiences they can participate in, cultivating
relationships and helping stakeholders build skills, and establishing a community around
the mission (2012, pp. 106-121) Logically, if these types of activities are to become
integral to the work of an organization, they should be considered strategically, as part of
the organization’s logic model. But stakeholder engagement spans beyond just
implementing a set of activities.
Enright and Bourns (2010) suggest that organizations can overcome barriers and
achieve outcomes by impacting constituents, influencing other stakeholders, and
leveraging resources. Constituents beyond direct service clients can be impacted shortterm as evidenced by changes in behavior, attitudes and knowledge, possibly to the extent
that they become engaged in an organization as volunteers or advocates. Expanding an
organization’s reach across a community, another potential outcome that would be
considered an intermediate-term condition, is often the result of the work of stakeholders
as they promote an organization’s mission within their respective networks. Capacity,
which in the logic model is considered an organizational structure, can also be considered
an outcome when an organization’s stakeholder engagement and recruitment activities
result in a change in the condition of the organization in terms of the time, money, skills,
connections, and representation provided by stakeholders. In proposing that stakeholder
engagement be incorporated into the existing logic model, these three measurable
elements can be considered outcomes in their own right, with stakeholder engagement
serving as a metric. Herman and Renz (2008) assert that NPO effectiveness is a social
construction, in which influential stakeholders’ engagement and perception (i.e. is change
happening, is this organization adding social value, should we support it) reflects whether
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an NPO is truly contributing to the greater good, which is a long-term status metric.
Accordingly Friedman’s and Herman and Renz’s ideas support the idea that stakeholders
should be included in short-term, intermediate and long-term outcome measurement.
The extended discussion above strongly suggests the consideration of stakeholder
engagement as an element that spans both organizational and outcome structures and
warrants its preliminary inclusion in the logic model. The caveat of preliminary inclusion
is intentional, in that intensive investigation of the stakeholder engagement element is
beyond the scope of the present exploratory study of the relationship between strategy, IT
alignment and outcomes. This inclusion may present an opportunity for future research
within the larger sphere of logic model theory and within the SIMO model, provided
exploratory stakeholder engagement data indicates relevant relationship to strategy and
IT alignment.
Three new elements have been described as necessary considerations for NPOs as
they work to achieve mission-focused outcomes: context, capacity, and stakeholder
engagement. For the purpose of this investigation, the existing logic model structure is
modified to incorporate these elements, as illustrated in Figure 6 below. The interface
between the logic model as the framework for measuring outcomes, and additional
elements of the Strategy/IT alignment maturity/outcomes will be detailed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 7: SIMO Updated Logic Model. Copyright (2010) John Wiley and Sons. Adapted, permission for
use granted from McLaughlin, J.A. & Jordan, G.B., Using logic models, in J.S. Wholey, H.S. Hatry, &
K.E. Newcomer (Eds.), Handbook of practical program evaluation (3rd ed.), 57, John Wiley and Sons.

Limitations of Logic Models

The process of creating and using logic models to design and implement programs
sounds great in theory. NPOs that use this best practice, either because they are required
to do so by funders or choose to do so voluntarily tend to be more successful in achieving
consensus, building collaborative relationships, identifying underlying assumptions and
identifying and addressing flaws in logic that could affect their effectiveness, and
communicating with internal and external constituencies (Kaplan & Garrett, 2005), all of
which can help them succeed in getting to outcomes. Hendricks, Plantz and Pritchard
(2008) found in their survey of 215 United Ways that 83% of the 71 respondents and
their grantees used logic modeling or similar outcome measurement strategies, and the
process helped them maintain accountability to donors, improve marketing and
fundraising, and increase community visibility and positive image. The focus of
evaluation for United Ways has become one of program improvement, more so than
required accountability reporting to external stakeholders, which benefits both the NPOs
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and the stakeholders. Agencies using logic modeling can clearly design and observe their
processes of achieving (or not achieving) outcomes and make process improvements
along the way. Finally, because the logic model approach suggests that changes in target
populations take place over years, it takes pressure off agencies to produce immediate
output data and encourages the development of strategies that will produce long-term
change.
However, not all NPOs use logic models. In fact, less than half of NPOs targeted
by investigations of logic model use reported using them (Carman, 2009) or
demonstrated a clear understanding of how to create and use a logic model for program
planning and evaluation (Kaplan & Garrett, 2005). This disparity in understanding and
use of such a widely-known best practice has multiple causes: lack of training and
technical assistance to NPOs in how to create and use logic models, lack of staff time to
add creating and monitoring logic models to already full plates, lack of incentive or
accountability to create and use the tool as a condition of continued funding, and in some
cases fear that creating a logic model will expose assumptions or gaps that would call a
funded program or strategy into question (Hendricks et al., 2008; Kaplan & Garrett,
2005; Carman, 2009).
In my opinion and fifteen years of experience working with NPOs, the most
influential reasons organizations do not use logic models are because they do not see the
benefits in doing so, or they do not have incentive to do so. Interestingly, all of the
organizations I have worked with (n=37) gather data and use it to measure performance
and report to funders, as do most NPOs (Carman, 2009). When I have showed
organizations how they can use a logic model for strategic planning, define indicators for
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all of the elements they’ve identified including intended outcomes, and collect, organize
and analyze their data in ways that can evaluate their processes and potentially improve
their outcomes, directors and boards have been excited and have managed to find the
time and resources to start using logic models, and in many cases they have improved
their outcomes.
When created and used appropriately, a logic model can help organizations
answer four critical questions, questions suggested by the U.S. Office of Management
and Budget (Koskinen, 1997) as it implemented by the Government Performance and
Results Act (GPRA):


What is your program or organization trying to achieve?



How will its effectiveness be determined?



How is it actually doing?



What are we getting for the money we are spending?

If these questions are considered in the present context of the relationships
between outcomes, IT/mission alignment and strategy, they can provide insight into the
roles strategy and IT alignment play in achieving outcomes. For example, an organization
can ask: What is our mission, and how can our mission be demonstrated and measured?
Are IT tools helping us achieve our mission? How will we measure whether the tools
have actually helped? Has our investment in IT helped us achieve our mission? These
questions can be imbedded in the logic modeling and performance measurement process
because technology has the potential to facilitate action or change at each place within the
logic model.
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But what if an organization doesn’t use logic modeling, as suggested above? Can
it still answer those questions? The survey items prepared for this investigation that focus
on “getting to outcomes” answer these last two questions, as the items probe respondents
to consider their current organizational practices using the conceptual structure of a logic
model as the lens through which they respond to each question. It is assumed that with
each of the elements clearly defined and examples provided, all organizations surveyed
can identify their stakeholders and characterize stakeholder engagement processes, they
can estimate their organizational capacity, and they can identify the activities they engage
in, measure their outputs, and identify outcomes. Then, as part of the debrief/reporting
process, this lens will be explained to them in the IT Alignment technical manual they
receive, providing an opportunity for them to learn more about the logic modeling
practice and how it might assist them in improving the extent to which they get to
outcomes and the extent to which technology can help them do so. This is a preview of
the process participants engaged in during this study, which is described in detail in
Chapter 5, Methodology. It is important to provide this insight now, however, to provide
a rationale for the previous discussion and the incorporation of the logic model
framework into the new conceptual model.
It can be argued that a business sector logic model mirrors the model established
for the nonprofit sector. In some areas it does. Businesses have inputs (raw materials,
talent, technology, etc.), activities (design, production, marketing, sales), and outputs
(products and services) that have clearly defined metrics. Measures of efficiency and
satisfaction also play into a business logic model, as illustrated by Peter Drucker, the
father of modern management, “The most efficient way to produce anything is to bring
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together under one management as many as possible of the activities needed to turn out
the product” (1958, as cited in Leonard, 2013). The difference, as discussed previously,
is in the outcomes. As much as businesses may trumpet their corporate social
responsibility practices, ultimately their desired outcome is profit, hence the distinction
for-profit versus non-profit. This is the exact point Jerry Luftman alluded to in
conversation, that while many of the criteria of the SAMM model may fit the character of
any organization, profit metrics simply do not fit within a nonprofit logic model
(Luftman, personal correspondence, February 27, 2011).

Summary

In summary, it becomes clear through the review of the literature that measuring
outcomes is not a simple task. However several generalizations can be made about what
NPOs should and can measure for the purpose of assessing whether IT alignment is
contributing to better achievement of outcomes.
First, stakeholder engagement should be measured, because without stakeholders
informing and championing an organization’s mission, goals, and outcome indicators, it
is unlikely that the mission will be fulfilled. Second, in order to facilitate change,
organizations must have the capacity to do so. If an organization does not have the
financial, human, and material resources necessary to implement its activities, then the
activities will not be implemented effectively, which can result in a lack of measurable
mission-focused outcomes. Therefore capacity should also be measured. Third, activities
engage organizations’ target populations in the process of change, and those activities
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must be identified and measured in terms of their output or scope and reach. Fourth, all
outcomes are not created equal. Organizations should measure outcomes in order to
determine whether a target audience is achieving the prerequisite attitudes and knowledge
(short-term outcomes), and behaviors (intermediate outcomes) that will lead to the
intended fundamental changes in status and condition (long-term outcomes) relative to
social values established by their missions.
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CHAPTER IV

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

Introduction

The idea of bundling clusters of business methods and theories in order to adapt
effective private-sector strategies to the character of the nonprofit environment, rather
than attempting to transfer existing strategies, is suggested by Beck, Lengnick-Hall and
Lengnick-Hall (2008, p. 155) as a way to resolve the dissonance between the sectors
while harnessing the power of the strategies. In the present study, four existing
theoretical models inform the creation of a conceptual framework that has the potential to
deepen understanding about strategic IT alignment in the nonprofit sector.
The Nonprofit Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Model,
introduced below in Figure 8, posits that while NPOs are different from businesses in
terms of their goals and outcomes, the strategy types they use to achieve their social
missions and some of the ways they align technology with their mission may be similar.
Accordingly, SIMO is a model of three constructs – strategy typology, IT/mission
alignment maturity and organizational performance -- that may be able to describe what
those constructs look like in the nonprofit sector, and whether there are relationships
between them. Croteau and Bergeron’s (2001) information technology trilogy, Miles and
Snow’s (1978) business strategy typologies, and Luftman’s (2000) strategic alignment
maturity model address these constructs as they manifest in the business sector, so those
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models have been adapted to fit the character of nonprofit organizations and combined
with an updated iteration of McLaughlin and Jordan’s (2010) logic model, which
describes how nonprofit organizations achieve outcomes, to comprise the SIMO model.
This chapter will explain how the constructs fit together, how they are measured, and
why they are important to the nonprofit sector.

Figure 8: The Nonprofit Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Model. The overall model
is adapted from Croteau, A.M. & Bergeron, F. (2001). An information technology trilogy: Business
strategy, technological deployment and organizational performance. Journal of Strategic Information
Systems 10(2001), p. 81.Strategy Typology component is adapted from Miles, R.E. & Snow, C.C. (1978)
Organizational strategy, structure, and process. New York: McGraw Hill Book Company, pp. 31-81. IT
Alignment Maturity model is adapted from Luftman, J. (2000). Six IT Business Alignment Maturity
Criteria. In Luftman, J. (2000). Assessing business-IT alignment maturity. Communications of the AIS
4(14), p. 12. Organizational Performance model component is adapted from the Basic Logic Model in
McLaughlin, J.A. & Jordan, G. B. (2010) Using logic models. In J.S. Wholey, H.S. Hatry, & K.E.
Newcomer (Eds.), Handbook of practical program evaluation. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, p. 57.
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Overview of the SIMO Model

The Information Technology Trilogy model established by Croteau and Bergeron
(2001), shown again below in Figure 8, provides a structure that addresses three
synergistic aspects of IT alignment that have been suggested as critical elements that
explain, predict, and inform IT alignment: strategy typology, technology deployment, and
performance outcomes.

Figure 9. An Information Technology Trilogy Model. Reprinted from Journal of Strategic Information
Systems, Vol. 10, Croteau, A.M. & Bergeron, F., An information technology trilogy: Business strategy,
technological deployment and organizational performance, page 91, Copyright (2001), with permission
from Elsevier.

The Information Technology Trilogy Model answers the question, “Given a type
of business strategy, what profile of technological deployment best helps firms enhance
their performance?”(Croteau & Bergeron, 2001, p. 81). This question is important for
any organization that uses technology to answer, regardless of its sector, because
enhancing performance is a universal organizational goal. The model tested three
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hypotheses through the use of mailed, paired questionnaires completed by 243 companies
(out of 1949 surveyed):
H1) The more specific the type of business strategy adopted by an
organization, the better the organizational performance (a negative link is
expected for the reactor type)
H2) There is a profile of technological deployment specific to each type of
business strategy.
H3) For each type of business strategy, the more specific the profile of
technological deployment, the better the organizational performance
(2001, p. 82-83).
Croteau and Bergeron used Miles and Snow’s strategy typologies (1978) to
describe the four characteristic strategies organizations use for mission-focused planning
and decision-making. The strategy types are described in detail in Chapter 2, and their
characteristics are summarized again below:


Analyzers exist in stable domains that require routine, efficient processes, yet they
are able to readily adapt to changes in the community. They have a welldeveloped strategic plan, they are conservative, workers are specialized, and they
use their mission to drive service provision and identify new opportunities that are
supported by data.



Defenders consider their mission a strict boundary for service provision, they
have a set focus and service area, formal policies and procedures, and innovation
is used only to improve delivery of existing services.



Prospectors are always looking for new ways to meet emerging needs, board,
staff and volunteers are risk takers and innovators, procedures are flexible, and the
mission is considered a “jumping off point”.
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Reactors have a flexible mission that enables them to respond to environmental
demands, fill service gaps, and adapt to needs and opportunities. They tend to
make disorganized service-delivery choices and focus on conserving resources
and avoiding risk.
In correlating organizational performance with each of these strategy types,

Croteau and Bergeron found a significant, positive relationship between the Prospector
typology and technological deployment and organizational performance; no significant
relationship between Analyzer and Defender typologies and performance but significant
negative relationship between those types’ technological deployment and performance;
and a significant negative relationship between Reactor typology and organizational
performance. This test demonstrates that the model can discriminate between typologies
and their influence on technology deployment and organizational performance. Further, it
suggests that organizations desiring to use technology to improve performance should not
only consider the technology itself, but also how the technology interfaces with business
strategy.
The explanatory potential of this model is valuable because it describes the
performance results of “how organizations really deploy their IT with respect to their
business strategy” (Croteau & Bergeron, 2001, p. 78). I propose two adaptations to this
model in order to render it appropriate for a) use within the nonprofit context and b)
consideration of IT alignment maturity, rather than just deployment of technology.
First, based on the discussion of the differences between business and nonprofit
outcomes, I substitute “organizational performance” components of the above model with
the adapted version of McLaughlin and Jordan’s (2010) logic model described in Chapter
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3. The individual elements of the logic model serve as dependent variables that fulfill
Bergeron, Raymond and Rivard’s (2001) recommendation that NPOs use dynamic
metrics that have the capacity to measure multiple performance criteria, beyond financial
outcomes, over time.
Second, “technological deployment,” a construct operationally defined by Croteau
and Bergeron (2001) by combining two previously-developed measures with a measure
designed by the author, “corresponds to the way companies plan and manage information
technology to benefit from its potential and effectiveness” (p. 83). This conceptual
model bears similarity of purpose with SAMM (Luftman, 2011), but does not possess the
same level of specificity, empirical support, validity testing, or potential to inform future
strategies as SAMM. “IT Alignment Maturity” factors (adaptations described below)
replace technological deployment scales as independent variables of interest in the model.
Miles and Snow’s (1978) Business Strategy Typology component of the model
remains the same independent variable with the exception of the label, which is changed
to “Strategy Typology” because it is being used outside of the business context.
In the SIMO model, it is first necessary to consider the specific factors that
influence IT alignment maturity, 6 of which are suggested by Luftman (2000) and
validated by Sledgianowski (2004) as criteria necessary in the business sector for
alignment maturity, and the one new factor, culture, suggested by the literature as being
unique to the nonprofit sector. The model tested whether all of the 6 previously-identified
factors and new factor emerged. The factors, latent variables determined through factor
analysis of survey items in which respondents indicate the levels of certain conditions in
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their organizations, together create an overall IT alignment maturity score (RQ1) that
interacts with the other major components of the model.
The links between the model components can be assessed through the notion of
fit. Venkatraman (1989) suggests that fit can be a mediator, in the present model, for
example, between independent variables, strategy typology and IT alignment, and a
dependent variable, organizational performance. For example, IT alignment maturity is
the independent variable that influences the mediating variable strategy typology (RQ2)
which then influences the dependent variable organizational performance (RQ4). The
converse is explained by the model, also: strategy typology is the independent variable
that influences the mediating variable IT alignment maturity (RQ2), which influences the
dependent variable organizational performance (RQ4). This design, of mediating
variables, illuminates two possible ways in which IT influences strategy, either by
impacting strategy or by being influenced by strategy, as suggested by Vitale, Ives and
Beath (1986) and Bergeron, Buteau and Raymond (1991), the two-way arrow between IT
alignment maturity and strategy typology illustrates the relationship. Strategy typology
also acts as a variable mediating the relationship between IT alignment maturity and
organizational performance (RQ5). It is important to break down each of these
components of the model to understand the ways in which they influence these
relationships.

Strategy Typology
The diversity in organizational strategy types described in the literature review
and represented in the SIMO model above supports Chan’s (2002) assertion that there is
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no “one size fits all” approach to increasing IT alignment maturity, a claim that followed
Chan and Huff’s (1992) initial supposition that IT alignment is related to organizations’
business strategy. These conclusions bracket Miles and Snow’s assertion that “in a
particular industry or environment, there is more than one way to prosper” (2003, p. ix),
In fact, they suggest that some organizations may instinctively align, while others may
never achieve alignment if they continue to do things the way they’ve always done them.
Thus, the suggestion that all organizations travel the same path through five levels of IT
alignment as reflected by the SAMM assessment (Luftman, 2011) begs additional
consideration. Tests of Miles and Snow’s model contend that some business strategy
types achieve alignment more readily than others, and alignment tends to look different
depending on an organization’s strategy type, a concept that is tested by the new model,
the process of which is also described in the Methodology chapter. Figure 10 below
illustrates the way in which questions are posed about the relationship between
organizational strategy and the other two elements of the model, IT alignment maturity
and organizational performance.
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Figure 10. The Nonprofit Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Model -The influence of
strategy typology on IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance.
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IT/Mission Alignment Maturity
Luftman’s Strategic Alignment Maturity Model (SAMM) (2000, 2003, 2011)
describes the factors that enable and inhibit IT alignment in terms of six criteria that are
essential, according to the model, to mature IT alignment. These criteria;
communications, competency/value measurements, governance, partnership, IT scope
and architecture, and skills; are defined in the SAMM model through 39 independent
variables that are descriptively scaled to five distinct levels that represent stages of IT
alignment maturity, as shown in Table 1 in Chapter 2. The criteria have been
incorporated into a validated assessment tool (Luftman, 2003; Sledgianowski, Luftman,
& Reilly, 2006) that measures organizations’ level of IT alignment maturity. The results
of the assessment can be used by organizations to identify gaps in alignment and initiate
discussions among organization managers and IT managers that will close those gaps.
As explained above, while SAMM in its present form has the ability to quantify
levels of factors organized into six criteria groups, it fails to consider several
organizational factors that are unique to the nonprofit sector. The diversity of nonfinancial performance outcomes, organizational structure aspects, particularly IT staffing
and employment of volunteers, resource acquisition, and external stakeholders are not
mentioned in SAMM. Further, consideration of organizational culture is very general in
nature and is combined with factors in the “skills” criteria, which does not accurately
portray that organizational culture is a distinct, significant aspect of organizations that
should be given more specific consideration. The use and integration of technology in an
organization is related to innovation (Luftman, 2003), locus of power (Franklin, 2011),
trust between individuals, departments and organizations (Gates, 2003), learning
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orientation (Calantone, Cavusgil & Zhao, 2002), and change readiness (Merkel, Farooq,
Xiao, Ganoe, Rosson & Carroll, 2007), all of which are aspects of an organization’s
culture. Accordingly, the proposed model incorporates the above factors except culture
into existing criteria by adapting and adding scaled variables, and culture is given specific
attention through the creation of an additional criterion and identification of
corresponding factors. The original SAMM criteria are shown in Figure 11 below, and
adaptation of the criteria is shown in Figure 12 as well as described in the Methodology
chapter.

Figure 11: Six IT Business Alignment Maturity Criteria. Reprinted from Communications of the
Association for Information Systems 4(14), Luftman, J., Assessing business-IT alignment maturity, page
12, Copyright (2000), with permission from the Association for Information Systems.
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Figure 12: Seven Information Technology/Mission Alignment Maturity Criteria. Adapted from
Communications of the Association for Information Systems 4(14), Luftman, J., Assessing business-IT
alignment maturity, page 12, Copyright (2000), used with permission from the Association for Information
Systems.

Organizational Performance
The adaptation of McLaughlin and Jordan’s (2010) iteration of a basic logic
model described in Chapter 3 serves as the framework for measuring the performance of
nonprofits in achieving outcomes and mission within the proposed model. This is a
unique contribution to the knowledge base because including outcome measurement
items within any nonprofit IT alignment maturity assessment tool, either at the scholar or
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practitioner level, has not been done to date because of the difficulty that has been found
in transferring the use of predefined metrics from the business sector to the nonprofit
sector. If IT alignment truly does universally contribute to mission-focused outcomes, as
is asserted in the literature, it is important to establish an outcome measurement function
specific to NPOs in the proposed model and tool. The elements contained within the
adapted logic model serve as indicators of organizations’ level of stakeholder
engagement, capacity, activity, outputs, and short-, intermediate-, and long-term
outcomes. Specific metrics through which these dependent variables will be measured
are described below.

Research Questions

A question similar to that presented by Croteau and Bergeron’s (2001) ignited the
SIMO study, namely how do NPOs adopt and use technology in ways that make a
measurable difference in their achievement of outcomes? The literature on IT alignment
informs this question and suggests that IT alignment maturity, along with strategy type,
influences organizational performance, whereby it frames several specific research
questions:
RQ1: What factors influence nonprofit organizations’ level of IT alignment
maturity?
Many studies have identified and reinforced six specific factors that influence
business organizations’ level of IT alignment maturity. This study investigates whether
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the same factors, with one additional factor supported by the literature, influence the
maturity of nonprofit organizations’ alignment of IT with their mission.
RQ2: Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy
typology and their level of IT alignment maturity?
Again, the presence of relationship between business organizations’ overall
strategy typology, as characterized by Miles and Snow (1978), and their level of IT
alignment maturity has been well-documented in the literature. With the adaptation of
existing IT alignment scales to accommodate the different character of NPOs, this study
investigates whether similar relationships exist in the nonprofit sector.
RQ3: Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy
typology and their achievement of performance outcomes?
RQ4: Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ levels of IT
alignment maturity and their achievement of performance outcomes?
Measuring organizational performance is challenging in nonprofit organizations
because they lack the concrete, primarily financial performance metrics found in the
business sector. This investigation presents a set of two metrics – extent of achievement
of outcomes and influence of technology on achievement of outcomes, that provides
common metrics with which to measure organizational performance across NPOs of all
shapes and sizes. This set of metrics facilitates the investigation of whether NPOs, like
business organizations, exhibit a relationship between their strategy typology and their
achievement of performance outcomes, as well as a relationship between IT/mission
alignment maturity and achievement of performance outcomes.
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RQ5: Given a specific strategy typology, what is the relationship between IT
alignment maturity and performance outcomes?
Similar to Croteau and Bergeron’s hypothesis that “there is a profile of
technological deployment specific to each type of business strategy” (2001, p. 82), this
investigation explores whether organizations that identify themselves as generally
practicing one of Miles and Snow’s four strategy typologies report deploying patterns of
IT alignment maturity practices in patterns that are unique to each typology.

Hypotheses

Considering again the SIMO Model in Figure 8 on page 91, the following
statements comprise the hypotheses tested in this investigation, with arrows designating
the hypothesized direction of relationships.
H1: Specific factors influence IT alignment maturity.
H2: There is a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy
typology and their level of IT alignment maturity.
H3: There a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy typology
and their achievement of performance outcomes.
H4: There is a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ levels of IT
alignment maturity and their achievement of performance outcomes.
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H5: For each of the four distinct strategy typologies, Prospector, Analyzer,
Defender, and Reactor, there is a significantly different relationship between
IT alignment maturity and performance outcomes.

Variables of Interest

Four categories of variables were measured through this study: demographics,
strategy typology, IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance.
Variables that were measured as characteristics or perceptions of organizations’
demographics, strategy typologies and IT alignment factors as evidenced by
organizational behaviors were considered independent variables, and those that measured
performance and aggregated IT alignment (combination of all factor ratings) were
considered dependent variables. A list of all variables is provided in Appendix A:
Variables of Interest in the Present Study.

Demographics
Several organizational and respondent demographics were assessed relative to
their relationship with strategy typology, NPO IT alignment maturity, and organizational
performance. Organization size, as determined by annual budget (Carman & Fredericks,
2008; Salamon, 1995); geographic location as indicated by USDA Rural-Urban
Continuum Codes (USDA, 2009) and target population as determined by mission
statement and reported population served were independent variables. Mission and target
population were included as variables unique to the nonprofit sector relative to their focus
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on social value (Auerswald, 2009) and the existence of distinct classifications of
nonprofit entities focusing on specific social values defined by the National Center for
Charitable Statistics (NCCS), the National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities (NTEE) (Urban
Institute, 2010) because different classifications of organizations could potentially have
different levels of alignment based on their target population and mission focus. These
variables were measured by aligning the theme of the mission and target population with
the most closely related NTEE code. The codes include arts, culture and humanities;
education; environment and animals; health; human services; international, foreign
affairs; public, societal benefit, religion; mutual/membership benefit; and unknown.
The relationship between strategy, alignment, performance, and the level of the
independent variable of technology staffing was also examined, as directed by
recommendations from pilot participants (pilot process described below) and findings
from the NTEN Staffing surveys. This variable expressed the extent to which an
organization dedicated human resources toward planning and managing technology, as it
has been suggested that many nonprofit organizations do not have dedicated technology
staff, and technology leaders have a more extensively-staffed IT function than those
organizations that lag behind (Bernard & Pukstas, 2010; Hoehling, 2012a). Respondent
level of education, tenure, and expressed support of IT/mission alignment were also
examined to see whether they had any relationship within the model, as they were in
Luftman’s (2003) original Strategic Alignment Maturity Model and SAMM assessment
survey (Luftman, 2011). Budget size, as indicated by total annual organizational budget,
a metric suggested by Carman (2009) and Salamon (1995) as a measure of nonprofit
organization size, was maintained in the and is also a measure in SAMM.
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Discrepant findings relative to rurality discussed previously illuminated the need
to investigate whether the nonprofits participating in this study experience geographic
barriers to technology use and consequent alignment, thus level of rurality was also
identified as an independent variable indicated by an organization’s county, which is
linked to a specific RUCC code by the USDA (2009). Although some counties’
populations are not spread uniformly across their geographic area, this measure is the
most accurate and comparable across organizations. Finally, the availability of Internet
access was also identified as a variable, as most of the communities in which Internet is
not available are in rural areas (Federal Communications Commission, 2010, p. 18),
which could impact an organization’s capacity to align technology with mission if the
appropriate technology is not available. In Indiana, compared to other states, this was not
expected to be a significant issue, as over 95% of the state has broadband access, as
illustrated in Appendix B, Indiana Broadband Availability Map (Indiana Office of
Technology, 2013).
Remaining variables consisted of organizations’ level of individual factors within
three categories: strategy type, alignment maturity, or organizational performance as
defined by the SIMO model.

Strategy Typology
As described in the conceptual model section above, strategy typology is an
independent variable that has been known to influence both IT alignment and
organizational performance. This variable indicates whether an organization approaches
its work primarily with Prospector, Defender, Analyzer, or Reactor strategies. Strategy
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typology has historically been measured using a self-typing paragraph approach. Shortell
and Zajac (1990) created a self-typing paragraph approach to identify healthcare
organizations’ business strategy type to fulfill the need to establish reliability and validity
of the typology. Using a test-retest approach, they found that 19 CEOs identified their
organizations as the same typology in 71% of cases and established moderate reliability
for the strategic orientation measures (p. 823). The authors assert that although reliability
and validity were established at the time of publication, they caution that in a rapidlychanging sector such as healthcare, ongoing monitoring of these measures is necessary.
Further, they suggest that while strategy typology was examined in depth, the technical
domain of strategy needs to be investigated (p. 829).
James and Hatten (1995) used a similar approach to measure business strategy
typologies, described in one of 409 reports and reflections on the use of the self-typing
paragraph approach (Google Scholar, 2011). With their use of a set of traditional selftyping paragraphs to identify perceived business strategy archetypes, which departs from
Shortell and Zajac’s (1990) use of both perceived and archival measures to identify
business typologies, they achieved their goal of reinforcing the validity and applicability
of using the self-typing paragraph approach across multiple sectors in their study of 399
organizations in the banking industry (James & Hatten, 1995, p. 163). The findings
supported Shortell and Zajac’s (1990) assertion that the self-typing paragraph has
moderate convergent validity and it transfers “quite well” (James & Hatten, 1995, p. 167)
to the banking sector. This support suggests that the self-typing paragraph measure has
the potential to transfer quite well to the nonprofit sector, also.
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Accordingly, the “strategy type” variable within the present model was measured
by asking respondents to choose the paragraph that best described the type of strategy
with which their organization approaches day-to-day processes and long-term work. As
an existing characteristic of organizations, this was considered an independent variable.
The language of James and Hatten’s unlabeled paragraphs (1995, p. 168) was modified
for the purposes of this study to suit a wider audience than the business sector while
maintaining the characteristic descriptions of each archetype and can be found below, as
well as in the SIMO questionnaire in Appendix C.
The language of James and Hatten’s paragraphs (1995, p. 168) is modified using
context, structure, and strategy elements that more closely match a nonprofit audience,
using descriptions created by Brown and Iverson (2004) that maintain the characteristic
descriptions of each archetype. The exact paragraphs used by Brown and Iverson are not
replicated in this investigation because when they interviewed nine executives whose
organizations exemplified each typology, they found that the executives felt the
descriptions did not quite fit the typologies and needed to be further modified. For
example, executives of organizations classified as Prospectors took exception to a phrase
in the self-typing paragraph, “Given its innovation orientation, this organization does not
try to maintain superiority in all the areas it serves” (p. 398), and insisted that their
innovation orientation did not preclude them from pursuing excellence (p. 389), therefore
that phrase is not used in the paragraphs included in the SIMO questionnaire. Likewise, a
majority of Defender organizations refuted the description, “The organization is not at the
forefront of service innovations” (p. 398), and several described a different kind of
innovation, one that focuses on finding new approaches to increasing efficiency and
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effectiveness of existing programs, rather than seeking out opportunities to create new
ones. With these modifications, along with a shift to a personal voice (“we”, “our
organization”), rather than a third-person to match the format of other survey items, the
self-typing paragraphs are shown below:
Defender: We try to maintain a secure niche in our community. We offer a
limited range of programs and services and we try to protect our
clients/population from other organizations that try to get them to engage.
We try to protect our domain by offering high quality and superior service.
We may not be at the forefront of developments in the compared to other
organizations like us; we concentrate instead on doing the best job
possible with the programs and services we do offer. When we innovate,
we do so to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our current
services.
Prospector: We try to meet a broad range of needs in our community, and
we offer new services when new needs emerge. We value innovation,
want to be 'first in' with new programs and services even if not all of these
efforts have proven to be highly effective in achieving our mission. We
try to respond rapidly to early signals concerning areas of opportunity, like
grants and other resources, and these responses have often led us to
engage in new activities and strategies.
Analyzer: We work to provide a stable, limited collection of programs and
services, while at the same time we try to move out quickly to follow a
carefully selected set of promising, evidence-based new strategies to reach
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and serve our population. We are seldom 'first in' with new programs or
services, but by carefully monitoring the actions of other organizations
with missions similar to ours, we try to be 'second in' with a more efficient
or effective program or service.
Reactor: We don’t have a consistent focus or service niche. When other
organizations provide similar services in the same area, we prefer to
conserve resources and eliminate offerings, rather than attempt to defend
our service area. Although we try to avoid risks associated with new
programs or services, occasionally we develop new offerings to keep up
with other providers. We are usually forced to respond to environmental
pressures, like funding flow and irregular stakeholder support, rather than
elaborating and implementing a single strategic thrust.

IT/Mission Alignment Maturity
Overall IT alignment maturity is a dependent variable historically influenced by
strategy type, and an independent variable that can influence outcomes. The individual
factors identified in the literature as having influence on IT alignment maturity are listed
as independent variables in Appendix A, Variables of Interest in the Present Study, as
well as described in the individual bullet points below. The variables were measured in
terms of an organization’s perceived maturity level in each factor using a 1 to 5 scale, on
which descriptions of activities or organizational behaviors representing each level
correspond with each number, one being the lowest level, and five being the highest level
of maturity. Overall IT alignment maturity was quantified in terms of the six criteria and
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corresponding factors that describe the criteria established by Luftman (2000),
Sledgianowski (2004), and validated by Sledgianowski et al. (2006) which were
discussed at length in Chapter 2, and one additional criterion, culture, established through
the present literature review. These seven criteria are illustrated in Figure 12 on page 98.
The constructs measured by the seven criteria were operationalized for the purposes of
this study as follows, terminology was adjusted to accommodate the structures and
functions of NPOs, and some variables were aligned with the new culture criteria.
Communication Effectiveness. Effective exchange of ideas and knowledge across
all levels and functions of the organization (Luftman, 2003, p. 9). Modeled after SAMM,
seven items each measured an aspect of communication between the technology function
and other structures within an organization, including the extent to which technology
managers understand the organization’s environment, the extent to which administrative
leaders and board members understand the technology environment of the organization
(each level was measured separately), the methods used to promote organizational
information dissemination and learning, the style of communication within the
organization, the extent to which there is knowledge sharing between technology
managers and organizational leaders, and the extent to which a liaison is used to transfer
information between technology staff and other organizational staff. In this criterion, one
variable, the extent to which board members understand the technology environment of
the organization, was added beyond the variables found in the original SAMM, as
nonprofit board members are integrally involved in defining the mission, measuring
performance against the mission, and securing the resources to acquire technology
(Epstein & McFarlan, 2011).
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Measuring Competency and Value of Technology. Processes in place that
demonstrate the value of technology’s contribution to the organization’s purpose or
mission, in terms that can be understood across all levels and functions of the
organization (Luftman, 2003, p. 12). The variables examined include the type of metrics
used to measure technology’s contribution to the organization; the level of technology
data collection and use; the use of organizational indicators to measure the value of
technology toward achieving mission-focused outcomes; the use of integrated technology
and organizational indicators; the use of service level agreements and benchmarking; the
extent of assessment and review of technology investments; orientation toward
continuous improvement processes and the perceived contribution of technology to
strategic goals. Of those variables, the type of metrics used and the level of data
collection and use were originally one variable in SAMM, but were separated into two
because the type of measures used and the practice of measurement are distinctively
different aspects of an organization’s assessment character. The other variables were
reworded to fit the nonprofit sector, otherwise they were left unchanged.
Technology Governance Effectiveness. The processes through which decisionmaking, authority for resources, risk, and responsibility for technology is shared among
organizational managers, technology managers and stakeholders (Luftman, 2003, p. 12).
The variables examined included the level of organization of technology; the extent of
participation of technology personnel in organizational strategic planning; the
organization’s extent of engagement in technology planning; the character of technology
budgeting; the character of technology investment decisions; the level of use of
technology steering committees; the ways in which technology projects are prioritized;
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and the level of involvement of internal and external stakeholders (separate variables) in
technology decision-making. Of those variables, the last two, addressing involvement of
internal and external stakeholders, were added to the original SAMM variables, as
stakeholders beyond nonprofit board and staff often are instrumental in governance and
decision-making (Enright & Bourns, 2010).
Partnership and Collaboration. The extent and character of the relationships that
exist among the organizational leaders, its technology managers and stakeholders relative
to enabling and driving technology change (Luftman, 2003, p. 12). The variables
examined included perceptions of technology investments, the role of technology in
organizational strategic planning, the extent to which technology staff and organizational
staff share risks and rewards of technology-based initiatives, the extent of formal
processes that focus on enhancing partnership relationships between technology and other
organizational staff, the status of sponsors and/or champions of technology initiatives,
and the organization’s level of collaboration with internal and external stakeholders. The
last factor, collaboration with stakeholders, was added to variables that were included in
SAMM, again due to the extensive involvement of stakeholders in nonprofit operations
(Enright & Bourns, 2010; Freeman, 1984).
Technology Infrastructure Scope and Architecture. The organization’s inventory
and management of internal and external technology networks, hardware, software, and
applications (Luftman, 2003, p. 12). The variables examined included the scope of
technology systems; creation, use and compliance with technology standards and
policies, the scope of architectural integration, or shared relationships between
technology system elements; the level of an organization’s technology infrastructure
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flexibility relative to organizational and technology changes; the number of different
types of internal and external technology tools and systems used by the organization. The
last two variables, the number of tools used by an organization, were added in order to
ascertain the extent to which organizations tend to rely on internal versus external tools
relative to their level of involvement of stakeholders, which is a performance variable
described below.
Human Resources and Skills. Human capital considerations related to technology,
including hiring, engaging, and building capacity of staff and volunteers (Luftman, 2003,
p. 12). Variables examined included the extent to which organizational leadership and
staff have tacit knowledge about technology, in other words, they understand how
technology works; the extent to which leadership and staff have explicit knowledge about
technology, experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems; the
extent to which employees have opportunities to build skills in their primary role; the
extent to which employees have opportunities to build skills and support services outside
their primary role, the extent to which career crossover opportunities exist, the level of
organizations’ ability to attract and retain the best qualified technical professionals, and
the organization’s ability to attract and retain technologically competent volunteers.
In this criterion, several variables were added to those contained in SAMM. The
existence of tacit and explicit knowledge is described by Kearns and Lederer (2003) and
Bassellier et al. (2003) as critical to strategic IT alignment, following extensive assertions
during the previous decade led by (Kogut & Zander, 1992) and Zack (1999) that in order
for organizations to remain competitive, they must be able to translate technology
knowledge from the personal and abstract in order for it to be practical and transferrable
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(Zack, 1999), in other words, the “who knows what” and the “know-how” (Kogut &
Zander, 1992, p. 383) thus illuminating these two types of knowledge as critical variables
within the present model. In addition, while SAMM measures the variable of crossfunctional skill-building, it does not measure the extent to which individuals have
opportunities to build skills related to their primary role(s), which is another variable that
may influence technology adoption and alignment. If individuals do not have the
opportunities to learn about new technologies, how can they leverage them toward their
mission? The ability to attract and retain volunteers, also, was not included as a variable
in SAMM, as businesses do not use volunteers. Accordingly, this variable was added to
assess the level at which volunteer technological capability is sought and used by
organizations, a variable that speaks directly to capacity.
Organizational Culture. The unique pattern of shared values, priorities,
assumptions, processes and behaviors that contribute to the social, interpersonal, and
strategic environment and achievement of common goals of the organization
(Christensen, 2012, pp. 160-61; Luftman, 2003, p. 12; Tharp, 2009). This criterion did
not exist in SAMM, but several of the variables in SAMM were directly related to the
value- and priority-driven behaviors demonstrated in organizations, and several other
variables related specifically to culture were identified in the literature that could be
related to strategy, IT alignment and performance. Accordingly, variables measuring
innovation and the entrepreneurial environment of organizations, the locus of power in
technology decision-making, the character of interpersonal climate, the level of perceived
trust and value between technology staff and the rest of the organization, level of
readiness for change, level of disruption caused by organization and technology changes,
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and ability of staff to respond to technology changes were moved to this new section
from Human Resources/Skills, Governance and Scope and Infrastructure criteria.
Inclusion of a new variable related to external stakeholders followed Enright and Bourns
(2010) and Freeman’s (1984) descriptions of their influence across organizations,
inclusion of a variable related to learning orientation was informed by Calantone et al.’s
(2002) assertion that innovation and competitive advantage require a strong learning
orientation. A new variable was also included that measured organizational staff ability to
respond to technology change addresses organizations’ capacity and readiness for change
(Anderson and Anderson, 2010), which may be a determinant of whether they can and
will, in fact, adopt and align technology with mission.
Organizations’ alignment maturity level in each of the seven criteria was
determined by aggregating ratings of each factor in that criteria area, thus alignment
maturity was a dependent variable. For example, Communication Effectiveness is one of
the seven criteria. Items 11 through 17 on the questionnaire each measured respondents’
perception of the listed factors related to Communication Effectiveness. The individual
factors are independent variables because each of them does not depend on the other. The
aggregate alignment maturity level of Communication Effectiveness, the average of the
ratings of items 11-17, is a dependent variable because a) it is affected by the individual
factor ratings and b) Communication Effectiveness as a construct can be affected by
strategy typology. An organization’s overall alignment maturity was determined by
averaging the alignment scores for the seven criteria.
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Organizational Performance
In order to analyze the relationships between strategy, information technology and
mission alignment, and outcomes, it was necessary to determine two primary things about
organizational performance: first, the extent to which organizations engage in the distinct
actions that will lead to outcomes as depicted by the logic model in Chapter 3 and
second, whether respondents believe their use of technology influences those actions. For
ease of understanding the measurement strategy, the logic model is provided again in
Figure 13 below:

Figure 13: SIMO Updated Logic Model. Copyright (2010) John Wiley and Sons. Adapted, permission for
use granted from McLaughlin, J.A. & Jordan, G.B., Using logic models, in J.S. Wholey, H.S. Hatry, &
K.E. Newcomer (Eds.), Handbook of practical program evaluation (3rd ed.), 57, John Wiley and Sons.

The questionnaire measured these variables through two scaled items related to
each element in the logic model. A caveat is necessary at this point: because the
consideration of nonprofit organizational performance in a conceptual model of these
relationships has not previously been endeavored, the methodology for testing this
component of the model is purely experimental and does not incorporate existing metrics.
However, the metrics discussed below have been suggested as those that can be used to
assess performance in the nonprofit sector (Austin & Claassen, 2008; Martin & Ketner,
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2009; Poister, 2010; Sowa, Selden & Sandfort, 2004), particularly relative to technology
use (Kanter & Payne, 2012). Thus the strategy below is a confluence of what is known
about effective nonprofit performance metrics, NPO technology use and the process of
getting to outcomes, resulting in a measurement strategy designed specifically to address
this existing gap.
The first type of organizational performance variable measured an organization’s
‘extent of performance’ of an element of the logic model (elements include stakeholder
engagement, capacity, activities, outputs, and short-term, intermediate and long-term
outcomes). The ordinal scales of the variables correspond to the character of the element
being measured relative to its structural position within the logic model, either within the
program/organizational structure or the outcomes structure. The extent to which
organizations engage in organizational structure elements (capacity, activities, outputs)
was measured through a ordinal scaled response spanning from not engaging at all, e.g.
“We do not implement any activities that are related to our mission” to a high level of
that action, e.g. “We implement many mission-related activities over the course of a year,
we surpass our goals, and we are planning to expand the number and/or scope of our
activities”. In addition, respondents could report that they do not measure or monitor each
element. This scale was created with the consideration that a ratio scale, such as the
number of activities or outputs, is not consistent in terms of range across all NPOs. One
annual activity might comprise the annual scope of work of a small NPO, whereas a large
NPO might implement dozens of programs.) Thus, using a ratio scale would prevent
comparison across respondent organizations, a concern raised by Sawhill and Williamson
(2001, p. 375).
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The extent to which organizations achieve short-term, intermediate and long-term
outcomes, elements within the outcomes structure of the logic model, was a variable also
measured using an interval scale consisting of estimated percentages of the target
population achieving each level of outcome, a metric that can be compared across
organizations. Through the interval scale, respondents reported the percentage of their
target population (none, less than 20%, 21-40%, 41-60%, 61-80%, 81-100%) that have
achieved short-term, intermediate, or long-term, mission-focused outcomes. ‘Extent of
performance’ variables were considered dependent variables in this study, as
performance may (or may not) have been influenced by strategy, and technology
alignment.
In the case of stakeholder engagement, a logic model element that spans both the
program/organization structure and the outcomes structure, the program/organizational
structure scale was used because it was a more appropriate fit than the interval scale.
Stakeholder engagement is defined in Chapter 3 as an organization’s direct actions to
enlist and sustain the involvement of influential and/or likely influenced stakeholders in
strategic planning, implementation, and measurement of the organization’s mission,
goals, capacity, activities, outputs and outcomes. An organization can more readily report
the extent to which it engages stakeholders in terms ranging from “not at all” to engaging
an extensive scope of both internal and external stakeholders on an ongoing basis, than it
can report the percentage of stakeholders it actually engages relative to the number of
potential stakeholders it could engage (often an unknown), which is how the interval
scale would have to be used.
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This set of variables, which will be hereby referred to as ‘extent’ variables,
provided information about organizations’ process of getting to outcomes, which, in and
of itself, can help determine whether achievement of outcomes (or lack thereof) is, in
fact, influenced by technology or possibly a flawed logic model (Kaplan & Garrett, 2005)
and/or corresponding implementation process. In other words, an organization can use all
the technology in the world, but if it isn’t strategically engaging stakeholders, building
capacity, implementing activities or producing outputs, it is unlikely that it will achieve
any measurable outcomes.
The second set of organizational performance variables relate to ‘technology
influence’, and these variables assessed whether technology tools are being incorporated
into each of the elements of the logic model and, if so, the extent to which respondents
believe technology has influenced the performance of each element. In measuring
technology’s influence on organizational structure elements, these variables were
measured in terms of the perceived influence of technology on performance, specifically
in terms of efficiency, cost effectiveness, quantity, quality, and satisfaction (Poister,
2010; Sowa et al., 2004). Organizational structure elements (capacity, activities and
outputs) and the structure-spanning element stakeholder engagement were measured with
a balanced scale that spans from “Reduced a great deal” to “Helped a great deal”, an
ordinal scale, again, designed deliberately without quantitative metrics in order to
facilitate comparison across all types and sizes of NPOs. Items measuring outcomes
structure elements (short-term, intermediate, and long-term outcomes) were presented
with a similar ordinal scale, with which respondents designated whether technology
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influences target populations’ achievement of each level of outcome not at all, a little bit,
somewhat, a great deal, or exclusively.
While the indicators for IT alignment maturity and strategy typology are, in large
part, already established, and those that are not were slated to be validated the current
study, all of the performance measurement items included in the survey are new to the
field. As demonstrated in the literature review above, consideration was given to
consensus of the field regarding measures of nonprofit performance outcomes (Balser &
McClusky, 2005; Carman, 2009; Carman & Fredericks, 2008; Costa et al., 2011;
Ebrahim & Rangan, 2010; Hatry, 2006; Kibbe, Lampkin, Winkler, Kerlin, Hatry,
Natenshon, Saul, Melkers & Sheshadri, 2006; LeRoux & Wright, 2010; Light, Hubbard
& Kibbe 2004; Morley et al., 2001; United Way, 1996; W.K. Kellogg Foundation 2004;
Wholey et al., 2010). The measures described in this section were identified as potential
metrics for assessing outcomes across all types of NPOs. Once the list was created, I used
a set of questions presented by Wholey et al. (2010) as criteria with which to further
evaluate the appropriateness of the measures prior to including them in the survey:


Are the measures relevant to the activity, process, or behavior being assessed?



Are the measures important to citizens and public officials?



What measures have other experts in the field used?



What do stakeholders believe is important to measure?



Are newly-constructed measures needed, and are they credible?



Do the measures correlate to a specific, agreed-upon standard or criterion measure
that is credible in the field?
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Do the measures correlate with other measures in ways consistent with existing
theory and knowledge?



Do the measures predict subsequent behaviors in ways consistent with existing
theory and knowledge? (2010, p. Kindle Location 1046 of 15122).
The answers to these questions are justified by the literature, thus providing

another level of confidence for the conceptual model.
By implementing this performance measurement component of the SIMO model,
it became possible to assess the extent to which NPOs measure and monitor their process
of getting to outcomes, as well as surmise the influence of technology on their
organizational performance.

Summary

The Nonprofit Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Model
provides insight to the query of whether strategy drives IT alignment, and whether IT
alignment improves organizational outcomes. It informs the creation of an assessment
tool with which NPOs can identify their strategic IT alignment profile, which will
indicate specific organizational strategies and alignment strategies they can adopt to
improve upon their efforts to align IT in ways that will help them better achieve
outcomes and meet their missions.
SIMO may suggest that specific organizational strategy types and IT alignment
maturity profiles positively influence organizational performance. It proposes that
specific IT alignment maturity profiles are characteristic of particular strategy types, and,
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in order to optimize performance, overall organizational strategy type must be matched
with specific IT alignment profiles. This conceptualization of alignment has the potential
to inform organizational planning, training, and technical assistance akin to a diagnosticprescriptive approach to teaching and learning in which gaps are identified and skills are
taught that can fill the gaps (Manzo, Manzo & Albee, 2003). If an organization is
struggling in achieving outcomes, SIMO and a corresponding assessment tool can
identify the organization’s strategy typology, assess levels of IT alignment criteria, and
examine the levels of performance being achieved (or not achieved). With this
information and online or personal technical assistance, the organization can learn and
apply specific tactics to adjust strategy and increase alignment in ways that will improve
outcomes.
The first step toward using SIMO to add value to the nonprofit sector is, of
course, to test it in the trenches. The process through which the SIMO survey was
created, piloted, presented, and how the logic of the model was analyzed in the nonprofit
sector is the focus of the next chapter, Methodology.
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CHAPTER V

METHODOLOGY

Introduction

Previous chapters presented a gap in the nonprofit knowledge base, the absence of
a means to identify and measure relationships between NPO strategy typologies, IT
alignment maturity, and organizational performance, and proposed a theoretical model,
SIMO, to close this gap. The purpose of this chapter is to describe the methodology used
to test the SIMO model in the nonprofit sector. It details the research design, population,
sampling strategy, measurement instrument, data collection procedures, methods for
statistical analysis and, finally, outcomes of data collection.

Research Design

A cross-sectional, correlational survey design was used in this investigation.
Cross-sectional designs, according to Creswell (2005), “examine current attitudes,
beliefs, opinions or practices” (p. 356). Correlational design, specifically explanatory
correlational research is used to “explain the association between or among variables” (p.
326). Accordingly, this study used a survey questionnaire to gather data from nonprofit
organizations that have received grants from Community Foundations serving Indiana
counties. The items examined the associations or relationships among variables that
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measure nonprofit organizations’ strategy typology, IT alignment, and organizational
performance, variables described in the SIMO model.
Data generated from the questionnaire was analyzed and used to validate the
model with the intent to generalize findings to “all Indiana Community Foundation
grantees”. The survey approach has been implemented in a wide variety of investigations
of IT alignment and strategy typology (Bassellier & Benbasat, 2004; Bassellier et al.,
2003; Chan & Huff, 1992; Chan et al., 2006; Croteau & Bergeron, 2001; Evers, 2010;
Flores, et al., 2008; Gutierrez et al., 2009; Kearns & Lederer, 2003; Kearns & Sabherwal,
2007; Luftman, 2000, 2011; Sabherwal & Chan, 2001; Sledgianowski, et al., 2006;
Tallon & Kraemer, 2003).
Survey data provided the means by which to explore whether there is a
relationship between organizations’ strategy typology, their alignment of technology with
their mission, and their performance. The next section describes the process through
which the model was tested in authentic settings.

Methodology

The methodology employed in this investigation began with the development of
the survey instrument and consideration of HSIRB protocol, followed by a pilot test of
the instrument to establish content validity and assess functionality of the instrument. The
pilot test informed modifications to the survey, which was then prepared in final form for
implementation. The survey sample was identified using stratified random sampling,
gatekeepers were approached for assistance in recruitment, participants were recruited,
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the survey was deployed, and data was collected. Throughout the investigation, Dillman,
Smyth and Christian’s (2009) Tailored Design Method guided the design and
implementation of the survey. This method instructs investigators to consider social
exchange theory, primarily matching methodology to the motivations of potential
respondents, as the basis for decisions regarding survey mode, layout, content, sampling,
contacts, incentives and technology. Specific strategies were used to build rapport with
respondents, make the survey completion process as easy as possible, minimize survey
error and increase response rate. Care was taken to make the survey visually appealing,
flow logically, and easy to understand through the use of textual and spatial cues.
This brief overview of the process might lead one to surmise that implementation
of the methodology was seamless, went according to plan and confirmed best practices.
As will be described herein, that was not exactly the case. Many lessons were learned and
great insight about the character of nonprofit relationships was gained, along with a data
set that was adequate for analysis and hypothesis testing.

Survey Instrument
The Nonprofit IT Alignment Maturity 87-item questionnaire consists of five
sections: an organizational demographics section (8 items), a strategy typology section (1
self-typing paragraph item), an IT/mission alignment maturity factor self-rating section
modeled after the SAMM questionnaire (56 items) (Luftman, 2011), an organizational
performance section (14 items), and an individual demographics section (6 items). The
SAMM questionnaire was used as a template for the present survey and, in several
instances; the same or similar questions were used to gather similar information from
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NPO respondents that had been gathered from business-sector respondents using SAMM.
The questionnaire was created using Survey Monkey and made available either
electronically to participants using a link unique to each individual participant, or in
paper form sent via U.S. Mail. The questionnaire is located in Appendix C.
The organizational description section, a collection of fill-in, open-ended and
multiple choice items, asks respondents to provide information about the structure and
staffing of the organization, budget size, mission statement, target population, and
Internet access, information requested in order to determine whether this study reinforced
findings about NPO characteristics described in the literature review.
The strategy typology section consists of a set of four paragraphs, each
describing the actions and decision-making behaviors of one of the four strategy
typologies described above. Respondents chose one of the four paragraphs and did not
have an “other” or “do not know” option.
IT alignment maturity factor items in the SIMO instrument are structured as
ordinal-scale items in exactly the same way they exist in the SAMM instrument
(Luftman, 2011), with descriptions of how each factor would be demonstrated at each
level, 1-5. Permission was obtained to modify SAMM for the purpose of this
investigation, and is included in Appendix D. The content of this section includes items
that measure the same constructs measured by SAMM that are applicable to all
organizations, along with additional constructs described above that address unique
characteristics of NPOs. A majority of the items were reworded for the purposes of this
study to suit a nonprofit audience while maintaining the characteristic descriptions of
each construct as presented in previous literature. The changes incorporate descriptions
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found in Heye’s Five Stages of Managing Technology assessment matrix (2009), which
was designed specifically for use in the nonprofit sector, as indicated in the Variables of
Interest table located in Appendix A.
Organizational performance items are scaled items. On the ‘extent’ items,
respondents could choose one level on each scale. ‘Technology influence’ items for each
logic model element were configured as matrix questions, in which respondents chose
one level of influence on each scale for each of the four performance measures
efficiency, cost effectiveness, quantity, quality and satisfaction of the element. This
design was used to eliminate the need for respondents to re-read the same information in
multiple, similar questions, as directed by Dillman, Smyth and Christian (2009).
The final section of the survey requested respondent demographic information,
including position, length of tenure, education level, experience with technology, and the
level at which respondents would support IT alignment efforts. Respondents had the
option to provide their name, organization and e-mail address if they wished to receive
their Custom Technology Alignment report, a sample of which is provided in Appendix
J. The respondent information section is located at the end of the survey specifically to
adhere to Dillman et al.’s suggestion to establish rapport with a survey respondent before
asking sensitive questions (2009, p. 159), such as whether or not respondents would
support the practice being measured.
Once the preliminary survey was drafted, it was submitted, along with proposed
informed consent documentation, to the Western Michigan University Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board (IRB), which responded with the determination that approval
was not needed for the study because its “aim is to study organizational strategies and
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outcomes; you are not collecting personal identifiable (private) information about human
subjects” (WMU-IRB, 2012, Appendix E).

Pilot Testing
Although SAMM (Luftman, 2011), the questionnaire upon which the SIMO
instrument was modeled, demonstrated acceptable convergent construct validity
(Cronback’s coefficient alpha values between .71 and.83) among the criteria factors in
the business sector (Sledgianowski et al., 2006), it was not wise to assume that these
assessments would transfer to the nonprofit sector, particularly with the semantic
modifications and addition of other models and corresponding survey components, a
caution clearly communicated by Ritchie and Sherlock (2009) in their guidance on how
to adapt surveys for nonprofit research. In order to establish preliminary validity for the
questions relative to the nonprofit sector, NPO practitioners were called upon to review
the modified and new items, as recommended by Creswell (2005, p. 164). Further, the
entire questionnaire was piloted as recommended by Wholey et al. (2010) in order to
identify and rectify inconsistencies in interpretation, and data was used to assess
additional types of validity, as well as reliability.
In order to determine whether the questionnaire demonstrated appropriate fit and
content validity relative to the nonprofit sector, working relationships with nonprofit
organizations were leveraged in order to engage expert colleagues who have longevity
and experience in their leadership roles to share their expertise to examine, complete, and
help refine the instrument. Leaders of 22 purposefully-selected NPOs, representing each
of the three RUCC groups (metropolitan, non-metro, and rural), were invited to critique
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and pilot test the instrument, of which 12 agreed to participate. Steve Heye, author of the
Five Stages of Managing Technology (Heye, 2009), was also invited to participate in the
pilot because his model was the conceptual foundation for the study. (Heye is also a
technology leader of a metropolitan NPO in an adjacent state.) In order to identify any
incongruence between the instrument content and the target population, in other words, to
make sure nonprofit practitioners would understand and accurately interpret what the
survey was asking, as recommended by Dillman et al. (2009), pilot participants had the
opportunity to take the survey and provide quantitative and qualitative feedback. Each
completed the online Survey Monkey questionnaire, along with a set of evaluative Likerttype rating questions accompanied by open-ended questions requesting their feedback on
several criteria suggested by Dillman et al. (2009):


Helpfulness of instructions – 100% rated good or excellent



Clarity of instructions – 87.5% rated good or excellent



Clarity of question wording – 66.6% rated good or excellent 33.3% rated fair



Appropriateness of question wording to the NPO sector – 62.5% rated good or
excellent, 37.5% rated fair



Order of the survey items – 88.9% very, somewhat or just logical, 11.1%
confusing



Visual design of the survey – 100% rated very, somewhat or just pleasing and
organized



Navigation Process – 100% rated very easy or easy to navigate.

The expert rating and feedback process provided more comprehensive information about
the survey than what is suggested by Waltz and Bausell’s (1989) Content Validity Index.
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Suggested changes included incorporating a progress bar into the survey, reconsidering
the use of the logic model graphic, and a number of wording suggestions for specific
items that informed modification to improve the instrument’s fit for the nonprofit sector.
To assess preliminary factorial validity, a factor analysis and principal
components analysis was done to determine whether the groups of scale items that
measured model criteria (IT/mission alignment and performance measurement) made
intuitive sense (Field, 2003). This analysis was done tentatively with the understanding
that the small sample size (13) could result in an inconclusive analysis. A principal
components analysis (PCA) was conducted on all of the scale items together with oblique
rotation (direct oblimin) which resulted in the determination that “This matrix is not
positive definite” due to small sample size, thus preventing comprehensive factor
analysis. Instead, a PCA was conducted with the same rotation on each criteria group of
scale items (7 IT/mission alignment criteria and performance measurement criteria). The
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure confirmed that 7 of 8 groups of items had an insufficient
sample size for analysis, all but one of the KMO values were >.5. Nevertheless,
eigenvalues expressing commonality between the items after extraction were obtained for
each item. All items for all eight groups had eigenvalues greater than Joliffe’s criteria for
retention of .7 (Field, 2009, p. 641). Scree plots were ambiguous, which was logical,
given the small sample size. Further, for every group, the Pearson product-moment
correlation coefficients for all items had at least one correlation greater than .3, the
threshold for retention recommended by Field (2009, p. 657) and none had coefficients
greater than 9. Accordingly, all items were retained.
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Reliability, the likelihood that the SIMO subscales consistently reflect the
constructs they purport to measure, was assessed using Chronbach’s α, which, in SPSS,
splits the data into two halves and computes correlations in all possible combinations in
order to find the average covariance between items in each criteria and across all factors.
The communication subscale consisted of 7 items (α = .595), the competency subscale
consisted of 8 items (α = .-691), the governance subscale consisted of 9 items (α = .949),
the partnership subscale consisted of 6 items (α = .358), the scope subscale consisted of 6
items (α = .932), the skills subscale consisted of 9 items (α = .833), the culture subscale
consisted of 10 items (α = .868), and the performance measurement subscale consisted of
26 items (α = .991). Again, consideration was made of the small pilot sample, with which
a majority of the subscales had values above Kline’s recommended cutoff of
psychological constructs of .7 (in Field, 2009, p. 675). The three subscales that did not
reflect a Cronbach’s α above .7 were retained as written, tentatively, because Kline
asserts that these type of constructs can produce values even below .7 because of their
diversity (in Field, 2009, p. 675). The reliability test was run again with the full sample,
to challenge this preliminary assessment, the results of which are discussed in the results
section.
Because no modifications were made to the survey to change its nature of “not
collecting personal identifiable (private) information about human subjects”, it was not
necessary to resubmit the revised survey to HSIRB, since the project had been initially
judged as one in which approval was not needed. Even with this status, it was important
to provide a level of confidence to participants that the information they shared would be
handled confidentially, and that risks of participation would be minimized. Therefore, a
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consent document was included in both the invitation to take the online survey (Appendix
F) and attached at the beginning of the online and print surveys as shown in Appendix C.
Additionally, modifications did not change the material content of the questions relative
to the criteria or factors, therefore it was not necessary to repeat validity testing. With
preliminary validity and reliability established and the intention to reassess both upon
increasing sample size, identification and recruitment of subjects began.
The process of identifying subjects was unexpectedly iterative, due to several
challenges in access. These challenges spanned both sampling and data collection phases.
Therefore, the next section describes the extent of the challenges, followed by
descriptions of sampling and data collection procedures.

Subjects
Individuals working in nonprofit organizations who have primary responsibility
for managing and making decisions about technology were invited to participate in this
study, and the nonprofit organization was the unit of analysis, a population that mirrors
that used by Zorn et al. (2011) in their investigation of ICT use in New Zealand. While
Kearns and Lederer’s (2000) approach to investigating IT alignment by surveying
matched pairs of CEOs and technology managers would be most insightful, the unique
NPO characteristic of often having ‘whoever’s available’ serve as the technologist
rendered this strategy impractical because often that person is the CEO.
The survey population for this study consisted of all nonprofit organizations that
have had grantee relationships within the past two years with Community Foundations
located in Indiana (N≈4,000). Access to grantee organizations’ contact information was
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gained through information provided either by Community Foundations directly or
gleaned from Community Foundation or grantee websites, a process that will be
described in detail below. The rationale for choosing nonprofit leaders responsible for
making technology decisions, and for using Community Foundations as a gatekeeper was
based on the need for adequate coverage, establishment of trust, acquiring access to
respondents, and demonstrating benefits of participation, all of which are described by
Dillman et al. (2009) as tailored survey design methods that are critical to adequate
survey response rates and prevention of coverage and sampling error.
Tailored design consideration #1: Coverage. Coverage was considered relative
to access to Community Foundation gatekeepers and the geographic and population
distributions of the communities they serve. I currently have well-established
relationships with six Community Foundations. Likewise, I have established relationships
with a handful of United Way Directors and belong to networks in which United Ways
participate. Therefore, my perceived knowledge of the organizational structures and
functions of each was expected to facilitate navigation of access and entry relationships.
However, I faced unexpected challenges in terms of access due to issues I failed to
consider and some I had no knowledge of prior to executing my coverage and sampling
strategy. These challenges are described herein.
Community Foundations or United Ways were both considered as gatekeepers to
the nonprofits that operate in Indiana communities, as both types of organizations have
stakeholder relationships with NPOs through the provision of funding and technical
assistance. However, a preliminary Internet survey of the accessibility of the agencies’
executive directors/chief executive officers (ED/CEOs) showed that 82% of Community
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Foundation executive directors are personally identified and accessible via e-mail and
direct phone, while only 22% of United Way leaders are directly accessible. Further, the
service parameters of Community Foundations appeared to be more defined. The Indiana
Grantmakers’ Alliance website lists all Indiana Community Foundations (IN Community
Foundations, n.d.), which consists of 94 Community Foundations serving 92 Indiana
counties, but it wasn’t until after contacting some of them that it was learned that a few
counties are served by more than one Foundation. The distribution turned out to be rather
complicated, a finding that is described below. In initial comparison of coverage, there
are 62 United Way agencies in Indiana (Indiana Association of United Ways, 2012),
some serving multiple counties, some serving regions, and some serving individual
counties. Thus using Community Foundation agencies as the survey population appeared
to facilitate more comprehensive coverage statewide and more distinct points of access
and entry than using United Ways.
Further, Lilly Endowment, Inc. (the Endowment) is involved with all Community
Foundations through its provision of start-up and sustainability funding, which provides a
level of uniformity not found in United Ways at present, although the Endowment is
working on establishing a similar program for United Ways and United Funds (Lilly
Endowment, Inc., 2011). A brief history of this involvement provides insight into the
relationship.
Indiana’s 94 Community Foundations and the Lilly Endowment are unique in
their collective history. In 1990, every existing and emerging Community Foundation in
the state was provided the opportunity to receive a significant ($1 million or more)
matching gift from the Endowment as a nest egg to encourage local giving through Phase
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I of the Giving Indiana Funds for Tomorrow (GIFT) program. To date, the Endowment
has provided similar incentives in four additional phases of GIFT for communities to
continue to build their local endowments and sustain the “quality of life and civic vitality
of Indiana communities” (Lilly Endowment, Inc., 2011). This support provided to all
Indiana Community Foundations served, for this study, as a constant that is both a benefit
and a limitation to generalizing findings to “grantees of all Community Foundations”.
The benefit is that all Indiana Community Foundation grantee organizations participating
in the study have access to a significant, stable source of funding for technology if they
have the capacity to write a request to their local Foundation and it is funded (personal
communication, J. Danick, Steuben Community Foundation, September 13, 2011). The
limitation is that not every state is fortunate to have such a generous corporate benefactor,
so Community Foundations in other states may have disparate levels of financial support,
which may affect NPOs’ technology resources and capacity. Accordingly, the present
methodology proceeded with the understanding that the insights gained can only be
generalized to those nonprofit organizations that are supported by Community
Foundations with healthy, productive endowments. This relationship was also considered
as it relates to building trust with and gaining access to study participants.
Tailored design consideration #2: Trust. In order for individuals to participate in
the survey, it needed to seem important and legitimate to them, a characteristic of tailored
survey design that builds trust and positively influences response rates, according to
Dillman et al. (2009, p. 28). In order to build trust at multiple levels, an attempt was made
to enlist the support of the Lilly Endowment for this project by requesting that its
representative provide a letter of support or, at minimum, a statement of endorsement that
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could be included in communication to gatekeeper Community Foundations. This would
establish trust by establishing the support of a legitimate authority (p. 28). The original
intent was to provide an e-mail letter of introduction to the project to each Community
Foundation director that included this endorsement from the Endowment, then follow up
with a phone conversation in which Community Foundation directors would be asked to
assist in connecting with their grantees by sending a pre-notice e-mail to their grantee list
and encouraging participation in the study. E-mail and phone communication took place
with the Endowment’s Vice President of Community Development, the project was
described and a request was made for the Endowment’s support. While the representative
was interested in the project and felt it had the potential to yield valuable findings, it was
the perspective of the Endowment that its relationship with Community Foundations was
one based on mutual respect, a facet of which involved refraining from making requests
that were outside the relationship’s established boundaries. The Endowment did not want
Community Foundations to feel obligated to comply with a request from an outside
source that had no affiliation with the work in which it and Community Foundations were
engaged (A. Yackey, personal communication, August 6, 2012). The option was offered
of having the idea presented to the Indiana Grantmakers’ Alliance, an Endowment
partner organization, by the Endowment staff, with a request that the Alliance provide a
contact list of Community Foundation directors. With multiple follow-up calls this offer
never materialized, which was not a problem because contact information for Community
Foundations could be retrieved from the Indiana Grantmakers’ Alliance website. So,
unfortunately, it was not possible to engage the Endowment in helping build the trust of
Community Foundations or their grantees, which reduced the likelihood of Community
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Foundation support of the project and, ultimately, response rate, because the influence of
the Endowment as a legitimate authority was not attached.
Another level of trust-building was then pursued, sending project introduction emails to Community Foundation directors (Appendix G), providing them with
information about the project and asking them to provide a list of their grantees and send
a pre-notice e-mail to their grantees one week prior to survey distribution to encourage
grantees’ participation. As influential stakeholders in each of their grantee agencies,
Community Foundations can rightfully encourage practices that they think are important
for nonprofit success, such as the mission-focused use of technology. Like the
Endowment, Community Foundations are viewed as a legitimate authority. It was
expected that grantee agencies would be more likely to agree about the importance of the
project and respond to the survey if it was legitimized through written support of the
Community Foundation than if participation was invited solely by an unknown researcher
from an out-of-state university. An e-mail pre-notice template was provided to the
Community Foundation representatives (Appendix H), which asked for help, included
information about the importance of the survey to building nonprofit technology
alignment capacity, encouraged support of the group value of increasing mission-focused
outcomes, and described an incentive for completion, provision of a custom technology
alignment report and technical manual to each respondent. These elements, asking for
help, establishing importance, appealing to group values, and providing tangible rewards,
are all recommended by Dillman et al. as effective strategies for increasing the likelihood
of positive social exchange and participation (2009, pp. 23-25). However, this trustbuilding strategy was unsuccessful across all Community Foundations.
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While discussing the project and the gatekeeper function by phone with an
Executive Director from the list of randomly-sampled Community Foundations, insight
was gained on the communication patterns and cultural norms of Community
Foundations. She first explained that a Community Foundation’s Executive Director
would always be the most appropriate person to contact, an assertion confirmed by
triangulating with verbal responses from four colleagues from other Community
Foundations. She then explained that she was not sure whether sharing the grantee
contact list would be within the trust boundaries established between a Community
Foundation and its grantees, and that she needed to seek approval from her board to
release the contact list. She warned that this could be the case with other Community
Foundations (it was, in the case of 12 Community Foundations, including hers.) She then
proceeded to provide enlightenment on the presence of Community Foundation alliances,
something that was not even on the radar.
The distribution of Community Foundations and the counties they serve is not
unlike the arrangement of United Ways, although it is unsystematic. Over the past few
years, 17 Community Foundations have consolidated their administrative staffing, back
room, capacity-building and outreach functions by forming four alliances, most of which
were the result of informal conversations during and after Indiana Grantmakers’ Alliance
meetings. In these alliances, some individual Community Foundations maintain their
local identities, as well as function as part of the larger allied organization. In other
alliances, the local Community Foundations have legally consolidated into a larger
organization (C. Becknell-Lucas, personal communication, October 1, 2012). Thus, some
Community Foundations serve multiple counties, and others work on behalf of individual
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counties. Therefore, in communicating with Community Foundations, at times
involvement requests were made of grantees of one county, and in others a number of
counties. As will be described in the sampling methodology section below, this
complicated the sampling procedure somewhat. That challenge aside, all Community
Foundations serving randomly-sampled counties were contacted via e-mail with the
request for support and involvement, which was followed by an additional e-mail and
phone call to those Foundations that did not respond.
Tailored design consideration #3: Access. Following the established methodology
of asking Community Foundations to serve as gatekeepers and promoters of the project
was expected to provide direct access to potential respondents, but that was not the case.
Four (4) Community Foundations sent their grantee contact lists and sent out a pre-notice
e-mail to their grantees, one (1) sent a contact list but refused to send a pre-notice, and
one sent a pre-notice but did not feel comfortable sending a contact list. Of those that sent
both, the Foundation that serves the investigator’s home county also encouraged the
investigator to promote the survey during a capacity-building presentation to all local
NPOs. The lists provided contact information for 592 grantee organizations. In addition
two (2) Community Foundations sent annual reports listing the names of grantee
organizations, and two (2) responded with reference to websites that had grantees listed
in a community database. Twelve (12) Foundations responded that they would not
participate, three of which criticized the length of the survey, and two suggested
contacting the Indiana Grantmakers’ Association and request that they ask grantees to
participate. In total, of the 50 organizations contacted, 30 did not respond to an e-mail or
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phone message or an administrative gatekeeper did not pass on information or suggest a
call-back, results of which are illustrated in Table 3 below.
Table 3
Community Foundation Gatekeeper Recruiting Results

Investigator action
Email Request for grantee list
Email follow-up request for participation
Phone follow-up request for participation

Contacted
50
36
32

Community Foundation response
Provided
Declined
No Response
4
10
36
3
1
32
1
1
30

This collective response led to an alternative process for gaining access -collecting contact information for 1,444 Community Foundation grantee organizations by
surfing the Web to find grantee lists on Community Foundation websites, then looking up
each grantee organization individually. Over five months were spent gathering contact
information with which to invite organizations to participate in the survey. The process of
establishing trust with gatekeepers in order to gain access to a target population is
difficult process, but when it is successful, the results are also successful, as illustrated in
Table 4 below, which compares the response rates of grantees when Community
Foundations acted as gatekeepers by providing information and encouraging
participation, to response rates when the Foundations were not involved in the process.
Overall, the response rate was nearly 6% higher when Community Foundations were
involved.
Assuming that the relevance and importance of the topic, social value and
incentive of participation would be compelling enough to lead Community Foundation
staff to believe that the rewards of participating would outweigh the costs of responding
was overshadowed by the tenets of existing relationships, time constraints, and
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Table 4
Comparison of Response Rates when Community Foundation Did or Did Not Act as
Gatekeeper
Survey Distribution and Response Rate
Grantee list
provided

Surveys
sent

Surveys
completed

Response
rate

Central Indiana Community Foundation

298

293

53

18.1%

1,2

67

46

5

10.9%

Community Foundations that acted as gatekeepers
1,2

Legacy Foundation

1

Noble County Community Foundation

74

54

5

9.3%

1,2

64

60

9

15.0%

2

59

53

7

13.2%

30
592
1444
2036

30
536
1167
1703

14
93
151
244

46.7%

Putnam County Community Foundation

Spencer County Community Foundation

1,2,3

Steuben County Community Foundation
Total response from Community Found. gatekeeper lists
No Community Foundation gatekeeper involvement
Overall distribution and response rate
1

Community Foundation provided list of grantees and their contact information

2

Community Foundation sent a prenotice letter to all of their grantees

3

Investigator's home county, survey was promoted at a Community Foundation presentation

Comparison
response
rates

17.4%
12.9%
14.3%

disinterest. With this knowledge, grantees were invited to participate one-by-one, and
several strategies were incorporated to promote the benefits of participation to survey
participants.
Tailored design consideration #4: Benefits of participation. Internet and postal
mail methods were used to invite individual NPO leaders to complete the SIMO survey.
Nearly all of the positive social exchange strategies suggested by Dillman et al. (2009,
pp. 23-25) were incorporated to attempt to motivate people to participate. In the initial
personalized contact, information was provided about the purpose of the survey, the
individual was asked for help using a tone of positive regard, and the message promoted
the NPO group value of increasing the achievement of positive outcomes. Respondents
were informed that by completing the survey they would be providing valuable
information that would be used to create a tool to help all nonprofits use technology in
ways that will improve the extent to which they meet their missions. A tangible reward
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was also offered -- in order to provide value to their organizations, each survey
respondent would receive a custom report of their level of IT Alignment Maturity and a
Technology Strategy Guide compiled from current theoretical and practitioner literature
that provides suggestions of how they can increase their IT/Mission alignment in each of
the 7 factor areas measured.
Participants were informed that the custom report would be available only to
organizations who were invited to participate. A similar incentive structure was used by
Finn, Maher and Forster (2006, p. 282) and resulted in a 9.6% response rate.
Additionally, several strategies for reducing costs of participation were used:
providing the convenience and choice of electronic response through the use of Survey
Monkey or paper response through a mailed, postage paid survey (Dillman e. al, 2009, p.
25), invitees were not made to feel subordinate (p. 26), and the survey did not require
sharing of personal or sensitive information, rather it focused on the organization and
their role in it in the survey items (p. 26). One of the recommendations not heeded was
“making the questionnaire short and easy to complete” (p. 26), which, because of the
character of the model being tested, was impossible. As mentioned above, several invited
participants shared that the length of the survey and time required to complete it was
unrealistic and they would not participate. However, invitees were advised of the
maximum amount of time it would take them to complete the survey, so that they would
clearly understand the expected investment necessary to receive the reward.
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Sampling
The source of the sampling frame for this study, a map of Indiana counties and the
Community Foundations that serve them, provided confidence that all Indiana counties
would be equally represented in terms of geographic coverage. The list included the
contact information for every Community Foundation serving every county. The counties
were stratified by rurality using three levels derived from the U.S. Department of
Agriculture Rural-Urban Continuum Code (RUCC) (USDA, 2009). Then half of the
Community Foundations were randomly selected from the stratifications in order to
maintain representative geographic coverage.
The Community Foundations sampled needed to accurately reflect the geographic
distribution of nonprofit organizations throughout the state in terms of rurality. This
distinction is important because several investigations suggest that geographic location
contributes to NPOs’ adoption and use of technology with rural areas lagging behind
(Forman, Goldfarb & Greenstein, 2005; Loving, Stoecker & Reddy, 2011; Trusty, 2011),
but none are conclusive. Further, rurality is explicitly implicated as a barrier to
technology access in assessments of Internet access across the U.S. that show only 60%
of households with broadband Internet Access (National Telecommunications and
Information Administration, 2011; Severson, 2011) However, the state of Indiana is not
characteristic of this finding, as less than 10% of the geographic area of the state is
reported to lack broadband access, as shown in Appendix B (Indiana Geographic
Information Office, 2013).
In order to distinguish levels of rurality in the sampling frame, first the county or
counties that each Community Foundation serves was identified, then the Community
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Foundations were listed alphabetically by county and each county’s rurality was
identified using RUCC levels. The sampling frame was stratified into three groups:
Community Foundations operating in metropolitan areas (RUCC levels 1-3),
nonmetropolitan areas adjacent to metropolitan areas (RUCC levels 4-6) and
nonmetropolitan, non-adjacent or rural areas (RUCC levels 7-9). The characteristic of
rurality dictated the use of purposeful stratified random sampling to select organizations
for inclusion, described by Miles & Huberman (1994) as a strategy to delineate
subgroups that have been found to differ in technology use in past research, allow for
comparisons between them, and add credibility to a large, purposeful sample.
Table 5 reflects the distribution of Community Foundations across the three
RUCC groups, which, for the purpose of this investigation are referred to as
“metropolitan” “nonmetropolitan” and “rural”. The table also displays the percentage of
all counties represented by each of the three groups.
As described above, Indiana counties are not served by Community Foundations
at a one-to-one ratio. Rather, 17 Community Foundations participate in alliances, each of
which has its own membership character. Therefore, in cases of local Community
Foundations participating in alliances, it made sense to first use purposeful, stratified
random sampling to select half of each stratification, rounding up where necessary
(n=48), then address the issue of alliances.
Microsoft Excel (Microsoft, 2010), Adobe Acrobat (Adobe, 2012) and the
strategy recommended by Survey Monkey to achieve a random sample using Excel (E.,
2012) were used, with instructions modified when necessary to accommodate
idiosyncrasies of the software packages. Each RUCC category was first sorted
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Table 5
Level of Rurality Represented by Proportions of Indiana Community Foundations
RUCC Level

# of Counties
Served

# of Indiana
Community

1, 2, 3

49

46

Population and
Rurality Category
250,000
or more

% of all
Counties

# to randomly
select to

53%

25

38%

18

11%

5

100%

48

Metropolitan
4, 5, 6

35

20,000 to
<250,000

34

Nonmetropolitan
7,8,9

10

Less than
20,000

10

Rural
Total

94

a

90

b

a

Two Indiana counties each host two Community Foundations, so they are included twice in the listing of
Community Foundations.
b
In order to provide the opportunity for all NPOs served by an umbrella CF to participate, two additional
organizations (n=50) were added to the list, those that were served by those CFs who were randomly
selected for other counties.

alphabetically by county name. Next, random numbers were assigned to each county in
the category using the Excel “=RAND” function. Attempts to sort the random number
column in ascending order so that the first half of the category could be selected did not
work. Each mouse click caused the random numbers to re-randomize. Therefore, after
assigning random numbers, the lists were captured and printed as Portable Document
Files (PDFs) (Adobe, 2012) in order to freeze the random number assignments. Then the
PDF files were opened in Adobe Acrobat Pro, the files were recognized as text, the text
was copied and pasted into Excel and, frustratingly, the columns disappeared. The rows
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were then formatted as numbers in Excel, sorted in ascending order, and the first half of
each list was highlighted, per the stratified sample calculation. Then the Excel file was
saved with the sample highlighted. This process was repeated for each of the three RUCC
stratifications, which resulted in three Excel lists of counties/Community Foundations.
The lists were merged with highlighted colors intact, and the number of Community
Foundations indicated in Table 3 above was selected. In the interest of coverage and
feasibility, half of all Community Foundations (n=48) were initially slated for inclusion
in the sample. However, issues surrounding distribution of Community Foundations
across counties led to selecting 50 Community Foundations for inclusion.
To address alliances, the list of the four existing alliances shared by the
Community Foundation director described above was the starting point for confirmation
of the arrangement of alliances. Lilly Endowment, Inc. (2011) and Indiana Grantmakers’
Alliance (IN Community Foundations, n.d.) websites did not mention or list the alliances
or their members. However, Indiana Grantmakers’ Alliance site did list two contacts for
those counties in which there had been or was presently an independent Community
Foundation and an Alliance to which it belonged, information that was sought and
gathered county-by-county to confirm the existence of four alliances. Then Community
Foundation websites that had a dual listing were scanned to confirm that they were, in
fact, part of an alliance. Through this process, the random nature of the alliances was
reinforced. Some had active individual websites and a presence on an alliance website,
and some were only represented on an alliance website. Accordingly, a few judgment
calls were made, and purposeful selection was used in a few cases to ensure appropriate
coverage and consider the influence of alliances on the study’s findings.
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The rationale for these actions was two-fold. First, in Community Foundations
that had merged completely into a larger alliance, there would be no way to isolate
grantee organizations by county from the alliance’s grantee list, especially if a grantee
organization served more than one county. Second, it is possible that Community
Foundation alliances may provide a benefit to NPOs from economies in scale in training,
equipment, and staffing, which could impact findings, so it was important to have this
characteristic kept intact for data analysis. Therefore, if a Community Foundation serving
a randomly-selected county was completely merged into an alliance and did not maintain
its distinct identity and contact information as a county-based Community Foundation,
the other counties in the alliance were checked to see if they had also been randomly
selected. If so, all of the counties were kept in the sampling frame. If not, the counties
were removed from the list and replaced with the next county on that particular
stratification list. Community Foundations that were randomly sampled and had contact
information were kept on the list. Table 6 illustrates the alliances and actions taken with
each.
With the list of counties selected and Community Foundation executive director
contact information secured, project information e-mails were sent to Community
Foundations in order to gather lists of grantees. E-mails were followed up with a phone
call and additional e-mail request if no response to the initial e-mail was received. As
described above, this endeavor was not successful in generating a sufficient sample of
grantees to invite to take the survey. The five lists received provided contact information
for 592 grantees. With a need to invite over 1,000 additional grantees to take the survey,
a strategy was devised to collect their information one-by-one. First, grantee lists from
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Table 6
Community Foundation Alliances
Random
Selection Status

Community
0-Selected
Alliance
Foundation Member
X-Not Selected
Name
County
Community Foundation Alliance
Daviess
X
Gibson
0
Knox
0
Perry
X
Pike
0
Posey
X
Spencer
0
Vanderburgh
X
Warrick
X
Northern Indiana Community Foundation
Starke
0
Fulton
0
Miami
0
Community Foundation of Southern Indiana
Clark
0
Floyd
0
Howard County Community Foundation
Howard
X
Clinton
0
Carroll
X

Completely
Merged
0-Yes
X-No

Action
0-Keep
X-Replace

X
X

0
0

X

0

X

0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0

0
0

0

X

Community Foundation annual reports and web lists received from four additional
counties were used to search the Internet for contact information for the directors of each
of the grantee organizations. This process was laborious and required, on average, 10
minutes and at least 6 clicks or searches per grantee to find a name, an e-mail address for
a specific person beyond ‘info@organization.org’ and, in the event that this information
could not be located, a phone number to call to request information or a mailing address
with which to send a paper survey. In the case of Community Foundations that did not
respond, annual reports, newsletters or grantee lists from the Community Foundation’s
website were captured and the same process was used to collect contact information for
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grantees. This process began in October, 2012 and was completed in April, 2013,
resulting in an initial sample of 2,036 Community Foundation grantees to invite to
complete the survey, with sample defined by Dillman et al. as “all units of the population
that are drawn for inclusion in the survey” (2009, p. 43). This definition of sampling is
not completely in line with the sampling process used herein, because the grantee
organizations themselves were not actually sampled, rather, the Community Foundations
were randomly sampled. However, the organizations themselves took the survey and it
was their data that was the unit of analysis, so the grantee organizations, in reality, were
considered “the sample”.
The sample needed to be large enough to ensure a sufficient level of rigor and
power. In previous validation studies of the SAMM instrument, sample sizes ranged from
25 (Luftman, 2000) to 153 (Sledgianowski, et al., 2006). The target completed sample
size, the number of units who complete the questionnaire (Dillman et al., 2009, p. 43), for
the present study that would avoid sampling bias and exhibit a 5% margin of error at a
95% confidence level suggested by Dillman et al. (2009, p. 57) was 323 actual
participants, based on the sample of 2036 grantee organizations gathered from
Community Foundations and the Internet, although all of them did not receive or
complete the survey due to either bounced-back e-mail addresses, mailings returned to
sender, or organizations that no longer existed.
The number of respondents needed to elicit a correlation coefficient statistical
result with statistical power above .7, which is considered adequate power, meaning
rejecting any false null hypotheses could be fairly certain, in the presence of medium
effect size (r<=6% explained variance) was 66 with α=.05. (Gall, Gall & Borg, 2007, p.
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145). It was also important to consider how many responses were necessary in order to
use confirmatory factor analysis and achieve satisfactory results of the analysis of 92
variables. Darlington, Weinberg and Walberg (1973) recommend a logarithmic equation
which estimates the necessary sample size at 82, which is below the sample size of 100
recommended by Gorsuch (1983), and 250 recommended by Cattell (1978). Comrey and
Lee (1992) suggest that a sample size of 300 is considered “good”. Further, Cattell
(1978) suggests that the ratio between cases and variables should be between 1:3 and 1:6.
Taking this collection of criteria into account, the target number for the completed sample
was 323 responses, which would result in a ratio of 1:3.5 and a response rate of 15.4%,
which is not out of line with other technology-focused surveys, which include rates of 3%
(Bernard & Pukstas, 2010), 8% (Hackler & Saxton, 2007), 9% (Finn, et al., 2006), 14%
(Garrido & Camarero, 2010), 18% (Cragg, et al., 2002), 41% (Zorn et al., 2011) and 49%
(Bassellier, et al., 2003) with sample sizes between 40 and 1,010.
The sampling, recruiting, and tailored design strategies that resulted in a
completed sample of 244 respondents from the 1,703 grantee organizations with valid email or postal addresses achieved 76% of the target sample size. This completed sample
reflected the population at a 95% confidence level with a margin of error of 5.81%, a
cases-to-variable ratio of 1:2.65.
Interestingly, approximately half of the business sector IT Alignment survey
studies reviewed provided data on the number of responses, but not the number of
surveys distributed or the overall response rate, which leads me to believe that the
response rate in these studies could have been omitted because it was not very high.
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Data Collection Procedures and Outcomes
Data collection procedures involved inviting participants to take the SIMO survey
both through the Internet and through U.S. Mail. A description of procedures to gain
access to the participants has been chronicled throughout the chapter, and specific steps
for gathering data to test the SIMO model is provided here.
A project management work plan was established early in the investigation to
ensure that the investigator could handle issues that arose and that data collection would
run smoothly. It was necessary to modify the plan due to gatekeeper and sampling
challenges. The work plan, detailed in the present narrative and presented in Table 7
below, defined the key deliverables at each stage of data collection, the timing of each
stage, and intended communication with the dissertation committee and HSIRB
personnel.
SIMO Electronic Survey. The SIMO Survey was created in Survey Monkey.
Grantee contact lists consisting of the first name of the grantee organization
representative, the name of the Community Foundation of which the organization was a
grantee, the name of the organization, and the representative’s e-mail address were
loaded into Survey Monkey in five batches between October, 2012 and April, 2013. Each
batch received three e-mail messages. The first message, sent to 1689 organization
representatives, consisted of a personalized cover letter containing an explanation of the
project, an invitation to complete the survey within one week, a live link to the survey,
and below the letter, informed consent information. Informed consent information was
also included as a cover to the electronic survey. Respondents were informed that by
clicking the link that would take them to the survey, they would be attesting to their
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Table 7
Data Collection Work Plan
Activity
Get approvals from HSIRB for (a) initiating the project (b) recruiting
participants, (c) adjusting the procedures for recruiting participants
when Community Foundations did not agree to share grantee lists

Anticipated
Time Frame

Actual
Time Frame

1/2012 to
3/2012

1/2012 to
10/2012
7/2012 to
9/2012

Pilot the SIMO survey and assessing validity and reliability
Gather contact information for Community Foundation grantees

10/2012 to
11/2012

10/2012 to
3/2013

Distribute requests for assistance to Community Foundations and
gathering contact lists for grantees

10/2012 to
11/2012

10/2012 to
12/2012
10/2012 to
4/2013

Gather individual contact information for grantees from the Internet
Invite grantees with e-mail addresses to take the SIMO survey

10/2012 to
12/2012

10/2012 to
5/2013

Print and prepare cover letters, survey packets, reminder letters, thankyou letters and follow-up post cards

2/2013 to
3/2013

Mail individual survey packets (bulk mail not available due to number)

3/2013 to
5/2013
10/2012 to
12/2012

Data collection

10/2012 to
5/2013

Enter returned paper surveys into Survey Monkey

5/2013 to
6/2013

Data preparation and analysis

5/2013 to
9/2013

SIMO IT Alignment Maturity Report and Technology Strategy Guide
sent to respondents

Upon survey
completion

8/2013 to
10/2013

understanding of the informed consent information and consenting to participation. A
total of 14 recipients opted out of taking the survey and receiving any future
communication related to the investigation.
After sending out the first message, bounced e-mail addresses were downloaded
from Survey Monkey and efforts were made, both through further Internet research and
phone inquiries, to obtain valid e-mail addresses. Of the 92 bounced addresses, 15
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alternate e-mail addresses were obtained and surveys were re-sent to those organizations.
The re-sending process made the total number of organizations invited to participate
appear to be 1689, when, in fact, invitations were ultimately received by 1674. A second
message, sent to 1550 organizations a week later, contained a reminder about the survey
(Appendix J, Grantee Reminders to Participate in SIMO Study), its benefits and the
opportunity to receive a custom report and technology guide, a link to the survey, a
request for response within one week, and a copy of the original request. The third
message (Appendix I), sent to 1391 organizations two weeks after the original message,
informed recipients of their “Last chance to complete technology survey” as part of its
subject line, presented the survey link, and asked respondents to complete the survey
within a week. After data analysis, each recipient that indicated in their survey response
that they wished to receive a custom IT Alignment Maturity Report and Technology
Alignment Strategy Guide was sent those documents in PDF form to the e-mail address
provided (Appendix J). A total of 212 recipients responded to the electronic survey
invitation, a response rate of 13.3%. The distribution and response character of
organizations invited to take the survey electronically is shown in Table 8 below.
SIMO Paper Survey. Organizations for which no e-mail address was available
(n=185) were contacted using postal mail to invite them to complete the survey. Of those
organizations, a contact person was identified for 102 organizations, and no contact
person was identified for 83. In the event that no contact person was identified,
correspondence was addressed to the highest ranking staff member according to the type
of organization, (e.g. Chief, Director, Mayor, Pastor, Town Clerk). A pre-notice letter
was mailed to the 185 organization representatives, informing them that they would
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Table 8
Electronic Survey Distribution and Response
Electronic Communication with Community Foundation Grantees
Distribution
month

Invitation
sent

Reminder
1 sent

Reminder
2 sent

Survey
response

Grantee
opted out

Email
bounced

October, 2012

610

588

492

88

4

42

November, 2012

471

417

391

53

3

26

December, 2012

2

0

0

2

0

0

February, 2013

226

199

185

23

5

15

April, 2013

380

346

323

46

2

9

Totals

1689

1550

1391

212

14

92a

a

Of all electronic survey invitations sent, 92 bounced back. Of those, 15 were re-sent to grantees whose
email addresses originally bounced because he investigator was able to find an alternate email address
for those grantees through Internet research or phone inquiries. Accordingly, only 1674 grantees
actually received survey invitations, as reflected in Table 4, Comparison of Response Rates When
Community Foundation Did or Did not Act as Gatekeeper

be receiving a survey in the mail in the next week, explaining the purpose of the survey,
the benefits to their organization, and the timeline for completion. Of the letters sent, 53
were returned to sender. Survey packets were sent to 132 organizations remaining on the
list, the contents of which included a cover letter, a paper copy of the survey, and a
postage-paid return envelope addressed to the investigator. The cover letter summarized
the purpose of the survey, explained completion options, which included filling out and
returning the paper survey or accessing and completing the survey online using a link
provided in the letter, and requested completion of the survey within 10 days. Each letter,
survey, and envelope was coded with a respondent number for tracking purposes.
Individuals who chose to complete the electronic survey were asked to enter their
respondent number into a survey field. Of the survey packets sent, 26 were returned to
sender, which indicated that 106 surveys were received by organizations. Fifteen days
after the survey packets were sent out, reminder postcards were sent to all non156

respondents, reminding them about the survey, providing the link to the online survey,
and requesting that it be completed that week. Twenty paper surveys were completed,
and 12 surveys were completed online, resulting in a response rate of 30.2%. In total,
1703 organizations were invited to take the survey and 244 participated, garnering an
overall response rate of 14.3%. The distribution and response character of organizations
involved in the paper survey process is illustrated in Table 9 below. A comparison of
electronic, paper, and overall survey response rates is shown in Table 10.

Table 9
Paper Survey Distribution and Response
Investigator Action and
Response

Grantee Contact Type
Contact Person

No Contact Person

Total

Pre-notice letter sent

102

83

185

Letter returned to sender

24

29

53

Survey sent

78

54

132

Survey returned to sender

10

16

26

Refusal to respond

4

4

8

Paper response

12

8

20

Electronic response

10

2

12

Table 10
Overall Survey Response Rates
Investigator Action and
Response

Type of Survey
Electronic

Paper

Total

1674

132

1806

Surveys returned/bounced

77

26

103

Surveys actually delivered

1597

106

1703

Surveys refused/opted out

14

8

22

Surveys completed

212

32

244

13.3%

30.2%

14.3%

Surveys sent

Response rate
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Limitations of Sampling Strategy
Five limitations of this sampling strategy have been identified. The first is the
generalizability of findings to “all nonprofits”, which is ultimately the population to
which the Nonprofit IT Alignment Maturity Model would have the most utility in
practice. However, the feasibility of subjecting the model to validation using the U.S.
population of 1.5 million nonprofit organizations is beyond the scope of resources
available for this study. Therefore, data from this iteration of the survey was used to
validate the model and generalize findings to “all Indiana Community Foundation
grantees”. Future research may engage a national sample.
A second limitation of this sampling strategy is the concern respondents may have
about self-reporting less-than-stellar information about their organization’s strategies,
organizational practices, and outcomes in light of the knowledge that they have been
referred for the study by one of their stakeholders, a community foundation. Reassurance
to respondents in the invitation letter, informed consent document, and the questionnaire
itself that survey data will be kept confidential and no organizational identities will be
revealed in the reporting of results beyond those provided to the organization’s
respondent in a Custom IT/Mission Alignment report, as well as encouragement to
participate from the Community Foundations themselves, in some cases, was given to
counter these concerns in an attempt to reduce measurement error.
A third limitation involves coverage. Finding contact information for grantees
resulted in a sufficient sampling frame, however the process uncovered a number of
challenges. First, of all possible respondents included in Community Foundation lists
(n=2036), 3% (n=66) were duplicated within and/or among the lists, a challenge
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described is described as common by Dillman et al (2009, p. 51), caused in this
investigation by grantees that serve multiple counties or different units or departments of
grantee organizations receiving grants from Community Foundations. Fifteen percent of
grantees on lists (n=306) did not have a locatable e-mail address or those available were
terminal bounce-backs, therefore the electronic mode of survey invitation could not be
used and an alternative method, postal mail had to be used. Further, of the grantees with
no e-mail addresses, 43% (n=132) addresses were identified and confirmed with prenotice letters, 16% (n=53) of the pre-notice letters were returned to sender, 8% (n=26)
surveys were returned to sender, and 41% (n=124) did not have a locatable mailing
address. However, postal mail invitations in which grantees could respond via mail or
electronic mode resulted in a higher response rate than exclusively electronic invitations
(30.2% versus 13.3%), which confirms Dillman et al.’s (2009) recommendation that
mixed modes of survey delivery be used to reduce nonresponse error. This result suggests
that the survey could have had an overall response rate higher than the 14.3% response
rate achieved, had postal mail been used to invite the entire sample, although doing so
would have been cost prohibitive.
Fourth, an unexpected finding was that 15% of respondents and 11.5% of grantees
of Community Foundations sampled are municipalities, governmental agencies and
schools, thus excluding them from being considered part of a population of “all
nonprofits”, ultimately the target population for the SIMO model. While all of the
respondent organizations fit the population of “Indiana Community Foundation
Grantees” and align with one of the 10 categories National Taxonomy of Exempt Entities
used to categorize nonprofit organizations (Urban Institute, 2010), representatives of
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public agencies who did respond to the invitation questioned whether it would be
appropriate for governmental entities to complete the survey. The differences in
organizational character of governmental agencies, e.g. no board of directors, no
volunteers, unclear or perceived lack of influence of stakeholders did render the survey
inappropriate for some governmental agencies, although some completed it to the best of
their ability. For some organizations, particularly school corporations and municipalities,
it was sometimes impossible to identify the sole recipient of, for example, a $500 grant.
Corporation bookkeepers and town clerks were, in some cases, able to provide contact
person for the grant project. In other cases the response was, “I don’t know” or “I do not
have time to look that up”. When a contact person could not be identified, the request for
involvement was sent to either the highest level administrator, i.e. the Mayor, the Chief,
or the Superintendent, or the Technology Director, if one existed.
Also, some Community Foundations sampled funded community projects and
community groups for which there are not sole primary contacts. Festivals, parks, and
initiatives are examples of such grants. In the event that the grant project had an e-mail or
mailing address available, the primary contact was asked to participate. Otherwise, that
grantee was not invited to take the survey. These challenges led to the limitation that
while these grantees are loosely organized, and many do use technology (some
extensively, based on their Web presence) the perspective shared may not accurately
represent the organization if the individual responsible for strategy, information
technology/mission and outcome alignment was not the person who completed the
survey. Together these limitations suggest that nonresponse, measurement and coverage
error may impact the utility and generalizability of the findings.
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Finally, the most concerning limitation is the failure of the implementation of the
prescribed social exchange methodology to leverage the trust of stakeholders in the
process of gaining access and enlisting participation, thus it is possible that not all
Community Foundation grantees were identified and invited to participate. ‘Thick skin’
was definitely required when receiving rejections from what were hoped to be supportive
organizations, and rude electronic lectures from seasoned NPO executives about the
presumption that they had the time to help. The misguided assumption that all would
readily comply with requests for participation resulted in little outside support of the
project and was followed by a collection of “no’s”, specific criticism of the project, the
instrument, its length, and the methodology. Personal responses were sent to all critics
with poise, gratitude, and comments regarding each individual concern which, I believe,
garnered a bit of respect, although no additional compliance. Using an alternative
approach to enlisting participants one-by-one in the counties from which I received a
negative response from a Community Foundation was unnerving. In two situations,
Community Foundation directors were approached by their grantees after receiving
survey invitations and criticized for their involvement (of which there was none) because
grantees were informed in the invitation that they were selected because they were
grantees of a Community Foundation. The directors shared this concern and one
requested that a follow-up e-mail be sent to all of the invited organizations, clarifying that
the Community Foundation was in no way involved in the survey. Compliance with this
request certainly would not help the response rate, but it was done politely and promptly.
(The invitation was modified after the first time this happened to inform grantees that
they were identified by their inclusion on a publicly-available grantee list.) In short, the
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sensitive nature of the relationship between funders and grantees has become clearer, as
has the potential of outside influences to jeopardize the relationship between grantors and
grantees. This investigation may have caused friction among organizations, and, at
minimum, the friction and the lack of support from gatekeepers resulted in a less-than
representative sample and a lower survey participation rate.

Data Analysis Plan

This section describes the intended plan for data cleaning and tabulation,
computation of descriptive statistics, and the process for simultaneously examining the
relationships between several variables within a nonprofit context: strategy typology,
IT/mission alignment and organizational performance. Descriptions of the analysis
methods and tests of reliability and validity performed on the data are provided. The
investigator implemented eight statistical analysis strategies using SPSS 20.0 (IBM,
2011) and XLStat (Addinsoft, 2013): descriptive statistics, correlation, correspondence
analysis, missing variable analysis, multiple imputation, principal components analysis
(PCA), reliability and validity testing, and partial least squares path modeling (PLS-PM).

Descriptive Statistics Analysis
Descriptive statistics, presented in Chapter 6 (frequency distributions, means and
standard deviations) were calculated using both SPSS v.20 and XLStat to establish a
profile of the data set and present a holistic view of the items included in the study.
Initial screening of the data illuminated a considerable amount of missing values, the
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extent of which is described in the following section. Because the data set was not
complete, computation of descriptive statistics needed to take missing values into
account. In order to accurately reflect the data, the original data set was used to run
descriptive statistics, and the number of responses received for each item is noted in the
presentation of the descriptive statistics. A statistical procedure, multiple imputation,
described below was used to approximate the data in order to make it usable for
inferential statistical analysis. Accordingly, the inferential statistics approximate, but do
not purely reflect the characteristics of the respondents.

Correlations
The actual data set, although incomplete, did contain several (n=44) cases in
which values for all model-related variables were present. These cases had a few missing
values, enough to flag them as “incomplete”, yet they contained a plethora of information
that was usable. Accordingly, cases that contained values for all model-specific variables
(strategy-typology, IT/mission alignment and organizational performance) and were
missing values from five specific, non-critical variables that had a high number of
missing values (number of consultants used by the organization, who the technology
manager reports to, job title, respondent name and email address), were maintained in a
data set for which all values were correlated. Bivariate correlations were acquired for all
quantitative variables: 12 organizational demographic variables; the strategy typology
variable; means of the IT/mission alignment factors for each of the 7 criteria; total
it/mission alignment maturity, which was computed as the mean of all 56 IT/mission
alignment factors; perceived it/mission alignment maturity; means of extent of
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organizational structure values, influence of technology on organizational structure
values, extent of achievement of outcome values, and influence of technology on
achievement of outcomes values; and the four quantitative individual demographic
variables. Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients (Pearson’s r) were computed
among all variables using a two-tailed test of significance (because of the exploratory
nature of the analysis) to identify relationships that were significant at a p value less than
.05.
One of the dangers of running correlations on a large number of variables derived
from survey research is that it could be considered ‘data dredging’, searching for any
combination of variables that might show a statistical relationship but are actually
spurious, with relationships identified by chance that could increase the likelihood of
Type 2 errors, identifying relationships that are not, in fact, true relationships (Selvin &
Stuart, 1966). Further, in such a small data set that is not randomly sampled, relationship
findings cannot be generalized to the intended population. In order to overcome these
dangers, rather than simply identify relationships in the small data set, correlations were
also run for all cases that had 10% missing values, with missing values omitted from
analysis, and the same correlations were run for the pooled values of the imputed data set,
a set of 244 values (the size of the original data set) derived from 1220 estimated cases,
the procedure for which is described below. Then, the results of the correlations were
compared across all three data sets, and only those correlations that were maintained
across all three data sets at a p value of less than .05 were considered as legitimate
findings. Results of the correlations are described in the Results chapter.
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Missing Values Analysis
After experiencing the sampling challenges described above, it was not a
complete surprise that the limitations of the sampling strategy manifested in a less-thancompete data set. Although 244 individuals responded to the request for participation and
accessed the SIMO survey, either on line or in paper form, not all of them completed all
of the questionnaire items. Missing data is a common occurrence in surveys, whether it is
missing completely at random (MCAR), with no relation between the variables and the
missing data, selectively missing based on the content of items or characteristics of
respondents, or missing by design because of the structure of the survey, accessibility
issues, or because respondents had the option to answer ‘don’t know’ or ‘not applicable’
to some or all items (Allison, 2001; Newman, 2003).
Consideration of missing data is important because statistical methods presume
that every case informs the variables that are included in the analysis. Further, patterns of
missing data also provide information relative to instrument design and methodology that
impact both analysis of the data that is collected, as well as considerations that must be
made in future iterations of a survey instrument. Accordingly, before pursuing analysis of
the data collected, it was important to analyze the missing data in order to determine how
(or if) to proceed with the analysis.
SPSS v. 20 was used to analyze items to determine the overall summary of
missing values, an illustration of which is provided in Figure 14. The first graph,
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Figure 14. Overall Summary of Missing Values

‘Variables’ shows that only four of the 110 questionnaire items received responses from
all participants, and the second graph, ‘Cases’ indicates that of all respondents, only five
completed the entire survey. The third graph, ‘Values’, illustrates that responses were
provided for just over one-third of the total survey items across all respondents, which
comprised a substantial, albeit incomplete data set. (The number of items shown takes
into account matrix responses, which count as multiple variables.) In the next chapter, a
summary of the Missing Value Analysis procedure done using SPSS v. 20.0 will explain
where missing variable values are located, whether variables have missing values in
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specific cases, and describe the patterns of missing data. Together this information will
explain how a sample of 244 could result in such a small percentage of completed survey
items, as well as describe what data was captured.
The present study has an extreme amount of missing data. Of the 244 cases, 98%
had at least one variable item missing, which is far beyond the generally acceptable level
of 20% missing data that would indicate the use of a missing data approach. Historically
listwise deletion, the process of removing cases in which data is missing, has been used
to deal with missing data. If listwise deletion were used, only 2% of the data would be
available for data analysis. Therefore, to utilize available data in an exploratory fashion,
further consideration was made of the missing data, particularly whether there is method
that would enable the missing data to be estimated for the purpose of analysis. The
Missing Value Analysis module of SPSS v. 20 provides an expectation maximization
(EM) procedure that provides a statistic for use with multivariate data with missing data,
Little’s MCAR, that enables the investigator to determine whether the data is missing
completely at random, which would indicate that an imputation strategy could be used to
estimate the missing data (Howell, 2006). IBM Corp. describes the EM procedure this
way:
Each iteration consists of an E step and an M step. The E step finds the
conditional expectation of the “missing” data, given the observed values and
current estimates of the parameters. These expectations are then substituted for
the “missing” data. In the M step, maximum likelihood estimates of the
parameters are computed as though the missing data had been filled in. “Missing”
is enclosed in quotation marks because the missing values are not being directly
filled, but, rather, functions of them are used in the log-likelihood. (2011a, p. 8)
Howell provides additional explanation of the process, in which the filled-in data
is used to re-estimate the parameters, then the re-estimated parameters are used to
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estimate the values for several iterations. “When the process finally converges on stable
estimates, we stop iterating” (2006, p. 15). During this process, the determination is made
whether the data being replaced is random or not random, thus presenting the Little’s
MCAR statistic. For the Little’s MCAR test, the null hypothesis is that data are
completely missing at random, with p being significant at the .05 level. The alternative
hypothesis, that data are MCAR is supported if p is greater than .05. (IBM, 2011a). In the
present study, Little’s MCAR of the model variables for strategy typology, IT/mission
alignment maturity and organizational performance was found to be .980 for the SIMO
dataset after 8,000 iterations, which is not significant. In order to compute the statistic,
Little explains
For each variable with missing values, the sample is split into cases with that
variable observed and cases with that variable missing. The means of observed
values of the other variables in the two groups are then compared by sample ttests. Significant differences between these means are evidence that the data are
not MCAR. (1988, p. 1198)
A single imputation method is included in the SPSS missing value analysis
procedure, but multiple imputation is generally more superior to single imputation
(Grace-Martin, 2013; Howell, 2006) so the missing value analysis procedure was used to
analyze patterns and obtain the Little’s MCAR statistic, but not to impute the parameters
and missing data, rather that was done using the multiple imputation strategy described
below in order to prepare the data for analysis. All of the independent variables
measuring strategy and IT/mission alignment maturity, as well as the dependent variables
were analyzed using expectation maximization estimation with cases with missing values
sorted by missing value patterns. Missing value analysis (MVA) output data is contained
in Appendix K.
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Multiple Imputation
When dealing with missing data, historically five methods have been widely used
to prepare a data set for analysis: listwise deletion, dropping variables, replacing the data
with dummy variables, mean replacement, and single imputation (Allison, 2002; GraceMartin, 2013; Howell, 2006; Newman, 2003). Listwise deletion entails removing all
cases that have missing data on any variables, which, in the present study, would require
removing 98% of cases. Dropping variables could be considered if the variables had little
or no effect on the dependent variable, but without sufficient data to determine that, the
relationship between the variable being considered and the dependent variable is
unknown. It is often the case that a variable with much missing data indicates a poorly
worded question or data collection was flawed (Allison, 2002, Newman, 2003).
Replacing the data with dummy variables does not produce unbiased parameter estimates
and is therefore not recommended (Jones, 1996). Mean replacement involves finding the
mean of all present occurrences of a variable, then using that mean to replace all incidents
of that variable. The problem with this approach is that it underestimates the standard
error of the variables that were treated, which would increase the likelihood of p-values
that are too small, thus reporting results that are not really results at all (Grace-Martin,
2013).

Additional strategies for dealing with missing data in multivariate analysis are

described by Howell, including missing data coding, regression substitution and hot-deck
imputation, each of which also have limitations. Two strategies are most frequently
recommended for dealing with missing data: expectation maximization (EM) (Dempster,
Laird and Rubin (1977) and multiple imputation (MI). (Rubin, 1987). According to
Howell, often EM is used as the first step in MI.
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MI addresses the above issues by first applying the expectation maximization
algorithm to the original data set to obtain unbiased parameter estimates for the dataset.
As explained by Howell (2006), once the parameters are set, a complete set of data is
imputed from the estimated parameters. The process for imputing an observation is to
perform regression on a variable with missing data on other variables on the data set.
Then, the complete data set is imputed to obtain revised parameter estimates for the
model, similar to the process explained above for EM. Then the derived parameter
estimate values are imputed back onto the data set, and then the data set is imputed back
on to the parameter estimates for several iterations until the values stabilize. Howell
likens this to running several replications of an experiment, then combining all of the
results and subjecting all of them to multiple analyses. With MI, “the replications are
repeated simulations of data sets based upon parameter estimates from the original study”
(p. 19). Results of subsequent statistical tests are computed by finding the mean of the
results of each of the imputed data sets, as recommended by Rubin (1987, 1996), thus
providing estimated results that have unbiased parameter estimates and a more reasonable
estimated standard error of the variables.
MI using the fully conditional specification method with a linear regression model
for scale variables was performed on the full data set using SPSS v.20. Fully conditional
specification was used because, according to the software, it is “suitable for data with an
arbitrary pattern of missing values” (IBM Corp, 2011a, p. 19), which was determined to
be the case by the Little’s MCAR statistic. The maximum amount of iterations specified
was 10. Five imputations were done, which Rubin suggests is a sufficient number of
imputations due to the randomness inherent in the algorithm that leads to slightly
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differing data sets. With this process completed, the data set was analyzed using principle
components analysis.

Principal Components Analysis
Principal components analysis (PCA) is a technique to reduce variables, thus
maximizing the amount of variance accounted for in observed variables. Measured
variables are reduced through yet another iterative process to a smaller group of variables
called components. The objective of PCA is to reduce redundancy in questionnaires and
other item-based instruments so that respondents are tasked with completing items that
will inform the principal components of a construct without being inundated with similar
questions. O’Rourke, Hatcher and Stepanski summarize PCA succinctly as identifying
“groups of observed variables that tend to hang together empirically” (2005, p. 436).
Redundant variables are identified and culled from each group, and then the remaining
items each uniquely load a specific component or factor. Also, PCA can be used to distill
the observable or measurable variables that together describe a latent or un-observable
variable.
In the present study, IT/mission alignment criteria and organizational performance
cannot be directly observed. Instead, IT/mission alignment maturity questionnaire item
choices describe conditions in an organization that reflect specific levels of each criteria.
Similarly, organizational performance item choices describe levels performance and
levels of technology’s influence on performance that together establish levels of
organizational performance. PCA determined which of the observable variables load on
which latent factors. The loadings established the principal components.
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Six IT/mission alignment maturity latent variables were previously identified and
validated by Sledgianowski (2004) and Sledgianowski et al. (2006) through PCA:
communication, competency/value measurement, governance, partnership, technology
scope, and skills. Because culture emerged from the nonprofit literature as an additional
criterion possibly unique to the nonprofit sector, it was necessary to re-run PCA on the
existing, validated set of criteria plus the new one. In order to do so, all 56 IT/mission
alignment maturity variables were selected for analysis. Additionally, observed
organizational performance variables measuring extent of outcomes and perceived
influence of technology on outcomes were subjected to PCA to determine whether they
do, in fact, load on organizational performance.
A Pearson’s r correlation matrix PCA with varimax rotation was run on the
IT/mission alignment maturity variables with the seven a priori, or already established,
factors, selected for extraction. Rotation is said to improve utility and interpretability of a
factor analysis because it changes the loading factors but keeps the positions of the
variable points the same (Clark, 2009). Varimax rotation was selected because, according
to Brown (2009), it is an orthogonal rotation used to obtain a new set of factor loadings in
order to achieve a simple factor structure. Orthogonal rotations are used when the goal is
to identify factors that are uncorrelated. The rotated component matrix resulting from the
process identified which variables loaded on which components, depicting the principal
components of the set of variables, the results of which are described in Chapter 6. The
factor structure for the IT/mission alignment maturity variables was replicated in the next
analysis step, Partial Least Squares Path Modeling (PLS-PM).
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In this investigation, recall that PCA was done with the pilot data set with rather
inconclusive results due to the small size of the pilot data set, then the analysis was
replicated for the data set derived from the executed SIMO survey to confirm the
components identified previously by Sledgianowski et al. (2006) to determine whether
the factors established for the culture criterion were, in fact, unique and uncorrelated with
the other six IT/mission alignment maturity factors. Two of the guidelines used by
Sledgianowski (2004) were used in this study to assess the extent of adequacy of
extraction and interpretation of the factors:
1) Retained factors should have an eigenvalue >1.
2) Only factors loading with more than two variables are interpreted. (2004, p. 86)
Statistical power should always be a consideration when computing inferential
statistics. In the case of studies that use factor analysis, of which PCA is one type, the
sample size, or number of cases analyzed is the primary determinant of power. Zhao
(2009) reviewed the literature on sample size in factor analysis and found that there are
two types of general recommendations regarding minimum sample size – absolute
number of cases (N) and subject-to-variable ratio. In terms of the number of cases
needed, recommendations span from 100 to 500. The sample size in the present study,
244, fits within those recommendations. In terms of subjects to variables ratios,
recommendations range from a ratio of 2 subjects or cases for each variable to 20
subjects per variable. Again, with 244 subjects and 87 variables, the present sample was
sufficient for factor analysis.
PCA facilitated the reduction of individual IT/mission alignment maturity factors
into the seven corresponding criteria while still reserving access to the factor data in order
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to use it for further exploration of how to identify and provide prescriptive technical
assistance based on individual factor levels. In some survey studies, PCA is used to
reduce the total number of factors or variables informing a construct, in other words,
reduce the number of items on an instrument by identifying those that do not load on the
latent factors. Because the SIMO questionnaire had already been used to collect data for
the study, PCA findings could not be used to refine the instrument. However, the findings
will be useful for refining the instrument for future iterations of the survey.
The principle components confirmed by PCA were then used for testing the
SIMO model, through partial least squares path modeling analyses to identify
relationships between the IT/mission alignment maturity criteria, strategy typology and
performance variables.

Partial Least Squares Path Modeling
Partial least squares path modeling (PLS-PM), a method which combines
processes of principle components analysis and multiple linear regression, was used by
Croteau and Bergeron (2001) to “estimate and test relationships among constructs” (p.
84) interaction of strategic activities, technological deployment and organizational
performance in the information technology trilogy model. Likewise, PLS-PM was used in
the present investigation to estimate and test relationships between strategy typology,
IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance. Abdi (2003) suggests
using PLS-PM “when we need to predict a set of dependent variables from a (very) large
set of independent variables (i.e., predictors)” (p. 1), a process that was valuable in the
attempt to distill relationships between the independent variables and dependent variables
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contained in the SIMO model. The latent variables identified by factor loading are often
called constructs in the PLS-PM analysis.
PLS-PM Stage 1 – Measurement Model. PLS-PM produced loadings between
variables and the constructs proposed a model and estimated regression coefficients for
the paths that emerged between the constructs. PLS-PM analysis takes place in two stages
that create two models – a measurement model and a structural model. The measurement
model, also called the outer model, estimates loading scores for constructs. The first stage
of PLS-PM essentially replicates the principal components analysis in order to establish
which of the observable variables load on which a priori or already-established latent
variables so that the loadings can be used in the second stage of analysis. The factor
loadings established in the first stage of the present analysis were also used to establish
reliability and validity of the model.
Item Reliability. Item reliability was indicated in terms of the factor loading of
each observable variable, with reliability established if the observable factors each
measured only one latent variable. Cronbach’s alpha was also considered as a criterion
for assessing internal consistency, as it has been established as the most commonly-used
measure of reliability for psychometric and other tests and questionnaires (Tavol &
Dennick, 2011). This measure indicates the internal consistency among a set of indicators
or variables that characterize a particular construct (Griffin, 2005). While Griffin asserts
that Cronbach’s alpha should be .70 or above to establish internal consistency he suggests
that if a survey has sections of 6 to 10 items, which the SIMO survey does, a Cronbach’s
alpha of .50 may be considered adequate for the purpose of establishing preliminary
reliability. Recall that because the instrument was implemented prior to the PLS-PM
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analysis, the result of the reliability analysis was not used to exclude factors, rather it
identified those variables that would need to be considered for exclusion in future
iterations of the instrument.
Convergent Validity. Convergent validity establishes the point at which a
construct or latent variable is representative of the ‘true’ value of that construct (Croteau
& Bergeron, 2001, p. 87). It is measured using the rho or R2 value presented in the first
stage of PLS-PM analysis, a weight value determined by item loading. Nunnally (1978)
and Hulland (1999) established that any constructs with a rho value greater than or equal
to 0.70 should be retained, a criteria that was considered in this analysis.
PLS-PM Stage 2 – Structural Model. The second stage of analysis of the
structural model, also called the inner model, assessed the effects of the latent variables
or constructs on each other and established the significance of the relationships of the
constructs by determining the paths of influence between the constructs and the strengths
of those paths in terms of path coefficients. It also established the prediction quality of
the model as suggested by XLStat (Addinsoft, 2013).
Advantages of using PLS-PM are its applicability for use with ordinal and
categorical data and its’ not requiring a normal distribution of data (Croteau & Bergeron,
2001, p. 85), which was the case with the data collected in the present study. When
combined, the results of the measurement and structural models provided a framework of
weighted and loaded measures that indicates the strength and direction of the measures.
Considering the research questions addressed through the analysis, the factors that
influence IT/mission alignment maturity (RQ1) were identified through principal
components analysis and confirmed through the first stage of partial least squares
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analysis. Then partial least squares path modeling was used to assess the structural model
by providing path coefficients that illustrate the direction of relationships in the model,
particularly the extent of relationships between strategy typology and IT Alignment
Maturity (RQ2), extent of relationships between nonprofit organizations’ strategy
typology and their achievement of performance outcomes (RQ3), extent of relationships
between nonprofit organizations’ levels of IT alignment maturity and their achievement
of performance outcomes (RQ4), and the extent of relationships between specific strategy
typologies and IT alignment maturity and performance outcomes (RQ5). This phase of
data analysis closed with the emergence of a validated Nonprofit IT Alignment Maturity
model and corresponding profiles of nonprofit IT alignment maturity.

Summary

The process of creating, testing, and implementing the SIMO survey was
described as a lengthy, iterative and informative process. Through creativity and
perseverance the intended methodology was adapted and implemented with some
success, resulting in a sample of 244 nonprofit organizational representatives providing
their insights on strategy typology, IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational
performance. Analysis procedures were established so that the data could be closely
examined to determine the relationships between these constructs. The next chapter will
present the findings of the analysis.
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CHAPTER VI

ANALYSIS AND RESULTS

Introduction

This chapter presents the results of the analysis of the SIMO questionnaire data
and a discussion of hypothesis testing. A general discussion of the data screening
procedures comes first, followed by presentation of descriptive statistics, a description of
the results of the missing value analysis and multiple imputation process. Next, the
results of the principal components analysis (PCA) are presented, reliability and validity
testing results are shared. The results of partial least squares path modeling (PLS-PM) of
strategy typology, IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance
constructs are the last analysis results to be discussed, followed by a presentation of the
established PLS-PM models.

Data Screening

The previous chapter introduced the most substantial challenge to the
investigation – missing data. This section will describe the results of the missing variable
analysis performed using SPSS v. 20.0 and Microsoft Excel, as well as the process of
multiple imputation performed using SPSS v. 20.0.
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Results of Missing Value Analysis
After receiving 244 responses to the SIMO survey, missing value analysis
illuminated that only 4 variables (items) out of 110 (4%) received responses from all 244
respondents. Only five respondents out of 244 (2%) provide responses for all 110
variables (including matrix items). Altogether, 9,696 data points (36%) were gathered
through implementation of the SIMO survey, which requested input on 26,840 data
points. These results, along with Figure 15 below, which presents the top ten missing
data patterns, suggests that some respondents skipped a few items, some completed the
first few then exited the survey, while others completed some of the survey then either
took a break and forgot to go back and complete it or decided partway through to not
complete the survey.

Figure 15. SIMO Survey Missing Value Patterns Reflected as the Percent of Cases Displaying Each
Pattern. The 10 most frequently occurring patterns are shown in the chart.
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The missing value analysis indicated that the data is missing completely at
random (MCAR), as Little’s MCAR statistic was .980, which is not significant. Patterns
in the data suggest that while missing data was random in terms of relationships between
variables, the data was both selectively missing and missing by design. Selectively
missing data was caused by the characteristic of respondents who, while well-intentioned
when beginning the survey, found that they did not have time to finish because they are
the sole employee, their organization is short-staffed or they are volunteers who have to
choose how to best invest their time, an issue that was made apparent in e-mail and phone
conversations with respondents who took the time to share their concern. This led to the
finding that not enough effort was made to convince subjects of the value of the survey,
and not enough reminders were provided to encourage full participation.
Data was missing by design due to three nonresponse issues. First, the survey is
long, 87 items, and the items are complex. A mentor shared his concern about the length
of the survey and the depth of the questions when the survey was first created, and
Dillman et al. (2009) assert that longer surveys increase the cost (time) to participants, so
length should be minimized when possible and administration should include extra
incentives and follow-up contacts. The mentor agreed that if it was modeled after an
instrument used in another study with the intention of comparing the results of
implementation in a different sector, there was little that could be done to alter the length
or character of the items, but he maintained his concern and predicted that response rate
could be affected. Sure enough, the length of the survey contributed to respondent
fatigue, defined by Ben-Nun (2008) as a phenomenon in which “survey participants
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become tired of the survey task and the quality of the data they provide begins to

Number of Nonresponses (Range 0-80)

deteriorate” (p.743), as illustrated in Figure 16 below.
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Figure 16: Missing Value Analysis Patterns Found in SIMO Survey Individual Response Items, color
coded by question category (n=110).

The chart illustrates the way in which the number of nonresponse items increased
incrementally as respondents moved through the items. (Again, the number of items
shown takes into account matrix responses, which count as multiple variables.) The
horizontal axis is labeled with the sections of the survey, each of which begins on a new
page, prefaced with a title and short introduction. The number of nonresponse items
follows the structure of the survey very closely, as though respondents decided, at the end
of each section, whether they would continue or quit.
The second design element that contributed to item nonresponse was the inclusion
of a “don’t know/NA” or an “I don’t know” last response choice in five items in the
organization section, 56 in the IT/mission alignment section, and 30 in the performance
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measurement section, a total of 91 opportunities to give an nonsubstantive response,
which was coded for the purpose of analysis as a nonresponse. While Dillman et al.
(2009) hesitate to recommend the use of “don’t know” responses because they oftentimes
lead to additional incidents of nonresponse, in some cases the respondent truly did not
know the answer because the information necessary was outside his or her scope of work.
Several individuals either e-mailed or responded in writing in response to mailed surveys
that the some or all of survey items did not pertain to them. In some cases the survey
participant was not the most appropriate respondent, as would have been the case if an
administrative assistant or departmental executive, rather than the chief executive,
completed the survey. The survey was designed to be completed by the person in charge
of making technology decisions, and this directive was included in the survey invitation
letter and introduction, but that qualification was not enforced. If someone other than that
person responded, then it is likely they could not answer the questions, so they would
have either answered “do not know” or not responded. Some responded by using the
“don’t know” option where appropriate, and others refrained from completing the
questionnaire. This is exactly the situation Dillman et al. describe and recommend that
such an option is provided so that the respondent is not either forced to choose a response
that does not fit or chooses to quit the survey because he or she cannot answer some of
the questions (2009, p. 210). This led to the finding that the process of inviting
participants needed to be more specific in order to include only decision-makers in the
process.
The extent of missing data indicates that even some primary technology decisionmakers could not answer some questions, which suggests a third factor that influenced
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nonresponse due to design – appropriateness of the measures. Of the respondents who
indicated their position, 117 can be considered primary decision-makers (CEOs, County
Coordinators, Executive Directors, Lead Pastors and Technology Directors). One
consideration in adapting a business-sector model and instruments to the nonprofit sector
was ensuring that the concepts and terms of the measures were appropriate for the sector.
Considering Table 11 below, which displays variables from the SIMO survey that
received at least 25 nonsubstantive responses from primary decision-makers, it is likely
that lack of understanding of several of the SIMO items, particularly those that were
validated in the business sector (COMM, CULT, PART, SKIL) led to high levels of nonresponse. In the case of PART040, the percent of nonsubstantive response was greater for
decision-makers (65%) than for the entire sample (53%). This led to the finding that
some variables may be inappropriate and need to be studied further.

Descriptive Statistics
Computation of descriptive statistics needed to take missing values into account,
therefore the presentation of descriptive statistics incorporates designation of the number
of individuals that responded to each item.
Demographics of Respondents. Respondents were asked to indicate their position
within the organization. Of all 244 respondents, 78 did not list a position, and it was not
possible to determine from position titles in all cases whether the respondent was the
primary technology decision-maker in the organization. Table 12 below depicts the range
of positions represented by the respondents.
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Table 11
Missing Value Analysis Summary: Nonsubstantive Responses of N>25 Decision-makers

Variable
Code
PART040

Item Description
Processes to enhance tech. and org. staff
relationships

Number of
decisionmaker
nonsubstantive
responses
out of 117
76

Total
number of
nonsubstantive
responses
out of 244

Decisionmaker
percent
of all
nonresponses

CULT020

Extent to which external stakeholders
encourage innovation

55

143
115

53%
48%

PM140

Influence of technology on long-term
outcomes

54

135

40%

PART050

Presence of technology sponsors/champions

51

152

34%

SKIL070

Career crossover opportunities

50

126

40%

PART030

Shared risks and rewards of tech.-based
initiatives

45

180

25%

COMP010

Metrics used to measure technology's
contribution

37

134

28%

CULT050

Perceived trust and value between tech. and
org. staff

37

127

29%

CULT090

Ability of technology staff and tools to react
to org. change

37

113

33%

SKIL080

Ability to attract and retain qualified tech.
professionals

37

155

24%

PM130

Influence of technology on intermediate
outcomes

35

156

22%

COMM050

Style of communication between tech. and
org. leaders

31

90

34%

PM120

Influence of technology on intermediate
outcomes

31

126

25%

COMM010

Tech. managers' understanding of org.
environment

28

99

28%

COMM070

Role of liaisons

28

109

26%

CULT040

Interpersonal climate between tech. and
program staff

28

123

23%

COMM060

Extent of knowledge sharing between tech.
and org. leaders

27

95

28%
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Table 12
Organizational Positions of Respondents
Position
Associate/Assistant/Deputy Director
Board Member
CEO/President
Chief
Community Relations
County Coordinator
Development Director
Director/Executive Director
Founder
Pastor/Lead Pastor
Program Manager
Secretary/Administrative Assistant
Superintendent
Technology Director
Treasurer
No position listed
Total Responses

Number of Responses
4
7
22
2
3
1
8
81
1
3
15
5
1
10
3
78
244

Relative to technology staffing, full-time technology managers are employed by
6.8% of the organizations, while the rest of the organizations manage technology through
the employ of a full-time person who does multiple tasks (21.4%), a part-time technology
manager (1.5%), a part-time person who does multiple tasks (7.8%), a volunteer (14.1%)
or an outside consultant (18.4%), In 30.1% of organizations, technology management is
no one’s job, and 13.9% manage technology through another kind of arrangement. In
59.7% of organizations, the technology person reports to the Executive Director or the
Board President.
The first set of figures below is a dashboard of the demographics of the sample of
nonprofit organizations represented by the data. Staffing patterns reflected in Figure 17
show that most of the respondents have few paid staff (77%) and employ few consultants
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(74.2%) and have 20 or less volunteer board members (81.6%), but tend to engage
greater numbers of volunteers.
Paid Staff

Volunteer Board Members

(N=244)

(N=244)

200

250

150

200
150

100

100

50

50

0

0

Other Volunteers

Consultants

(N=244)

(N=244)

100

200

80

150

60
40

100

20

50

0

0

Figure 17: Staffing and Volunteer Patterns of Nonprofit Organizations in the Sample. DK/NA
designates a response of “don’t know” or “not applicable, and NR designates no response.

As shown in Figure 18, a majority of organizations (62%) have annual budgets of
less than $500,000, 23% have budgets between $500,000 and $2.5 million, and 9% have
budgets of more than $2.5 million. Most of the organizations in the sample use less than
3% of their overall budget for technology.
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Percent of Budget Used for
Technology

Annual Budget Size
(N=244)

(N=244)

140

40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

120
100
80
60
40
20
0
<$500K $500K - >$2.5M DK/NA
$2.5M

NR

Figure 18. Overall Organizational Budget Size and Percent of the Budget Used for Technology.

The organizations in the sample serve across the state of Indiana, primarily in
metropolitan areas (63%), with 25% serving non-rural areas and 12% serving rural areas.
In terms of their purpose, which was designated by their mission and a description of the
population they serve and classified by NTEE major categories, a majority address
human service needs (43%), followed by education (21%), public and social benefit
(12%) and arts, culture and humanities (11%). The overall distribution of organizations
across NTEE categories, as well as across levels of rurality, is shown in Figure 19.
Needs Addressed

Geographic Distribution

(N=244)

(N=244)

120
100
80
60
40
20
0

29
12%
Rural
153
63%

62
25%

Non-Rural
Metropolitan

Figure 16. Needs Addressed and Geographic Areas Served by the Organizations in the Sample.
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Individual respondents’ characteristics are shown below in Table 13. As
mentioned above, a majority (70%) of respondents hold leadership positions in their
organizations. Nearly half (48%) have been involved with the nonprofit organization for
which they reported for nine or more years. Most respondents (81%) hold either a
bachelor’s or master’s degree. The technology skill and experience level of respondents
is predominantly one of experience and skill (53%), with 31% reporting they have
experience with technology, but not much skill.

Table 13
Descriptive Statistics - Individual Respondent Characteristics
Frequency

%

% of
Respondents

Leadership

117

48%

70%

Non-leadership

49

20%

39%

No Response

78

32%

0-2

33

14%

19%

3-5

43

18%

20%

6-8

25

10%

15%

9 or more

69

28%

48%

No Response

74

30%

Less than High School
Diploma/GED

0

0%

0%

High School Diploma/GED

11

5%

7%

College Certificate

9

4%

5%

Associate’s degree

12

5%

7%

Bachelor’s degree

60

25%

36%

Graduate degree

76

31%

45%

No Response

76

31%

Variables

Mean

SD

N/A

N/A

2.76/
4 item choices

1.178

5.08/
6 item choices

1.153

2.77/
5 item choices

0.852

Job Category

Years in Nonprofit Organization

Level of Education

Level of Technology Experience & Expertise
Very little experience or skill

8

3%

5%

Experience, but not much skill

52

21%

31%

Experienced and skilled

89

36%

53%

Very experienced and skilled

11

5%

7%

Expert

9

4%

5%

No Response

75

31%
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Respondents were asked to identify their perceived strategy typology. Most of the
214 respondents who designated a typology, 32% classified their organization as using
the Analyzer or Prospector typology, 20% classified their organization as a Defender, and
4% designated their organization as a reactor. Correspondence analysis was used in
SPSS to determine the average IT/mission alignment maturity level for each of the four
strategy typologies. Of all original cases that did not have any missing IT/mission
alignment maturity item values (n=94) Analyzers had the highest reported overall level of
IT/mission alignment (x̅ =2.17, n=29), Defenders were close behind (x̅ =2.16, n=19),
followed by Prospectors (x̅ =2.14, n=43), and Reactors had the lowest mean level (x̅ =1.67,
n=19).
Respondents were also asked to identify their organization’s actions relative to 56
different factors related to IT/mission alignment maturity, the extent to which they
achieve organizational outcomes and the level at which they perceive technology
influences their achievement of outcomes. The summary statistics below reflect
responses to one strategy typology item, the averages of all responses in each of seven
IT/strategy alignment criteria categories, and the averages of all responses in each of two
organizational performance categories. Table 14 below shows the means, medians,
standard deviations of the responses received, however the descriptive statistics do not
present a fully accurate picture of the data due to issues with missing data, which are
described in the following section. All descriptive statistics were derived from the actual
raw data set. Additional data screening and preparation was necessary to analyze the data
and compute inferential statistics, the processes of which are described below.
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Table 14
Descriptive Statistics – Model Variables

Strategy Typology (Nominal variable)

Mean
2.22

Median
2.00

SD
0.86

Min
1.00

Max
4.00

IT/Mission Alignment Maturity (5-point scale)
Communication (7 items)
Competency/Value Measurement ( 9 items)
Governance (9 items)
Partnership (6 items)
Technology Scope (6 items)
Skills (9 items)
Culture (10 items)
Overall IT/Mission Alignment Maturity

2.80
2.39
2.14
2.68
2.93
2.34
3.18
2.62

2.71
2.33
2.11
2.67
2.83
2.22
3.20
2.57

0.78
1.07
0.08
1.01
1.01
0.81
1.01
0.59

1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00

5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

Organizational Performance (Standarized to 5-point scale)
Extent of performance
3.56
Influence of technology on performance
3.90

3.57
3.91

0.54
0.36

1.00
1.00

4.00
5.00

Results of Multiple Imputation
The multiple imputation of the original data set was performed, and five
imputations resulted. The Multiple Imputation (MI) Results Summary table in Appendix
L shows the number of missing values for each variable in the original data set and the
number of imputed values that were added for each value to the data set. The number of
imputed values is five times the number of missing values, as an additional estimated
value was estimated during each imputation. The original mean and standard deviation
for both values was computed during MI using SPSS v.20. The imputed mean and
imputed standard deviation were found by averaging the mean and standard deviation of
each imputed variable as suggested by He (2010). The full results of the MI, which
provide original and imputed values separately for each variable is located in Appendix
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M. After the imputed data set was created, it was summarized then loaded into XLStat
for principal components analysis.

Statistical Summary of Individual Items Related to SIMO
Respondents answered one item related to strategy typology, in which they chose
one of four descriptions of the strategy type used in their organization. They also
answered 56 IT/mission alignment maturity items which each had a 5-point multiplechoice scale, with a score of 1 indicating the lowest level of maturity for the item and a
score of 5 indicating the highest level of maturity of the item. Respondents also answered
30 questions related to organizational performance in two areas – extent of organizational
performance and perceived influence of technology on performance. The extent questions
were of two types, four that focused on the extent of performance relative to
organizational structure and had a 4-point multiple choice scale, with a score of 1
indicating lowest performance and 4 indicating highest performance, and three that
focused on the extent of achievement of outcomes and had a 5-point multiple choice
scale, with a score of 1 indicating the lowest percentage of achieved outcomes, and 5
indicating the highest percentage of achieved outcomes. The first four influence questions
focused on the extent to which respondents perceived that technology influenced
organizational structures and had matrix questions in which influence was rated relative
to cost efficiency, cost effectiveness, quantity, quality and satisfaction on a Likert-type
scale on which 1 was the most negative influence and 5 was the most positive influence.
The last three influence questions focused on the extent to which respondents perceived
that technology influenced their achievement of outcomes, which rated their perception
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on a 5-point multiple-choice scale in which 1 was the lowest influence and 5 was the
highest influence.

Data Analysis
Results of Correlations
Beyond just testing the SIMO model, it was important to determine whether
variables external to the model could add to the understanding of the character of the
subjects, the character of their organizations, and how those elements add to the
understanding of the implementation of the model. Pearson’s r was computed among all
substantive variables to gather additional insights, which will be described first by
looking at relationships that were identified involving the people who serve in NPOs
(staff, board members, technology managers), then at the organizations themselves
(public versus nonprofit, organization size, Internet access), then at relationships that
interface with the SIMO model itself. As described in the Methodology chapter, the only
correlations reported here are those that were maintained across the analyses of a
complete cases from the original data set (n=44), a data set containing cases with 10%
missing values (n=93), and the pooled values of 5 imputations, which in total comprised
a data set of 1220 cases, but when pooled comprised a data set of 244 cases. When
individuals responded “don’t know”, their responses registered as no value in the data set,
which is reflected in the reported statistics below.
Staffing. Significant moderate correlations were identified between the number of
paid staff and the employment status of a technology manager or team within an
organization, levels of which ranged from a full-time paid staff member (1 on scale) to no
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one in charge (7 on scale) or outsourced (8 on scale) (r=-0.428, n=244, p=.000); and the
number of paid staff and organizations’ status as either an NPO (value 1) or public
agency (value 2) in that public agencies tended to have higher numbers of staff (r=-0.398,
n=244, p=.000). Strong correlation was found between the number of paid staff and the
size of organizations as indicated by organizational income (r=0.537, n=244, p=.000),
and moderate correlations were found between the number of paid staff and the level of
Internet service measured on a scale from no Internet access to T1 service (r=0.311,
n=244, p=.000; and the number of paid staff and their perceived level of technology
expertise (r=0.228, n=244, p=.003).
Organizational characteristics. The status of a technology manager/team was also
significantly correlated with other characteristics of organizations. The employment
status of a technology manager was moderately correlated with organizations’
classification as an NPO or a public agency (r=-0.324, n=244, p=.000). There was a
correlation found between the employment status of a technology manager/team and
organizations’ level of Internet access (r=-0.263, n=244, p=.001, weak) and between
technology manager status and organization size (r=0.292, n=244, p=.003, weak).
Internet access was also weakly correlated with organization size (r=0.274, n=244,
p=.000) and NPO/public agency status (r=-0.273, n=244, p=.000). Of the variables not
contained within the SIMO model, no other variables were found to correlate with NTEE
status, and only organizational size was weakly, positively correlated with rurality as
designated by RUCC category (r=0.192, n=244, p=.000). A summary of these
correlations is provided in Appendix M (Correlations Among Variables not Contained
Within the SIMO Model)
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Correlations of organizational and individual demographic variables with SIMO
variables. Some of the variables not contained within the SIMO model were correlated
with the SIMO model variables. Weak positive correlation was found between the
willingness to support IT/mission alignment and technology/mission alignment maturity
criteria variable Competency and Value Measurement maturity (r=0.241, n=174, p=.010),
strong correlation was found with Partnership and Collaboration maturity (r=0.505,
n=110, p=.000), moderate correlation was found with Infrastructure Scope and
Architecture maturity (r=0.335, n=170, p=.000), Human Resources and Skills maturity
(r=0.320, n=157, p=.000) and Governance maturity (r=0.364, n=174, p=.006). The
Infrastructure Scope and Architecture criterion was also weakly positively correlated with
individuals’ level of technology experience and expertise (r=0.254, n=170, p=.002) and
status of the technology manager’s role (r=-0.287, n=170, p=.000), and moderately
correlated with organizational size (r=0.388, n=170, p=.000), number of paid staff
(r=0.353, n=170, p=.000) and Internet access (r=0.374, n=170, p=.000). The number of
volunteer board members was weakly positively correlated with the technology/mission
alignment criterion Competency and Value Measurement maturity criterion variable
(r=0.205, n=174, p=.007). Strength of correlation follows Cohen’s (1988) guidelines for
interpreting statistical strength. These correlations suggest that outside variables may
influence technology/mission alignment practices or vice-versa, and the specific
alignment practices with which the variables are related reinforce previous findings as
well as illuminate considerations for both theorists and practitioners, insights that will be
addressed in the following chapter.
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Correlations of SIMO model variables. Positive correlations were also found
among the SIMO model variables. Analysis of the IT/mission alignment maturity criteria
resulted in positive, significant correlations among all the criteria except Organizational
Culture and Governance, and for all criteria but Organizational Culture, the correlations
were strong, above .500. Similarly, positive, significant correlations were found among
extent of organizational structure, or day-to-day performance variables and all of the
IT/mission alignment maturity criteria except Communication Effectiveness. Positive
significant correlations were also found between perceived influence of technology on
day-to-day performance and all IT/mission alignment criteria except Organizational
Culture. Relationships were not as consistent nor as strong between extent of outcomes
and the IT/mission alignment maturity criteria, but still a majority of positive
relationships were identified. Likewise, correlations between perceived influence of
technology on outcomes and IT/mission alignment maturity criteria were not as strong,
but five of seven of the criteria were positively correlated with that variable.
Interestingly, but understandably after reviewing results of the partial least squares path
modeling analysis below, strategy typology was not directly correlated with any of the
other SIMO model variables. A summary of the Pearson Product Moment Correlation
coefficients for the SIMO model variables is shown in Appendix N (Correlations Among
Technology/Mission Alignment Criteria and Organizational Performance Measures).
These correlations provide a logical preface for the principal component analysis and
partial least squares path modeling analyses described in the next sections.
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Results of Principal Components Analysis
The 56 IT/mission alignment maturity factors in the imputed data set of 1220
cases was analyzed using principal components analysis (PCA) in order to verify the 6
original factors identified by Sledgianowski (2004) and determine whether the seventh
factor, culture, could be extracted from the variables. Two rounds of PCA were
performed on both the original data and the imputed data for visual comparison purposes,
although just the results of the imputed data were considered in the analysis, as the
original data did not have a sufficient sample size of complete cases to subject it to factor
analysis. The first round of PCA was performed to reduce the dimensions of the data set,
and the second to examine factor loadings on the 7 a priori factors.
In the first round of PCA, the strategy typology, IT/mission alignment maturity
and organizational performance variables were selected for analysis. Univariate
descriptives, initial solution, coefficients, significance levels, Kaiser-Meyer-Olking
Measure of Sampling Adequacy (KMO), and Bartlett’s Test of Sphericity statistics were
run to test assumptions. Extraction was requested based on factors with Eigenvalues
greater than 1, with 25 iterations to be done to achieve convergence. The KMO was .703,
which is greater than the value of .50 recommended by Field (2009) and the value of .60
recommended by Starkweather (2013) to “assess the adequacy of sampling size and
evaluate correlations to determine if data are likely to coalesce on factors” (p. 4). The
Bartlett’s Test statistic, a chi-square statistic which evaluates if the correlation matrix is
an identity matrix, something that is not desired in PCA because that would mean the
variables are unrelated and unsuitable for structure detection, had a significance level of
.000, which indicated that the matrix was not an identity matrix. In the imputed data set,
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54 of the 56 factors had communalities above .600, a statistic that is considered high
when over .400, which is desirable because it explains the proportion of each variable’s
variance that can be explained by the principal components (IDRE, 2013). Twenty of all
factor loadings converged on the first factor, which is typical (Starkweather, 2013), and
the first 20 factors had eigenvalues between 1.018 and 7.588. The total variance
explained by the 20 loaded factors was 64.653%, a percentage we would expect to
diminish in the second round if the variables converged on a lower number of factors
with a higher proportional percentage of variance explained by the loaded factors. Factor
scores were saved from the analysis in order to run a bivariate correlation to see if any of
the factor scores are related. The correlation showed that none of the factor scores were
related, which suggested that the factors themselves were not related, which indicated
that an orthogonal rotation (as opposed to an oblique rotation) should be used in
subsequent rounds of PCA. Results of the first extraction are summarized in Table 15
below.
In the second round of PCA, the same variables were selected for analysis, which
this time included applying varimax rotation and indicating that a fixed number of
factors, the a priori 7, should be retained in the extraction done with a limit of 25
iterations to achieve convergence. The KMO remained at .703 and the Bartlett’s test
remained at .000, as the sample size did not change. In the imputed, rotated data set, 47
of the 56 all factor loadings had communalities above .60. The variables loaded on 7
factors because they were selected in advance, and the converged factors had eigenvalues
between 1.631 and 7.160, which remained above the cutoff value of 1.0. The total
variance explained by the 7 loaded factors was 34.731%, a percentage that was desirable
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Table 15
Principal Components Analysis and Factor Extraction Based on Eigenvalues >1
Original Data
N=18
.612*

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Chi-Square
1632.408
df
1540
Sig
.05**
Variable Communality > .60
26
Number of Factors Extracted
14
Loadings
All but GOV010
Eigenvalues
1.151-16.368
Total Var. Expl. by Loaded Factors
96.24%
Factor 1 Percent of Total Variance
29.23%
Correlations
No
*Correlation matrix for original data not positive definite
**Significant

Imputed Data
N=1220
.703
18893.408
1540
.000**
54
20
All on #1
1.018-7.588
64.543
12.785
No

because it showed that the variables loaded on fewer factors with a higher proportional
percentage of variance explained by the loaded factors. This statistic, in and of itself,
provided the evidence we need that the variables do, in fact, load on the 7 a priori factors,
however, a review of the full results of the factor loadings after varimax rotation, located
found that while the IT/mission alignment maturity variables tend to cluster according to
criteria around separate factors and at 2 least variables loaded on each of the 7, some of
them co-loaded on other factors, and not all factors within a cluster were within the
lowest range of acceptable factor loading of .32, regarded as poor, by Tabachnick and
Fidell (2007). This indicates that further refinement and testing of the adapted
questionnaire items is necessary, as well as a more effective data collection strategy.
Results of the second extraction are summarized in Table 16 below. While the factor
structure of the IT/mission alignment maturity factors was found to be weak, evidence
was provided through the PCA that a structure existed. Accordingly, analysis moved to
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the next phase, partial least squares path modeling, to determine whether relationships
exist between those factors, strategy maturity and organizational performance.

Table 16
Principal Components Analysis and Factor Extraction Using Varimax Rotation with 7
Fixed Factors
Original Data
N=18
0.612*

Imputed Data
N=1220
0.703

Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin Measure
Bartlett's Test of Sphericity
Chi-Square
1632.408
188893.408
df
1540
1540
Sig
.05**
.000**
Variable Communality > .60
33
47
Number of Factors Extracted
7
7
Loadings
Loaded on 7
Loaded on 7
Eigenvalues
2.967-16.368
1.631-7.160
74.407
34.731
Total Variance Expl. by Loaded Factors
Factor 1 Percent of Total Variance
17.423
7.085
Correlations
No
No
*Correlation matrix for original data was not positive definite due to insufficient sample size
**Significant

Results of Partial Least Squares Path Modeling
The imputed data obtained through multiple imputation was next subjected to
Partial Least Squares Path Modeling (PLS-PM) using XLStat (Addinsoft, 2013) in order
to identify and evaluate relationships between the latent variables strategy typology,
technology/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance and test the
proposed SIMO model. The results of the two stages of PLS-PM, as well as reliability
and validity testing, are described herein.
Assessment of the Measurement Model. Classic PLS-PM methodology was used
for the analysis. Latent variables ‘strategy typology’, ‘organizational performance’, and
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‘technology/mission alignment maturity were created, and arrows indicating the proposed
relationships between the variables were used to connect them. An arrow indicating a
two-way relationship between strategy typology and IT/mission alignment maturity, a
one-way arrow from strategy typology to organizational performance, and a one-way
arrow from IT/mission alignment to organizational performance indicated the proposed
relationships.
Then observable, or manifest, variables were defined for each of the latent
variables, based on the results of the PCA and the a priori variables identified from
previous research. For strategy typology, the only observable variable was the strategy
typology item itself, so it also served as the manifest variable. For IT/mission alignment
maturity, the seven criteria, the a priori factors were designated as the manifest variables:
communication (COMM x̅ ), competency (COMP x̅ ), governance (GOV x̅ ), partnership
(PART x̅ ), scope (SCOP x̅ ), skills (SKIL x̅ ) and culture (CULT x̅ ). In order to establish
values for each of the seven criteria, the means of the items within each criteria, the
individual responses, were averaged to establish a score for each factor. Four values
served as manifest variables representing the latent variable organizational performance:
the performance measurement variables reflecting responses to survey items related to
the extent of organizational structure performance (stakeholder engagement, capacity,
activities and outputs), in other words performance on day-to-day work toward goals,
were averaged (EXT D2Dx̅ ), as were items related to perceived influence of technology
on organizational structure performance (INF D2Dx̅ ), items related to extent of
achievement of outcomes (EXT OUT x̅ ) and influence of technology on achievement of
outcomes (INF OUT x̅ ).
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The PLS-PM function was run with initial weights as the values of the first
eigenvector, using centroid internal estimation and convergence at .0001 set to stop at
100 iterations. Manifest variables were standardized because the variables for each of the
latent factors are not comparable measures. Actual and bootstrap confidence intervals
were set at 95%, and bootstrap values were determined through 100 resamplings.
Unidimensionality of the latent factors, or whether the manifest variables reflect
them, was assessed in the analysis. Unidimensionality is the way in which convergent
validity is established for the measurement model, or the outer model, in PLS-PM.
Principal component analysis, Dillon-Goldstein’s rho and Cronbach’s alpha are used to
assess each block of manifest variables and indicate the extent to which the manifest
variables were representative of the true values of the latent variables. If the first
eigenvalues of a variable block are considerably larger than the remaining variables,
according to Addinsoft (2013a), then the block is unidimensional, which was the case for
IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance. A block is also
considered unidimensional if Cronbach’s alpha is greater than .700, which was the case
for IT/mission alignment maturity (.757), but not organizational performance (.366). A
large Dillon-Goldstein’s rho, greater than .5, also indicates unidimensionality, which was
indicated for both IT/mission alignment (.828) and organizational performance (.646).
Strategy typology could not be assessed for unidimensionality because with one variable,
reflectivity is irrelevant. This test completed the first phase of PLS-PM and the
measurement model was defined. Table 17 summarizes measures of unidimensionality.
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Table 17
PLS-PM Unidimensionality, Composite Reliability and Validity
Dimensions

Cronbach's
alpha

D.G. rho
(PCA)

Condition
number

Critical
value

IT/Mission
Alignment
Maturity

7

0.757

0.828

2.401

1.000

2.876
0.878
0.813
0.754
0.625
0.555
0.499

Organizational
Performance

4

0.366

0.646

1.704

1.000

1.503
0.996
0.984
0.517

Latent variable

Strategy
Typology

Eigenvalues

1

Assessment of the Structural Model. A structural model is comprised of
interrelated linear equations that relate the latent variables to one another. Once the
unidimensionality of each of the latent variables is established, then relationships are
considered. The Goodness of Fit index (GoF) indicates whether the model reflects the
data and is represented by a chi-square test statistic. The absolute goodness of fit for the
SIMO model was .230, which is not very high, but the relative goodness of fit was .767,
the outer model goodness of fit was .995 and the inner model of goodness of fit was .771.
When compared to bootstrap estimates of 100 replications of use of the model, the
bootstrap estimates are within .01 of the actual GoF statistics, which indicates goodness
of fit. GoF indexes are found in Appendix N, Partial Least Squares Path Modeling (PLSPM) Full Results. Cross-loadings of the manifest variables with the latent variables
indicated that the loadings between the manifest variables and their latent variables were
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highest for IT/mission alignment and organizational performance, with full loading of
strategy on itself. Low to moderate loadings (.224 to .400) were indicated between
IT/mission alignment and organizational performance; slight negative loadings were
indicated between strategy typology and IT/mission alignment maturity (-.006 to -.074);
and slight negative loadings were indicated between strategy and organizational
performance (-.003 to -.023). Table 18 below illustrates cross loadings.

Table 18
Cross Loadings of Monofactorial Manifest Variables
Latent Variables
strategy
typology
1.000

technology/
mission
alignment
-0.068

organizational
performance
-0.023

strategy typology
technology/mission alignment (factor means)
communication effectiveness
-0.067
0.537
competency & value measurement
-0.006
0.607
governance
-0.023
0.692
partnership & collaboration
-0.090
0.652
scope & architecture
-0.074
0.752
human resources & skills
-0.011
0.627
organizational culture
-0.012
0.577
organizational performance
extent day-to-day
-0.018
0.432
influence of tech. on day-to-day
-0.023
0.352
extent outcomes
-0.004
0.187
influence of tech. on outcomes
-0.003
0.192
Note: Loading values in bold indicate loading on one’s own latent/manifest variable.

0.224
0.245
0.287
0.325
0.400
0.359
0.370
0.837
0.758
0.359
0.293

Path coefficients between the three variables permitted evaluation of the structural
model. An illustration of the initial PLS-PM coefficient, shown in Figure 20 below,
indicates that there are relationships between two of the latent variables. The path from
IT/mission alignment to organizational performance has a path coefficient of .509, with
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an R2 value of .258, indicating that IT/mission alignment contributes 23.5% of variance to
the model and a substantial relationship between those two variables. The path from
strategy typology to organizational performance has a much smaller path coefficient, of
.012 and an R2 value of .0003, indicating that strategy typology contributes .03% of
variance to the model. The path from IT/mission alignment maturity to strategy typology
in the figure above shows a path coefficient of -.068, with an R2 value of .005, indicating
there is a very slight, inverse relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and
strategy typology and that relationship contributes to .5% of variance to the model.
When the direction of the path was reversed between IT/mission alignment
maturity and strategy typology in a subsequent implementation of PLS-PM, indicating a
two-way relationship between them as suggested in the SIMO model, all of the path
coefficients and weights remained the same, suggesting that strategy typology has no
influence on the model. This follows earlier findings, in which strategy typology had no
loadings and negligible cross loadings with the other two variables. It was surmised that
its character in the model as a single variable, rather than a composite of several manifest
variables could contribute to its lack of influence in the model. Accordingly, an
additional series of PLS-PM was run to investigate whether the four different values of
the strategy typology indicated different relationships between IT/mission alignment
maturity and organizational performance. In these iterations of the model,
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Figure 20. Partial Least Squares Path Model (PLS-PM) of Strategy Typology, IT/Mission Alignment
Maturity and Organizational Performance Latent Variables in the SIMO Model.(N=1220 imputed)

rather than including strategy typology as a latent variable, only those cases with the
same value of the strategy typology variable were included in the analysis of
relationships between the other two latent variables. The resulting path models are shown
below in Figures 21, 22, 23 and 24.
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Figure 21. Partial Least Squares Path Model (PLS-PM) of IT/Mission Alignment Maturity and
Organizational Performance Including Cases with the Prospector Value of the Strategy Typology Variable
(n=423 imputed)

In the figure above, only the 423 cases containing the Prospector value of
strategy typology were analyzed. Recall that organizations characterized as Prospectors
look for ways to solve emerging needs and be the first on the block to implement new
programs or activities. An assessment of the influence of the Prospector strategy typology
on the relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational
performance found that the path coefficient is .529, with an R2 value of .279. Considering
the influence of IT/mission alignment manifest variables, the SKIL x̅ (.261) and CULT x̅
(.265) variables contribute the most weight to the influence on organizational
performance. Considering the influence of organizational performance manifest
variables, extent of day-to-day performance (EXT D2D x̅ =.610) and influence of
technology on day-to-day performance (INF D2D x̅ =.520) contribute nearly double the
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weight of extent of achievement of outcomes (EXT OUT x̅ =.272) and influence of
technology on achievement of outcomes (INF OUT x̅ =.286) variables. The relationships
found for the Analyzer strategy typology are similar in structure, as shown in Figure 22.

Figure 22. Partial Least Squares Path Model (PLS-PM) of IT/Mission Alignment Maturity and
Organizational Performance Including Cases with the Analyzer Value of the Strategy Typology Variable
(n=429 imputed)

In Figure 22, the 429 cases containing the Analyzer value of strategy typology
were analyzed. Analyzers tend to have a stable strategic environment, they are
conservative in their approach to seeking out and solving new problems, and they use
environmental scanning to identify needs and structured planning to determine their
approach to them. An assessment of the influence of the Analyzer strategy typology on
the relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance
found that the path coefficient is .501, with an R2 value of .251. Considering the influence
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of IT/mission alignment manifest variables, the SCOP x̅ (.326) and CULT x̅ (.298)
variables contribute the most weight to the influence on organizational performance.
Considering the influence of organizational performance manifest variables, again extent
of day-to-day performance (EXT D2D x̅ =.551) and influence of technology on day-today performance (INF D2D x̅ =.494) contribute nearly double the weight of extent of
achievement of outcomes (EXT OUT x̅ =.266) and influence of technology on
achievement of outcomes (INF OUT x̅ =.239) variables. The relationships found for the
Defender strategy typology are similar in structure, as shown in Figure 23.

Figure 23. Partial Least Squares Path Model (PLS-PM) of IT/Mission Alignment Maturity and
Organizational Performance Including Cases with the Defender Value of the Strategy Typology Variable
(n=286 imputed)

Figure 23 shows only the 286 cases containing the Defender value of strategy
typology were analyzed. Defenders focus on improving efficiency in their existing
domain, strengthening and reinforcing existing, often best-practice programs. An
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assessment of the influence of the Defender strategy typology on the relationship between
IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance found that the path
coefficient is .547, with an R2 value of .300. Considering the influence of IT/mission
alignment manifest variables, the SCOP x̅ (.284) and CULT x̅ (.266) variables contribute
the most weight to the influence on organizational performance. Considering the
influence of organizational performance manifest variables, yet again extent of day-today performance (EXT D2D x̅ =.591) and influence of technology on day-to-day
performance (INF D2D x̅ =.506) contribute nearly double the weight of extent of
achievement of outcomes (EXT OUT x̅ =.263) and influence of technology on
achievement of outcomes (INF OUT x̅ =.330) variables. The relationships found for the
Reactor strategy typology are similar in structure, as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Partial Least Squares Path Model (PLS-PM) of IT/Mission Alignment Maturity and
Organizational Performance Including Cases with the Reactor Value of the Strategy Typology Variable
(n=79 imputed)
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In Figure 24 above, the last of the strategy typology analyses are shown, the PLSPM result when the 79 cases containing the Reactor value of strategy typology were
analyzed. Reactors are ‘fire fighters’ in terms of strategy, responding in a disorganized
way to outside pressures rather than proactively adapting to their environment. An
assessment of the influence of the Reactor strategy typology on the relationship between
IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance found that the path
coefficient is .454, with an R2 value of .206. Considering the influence of IT/mission
alignment manifest variables, the CULT x̅ (.522) and PART x̅ (.428) variables contribute
the most weight to the influence on organizational performance and, along with SKIL x̅
(.389) have weights that are considerably higher than the remainder of the IT/mission
alignment criteria for this strategy typology, and the range between the lowest and
highest weights is considerably greater than the range for the other three strategy
typologies, a finding that is displayed in Table 19 below will be discussed in the next
chapter. Considering the influence of organizational performance manifest variables, also
for Reactors, the weight of extent of day-to-day performance (EXT D2D x̅ =.814) and
influence of technology on day-to-day performance variables (INF D2D x̅ =.342) are
greater than, actually far greater than the weight of extent of achievement of outcomes
(EXT OUT x̅ =.142), and influence of technology on achievement of outcomes (INF OUT
x̅ =.0002) variables. The relationships found for the Reactor strategy typology are similar
in structure, as shown in Figure 24. A summary of these findings is shown below.
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Table 19
Summary of Partial Least Squares Path Model Run Only With Cases of One Strategy
Typology Value
2nd
Largest
IT/M
Align.
MV
Weight

Range
of IT/M
Align.
MV
Weights

EXT
D2Dx̅
Weight

INF
D2Dx̅
Weight

EXT
OUTx̅
Weight

INF
OUTx̅
Weight

Strategy
Typology
Value

Path
Coef.

R2

Largest
IT/M
Align.
MV
Weight

Prospector

0.529

0.279

CULTx̅
.265

SKILx̅
.287

0.131

0.610

0.520

0.272

0.286

Analyzer

0.501

0.251

SCOPx̅
.326

CULTx̅
.298

0.184

0.551

0.494

0.266

0.239

Defender

0.547

0.300

SCOPx̅
.284

CULTx̅
.266

0.095

0.591

0.506

0.263

0.330

Reactor

0.454

0.206

CULTx̅
.522

PARTx̅
.428

0.524

0.814

0.342

0.142

0.0002

Summary
This chapter described data screening procedures necessary to achieve an adequate
estimated data set for inferential statistical analysis. Descriptive statistics were presented
for the original data set. Multiple imputation (MI) results were presented, then the
imputed data set was used to derive results to principal component analysis (PCA) and
partial least squares path modeling (PLS-PM) analyses. The last PLS-PM series provides
insight into the interactions between all three of the latent variables. Together all of the
PLS-PM models inform the hypotheses that framed this investigation. The final chapter
will discuss the hypotheses, share conclusions and propose recommendations for the
future of SIMO.
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CHAPTER VII

DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Introduction

The questions that framed this investigation focus on relationships between three
constructs: strategy typology, IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational
performance in NPOs. They query whether there are factors that influence NPOs’ level of
IT alignment maturity, whether there is a relationship between NPOs’ strategy typology,
level of IT alignment maturity and achievement of performance outcomes and also, if
they function overall using a certain strategy typology, whether that influences the
relationship between their IT alignment maturity and their achievement of outcomes. The
hypotheses presented at the outset of the investigation posited that there are relationships,
an assertion that can now be revisited in light of the data analysis described above. This
chapter provides a discussion of the results of the analysis and addresses the five research
questions and hypotheses in this study. Conclusions are presented, limitations of the
study are discussed, and suggestions are given for future research and practitioner
considerations.

Discussion of the SIMO Model
Returning to the study’s overarching research question, “How do NPOs adopt and
use technology in ways that make a measurable difference in their achievement of
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outcomes”, this investigation brought to the field the understanding that the extent to
which an NPO aligns technology tools and strategies with its mission-focused work has a
positive relationship with its level of day-to-day performance, and that specific strategy
typologies influence this relationship in unique ways. The ‘how’ of adoption and use is
demonstrated in technology/mission alignment practices reported by NPO
representatives:


Competency and Value Measurement: How an organization measures the impact
of technology and what it does with that measurement information,



Governance: How decisions are made regarding bringing technology into the mix,



Partnership and Collaboration: How an organization builds and manages internal
and external relationships relative to technology adoption and use,



Infrastructure Scope and Architecture: How an organization sets up its shop and
chooses the right tools for the job,



Human Resources and Skills: How nonprofit staff and volunteers acquire the
knowledge and skills necessary to effectively integrate technology into their
work, and



Organizational Culture: How an organization’s values, priorities, assumptions and
processes influence behaviors and attitudes related to technology.

This findings of this study do not prescribe particular technology tools or
organizational behaviors that automatically lead to changes in outcomes, in other words,
“how to do it”. What the findings do describe are the types of strategies and the range of
technology/mission alignment practices that influence day-to-day organizational
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performance which, as suggested by Wholey et al. (2010), if mission-focused, should
lead to achievement of outcomes.
The study found moderate to strong relationships between organizations’ reported
engagement in alignment practices (as described and measured by the SIMO model) and
their levels of day-to-day organizational performance in terms of engaging stakeholders,
maintaining sufficient capacity, implementing activities and delivering outputs at levels
commensurate with their established organizational goals. This finding suggests that if an
organization uses more mature alignment practices, it should achieve higher levels of
day-to-day organizational performance, and the converse should also be true. This
illustrates ‘how’ an organization could change specific technology/mission alignment
practices, the factors, to make a measurable difference in their level of organizational
performance. The study also identified specific strategy typologies that positively
influence the relationship between technology/mission alignment and organizational
performance. Strategy, defined simply by Miles and snow as the structures and processes
an organization uses to do its work (1978), is another “how” in the SIMO model, one
which influences the ways organizations choose to adopt and use technology and the
results of those choices. Accordingly, the “big question” of the investigation serves as an
appropriate umbrella for the research questions, which break down the SIMO model to
identify the “how” relationships:
1. What factors influence nonprofit organizations’ level of IT alignment
maturity?
2. Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy typology and
their level of IT alignment maturity?
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3. Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy typology and
their achievement of performance outcomes?
4. Is there a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ levels of IT alignment
maturity and their achievement of performance outcomes?
5. Given a specific strategy typology, what is the relationship between IT
alignment maturity and performance outcomes?

Discussion of Research Question 1
The first research question, “What factors influence nonprofit organizations’ level
of IT alignment maturity?” was addressed by first conducting a literature review of the
cumulative research on IT alignment as it has been conceptualized and applied in both the
business and nonprofit sectors. An assessment instrument, SAMM (Luftman, 2000) was
identified as the primary instrument through which businesses assess IT alignment
maturity, and Heye’s (2009) Five Stages of Managing Technology was identified as a
similar framework NPOs can use to informally assess where they are in the evolutionary
process and identify specific practices they can change to become more mature in their
alignment between IT and organizational mission and goals. These two models informed
the creation of the SIMO survey, an instrument consisting of a section of 56 items that
assesses NPOs’ level of IT/mission alignment maturity. The 56 items included a majority
of the items from SAMM that measure six latent factors (communication, competency
and value measurement, governance, partnership, scope and architecture, and skills)
adapted for use in the nonprofit sector, as well as new items comprising a new factor,
organizational culture. derived from the nonprofit literature. The latent factors measured
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by SAMM, according to previous studies (Sledgianowski, 2004; Sledgianowski et al.,
2006), fulfill the first of this study’s primary assumptions, of being valid and reliable, one
of five assumptions presented on page 12.
The variables measured with the survey loaded on the 7 factors, and the
converged factors all had eigenvalues above the recommended cutoff of 1.0. However,
while the IT/mission alignment maturity variables clustered according to criteria around
separate factors and at least 2 variables loaded on each of the 7, some of them co-loaded
on other factors, and not all factors within a cluster were within the lowest range of
acceptable factor loading of .32, regarded as poor, by Tabachnick and Fidell (2007).
Further, the criteria (factors) were found to be highly correlated with one another which
was a divergence from the results of the PCA findings. This indicates that the items
within each factor need to be further refined and analyzed to establish clearly
uncorrelated criteria with which to measure IT/mission alignment maturity. These
findings could be related to the incomplete data set, which was caused by a number of
methodological issues that will be revisited in the limitations section. The incomplete
data set challenges the fourth assumption upon which this study was based. This
assumption, that nonprofit organization representatives participating in the study can
accurately identify their organization’s present level of IT alignment factors was not
fulfilled, as only 89 respondents completed all 56 of the IT/mission alignment items.
These findings indicate that further refinement and testing of the adapted questionnaire
items is necessary, as well as a more effective data collection strategy.
In addition to the IT/mission alignment maturity factors contained in the SIMO
model, other variables were found to be related to each of the individual factors.
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Respondents’ willingness to support their organization’s efforts to align technology with
its mission was found to be related to five of the seven IT/mission alignment maturity
factors. The highest level of willingness a respondent could indicate was “very supportive
and willing to champion the effort”. A positive correlation between these items indicates
that in organizations in which someone is willing to be, or already is a champion,
IT/mission alignment maturity will be higher. This finding reinforces those of Cragg,
King & Hussin (2002), Kearns & Lederer (2003), Luftman (2003) and Reich & Benbasat
(2000), who noted that most often technology alignment efforts are initiated by a
champion. Considering one IT/alignment factor in particular, architecture scope and
infrastructure (SCOP), it was found to be related to several variables that are external to
the model: the level of expertise of the respondent, the status of a technology manager,
the size of an organization, the number of staff and the level of Internet access. This
cluster of relationships around the SCOP variable reinforces the idea of a digital divide
among NPOs, which is attested to by nonprofit practitioners, who describe a void in
training, leadership in technology adoption and use, and funding for technology in the
nonprofit sector (Hancock, 2013, Hill, 2013; Liimatta, 2011), even a decade after Servon
(2001) and Schneider (2003) brought the issue to light. In consideration of Hypothesis 1,
“Specific factors influence IT alignment maturity” the hypothesis is supported by the
model test statistics with the qualification that the exploratory model and instrument
require additional refinement, and it is also supported by the correlation of factors
external to the SIMO model, specifically the existence of a champion, or potential
champion, and the persistence of the nonprofit digital divide.
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Discussion of Research Question 2
The second research question, “Is there a relationship between nonprofit
organizations’ strategy typology and their level of IT/mission alignment maturity?” was
addressed by asking respondents to identify the general strategy typology their
organization uses from Miles & Snow’s (1978) four typologies. Nearly all respondents
(n=214, 88%) were able to identify a specific strategy typology that guides their
organization’s work, which fulfills the third assumption upon which the study was based.
The relationship between strategy typology and IT/mission alignment maturity was
examined by seeking a Pearson’s r for strategy typology and all other variables, and by
running the PLS-PM assessment to test the SIMO model with all three model constructs
serving as latent variables. When the strategy typology variable was correlated with all
other variables in the model, no relationships were found. When the variable was
correlated directly with the latent variable IT/mission alignment maturity, the path
coefficient was -0.068, the correlation was -0.068, and it cross-loaded in a negative
direction at levels ranging from -.090 to -.011 with all of the IT/mission alignment
maturity manifest variables, which indicates there is no significant relationship between
the two constructs.
The way in which strategy typology was represented in the initial structural model
did not facilitate loading, which is an issue that was foreshadowed by the “exploded”
diagram of the SIMO model in Chapter 4. Because strategy typology as it is measured by
the SIMO survey is not a construct composed of multiple manifest variables, rather it is a
single variable that characterizes segments of the data set, the PLS-PM process cannot
recognize its direct influence on the other latent variables. Other investigations have used
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a variety of combinations of scale items and typed paragraphs to characterize strategy
typology, and in those cases PLS-PM was successful in estimating its relationship with
other latent variables. However, the typed paragraph has been the predominant measure
used, which is why it was selected for use in this investigation. While it did not appear
in the initial SIMO model to influence other variables, when considered in light of the
relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance,
strategy typology did influence the relationship, as was proposed in the SIMO model.
This will be discussed in more detail relative to Research Question #5. Considering
Hypothesis 2, though, “There is a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy
typology and their level of IT alignment maturity,” the data does not support a direct
relationship between the two.

Discussion of Research Question 3
The third research question, “Is there a relationship between nonprofit
organizations’ strategy typology and their achievement of performance outcomes?” was
also addressed by correlating all of the model variables and through PLS-PM assessment
and testing of the SIMO model with all three constructs serving as latent variables.
Again, when the strategy typology variable was correlated with all other variables, no
relationships were found. When it was directly correlated with the latent variable
organizational performance, the path coefficient was .012 the correlation between them
was .0003, and when cross-loaded with the four organizational performance manifest
variables, the values ranged from -.023 to -.003 which indicates there is not a significant
relationship between the two constructs. Again, when the strategy typology variable was
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considered in light of the relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and
organizational performance, it did show evidence of influencing the relationship, findings
of which will be reviewed in discussion of Research Question #5. Considering
Hypothesis 3, “There a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ strategy typology
and their achievement of performance outcomes,” as was the case for Hypothesis 2, the
data does not support a direct relationship between the two.

Discussion of Research Question 4
The fourth research question, “Is there a relationship between nonprofit
organizations’ levels of IT alignment maturity and their achievement of performance
outcomes?” was also addressed by the PLS-PM assessment and testing of the SIMO
model with all three constructs serving as latent variables. When the IT/mission
alignment maturity latent variable was correlated directly with the organizational
performance latent variable, the path coefficient was .509, the correlation was .258, when
cross-loaded with the four organizational performance manifest variables, the values for
IT/mission alignment maturity ranged from .293 to .837, which indicates there is a
relationship between the two constructs.
When the four organizational performance manifest variables are examined more
closely, it becomes evident that the two organizational structure variables (EXT D2Dx̅
and INF D2Dx̅ ), those which measure day-to-day performance toward organizational
goals, have nearly twice as strong a relationship with IT/mission alignment maturity than
the outcomes structure variables (EXT OUTx̅ and INF OUTx̅ ). This strongly suggests
that organizations with higher levels of IT/mission alignment maturity are more efficient,
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cost effective, of higher quantity and/or quality, and achieve higher satisfaction relative to
their stakeholder engagement, capacity, programs and outputs than those with lower
levels of IT/mission alignment. This component of organizational performance is critical
to maximize and measure, because it is the organizational structure of a nonprofit that
creates the conditions and provides services that will influence the behaviors, attitudes,
conditions, knowledge and status that the organization ultimately strives to change. In
other words, organizational structure performance is a necessary precursor to outcome
performance.
The PLS-PM analysis also suggests that outcome structure is influenced by
IT/mission alignment but its weight is half as much as organizational structure in the
model. This finding, along with the consideration that day-to-day performance prefaces
outcome achievement raises concern that IT/mission alignment may not be directly
related to outcomes, rather, it could be a position removed from outcomes in the PLS
path model, thus suggesting that the model may need to be reconfigured. However, the
model may be sound, but the incomplete data set may have influenced the weighting of
the performance variables. This is quite possible, because, as was discussed in Chapter 3,
many nonprofits stop measuring performance at the organizational structure level. This
assertion was supported by this investigation, as 94% of respondents reported that they
measure day-to-day performance, but only 55% reported measuring outcomes.
This finding challenges the fifth assumption upon which the investigation was
based – that nonprofit organizations involved in the study have and can articulate results
of a process for measuring organizational performance. Most do, but the process is
incomplete. This is not unusual, and it is a problem that persists sector-wide, according to
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MacIndoe and Barman (2013), who suggest that measurement of outcomes is influenced
by external actors that require use of outcome measurement, internal actors that control
allocation of resources for outcome measurement and organizational networks that
establish norms of governance, one of which is the practice of performance measurement.
These influencing factors share similarities with some of the factors that influence
IT/mission alignment, a similarity that will be addressed in recommendations for the
field. These factors were beyond the scope of the present investigation, but they are
important to the understanding of the SIMO model. Accordingly, the insight from
MacIndoe and Barman suggests that the second assumption of the study, that the factors
investigated in the study are not the only ones that influence each other, but they may
increase understanding of the relationships between them, is true. There is more to the
understanding of strategy, IT/mission alignment and organizational performance than
what is represented by SIMO. Taking these findings into account when considering
Hypothesis 4, “There is a relationship between nonprofit organizations’ levels of IT
alignment maturity and their achievement of performance outcomes,” the hypothesis is
supported, but the relationship remains unclear and requires further investigation with a
complete data set collected from a sample that fulfills the assumption of having
articulated and implemented a process for measuring day-to-day organizational
performance and achievement of outcomes.

Discussion of Research Question 5
The fifth and last research question, “Given a specific strategy typology, what is
the relationship between IT alignment maturity and performance outcomes?” was
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addressed by a series of PLS-PM assessments run with IT/mission alignment maturity
and performance outcomes serving as latent variables and each of the four strategy
typologies serving in turn as a constant in the model. An examination of the path
coefficients, R2 statistics and the weights of manifest variables demonstrated in the
relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational performance for
each one of the strategy types illuminates noteworthy findings. This comparison can be
found in Table 19 on page 211. First, the path coefficients for each of the strategy
typologies are quite different, ranging from ..454 to .547 with each indicating substantial
(11 to 24%) contribution to the variance of their respective model iterations.
Second, a comparison of the two manifest variables contributing the greatest
weight to the IT/mission alignment maturity latent variable across all four strategy types
indicates that for each strategy type, specific variables have the greatest influence on
organizational performance. For example, the weightiest manifest variables for the
Defender typology, which has the strongest path coefficient between IT/mission
alignment maturity and organizational performance (.547), are Infrastructure Scope and
Architecture (.284) and Organizational Culture (.266) and the weights of the rest of the
manifest variables for Defender are close behind, ranging from .189 to .238, illustrating
that the Defender typology attends relatively equally to all of the IT/mission alignment
factors. In comparison, the Reactor typology has the lowest path coefficient (.454), and
while its two highest weights, on Organizational Culture (.522) and Partnership and
Collaboration (.428), are the highest weights demonstrated on any manifest variables,
they are weighted at the expense, so to speak, of the other IT/mission alignment factors,
which range from -.002 to .389, far below the weights of the two most highly weighted
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variables. Further, a comparison of strength of the path coefficients with the range of
weights of the IT/mission alignment maturity manifest variables for each strategy type
finds a direct inverse relationship -- the stronger the path, the narrower the range. This
pattern suggests that some types of organizations balance their focus and effort between
all aspects of IT/mission alignment maturity, while others focus on just a few. Those who
have a balanced focus experience a stronger relationship between their IT/mission
alignment maturity efforts and their organizational performance. While this is an
exploratory investigation, this finding provides encouragement to continue working on
distilling the understanding of this pattern. Considering Hypothesis 5, “For each of the
four distinct strategy typologies, Prospector, Analyzer, Defender, and Reactor, there is a
significantly different relationship between IT alignment maturity and performance
outcomes” the hypothesis is supported by the data.

Conclusions

The conclusions that emerged through this investigation focus on three things that
matter: balance, intention and relationships. First, balance matters. This investigation
began by identifying and describing a challenge that many nonprofits face – balancing
the important work they do with efforts to incorporate technology in ways that truly add
value to that work. The SIMO model reinforces the idea that balance, particularly the
ways in which nonprofits balance their efforts to improve communication, measure
competence and value, govern, create and maintain partnerships, establish an appropriate
scope of technology, build and maintain technology skills, and create a culture that
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welcomes the value of technology, is something that can be achieved. The influence of
the seven individual it/mission alignment criteria factors on the SIMO model, particularly
how they impact the path coefficients between it/mission alignment and organizational
performance, demonstrate that when organizations focus on increasing their maturity in
each one of the criteria, their overall alignment will increase and, tentatively, their
organizational performance will increase. It was found that Defenders tend to achieve this
balance best, followed by Prospectors, Analyzers, then Reactors. Accordingly, the SIMO
model suggests to NPOs that considering, and possibly modifying, their strategy typology
is important; and using specific alignment practices to integrate technology into that
strategy is important to maximizing organizational performance. Finding the time and
resources to engage in this strategic planning is another area of balance illuminated by the
investigation.
“Slow is fast, and fast is slow.” This adage, shared by my mentor and worldwide
leadership consultant Guy Harris, guided my work as a nonprofit executive when I found
myself overwhelmed with the day-to-day demands of maintaining an organization. He
posits that if organizational leaders find the time to create a strategic plan to guide work
and decisions, a plan that begins with a mission and vision, incorporates goals, timelines,
and a clear process for evaluating performance, they can avoid operating in a reactive,
fire-fighting mode that often results in disorganization, lack of productivity, and cleaning
up messes made due to lack of foresight, while proceeding with work that is coordinated
and aligned with the mission. The IT/mission alignment maturity factors echo the value
of planning, specifically considering how technology can be coordinated and aligned with
an organization’s mission. Planning, however, takes time. Nonprofit organizations,
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particularly small ones, do not have the luxury of ample staff or discretionary time to
dedicate to planning. This lack of time was apparent in just the difficulty organizations
had in completing the SIMO survey according to phone calls and e-mails received in
response to the invitation to participate (which also reinforces the assertion made by
Salipante and Aram (2003) that NPOs tend to not invest time and talent in building and
testing theory, rather they focus on solving problems for those they serve). This
investigation clearly illuminates the need to help nonprofits find ways to balance their
time, their most valuable resource.
The issue of balance also emerged as consideration was made of the relationships
between the SIMO model and external organizational variables of size, number of staff,
level of expertise, and Internet access that illustrated the persistence of the nonprofit
digital divide. Logically, larger organizations with bigger budgets have more and more
sophisticated technology, larger numbers of employees, and the ability to invest in highly
skilled staff. Even with ‘free’ social media, cloud-based apps, donated hardware and
software and a goldmine of online learning resources, a sample of which was shared with
survey respondents in their Custom Technology Report, the nonprofit digital divide will
continue to exist for nonprofits who cannot afford to employ dedicated technology staff
or engage enough workers so that a bit of decision-makers’ time can be freed up for
strategic technology planning and the schedules of managers and direct-service staff
include ample time for technology training, collaboration and innovation. Balance in this
respect must be considered by the external stakeholders who support the work of
nonprofits – how can funders, networks, and communities balance their support for these
needs while still contributing directly to maximizing social values? Technology/mission
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alignment answers this question by providing guidance to nonprofits in how to integrate
these needs as priorities into their mission-focused strategic plans, capacity-building
efforts and related funding requests, which will educate funders on the critical nature of
these needs.

Second, intentions matter. Nonprofit organizations do the work that they do
because of their mission – their intention to maximize social values. In order to use
technology to maximize action toward an organization’s mission, the organization has to
approach technology with the intention to use it to maximize social values and assess
whether it has, in fact, achieved what it set out to do. Based on the different levels of
influence IT/mission alignment maturity had on organizational performance variables, it
appears as though NPOs intend to adopt and use technology in ways that align with their
day-to-day performance goals, and to a much lesser extent, to mission-focused outcomes.
This may not, in fact, be the case. Instead, as was suggested by Carman (2009), LeRoux
and Wright (2010), Morley et al. (2001) and the W.K. Kellogg Foundation (2004), it is
easier and faster to measure organizational structure performance than it is to measure
outcomes, so unless nonprofits are forced to measure outcomes as a requirement of
external funding, they probably don’t measure them, but they may still strive to achieve
them. If, however, NPOs wish to go beyond determining whether their day-to-day work
is efficient, cost-effective, of sufficient quality and quantity and satisfactory to
stakeholders to answer the question, “Are we making a difference in the lives and
communities we serve” and determine whether technology is helping make that
difference, they must operate with the intention of measuring that difference. This
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intention is should essentially mirror that of the business sector, which measures the
outcomes it intends to achieve -- ROI, shareholder value, and profit. While the metrics
used to measure outcomes in the nonprofit sector are different from those in the for-profit
sector, the intention, to maximize the intended value for constituents, must be the same if
nonprofits wish to truly make an impact.
Third, relationships matter. This investigation began by considering technology,
what it could do for nonprofits in terms of helping them meet their mission, but it became
a study of relationships among variables that are dependent upon relationships among
people. Strategy is not something that happens in a vacuum, rather it requires entire
organizations working together to determine the best way to do things. Likewise,
IT/mission alignment is not something that one person, the “tech guy/gal”, can do,
although having a champion to spearhead the effort facilitates the process is a finding that
was reinforced by this investigation. A champion who is supportive and willing to begin
the IT/mission alignment conversation must be met by an organization that is willing to
host the conversation and put words into action. IT/mission alignment practices that lead
to higher levels of maturity provide guidance in how to become such an organization.

Limitations and Delimitations

Limitations
The most substantial limitation to this investigation lies in the data, or more
accurately, lack of complete data. The missing values analysis illuminated several issues,
one related to the character of the target population – very busy people, many who are
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volunteers, who do not have 45 minutes to spare to take a survey – as well as several
related to the design of the study, all of which impacted the number of respondents who
completed the survey. While the response rate for what ended up being essentially a coldcall invitation was comparable to other surveys was acceptable (14.3%), the completion
rate was dismal, as only 2% of surveys returned were fully completed.
Design issues kept this investigation from achieving its full potential, although the
best of intentions framed the methodology. The first was creating a comprehensive
survey that would have practical value. The survey proved to be too long and resulted in
response fatigue and a high level of missing data. The second was the desire to maintain
the wording and structure of as many SAMM survey items as possible with the hope that
established validity and reliability would be maintained. Even with adaptations, several
items were foreign to respondents, which led to increased nonresponse bias. The third
was having confidence that gatekeepers would assist with promotion of the investigation
because it would add value to the work of their local nonprofits. It was discovered that
promotion of outside projects is beyond the scope of Community Foundations’
relationship with grantees, and some felt it was a higher priority to protect their grantees
from outside projects that would take them away from focusing on their mission. The
fourth was having confidence that the instructions on the survey would facilitate the
process of getting it routed to the most appropriate person. In many cases, the first
person who saw it took it, or they threw it away. Less than half of respondents were the
person most responsible for making decisions about technology, and many who took the
survey did not have the knowledge necessary to complete all the items. These design
items led to a low response rate and a very low completion rate.
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Once the survey data was received, and the missing data issue was discovered, a
primary concern was whether the data would be usable. Strategies were identified that
would allow it to be used, but the missing data concern persisted throughout the
investigation. A primary concern was whether the missing data solution would return
appropriate results. This was compounded by a lack of formal tests of significance for
PLS-PM (Vinzi, Trinchera & Amato, 2010, p. 56). Bootstrapping, or running generated
data through the model 100 or more times, then comparing the bootstrap estimate to the
Goodness of Fit statistic, as well as running the PLSPM again with bootstrapping once
the model is established and assessing the degree of multicollinearity among essential
indicators were recommended in the literature as primary means to assess significance
(Addinsoft, 2013, Howell, 2006, Tenenhaus, Vinzi, Chatelin & Lauro, 2005). Little, if
anything was discussed about t-tests or finding p values to assess significance. The
bootstrap estimates for this investigation were very close to the Goodness of Fit statistic,
thus establishing significance. However, it seems questionable to attempt to establish
significance or power of a model that has imputed data as its foundation, as SIMO does.
If the data were complete, or, at minimum, 80% complete, bootstrapping would be an
appropriate test of significance.

Delimitations
The SIMO model is the first of its kind to be presented to the nonprofit sector. It
is exploratory in nature, therefore test statistics, where available, permit a wider
acceptable range than if it were a confirmatory or predictive model. Its strengths at
present include the fact that its first test was done with a random sample from across the
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state of Indiana. The missing data problem, while still a problem, was able to be
addressed through missing values analysis and multiple imputation of data, thus
providing a data set that could test the model. Finally, as an exploratory model, it has
brought forth valuable insight to inform future research.

Implications for Theory and Practice

This study makes several contributions to the existing literature, as well as
suggests practical implications for the field. First the SIMO model provides theoretical
support for the rudimentary nonprofit technology/mission alignment models that have
been presented by practitioners (Heye, 2009, Microsoft Corporation, 2010, NPower,
2011) who were the first to adapt the business sector concept of IT alignment (Luftman,
2000; Sledgianowski, 2004; Sledgianowski et al., 2006) to the nonprofit sector. The
SIMO model facilitates sector-specific theory building by proposing a model of the
relationships among strategy typology, IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational
performance that accounts for the unique character of nonprofit organizations.
Second, the primary challenge in translating the IT alignment concept to the
nonprofit sector has been the paucity of metrics that can consistently measure and
compare performance across the wide array of activities, outputs and outcomes produced
by nonprofit organizations (Ebrahim and Rangin, 2010; Heye, 2009). The SIMO model
presents a set of metrics based on the structure of a logic model (McLaughlin& Jordan,
2010; Wholey, 1979) that measures the extent of performance in each element of the
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logic model in terms of standardized percentages on an interval scale. This process results
in performance data that can be compared across all types of nonprofit organizations.
Third, the SIMO model reinforces the applicability of Miles and Snow’s (1978)
strategy typology model outside of the business sector and presents a new iteration of the
self-typing paragraph for use in the nonprofit sector. The self-typing paragraph had been
used in isolation in the banking industry (James & Hatton, 1995) and it was modified for
use in the nonprofit sector, where Brown & Iverson (2004) reported that their iteration
could use modification in order to find better fit within the nonprofit sector. The strategy
typology model, operationalized as a combination of self-typing paragraph and strategy
behavior scales, was combined by Croteau and Bergeron (2001) with a set of technology
deployment scales to measure the relationships between strategy typology and technology
and their influence on organizational performance in the business sector. For this
investigation, Croteau and Bergeron’s combined approach was used, but only a modified
self-typing paragraph was used as the sole measure of strategy typology. Considerations
for future research using Miles and Snow’s strategy typology model are suggested below.
Fourth, this investigation illuminates the need for the sector to continue
encouraging a shift in the focus of nonprofit performance measurement from measuring
outputs to determining the extent to which organizations are maximizing the social values
targeted by their missions and the extent to which their work is contributing to sustained
changes in the individuals and communities they serve. The SIMO model was able to
identify a relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and organizational
performance, but for 45% of respondents, performance measurement stopped at outputs.
The literature chronicles the persistence of this challenge over the past several decades, a
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challenge which MacIndoe and Barman (2013) attribute to the influence of stakeholders
on the practice of outcome measurement. In their investigation, they were able to find a
sample in which 71% of the organizations (n=279) report use of outcome measurement,
which is the highest percentage this investigator has seen to date. The model in which
they characterize implementation of outcome measurement should be considered in
future investigation of this practice in NPOs.
Fifth, the outcomes of the methodological approach to sampling and data
collection used in this investigation warrant special discussion. When working in the
nonprofit sector, careful consideration must be made of the existing relationships during
the research design and implementation process. The relationship between grantor and
grantee is a sensitive one. Unwritten, yet clearly understood boundaries exist around the
requests grantors make of grantees. In this particular study, several Community
Foundations, as well as the Lilly Endowment, were not willing to endorse the study or
invite their grantees to participate because they did not want the grantees to a) feel
obligated to do so just because a funder asked them to and b) take time away from the
work they had committed to do through the grant agreement they had with the
Foundation(s). The perspective of an investigator, of wanting to create new knowledge
and help the field, may be valued by the agencies being asked to be participate, but it may
not be as high of a priority as the perspectives, agreements and relationships they are
committed to preserving in the long term. Stephen Covey’s Fifth Habit of Highly
Effective People, “Seek first to understand, then to be understood” (1989, p. 236) is a
succinct guide for anyone pursuing field research in the nonprofit sector.
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For practitioners, the study also has practical implications. First, a new theoretical
model now supports the practice of technology/mission alignment, and practitioners
played a significant role in creating and testing the model. When invited to participate,
organizational representatives who did feel they had the time were excited to learn more
about how to align technology with their mission and looked forward to receiving the
report of their results. Nonprofit practitioners invest time in activities that are
immediately useful, a sentiment that was shared earlier. While the theory behind the
model may not be of value in day-to-day work in communities, the establishment of the
SIMO model is a first step in creating a useful model practitioners can use to assess their
strategy typology and IT/mission alignment, then learn how to make changes in those two
organizational elements in order to change their level of organizational performance.
Future work in this area will focus on refining the instrument and data collection
methodologies so that a strong data set can be used to validate the model before it is
translated into a practitioner tool.
Second, within the model and within nonprofit organizations, strategy typology is
a big deal. Clear differences were found between the IT/mission alignment patterns of
each of the typologies, and clear differences were found among the path coefficients
between IT/mission alignment and organizational performance. If a nonprofit
organization knows its strategy typology and finds that the strategy doesn’t seem to be
“working” in terms of performance, merely knowing that other strategy typologies exist
is an insight that can be used to inform organizational learning and change.
Third, if an organization wants to increase its IT/mission alignment maturity, its
first step is to find a champion. If a champion exists, the organization’s charge is to make
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sure the champion is heard and supported, and that the team she enlists to assist is
provided with the time and resources necessary to plan, lead, and measure the results of
the initiative. As the initiative rolls out, the organization is obligated to make sure
everyone is ‘in the loop’ and provided with the opportunity to learn and use the skills
necessary to help the process succeed. As IT/mission alignment proceeds, the
organization must remember that alignment is an iterative process that has the potential to
continually improve the performance of the organization.
Fourth, nonprofit board members, who were identified in the SIMO model as
having influence on competency and value measurement, may be the spark to light the
outcome evaluation flame in organizations. MacIndoe and Barman (2013) suggest that
internal actors control the allocation of resources for outcome measurement. If internal
actors feel it is a priority, they will find a means to support it. Accordingly, while
nonprofit executive directors may already understand the critical nature of outcome
measurement, they often do not have the budget discretion to allocate resources toward
its implementation, whereas their boards may not be as savvy, but if they understood the
process of getting to outcomes, they could make it a priority. Therefore educating boards
on the process of getting to outcomes may help organizations actually get there.
Fifth, while optimism pervades the above discussion of the potential of the SIMO
model to help organizations align technology in ways that will help them meet their
mission, the study also shows us that the digital divide persists in the nonprofit sector,
even with the tremendous strides that have been made in making technology tools and
infrastructure widely available. Considering the factors contained in the IT/mission
alignment maturity portion of the SIMO model, nonprofits do have the opportunity to
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reduce this divide, even if they aren’t the biggest organization on the block. The sector
has a plethora of avenues through which to pursue low- and no-cost technology tools,
training and solutions, but, again, simply installing apps and using the cloud will not
close the chasm -- the missing resource is time. The primary way nonprofits can acquire
this resource is by maximizing the other resources they have through balanced IT/mission
alignment maturity practices. Technology/mission alignment is not an overnight
achievement. It is a strategic, long-term process that can help improve organizational
performance. When considering technology, a paradigm shift can help organizations
improve the outcomes of their important work: More is not better, rather, missionfocused is better.
Finally, while the academic contingent of the nonprofit field cannot create time
for its constituents, it can continue to provide guidance in how to maximize time by
encouraging organizations, particularly boards and executives, to periodically step out of
fire-fighting mode and into planning mode. As service to communities, academics might
consider how they can collaborate with nonprofit organizations or consortia, such as
groups of community foundation or United Way grantees, to increase their understanding
of the planning process and help them build their strategic planning capacity. This can
empower NPOs to contemplate the social values they endeavor to maximize,
conceptualize how technology can be incorporated into their efforts, equip staff and
volunteers with appropriate levels of technology expertise, and integrate outcome
evaluation into their performance measurement process.
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Recommendations for Future Research

The SIMO investigation also suggests several avenues of future research, both to
strengthen the model and investigate issues related to its constructs. In order to strengthen
the reliability and validity of the SIMO survey, effort needs to be invested in further
refining the IT/mission alignment maturity survey items so that the variables will load
more distinctly on the 7 factors. While Goodness of Fit (GoF) is often cited as sole
support for theoretical models, and a high level of GoF was established between the data
and the SIMO model, in this case, nonresponse, particularly ‘don’t know’ responses and
attrition, provided evidence that the questionnaire needs further refinement and testing.
The correlations identified between all of the IT/mission alignment factors are a concern,
particularly because the same correlations were not evident in the principal component
analysis, which indicated the use of orthographic rotation.
Future use of the SIMO survey should only take place after each of the individual
items is examined in light of the present data, revised if necessary, piloted, subjected to a
variety of validity tests and both principal component analysis and confirmatory factor
analysis, then re-piloted with a wider variety of nonprofit organizations, all of which are
recommendations made by Ritchie and Sherlock (2009) in their guidance on adapting
surveys to the nonprofit sector. This refining process is critical to increasing the structure
and definition of the model so that when it is ready for practical use, it truly is useful in
separating the effects of the different factors so that practitioners can address them
according to their priorities.
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Also related to methodology, cross-sectional survey research is a common
approach to gathering information about IT/mission alignment and strategy typology.
Certainly replicating well-documented methodologies is sound practice, but survey
methodology, particularly the use of online surveys, appears to have become a go-to
strategy for collecting information in the nonprofit sector, as well as in the rest of the
world. “Survey overload” is a common occurrence, reflected in hits in a recent Google
keyword search. In a recent, informal poll of a half-dozen people in the room, individuals
reported receiving up to 30 survey requests from academicians, practitioners and
marketers in one week. If each survey took 5 minutes, over two hours would be required
to fulfill 30 requests. If SIMO would have been one of the surveys, three hours would be
required to ‘help the field’, almost 10% of the work week, which, for a passionate
nonprofit leader is an unconscionable amount of time to spend away from their important
work. This investigation is guilty of adding to the overload, which was clearly reflected
in the results of the survey. It just didn’t get done in most cases.
The approach my informal poll participants choose to take in response to survey
requests is to complete one or two quick surveys so they can feel good about contributing
to the field, then they delete or ignore the rest. Or, with the best of intentions they start a
survey or several and get pulled away, never to complete them. Even if the purpose of the
survey is compelling and can help them add value to their work, they just don’t have time
to do them all. These may be very common responses to surveys, which would
contribute substantially to the ongoing methodological challenge of achieving sufficient
response and completion rates.
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Survey overload does not appear to have been addressed at any length in the
nonprofit literature to date, as evidenced by only 7 mentions in the past 10 years in a
leading academic journal and five hits in a university academic search engine, but it is an
issue that scholars must contend with as they consider data collection strategies.
Alternatives to ‘sending out a survey’ to a broad target population may include
collaborating with agencies that may already possess similar data, hosting focus groups in
conjunction with nonprofit events or, if a survey is necessary, distilling the target
audience or pursuing alternate data collection venues such as during break times at
practitioner conferences, away from already-full email boxes. Each data-collection
scenario is unique. We must work, above all, to respect the time and obligations of our
target populations, then determine the best way to gather the most complete, reliable and
valid data we can. I challenge the field to help find the balance between survey overload
and the methodological rigor necessary to bring new knowledge to the field. An example
of an alternative approach is shared below.
The missing values analysis highlighted several items that had high nonresponse
rates, which is where refining should start. It was made clear by respondents that the
survey itself was too long. Perhaps a better approach to achieving a complete data set
would be to personally invite organizations randomly selected from the grantee lists to
complete the survey, either by phone or face-to-face, and deliver the survey in phases,
possibly once per month, to reduce the one-time cost of participation, which is a strategy
Croteau and Bergeron (2001) used to garner complete responses. If the survey length is
maintained, then it is critical to increase efforts to provide incentives for completion as
suggested by Dillman et al. (2009). This would enable the investigator to monitor
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completion and follow up with individuals with whom working relationships would
already be established. The relationships, plus the shorter sections would be more apt to
fit into a nonprofit executive’s busy schedule. The resource constraints of a personal
approach would limit the number of participants, which would limit generalizability of
the findings and render PCA and PLS-PM inappropriate due to small sampling size.
Splitting the survey delivery into three components would also insert the possibility of
attrition, which could lead to missing data. However, advantages to pursuing this
alternate approach in future research would include increasing the likelihood of response
and increasing the likelihood of relationships built and preserved between the investigator
and participating nonprofits. The challenge of enlisting gatekeepers in the process is one
that could be addressed, also, to generate authoritative support for the investigative effort.
This particular recommendation leads to consideration of how the exploration of SIMO
and its components can continue in the future.
The primary relationship identified in this investigation relates to the influence of
strategy typology on the relationship between IT/mission alignment maturity and
organizational performance. This relationship raises a number of questions that can guide
future investigations, such as how do nonprofit organizations choose their strategy? Is
there a way that choosing and using an effective strategy typology could be facilitated by
gatekeepers, namely Community Foundations who provide and support a variety of
training and technical assistance to their grantees. Is this already being done, and is it
helping NPOs achieve their mission? Strategy typology has not been widely investigated
in the nonprofit sector; however it may have substantial value to the field in both its
simplicity and its influence on performance. Accordingly further study is recommended.
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The background of the strategy typology model was discussed above to preface a caveat
for future investigations: while the self-typing paragraph was found to cleanly isolate the
mean IT/mission alignment maturity level of each of the strategy typologies in
correspondence analysis, as a single variable it was rendered unusable as a latent variable
in partial least squares path modeling. Future investigations can find greater utility in
using the model if the measurement methodology incorporates more than one measure of
strategy typology.
The last and most pervasive area for future research is the area of outcome
measurement. This recommendation has likely been made hundreds, if not thousands of
times in the nonprofit literature, judging from the sustained lack of outcome measurement
that has been reported over nearly half a century. The SIMO model presents a new set of
metrics to measure organizational performance, one which directs scholars and
practitioners to measure extent of organizational structure performance (stakeholder
engagement, capacity, activities, and outputs) and extent of outcome achievement. It is
possible that breaking performance measurement down in this way and emphasizing the
fact that measuring organizational structure performance is only part of the job can
encourage organizations to measure both sets of elements. Further research using this set
of metrics is encouraged with consideration of MacIndoe and Barman’s (2013)
Multidimensional Measure of Outcome Measurement Implementation, which informs
scholars of the influence of internal and external stakeholders on the decisions an
organization makes relative to whether or not to measure outcomes.
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Summary
Solutions for a small planet.– IBM
The power to be your best. – Apple Computer
Connect and share with the people in your life - Facebook
Broadcast yourself. – YouTube
Be what’s next. – Microsoft
Imagine it. Done. – Unisys
(Tagline Guru, 2011)
Revisiting these taglines after building, testing, analyzing and reflecting on the
SIMO model reinforces the importance of helping the nonprofit sector find the most
effective ways to maximize the potential of technology to help them do their good work
and achieve their social missions. The SIMO model is an emerging tool that can help
NPOs identify the most appropriate strategy typology to facilitate IT/mission alignment
maturity so that the people in organizations can work together with technology to achieve
their missions. It has provided preliminary answers to the question, how do NPOs adopt
and use technology in ways that make a measurable difference in their achievement of
outcomes? The answers begin with balance, intention, and relationships.
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Variables of Interest in the Present Study
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Nonprofit Technology Alignment Maturity Model: Independent Variables of Interest
Variable Description
Adaptation or Addition Rationale
Variable
Measurement
Code
Scale
Staff size and distribution
Dedicated technology staff

Reporting relationship of
technology staff
Organization Mission
Statement

Organization Target
Population

County

Annual Income

Percentage of budget used
for technology
Internet Access

Strategy Typology

Alignment Factors
Communications
IT’s understanding of
organization

To test NTEN survey findings in a
more heterogeneous sample
To test NTEN survey findings in a
more heterogeneous sample,
identify relationship to IT alignment
& performance
Similar to SAMM (Luftman, 2011)
with positions derived from typical
NPO organizational positions.
To test “If an organization’s mission
or goals do not address technology
or innovation” to corroborate
findings of Clerkin & Gronbjerg,
2007; Fitch, 2007; Nunn, 2007;
Silverman & Rafter, 2007.
Proposal p. 17.
To provide richness to profiles,
expand Trusty’s (in press) findings
regarding rural NPOs, Proposal p.
15.
expand Trusty’s (in press) findings
regarding rural NPOs, Proposal p.
15.
Mirrors SAMM, scale derived from
adapted categories of NTEN survey
(Baruch & Ramalho, 2010) and
Guidestar database (Guidestar,
2011).
Mirrors SAMM
Considers a potential barrier to
technology use, although 90% or
more of Indiana’s geography is
claimed to have Internet access
(Indiana Geographic Information
Office, 2013)
Reworded to reflect nonprofit
character, triangulated descriptions
with definitions of each typology in
Chan & Sabherwal (2001) and
Shortell & Zajac (1990).
Added “managers” to IT and
describe the organizational
environment in terms of
“clients, stakeholders” rather
than “customers, competitors”
for clarity and understanding by
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ORG01
Q1
ORG02
Q2

Ordinal

ORG03
Q3

Nominal

ORG04
Q4

Open-ended

ORG05
Q5

Open-ended

ORG 06
Q6

Nominal

ORG07
Q7

Ordinal

ORG08
Q8
ORG09
Q9

Interval

STRAT01
Q10

Nominal

COMM01
Q11

Ordinal

Nominal

Nominal

CEO’s understanding
of IT

Board’s understanding
of IT
Organizational
learning

Style and ease of
access
Shared domain
knowledge

Use of liaisons

Competency & Value Measure
IT metrics

IT measurement
processes
Organizational Metrics

Integrated IT and
Organizational Metrics
Service level
agreements

NPO respondents.
Changed “Senior and mid-level
business managers” to “the
organization’s administrative
leaders (and provided examples
in stem)”.
Added this question to assess
IT understanding of the board.
Changed “senior and mid-level
management” to “program or
department managers” and
“department managers and
executive director/CEO”
Changed “IT and business” to
“technology managers and
organizational leaders”
Changed “IT and business”,
“corporate” and “business
partners” to “program,
administrative, and board
levels” and “collaborative
partner organizations”
Defined liaison in stem,
changed “IT and business” to
“technology and
organizational”, added
“volunteers” and changed
“external partners” to
“collaborative partner
organizations”
Changed “business” to “the
achievement of the
organization’s mission” to
stem; added “and missionfocused outcome measures” to
responses, changed IT to
“technology”.
Split original SAMM question
to two, Q18 and Q19,
separating use of metrics and
measurement processes
Removed reference to business,
ROI, ABC, and replaced cost
effectiveness with “missionfocused outcomes”, changed IT
to “technology”.
Removed reference to business,
changed IT to “technology
replaced it with “missionfocused outcomes/activities
Defined SLA (Knowledge
Transfer, 2011) changed IT to
“technology”added “manager”
to description, removed
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COMM02
Q12

Ordinal

COMM03
Q13
COMM04
Q14

Ordinal

COMM05
Q15

Ordinal

COMM06
Q16

Ordinal

COMM07
Q17

Ordinal

COMP01
Q18

Ordinal

COMP02
Q19

Ordinal

COMP03
Q20

Ordinal

COMP04
Q21

Ordinal

COMP05
Q22

Ordinal

Ordinal

Benchmarks
Formal assessment of
IT investments
Continuous
improvement practices
Contribution of IT to
organization goals
Governance
Organization of
technology

Formal organizational
strategic planning

Formal IT strategic
planning

Budgetary Control
Investment decisions

reference to functional
organizations and replaced it
with “specific programs”,
changed enterprise to
“organization”, changed
partners/alliances to
collaborating organizations
Defined “benchmarking” per
Chinmann, Inn & Wandersman,
2004, p. 132.
Removed reference to business,
changed IT to “technology”
Changed IT- business to
“technology/organization”
Changed IT function to
“technology”
Moved from introductory
question section – not sure why
it is listed there in the SAMM
instrument, as it is listed in
“Governance” section in the
model literature (Luftman,
2003).
Definitions provided to
facilitate understanding by nonIT savvy staff (Dwivedi, n.d.,
colleague of Luftman, SAMM
author)
Removed reference to business,
changed IT to “technology”,
changed functional unit to
“program”, changed
partners/alliances to
collaborating partner
organizations
Removed section of question
that is irrelevant (seems to be
an error in construction in the
original instrument), changed
IT to technology, removed
reference to business, changed
to “whole-organization”
changed functional unit to
“program”, changed
partners/alliances to
collaborating partner
organizations
Changed functional
organization to “program”,
changed IT to “technology”.
Changed business to
“organizational”, changed IT to
“technology” included
“mission-achievement”,
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COMP06
Q23

Ordinal

COMP07
Q24
COMP08
Q25
COMP09
Q26

Ordinal

GOV01
Q27

Ordinal

GOV02
Q28

Ordinal

GOV03
Q29

Ordinal

GOV04
Q30

Ordinal

GOV05
Q31

Ordinal

Ordinal
Ordinal

Senior-level IT
steering committee
How projects are
prioritized

Internal stakeholders
(volunteers, clients)

External stakeholders
(funders, regulatory
agencies)

Partnership
Organization’s
perception of IT

IT’s role in strategic
planning
Shared risks and
rewards

Managing the IT/Org.
relationship
Sponsors or champions
for IT

Collaboration within
and across
organizations

changed partner to external
collaborative partner
organizations and clients.
Removed reference to business
Removed reference to business,
changed “function” to lead
manager(s), changed IT to
“technology”, changed
business function to
“organizational leadership”,
changed business
partners/alliances to
“collaborative partner
organizations”
NEW, supports character of
NPO variety of internal
stakeholders (Cambell,
McDonald, and Sethibe, 2009;
Zhang, Guitierrez, and
Mathieson, 2010)
Proposal p. 38.
NEW, supports character of
NPO variety of internal
stakeholders (Cambell,
McDonald, and Sethibe, 2009;
Zhang, Guitierrez, and
Mathieson, 2010)
Proposal p. 38.
Changed business to
“organization”; IT is changed
to “Investment in technology
personnel and services”, added
“including” and “important” to
partner
Changed IT to “technology,
changed business to
“organizational”,
“organizational staff”
“recognition” and “benefit” are
added to reflect non-financial
incentives for risk taking,
innovation often found in
nonprofits
Changed business to
“organization” and “other staff”
Removed reference to business,
changed business to
“organizational leader”,
changed functional unit to
“program level”
NEW to assess impact of
collaboration on alignment as
suggested by Clerkin and
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GOV06
Q32
GOV07
Q33

Ordinal

GOV08
Q34

Ordinal

GOV09
Q35

Ordinal

PART01
Q36

Ordinal

PART02
Q37

Ordinal

PART03
Q38

Ordinal

PART04
Q39
PART05
Q40

Ordinal

PART06
Q41

Ordinal

Ordinal

Ordinal

Scope and Architecture
Scope of technology
systems
Standards, policies &
procedures

Architectural
integration

Architecture
flexibility
Scope of internal
systems
Scope of external
systems
Human Resources and Skills
Leadership tacit
knowledge of IT
Leadership explicit
knowledge of IT
Staff tacit knowledge
of IT
Staff explicit
knowledge of IT
Learning opportunities
for staff
Cross-function
education, training

Gronbjerg, 2007; Nunn, 2007.
Proposal p. 19.
Removed reference to business,
changed to “administrative”
and “organizational”.
Removed reference to business,
changed functional units to
“programs and departments”,
changed business partners to
“strategic, collaborative partner
organizations/alliances”.
Architectural integration
defined, changed functional
units to “departments and
programs”, changed business
partners to “collaborative
partner organizations/alliances”
Changed business to
“organization”
NEW, purpose to assess
sophistication and scope of
existing IT for descriptive
comparison purposes
NEW, purpose to assess
sophistication and scope of
existing IT for descriptive
comparison purposes

SCOP01
Q42

Ordinal

SCOP02
Q43

Ordinal

SCOP03
Q44

Ordinal

SCOP04
Q45
SCOP05
Q46

Ordinal

SCOP06
Q47

Ordinal

Leadership’s tacit knowledge of
technology (Bassellier,
Benbasat & Reich 2003
Leadership’s explicit
knowledge of technology
(Bassellier, Benbasat & Reich
2003
Leadership’s tacit knowledge of
technology (Bassellier,
Benbasat & Reich 2003
Leadership’s explicit
knowledge of technology
(Bassellier, Benbasat & Reich
2003
New item – included because
there was a question about
cross-function education, but
not on-boarding training.
Removed reference to business,
changed functional unit to
“program or department”,
added “build technology
skills”, customer service
changed to “direct service”,
added “workshops”

SKIL01
Q48

Ordinal

SKIL02
Q49

Ordinal

SKIL03
Q50

Ordinal

SKIL04
Q51

Ordinal

SKIL05
Q52

Ordinal

SKIL06
Q53

Ordinal
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Ordinal

Career crossover
opportunities

Attract and retain top
talent
Training/skill level of
volunteers

Culture (New criterion)
Innovative,
entrepreneurial culture

External support for
risk-taking
Cultural locus of
power

Interpersonal climate

Trust & Value in
relationships
Learning organization
Change readiness

Reactions to disruption

Removed reference to business,
added “volunteers”, “job
sharing”, changed functional
unit to “program or
department”
Changed business to a balance
of technical/programmatic,
and/or clinical skills.
New, measures the skills of
volunteers to test assumptions
about technology roles being
held by whoever’s available.
Proposal p. __

SKIL07
Q54

Ordinal

SKIL08
Q55

Ordinal

SKIL09
Q56

Ordinal

Moved from #36 skills,
changed business to
organization, changed
functional unit to “program or
department” changed partner to
“collaborative partner
organizations”
New, measures the extent to
which risk taking is supported
by external stakeholders
Proposal p. 38
Moved from #36 in Skills
changed business to
organization, changed
functional unit to “program or
department” changed partner to
“collaborative partner
organizations”
Moved from #41 in Skills –
changed business to
organization, changed business
and functional unit to “program
or department” changed
customers and partners to
“stakeholders”
Moved from #34 in Partnership
Changed business to
“organization”, trust levels
delineated in Grinney (2010)
New item. Levels of learning
delineated by Cheal (2008, p.4)
Moved from #38 in Skills,
changed functional unit to
“program/department” and
changed program/department
and corporate to “across the
organization” at the highest
level.
Moved from #34 in
Infrastructure, changed
business to “organizational”,

CULT01
Q57

Ordinal

CULT02
Q58

Ordinal

CULT03
Q59

Ordinal

CULT04
Q60

Ordinal

CULT05
Q61

Ordinal

CULT06
Q62
CULT07
Q63

Ordinal

CULT08
Q64

Ordinal
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Ordinal

Adaptability of IT

Adaptability of
organization
Overall Perceived Alignment

Individual Demographic Section
Position
Tenure
Education
Level of technology expertise
Support of alignment
Name and Email Address

changed merger/acquisition to
“new partnerships”, changed
functional unit to
“program/department”,
changed partner to
“collaborative partner
organizations”
Moved from Governance
ability of IT to respond to org
needs#24
Changed IT to technology,
removed reference to business

Ordinal

Ordinal/
independent

NEW – complements CULT06
Addresses staff resistance to
change
Ch. 1 p. ___
Mirrors SAMM validation
study (Sledgianowski et. al,
2006), combines their labels
and Heye’s (2009) descriptions.
Proposal p. 21

Ordinal

Ordinal/
independent

ALIGN1
Q67

Ordinal

For comparison purposes in the
model
For comparison purposes in the
model
For comparison purposes
in the model
For comparison purposes in
the model
For comparison purposes in the
model
To confirm where to send
alignment assessment results

INDIV01
Q82
INDIV02
Q83
INDIV03
Q84
INDIV04
Q85
INDIV05
Q86
INDIV06
Q87

Open-ended
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Nominal

Nonprofit IT Alignment Maturity Model: Dependent Variables of Interest
Variable Description
Variable
Measurement
Code
Scale
Outcome Type
Stakeholder engagement level
PM1
Ordinal
Q68
Stakeholder engagement influenced by technology
PM2
Ordinal
Q69
Capacity level
PM3
Ordinal
Q70
Capacity-building efforts influenced by technology
PM4
Ordinal
Q71
Activity level
PM5
Ordinal
Q72
Activity influenced by technology
PM6
Ordinal
Q73
Output level
PM7
Ordinal
Q74
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Outputs influenced by technology
Short-term outcome level
Short-term outcomes influenced by technology
Intermediate outcome level
Intermediate outcomes influenced by technology
Long-term outcome level
Long-term outcomes influenced by technology

286

PM8
Q75
OUT1
Q76
OUT2
Q77
OUT3
Q78
OUT4
Q79
OUT5
Q80
OUT6
Q81

Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
Ordinal
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Indiana Broadband Availability Map
As of 6/1/2013
This Broadband Availability Map shows where broadband service is available
via a combination of wireline, wireless, and combined coverage across the state of
Indiana. This map was created with data from the broadband service providers.
The lighter areas do not currently have broadband service, comprising
approximately 8% of the area of the state.

Note: By definition, the National Telecommunication and Information
Administration considers a census block to have broadband service
available if any part of it has service available.
Source: http://www.indianabroadbandmap.com/#
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
Introduction
ABOUT THE SIMO SURVEY
Thank you in advance for completing the Nonprofit Strategy, IT, Mission & Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey. You will
be asked several types of questions about your organization and how technology fits within it.
For the purpose of this survey, technology is defined as electronic tools, applications, and strategies designed to
accomplish information- and communication-related tasks. Technology is also sometimes referred to in organizations as
information technology (IT). For our purposes, these terms are interchangeable.
It should take you about 45 minutes to do this 87-item survey. Completing the survey will help ALL nonprofits learn more
about how they can best use technology to meet their missions and improve the important work they do. Your responses
will be kept confidential.
SURVEY INSTRUCTIONS
Please check the bubbles and/or boxes next to multiple choice items contained on each page of the survey that best
describe your organization. On items that require a written response, please print legibly.
If you are unsure how to answer a question, please feel free to respond "I don't know". If your organization does not do
something that is asked about in a question, simply answer "Do not do". All nonprofits do things differently, and the
questions are designed to identify those differences.
Once you complete the survey, please return it to the project director via U.S. Mail in the enclosed envelope.
It would be best to have the person responsible for your making decisions about your organization's use of technology
complete this survey. If you are not this person, please ask the appropriate person to complete the survey and return it
via U.S. Mail.
If you wish to complete the survey electronically, you may do so by accessing the Survey Monkey survey using the
Survey Link code that is printed in the cover letter for this survey. Once you complete the survey, you may discard this
paper copy of the survey.
If you have questions about this survey or the participation process, please contact Kelly Trusty, Project Director at
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu, 260-243-0261.
Before beginning this survey, please be sure to have the following information available:
1) Your organization's annual income from your organization's most recent IRS 990 Form
2) Your organization's mission or purpose statement
3) Current data that you use to measure your organization's performance and accomplishments.
INFORMED CONSENT
The next two pages of this packet contain Informed Consent information. Please read them before beginning the survey.
By completing this survey and returning it to the Project Director via U.S. Mail, you are agreeing that you are 18
years of age, you have read the informed consent document included in this packet in which the risks and
benefits of participation have been explained to you, and you agree to take part in this study.
Please turn the page to read Informed Consent information.
For more information, please contact Kelly Trusty, SIMO Project Director
Western Michigan University School of Public Affairs and Administration
220 E Walwood Hall, Kalamazoo MI 49008-5440 260-243-0261; kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
Informed Consent
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration
Informed Consent Document
Principal Investigator: Kelly Trusty
Title of Study: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND NONPROFIT
ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES
You are invited to participate in a research project titled “THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY, IT/MISSION
ALIGNMENT, AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES”. This consent document will explain the purpose of
this research project and will go over all of the time commitments, the procedures used in the study, and the risks and
benefits of participating in this research project.
In this study, we are trying to find out if there are relationships in nonprofit organizations (NPOs) between the strategic
and organizational factors that enable and inhibit IT alignment, which is the level at which an organization uses
technology strategies and tools in ways that helps it meet its mission and goals.
You may participate in this study if you are the person who has primary responsibility for making technology decisions in
your organization. You were selected to participate in this study because you are a grantee of one of 45 Indiana
Community Foundations randomly selected for inclusion in the study. If you are not the person in charge of technology
for your organization, please forward this e-mail invitation to the individual in your coalition who meets this criterion.
This study will involve completing an 87-item paper survey you received via U.S. Mail and sending it back to the Project
Director via U.S. Mail. It should take you about 45 minutes to complete the survey, which is all that is required to
participate in the study.
If you choose to participate in this study after reading this document, you should access the survey by simply turning to
the first page of survey questions and completing all of the questions in writing, using either pen or pencil. By completing
the survey and sending it back to the Project Director via U.S. Mail, you will signify that you have read and understood
this Informed Consent document.
This study will measure four types of things: the type of strategies that are typically used by your organization, the level
at which your organization demonstrates activities and strategies that lead to IT Alignment, the extent to which your
organization achieves performance outcomes, and professional information about you and your organization.
Because the survey questions will address your perceptions of your organization, you may feel uncomfortable that a
Community Foundation or other nonprofit stakeholders will read the survey results and view your perceptions negatively.
To alleviate this concern, all survey responses will be collected, stored and analyzed confidentially by the primary
investigator. No one other than the investigator, Survey Monkey, and the individual who takes the survey will have access
to identifiable information.
People who participate in this study will help nonprofit organizations understand what it means to align technology with
their mission, they will help nonprofit technical assistance groups provide better training and technical assistance, and
they will help their organizations maximize its planning and use of technology to meet its mission.
There are no costs associated with participating in this study. There is no monetary compensation for participating in this
study. When you do complete the survey, you will be provided with a Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report and
Technology Strategy Guide that you can use to continue your efforts to align technology with your mission.
(INFORMED CONSENT INFORMATION CONTINUES ON NEXT PAGE)
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
Informed Consent (cont.)
The principle investigator and Survey Monkey administrators will have access to the list of individuals invited to participate
in the study and collected individual survey response data. While reasonable and appropriate safeguards have been used
in the creation of the web-based survey to maximize the confidentiality and security of your responses, when using
information technology, it is never possible to guarantee complete privacy. Survey Monkey’s privacy statement states “we
will not use the information collected from surveys in any way, shape or form.” Survey Monkey will keep electronic data
stored on servers kept in a locked cage requiring biometric recognition for entry, maintain surveillance equipment on the
server site and staff the site 24/7. The Survey Monkey Security Policy can be reviewed at this link:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/policy/security/. Paper copies and a USB drive of all data will be kept in a locked filing
cabinet in the School of Public Affairs & Administration Office at Western Michigan University for 3 years following the
completion of this study. The public will have access to a combined data set of anonymous survey responses, which will
be the only form of data that will be used to report findings beyond the provision of your Custom Technology Alignment
Maturity report. If any of the information collected is submitted for use in a publication or presentation, you will be able to
review the data set and comment before it is submitted. Your name, e-mail address and organization will not be
connected to any publications or presentations made by the research team.
You can choose to stop participating in the study at any time for any reason by simply discarding the paper copy of this
survey. You will not suffer any prejudice or penalty by your decision to stop your participation. You will experience NO
consequences either professionally or personally if you choose to withdraw from this study. The investigators can also
decide to stop your participation in the study without your consent.
Should you have any questions prior to or during the study, you can contact either of the co-investigators, Kelly Trusty, at
(260)243-0261, kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu; or Barbara Liggett, Dissertation Committee Chair, at 269-387-8943,
barbara.a.liggett@wmich.edu. You may also contact the Chair, Human Subjects Institutional Review Board at 269-3878293 or the Vice President for Research at 269-387-8298 if questions arise during the course of the study.
Please turn to the next page to begin the SIMO Survey
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
Mailed Survey Tracking Page
Thank you for choosing to complete the SIMO Survey online. In order to track survey completion, and to prevent you from
receiving reminders in the mail after you've completed the survey online, please enter the Respondent Number printed
on your invitation letter in the box below :

*1. RESPONDENT NUMBER (from the top, right hand corner of your paper survey):
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
About Your Organization

The first 9 survey items collect information about your organization. Please choose responses that most closely describe
your organization and its use of technology. When asked for narrative responses, please be as detailed as possible.
There is no one correct answer for any item. All responses will be kept confidential.

2.
201

____________________
Don't Know

0-20

21-50

51-100

101-150

151-200

Paid staff











































Volunteer Board Members











































Other Volunteers











































Consultants











































or more

N/A

3. Is there a person or team in your organization whose job is dedicated to planning and
managing technology?
 yes, employed full-time, responsible for technology only




 yes, employed full-time, responsible for multiple tasks




 yes, employed part-time, responsible for technology only




 yes, employed part-time, responsible for multiple tasks




 yes, volunteer(s) responsible for technology ONLY




 yes, volunteer(s) responsible for multiple tasks




 no, there is not a person or team whose job is to manage technology




 no, we use outside consultant(s) to manage technology




 Don't know




 If you have another technology management arrangement, please describe it here.







4. If there is a person or team in your organization whose job is dedicated to planning and
managing technology, who does he/she/it report to?
























Executive

Board

Chief

Department

Director

President

Financial Officer

Executive






Volunteer






Other






Don't Know
N/A
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
About Your Organization
5. What is your organization's mission statement?
(Your purpose statement can be substituted if you do not have a mission statement.)



6. Please describe the population(s) you serve, in terms of socio-economic characteristics,
demographics, geographic area; number served, primary services rendered, etc.
(Please be as detailed as possible.)




7. In what county is your organization located?
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
About Your Organization
8. What was your organization's total income during the last fiscal year?
























Less than

$500,000 to

More than

Don't Know

$500,000

$2.5 Million

$2.5 Million

N/A

9. Approximately what percentage of your organization's budget was used for technology
(e.g. hardware, software applications, networking, Internet access) last year?





Less than






1 to 2.9%






3 to 4.9%






5 to 6.9%

1%






7 to 8.9%













More than

Don't Know

9%

N/A

10. How would you characterize your organization's Internet access?
 The organization does not have any access to the Internet




 Employees only access the Internet at home




 We have dial-up Internet access




 We have DSL Internet access




 We have Cable Internet access




 We have T-1 Internet access




 Don't know or not applicable
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
A Big Picture Question about Strategy in your Organization
11. Please read the four paragraphs below and choose the one paragraph that best
describes your organization's overall strategy and approach to work over the past five
years.
 We try to maintain a secure niche in our community. We offer a limited range of programs and services and we try to protect our




clients/population from other organizations that try to get them to engage. We try to protect our domain by offering high quality and superior
service. We may not be at the forefront of developments in the compared to other organizations like us; we concentrate instead on doing the
best job possible with the programs and services we do offer. When we innovate, we do so to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of our
current services.

 We try to meet a broad range of needs in our community, and we offer new services when new needs emerge. We value innovation, want




to be 'first in' with new programs and services even if not all of these efforts have proven to be highly effective in achieving our mission. We try
to respond rapidly to early signals concerning areas of opportunity, like grants and other resources, and these responses have often led us to
engage in new activities and strategies.

 We work to provide a stable, limited collection of programs and services, while at the same time we try to move out quickly to follow a




carefully selected set of promising, evidence-based new strategies to reach and serve our population. We are seldom 'first in' with new programs
or services, but by carefully monitoring the actions of other organizations with missions similar to ours, we try to be 'second in' with a more
efficient or effective program or service.

 We don’t have a consistent focus or service niche. When other organizations provide similar services in the same area, we prefer to




conserve resources and eliminate offerings, rather than attempt to defend our service area. Although we try to avoid risks associated with new
programs or services, occasionally we develop new offerings to keep up with other providers. We are usually forced to respond to environmental
pressures, like funding flow and irregular stakeholder support, rather than elaborating and implementing a single strategic thrust.
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
Communication Effectiveness

The next 7 survey items assess the maturity and effectiveness of communication about technology that takes place
between people who manage technology and the rest of the managers and leaders in your organization.Each
survey item is followed by several statements.
Choose the one statement after each item that best describes technology and your organization.

12. To what extent do technology managers understand the organization’s environment
(e.g., its clients, stakeholders, processes, partners, alliances)?
 1-Technology managers do not understand the organization’s environment.




 2-Technology managers have a limited understanding of the organization’s environment.




 3-Technology managers have a good understanding of the organization’s environment.




 4-Understanding of the organization’s environment by all technology managers and technology staff is encouraged and promoted by the




organization’s leadership.

 5-Understanding of the organization’s environment is required by all technology managers and technology staff (e.g. tied to performance




appraisals).

 Don't know or not applicable





13. To what extent do the administrative leaders (Executive Director, CEO, CFO, senior
program directors) understand the technology environment (e.g., its current and potential
capabilities, systems, services, processes)?
 1-The organization’s administrative leaders do not understand technology.




 2-The organization’s administrative leaders have a limited understanding of technology.




 3-The organization’s administrative leaders have a good understanding of technology.




 4-Understanding of technology by all employees and volunteers is encouraged and promoted by the board and/or CEO of the




organization.

 5-The organization’s board and/or CEO require everyone in the organization to understand technology (e.g. tied to performance




appraisals).

 Don't know or not applicable
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
14. To what extent do board members understand the technology environment (e.g., its
current and potential capabilities, systems, services, processes)?
 1-Board members do not understand technology.




 2-Board members have a limited understanding of technology.




 3-Board members have a good understanding of technology.




 4-Understanding of technology by all board members is encouraged and promoted by the board president and/or executive director/CEO.




 5-Understanding of technology is required (and is delineated in board job descriptions) of all board members.




 Don't know or not applicable





15. The following statements pertain to methods in place to promote organizational
education/learning (e.g., of experiences, problems, objectives, critical success factors).
Organizational learning occurs primarily through:
 1-Ad-hoc/casual methods (employee observation, anecdote sharing, peer meetings, etc.).




 2-Informal methods (newsletters, bulletin board notices, computer reports, group e-mail, fax, etc.).




 3-Regular, clear methods (face-to-face training, web-based training, e-mails, department meetings, etc.) delivered by program or




department managers.

 4-Formal, unifying, bonding methods such as retreats and organization-wide training programs directed by program or department




managers and the executive director/CEO.

 5-Formal, unifying, bonding methods such as retreats and organization-wide training programs directed by program or department




managers and the executive director/CEO, with feedback measures to monitor and promote effectiveness of learning.

 Don't know or not applicable





16. The style of communication between technology managers and organizational leaders
(e.g., ease of access, familiarity of stakeholders) tends to be:
 1-One-way, from the organizational leaders; formal and inflexible.




 2-One-way, from the organizational leaders; moderately informal and moderately flexible.




 3-Two-way; formal and inflexible.




 4-Two-way; moderately informal and moderately flexible.




 5-Two-way; informal and flexible.




 Don’t know or not applicable.
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
17. The following statements pertain to the extent in which there is knowledge sharing
(intellectual understanding and appreciation of the problems/opportunities, tasks, roles,
objectives, priorities, goals, direction, etc.) between technology managers and
organizational leaders:
 1-Knowledge sharing is on an as-needed basis.




 2-Knowledge sharing is somewhat structured and/or structure is beginning to be created.




 3-There is structured sharing around key administrative and program processes.




 4-There is formal sharing at program, administrative and board levels.




 5-There is formal sharing at program, administrative, and board levels, and with collaborative partner organizations/alliances.




 Don’t know or not applicable.





18. The following statements pertain to the role and effectiveness of technology and
organizational liaisons (a person or department that fosters collaboration between
technology staff and other organization staff):
 1-We do not use liaisons, or if we do, we do so on an as needed basis.




 2-We regularly use liaisons to transfer knowledge between technology and organization staff and volunteers. They are the primary contact




point for interactions between technology staff and the rest of the organization. Liaisons are not usually used to facilitate relationship
development.

 3-We regularly use liaisons to transfer knowledge between technology staff and other organization staff. They occasionally facilitate




relationship development.

 4-We regularly use liaisons to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between technology staff and other organization staff. Their primary




objective is to facilitate internal relationship development.

 5-We regularly use liaisons to facilitate the transfer of knowledge between technology staff and other organization staff, volunteers and




collaborative partner organizations. Their primary objective is to facilitate relationship development across the organization and its
collaborative partners.

 Don’t know or not applicable
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
Measuring the Competency and Value of Technology

The next 9 survey items assess ways in which technology competency and value are measured in your organization.
Each survey item is followed by several statements.
Choose the one statement after each item that best describes IT and your organization.

19. The following statements pertain to the metrics (indicators or measurement criteria)
used to measure technology’s contribution to the achievement of the organization’s
mission.
 1-The metrics we have in place to measure technology use are primarily technical (e.g., system availability, response time).




 2-We are equally concerned with technical and cost efficiency of technology and collect anecdotal information about both.




 3-We formally assess technical and cost efficiency of technology using traditional financial measures.




 4-We formally assess technical, cost efficiency, and organizational effectiveness of technology using traditional financial measures and




mission-focused outcome measures.

 5-We use a multi-dimensional approach with appropriate weights given to technical, financial, mission-focused, and human resource




measures.

 Don’t know or not applicable.





20. The following statements pertain to the processes used to measure technology’s
contribution to the achievement of the organization’s mission.
 1-We have no processes, or sporadic or disorganized processes we use to gather data on technology use. We do not use the data to take




action.

 2-We have limited, informal processes in place to gather, review, and take action on technology data.




 3-We are starting to put formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures.




 4-We have formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures.




 5-We have formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures. These measures are




extended to our partner organizations (e.g., funders, clients, and collaborating organizations).

 Don’t know or not applicable.
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Strategy, IT, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) Alignment Survey
21. The following statements pertain to the use of organizational indicators to measure the
value of technology toward the achievement of mission-focused outcomes, the changes in
behavior, attitudes, condition, knowledge and/or skills of the people and groups that you
serve, changes that are directly related to your mission or purpose.
 1-We do not measure the achievement of mission-focused outcomes, or do so on an ad-hoc basis.




 2-We are concerned with output measurement, such as the number of clients served or programs implemented, at the program level only.




We have limited or no formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures.

 3-We use traditional outcome measures, such changes in behaviors, attitudes, condition, knowledge or status, to assess the achievement




of our mission. We are starting to have formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures.

 4-We formally measure the value of our work based on the changes our participants, groups, and communities achieve relative to the




social values that are in our mission statement. We have formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of
our measures and to assess contributions across programs and organizational divisions.

 5-We use a multi-dimensional approach to measurement with appropriate weights given to stakeholder engagement, capacity, activities,




outputs, and short-, intermediate-and long-term outcome indicators. We have formal feedback processes in place to review and take action
based on the results of our measures. These indicators (and resulting data) are extended to our external partners (e.g., funders, clients,
collaborating organizations).

 Don't know or not applicable





22. The following statements pertain to the use of integrated technology and organizational
indicators to measure technology's contribution to the achievement of mission-focused
outcomes.
 1-We do not measure the contribution of technology to the achievement of mission-focused outcomes, or do so on an as-needed basis.




 2-The outcome measurements for technology and the mission-focused activities of the organization are not linked. We have limited or no




formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures.

 3-The outcome measurements for technology and the mission-focused activities of the organization are starting to be linked and




formalized. We are also starting to have formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures.

 4-We formally link the outcome measurements of technology and the mission-focused activities of the organization. We have formal




feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures and to assess contributions across programs and
departments.

 5-We use a multi-dimensional approach with appropriate weight given to technology and mission-focused outcome measures. We have




formal feedback processes in place to review and take action based on the results of our measures. These measures are extended to our
external partners (e.g., funders, clients, collaborating organizations).

 Don't know or not applicable
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23. The following statements pertain to the use of service level agreements (SLAs), which
are formal negotiated contracts that define the technology services being offered by the
technology management staff to the rest of the organization:
 1-We do not use SLAs or do so sporadically.




 2-We have SLAs which are primarily technically oriented (response time, length of computer downtime, etc.), between the technology




manager and specific programs.

 3-We have SLAs which are both technically oriented and relationship-oriented (user/customer satisfaction, the technology manager’s




commitment to the organization, etc.) that are between the technology manager and specific programs and also emerging across the
organization.

 4-We have SLAs which are both technically-oriented and relationship-oriented, between the technology manager and specific programs




as well as organization-wide.

 5-We have SLAs which are both technically-oriented and relationship-oriented, between the technology manager and specific programs




as well as organization-wide and with our external collaborating organizations.

 Don't know or not applicable





24. The following statements pertain to benchmarking practices, which involve setting
thresholds in desired outcomes, (i.e. 70% of eight graders will not have tried alcohol) as
measuring points prior to implementing a strategy.
Informal benchmarking practices include brief, random interviews, literature searches,
company visits, etc., while formal benchmarking practices include environmental
scanning, structured interviews, data gathering and analysis, and determining best
practices.
 1-We seldom or never perform either informal or formal benchmarking.




 2-We occasionally or routinely perform informal benchmarking.




 3-We occasionally perform formal benchmarking and seldom take action based on the findings.




 4-We routinely perform formal benchmarking and usually take action based on the findings.




 5-We routinely perform formal benchmarking and have a regulated process in place to take action and measure changes.




 Don't know or not applicable
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25. The following statements pertain to the extent of assessment and review of technology
investments.
 1-We do not formally assess and/or review technology investments.




 2-We assess and/or review only after we have an organization or technology problem (i.e., failed technology project or organizational




program).

 3-Assessments and/or reviews of technology investments are becoming routine occurrences.




 4-We routinely assess and/or review technology investments and have a formal process in place to make changes based on the results.




 5-We routinely assess and/or review technology investments and have a formal process in place to make changes based on the results and




measure the impact of changes. Our external collaborative partners are included in the process.

 Don't know or not applicable





26. The following statements pertain to the extent to which technology/organization
continuous improvement practices (e.g., feedback loops, quality circles, quality reviews)
and effectiveness measures are in place.
 1-We do not have any continuous improvement practices in place.




 2-We have a few continuous improvement practices in place, but no effectiveness measures are in place.




 3-We have a few continuous improvement practices in place and the use of effectiveness measures is emerging.




 4-We have many continuous improvement practices in place and we frequently measure their effectiveness.




 5-We have well established continuous improvement practices and effectiveness measures in place.




 Don't know or not applicable





27. The demonstrated contribution that technology has made to the accomplishment of
the organization’s mission is:
 1-Very weak.




 2-Somewhat weak.




 3-Neither weak nor strong.




 4-Somewhat strong.




 5-Very strong.




 Don't know or not applicable
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Technology Governance Effectiveness and Maturity

The next 9 survey items assess the governance in your organization as it relates to technology maturity and
effectiveness. Each survey item is followed by several statements.
Choose the one statement after each item that best describes technology and your organization.

28. How is technology organized in your organization?
 Centralized – One person manages all the technology and tells everyone how to use it.




 Decentralized – Everyone manages their own technology.




 Matrixed – Everyone collaborates to decide on hardware, software, networks, and functions.




 Federated/Hybrid – One person or team manages hardware and maintenance, but everyone chooses software and functions of their




technology.

 Don’t know or not applicable




Other (please describe)

29. The following statements pertain to overall organizational strategic planning with
participation by technology personnel.
 1-We do no formal organizational strategic planning or, if it is done, it is done on an as-needed basis.




 2-We do formal organizational strategic planning at the program level with little participation by technology personnel.




 3-We do formal organizational strategic planning at the program level with some participation by technology staff. There is some inter



organizational planning.

 4-We do formal organizational strategic planning at the program level and across the organization with shared participation of




technology and other organization staff.

 5-We do formal organizational strategic planning at the program level and across the organization with participation of all staff and our




external collaborating partner organizations.

 Don’t know or not applicable.
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30. The following statements pertain to strategic technology planning with wholeorganization participation.
 1-We do no formal strategic technology planning or, if it is done, it is done on an as-needed basis.




 2-We do formal strategic technology planning at the program level with slight participation from the whole organization.




 3- We do formal strategic technology planning at the program level with some participation from the whole organization. There is some




inter-organizational planning.

 4-We do formal strategic technology planning at the program level and across the organization with whole-organization participation.




 5-We do formal strategic technology planning at the program level, across the organization, and with our external collaborating partner




organizations.

 Don’t know or not applicable.





31. The following statements pertain to technology budgeting. Our technology
expenditures and technology personnel are budgeted as a(n):
 1-Line item or cost center, with erratic/inconsistent/irregular/changeable spending.




 2-Line item or cost center, by program.




 3-Line item or cost center with some projects treated as investments.




 4-Investment toward the mission.




 5-Income or growth center, where technology generates income, membership, or capacity for the organization.




 Don’t know or not applicable





32. The following statements pertain to technology investment decisions. Our technology
investment decisions are primarily based on technology's ability to:
 1-Keep day-to-day operations running




 2-Reduce costs.




 3-Increase productivity and efficiency.




 4-Increase organizational effectiveness. Technology is seen as a process driver or strategy enabler.




 5-Create competitive advantage and increase achievement of mission-focused goals. Our collaborative partner organizations and clients




see value.

 Don’t know or not applicable
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33. The following statements pertain to technology steering committee(s) with participation
by technology managers and organizational leaders.
 1-We do not have formal/regular technology steering committee(s).




 2-We have a technology steering committee which meets informally on an as-needed basis.




 3-We have a formal technology steering committee, which meets somewhat regularly and have emerging effectiveness in establishing




the strategic direction of our technology use.

 4-We have formal, regular technology steering committee meetings with demonstrated effectiveness in establishing the strategic direction




of our technology use.

 5-We have formal, regular technology committee meetings with demonstrated effectiveness in establishing the strategic direction of our




technology use that involve strategic partners in sharing decision-making responsibilities.

 Don’t know or not applicable





34. The following statements pertain to how technology projects are prioritized. Our
technology project prioritization process is usually:
 1-Based on budget and what is broken




 2-In reaction to an organization or technology need.




 3-Determined by the technology lead managers.




 4-Determined by the organizational leadership.




 5-Mutually determined by technology managers and organizational leaders, with consideration of the priorities of collaborative partner




organizations when appropriate.

 Don’t know or not applicable





35. The following statements pertain to how internal stakeholders (staff, board, volunteers,
clients) are involved in technology decision-making:
 1-No internal stakeholders (staff, board, volunteers, clients) are involved in technology decision-making




 2-Internal stakeholders occasionally give general input into technology decisions.




 3-Internal stakeholders regularly give general input into technology decisions.




 4-Internal stakeholders regularly give specific, detailed input into technology decisions.




 5-Internal stakeholders always give specific, detailed input into technology decisions.




 Don’t know or not applicable.
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36. The following statements pertain to how external stakeholders (funders, regulatory
bodies, local leaders, collaborative partner organizations) are involved in technology
decision-making.
 1-No external stakeholders (funders, regulatory bodies, local leaders, collaborative partner organizations) are involved in technology




decision-making.

 2-External stakeholders occasionally give general input into technology decisions.




 3-External stakeholders regularly give general input into technology decisions.




 4-External stakeholders regularly give specific, detailed input into technology decisions.




 5-External stakeholders always give specific, detailed input into technology decisions.




 Don’t know or not applicable.
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Partnership and Collaboration

The next 6 survey items assess the maturity/effectiveness of the collaboration between technology staff and other staff in
your organization. Each survey item is followed by several statements.
Choose the one statement after each item that best describes technology and your organization.

37. Investment in technology personnel and services is perceived by the organization as:
 1-A cost of doing business.




 2-Emerging as an asset.




 3-A fundamental enabler of future organizational activity.




 4-A fundamental driver of future organizational activity.




 5-Including an important partner in the organization in bringing value to the organization.




 Don’t know or not applicable





38. The following statements pertain to the role of technology in organizational strategic
planning.
 1-Technology does not have a role.




 2-Technology is used to enable organizational processes.




 3-Technology is used to drive organizational processes.




 4-Technology is used to enable or drive organizational strategy.




 5-Technology co-adapts with other organizational staff to enable/drive strategic objectives.




 Don’t know or not applicable





39. The following statements pertain to the extent to which technology staff and other
organizational staff share the risks and rewards (e.g., bonuses, recognition) associated
with technology-based initiatives (i.e., a project is late and over budget because of
organizational requirement changes).
 1-Technology staff takes all the risks and does not receive any of the rewards or benefits.




 2-Technology takes most of the risks with little reward.




 3-Sharing of risks and rewards is emerging.




 4-Risks and rewards are always shared.




 5-Risks and rewards are always shared and we have formal compensation and reward systems in place that induce all managers to take




risks.

 Don’t know or not applicable
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40. To what extent are there formal processes in place that focus on enhancing the
partnership relationships that exist between technology staff and other organizational staff
(e.g., cross-functional teams, training, risk/reward sharing):
 1-We don’t manage our relationships.




 2-We manage our relationships on an as-needed basis.




 3-We have defined programs to manage our relationships, but technology or other staff do not always comply with them. Conflict is seen




as creative rather than disruptive.

 4-We have defined programs to manage our relationships and all organizational staff comply with them.




 5-We have defined programs to manage our relationships, all organizational staff comply with them, and we are continuously improving




them.

 Don’t know or not applicable





41. The following statements pertain to sponsors/ champions of technology initiatives:
 1-Technology initiatives do not usually have a senior level sponsor/champion.




 2-Technology initiatives often only have a senior level technology sponsor/champion.




 3-Technology intiatives often have a senior level technology leader and an organizational leader as sponsors/champions at the program




level.

 4-Technology initiatives often have a senior level technology leader and an organizational leader as sponsors/champions at the




corporate level.

 5-Technology initiatives nearly always have a senior level technology leader and the executive director/CEO as the sponsors/champions.




 Don’t know or not applicable





42. The following statements pertain to the organization’s level of collaboration with
internal and external stakeholders.
 1-Our organization generally does not practice or encourage collaboration.




 2-Technology staff and other organizational staff collaborate among programs and internal functions occasionally.




 3-Technology staff and other organizational staff collaborate among programs and internal functions regularly.




 4-Technology staff and other organizational staff collaborate occasionally with each other and with other organizations.




 5- Technology staff and other organizational staff collaborate regularly with each other and other organizations.




 Don’t know or not applicable
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Technology Infrastructure Scope and Architecture

The next 6 items assess the maturity/effectiveness of the elements that comprise the scope and architecture
(arrangement and organization) of technology in your organization. Each survey item is followed by several statements.
Choose the one statement after each item that best describes technology and your organization.

43. The following statements pertain to your organization's scope of technology systems.
Our primary systems are:
 1-Traditional office support (e.g., accounting, word processing, data management)




 2-Transaction-oriented (e.g., e-mail, internal webinars and electronic training, membership database), as well as some of the systems




described above.

 3-Administrative process enablers (Technology supports organizational process change, e.g., informational web site, e-commerce,




electronic marketing), as well as some of the systems described above.

 4-Administrative process drivers (Technology is a catalyst for organizational process change, e.g., social media, web-based education




programs), as well as some of the systems described above.

 5-Organization strategy enablers/drivers (Technology is a catalyst for changes in the organization’s overall strategy, e.g., online advocacy,




social media community), as well as some of the systems described above.

 Don’t know or not applicable





44. The following statements pertain to the creation, use, and compliance with technology
standards and policies. Our technology standards and policies are:
 1-Non-existent or not enforced.




 2-Defined and enforced at the department or program level but not across different programs and departments.




 3-Defined and enforced at the department or program level with emerging coordination across programs and departments.




 4-Defined and enforced across programs and departments.




 5-Defined and enforced across departments, and with joint coordination among our strategic, collaborative partners/alliances.




 Don’t know or not applicable
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45. The following statements pertain to the scope of architectural integration, or shared
relationships between different elements of your technology systems, like computer
networks, hardware, and software. The components of our technology infrastructure are:
 1-Not well integrated.




 2-Integrated at the program or department with emerging integration across programs or departments.




 3-Integrated across programs or departments.




 4-Integrated across programs or departments and our strategic collaborative partner organizations/alliances.




 5-Evolving with our collaborative partner organizations/alliances.




 Don’t know or not applicable





46. The following statements pertain to the scope of your technology infrastructure's
flexibility to organizational and technology changes. Our technology infrastructure is
viewed as:
 1-A utility providing the basic technology services at minimum cost.




 2-Emerging as driven by the requirements of the current organizational strategy.




 3-Driven by the requirements of the current organizational strategy.




 4-Emerging as a resource to enable fast response to changes in the environment or community.




 5-A resource to enable and drive fast response to changes in the environment or community.




 Don’t know or not applicable
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47. Internal technology tools and systems are those that enable you to process
information primarily within your organization. How many different types of the following
external technology tools does your organization use on a regular basis:
Hard-wired network, wireless network, desktop computer, laptop computer, tablet
computer, desktop printer, network printer, scanner, smart phones, internal e-mail,
electronic conferencing, integrated communication applications, private-access cloud
servers and web-based applications, productivity software, accounting software,
collaboration software, membership database, etc.?
 1- None




 2- 1 to 3




 3- 4 to 6




 4- 7 to 9




 5- 10 or more




 Don’t know or not applicable





48. External technology tools and systems are those that enable you to exchange
information outside of your organization. How many different types of the following
external technology tools does your organization use on a regular basis?
Bulk e-mail distribution, organizational website, banner ads, online progress reporting,
online grant submission, collaboration software, e-commerce, fundraising, social
networking, text blasts, instant messaging, media sharing (photo, music, video), electronic
meetings, blogging or microblogging, volunteer matching, etc.?
 1- None




 2- 1 to 3




 3- 4 to 6




 4- 7 to 9




 5- 10 or more




 Don’t know or not applicable
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Human Resources and Skills

The next 9 survey items assess the maturity/effectiveness of your organization's technology skills and ability to secure
staff and volunteers with appropriate technology skills. Each survey item is followed by several statements.
Choose the one statement after each item that best describes technology and your organization.

49. The following statements pertain to the extent to which organization leadership, both
the board and CEO, has tacit knowledge about technology, in other words, they
understand how specific technology tools work.
 1. Leadership knows nothing about technology.




 2. Leadership has limited knowledge about technology, how to manage technology applications, how to develop technology systems, or




how to find out more about technology.

 3. Leadership has sufficient knowledge about technology, how to manage technolgoy applications, how to develop technology systems,




or how to find out more about technology.

 4. Leadership has expertise related to technology, how to manage technology applications, how to develop technology systems, or how




to find out more about technology.

 5. Leadership is able to teach others about technology, how to manage technology applications, how to develop technology systems, or




how to find out more about technology.

 Don’t know or not applicable





50. The following statements pertain to the extent to which organization leadership, both
the Board and CEO, has explicit knowledge about technology, in other words, they have
experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.
 1. Leadership does not have experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 2. Leadership has limited experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 3. Leadership has a good deal of experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 4. Leadership has extensive experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 5. Leadership is able to teach others how to use technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 Don’t know or not applicable
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51. The following statements pertain to the extent to which organization staff (other than
the CEO/Executive Director) have tacit knowledge about technology, in other words, they
understand how specific technology tools work.
 1. All or most staff members know nothing about technology.




 2. All or most staff members have limited knowledge about technology, how to manage technology applications, how to develop




technology systems, or how to find out more about technology.

 3. All or most staff members have sufficient knowledge about technology, how to manage technology applications, how to develop




technology systems, or how to find out more about technology.

 4. All or most staff members have at least one area of expertise related to technology, how to manage technology applications, how to




develop technology systems, or how to find out more about technology.

 5. All or most staff members are able to teach others about at least one area of technology, how to manage technology applications,




how to develop technology systems, or how to find out more about technology.

 Don’t know or not applicable





52. The following statements pertain to the extent to which organization staff (other than
the CEO/Executive Director) have explicit knowledge about technology, in other words,
they have experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.
 1. All or most staff members do not have experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 2. All or most staff members have limited experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 3. All or most staff members have a good deal of experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 4. All or most staff members extensive experience in using technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 5. All or most staff members are able to teach others how to use technology to manage projects and solve problems.




 Don’t know or not applicable





53. The following statements pertain to opportunities for employees to build technology
skills in order to best serve in their primary role, program, or department. The organization:
 1-Does not provide opportunities to build technology skills necessary to do one’s primary job.




 2-Provides informal training opportunities on an as-needed basis.




 2-Provides specific formal training opportunities that are dependent on the program or department.




 3-Provides formal training programs that are practiced by all programs or departments.




 4-Provides formal training programs that are both department-specific and delivered across all programs or departments and across the




organization.

 5-Ensures that opportunities to learn necessary skills and explore new technologies are formally and informally available across the




organization and with collaborative partner organizations /alliances.

 Don’t know or not applicable
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54. The following statements pertain to opportunities for employees to build technology
skills and learn about and support services outside of their primary role, program, or
department (e.g., database managers trained in program delivery functions, program
managers trained in social media implementation) using programs such as workshops,
cross training and job rotation. The organization:
 1-Does not provide opportunities to build technology skills and learn about support services outside the employee’s department or




program.

 2-Provides training opportunities that are dependent on the program or department or on an as-needed basis.




 3-Provides formal training programs that are practiced by all programs or departments.




 4-Provides formal training programs that are practiced by all programs or departments and across the organization.




 5-Ensures that opportunities are formally and informally available across the organization and with collaborative partner




organizations /alliances.

 Don’t know or not applicable





55. The following statements pertain to career crossover opportunities among technology
and other organizational personnel, including volunteers.
 1-Job transfers and job sharing rarely or never occur.




 2-Job transfers and job sharing occasionally occur within programs or departments.




 3-Job transfers and job sharing regularly occur for management level positions usually at the program or department level.




 4-Job transfers and job sharing regularly occur for all position levels and within the program or department level.




 5-Job transfers and job sharing regularly occur for all position levels, within the program or department, and at the corporate level.




 Don’t know or not applicable





56. The following statements pertain to the organization’s ability to attract and retain the
best qualified technical professionals who have an appropriate balance of technical,
programmatic, and/or clinical skills.
 1-There is no formal program to retain technology professionals. Recruiting demands are filled ineffectively.




 2-Technology-area hiring is focused on technical expertise.




 3-Technology-area hiring is focused equally on finding professionals with technical and programmatic and/or clinical expertise. Retention




programs are in place.

 4-Formal programs are in place to attract and retain the best technology professionals who have a balance of technical and




programmatic and/or clinical skills.

 5-Effective programs are in place to attract and retain the best technology professionals who have extensive technical and programmatic




and/or clinical skills.

 Don’t know or not applicable
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57. The following statements pertain to the organization’s ability to attract and retain
volunteers who are technologically competent:
 1-There is no formal program to recruit and retain volunteers for specific roles. We take whoever shows up and put them to work.




 2-We only require volunteers to pass a background check.




 3-We require a minimum set of skills (typing, filing) from all volunteers.




 4-We have a volunteer application and screening process and try to match skills with tasks, and we provide technology training that is




specific to volunteer tasks.

 5-We recruit volunteers who have the skills and experience to do specific technology tasks, and we provide technology training so that




they can expand their skills.

 Don’t know or not applicable
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Organizational Culture
The next 10 survey items assess your organization's culture, or values and behaviors that contribute to its unique social
environment. Each survey item is followed by several statements.
Choose the one statement after each item that best describes the culture of your organization.

58. The following statements pertain to the extent that the organization fosters an
innovative, entrepreneurial environment. Entrepreneurship and innovation are:
 1-Discouraged.




 2-Moderately encouraged at the program or department level.




 3-Strongly encouraged at the program or department level.




 4-Strongly encouraged at the program or department and corporate levels.




 5-Strongly encouraged at the program or department, corporate level, and with collaborative partner organizations/alliances.




 Don’t know or not applicable





59. The following statements pertain to the extent that external stakeholders (funders,
policymakers, collaborative partners, etc.) encourage innovation:
 1-Innovation is discouraged, and status-quo is encouraged.




 2-Innovation is moderately encouraged by a few external stakeholders.




 3-Innovation is moderately encouraged by a majority of external stakeholders.




 4-Innovation is strongly encouraged by a few external stakeholders.




 5-Innovation is strongly encouraged by a majority of external stakeholders.




 Don’t know or not applicable





60. The following statements pertain to the cultural locus of power in making decisions
about technology. Our important technology decisions are made by:
 1-Organization leaders (board/CEO) or technology leaders at the corporate level only.




 2-Organization leaders (board/CEO) or technology leaders at corporate level with emerging program- or department- level influence.




 3-Organization leaders at corporate and program/department levels, with emerging shared influence from technology leaders.




 4-Organization and technology leaders across the organization with input from program and department and staff




 5-Organization and technology leaders across the organization with input from program and department staff and collaborative partners.




 Don’t know/not applicable
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61. The following statements pertain to the interpersonal climate (e.g., confidence, respect,
cooperation) that exists between technology staff and the staff of programs/departments
in your organization.
 1-There is minimum interaction between technology staff and other areas of the organization.




 2-The association is primarily an “arm’s length” transactional style of relationship.




 3- Confidence, respect and cooperation among technology staff and other programs/departments are emerging.




 4- Confidence, respect and cooperation among technology staff and other programs/departments are demonstrated on a regular basis.




 5- Confidence, respect and cooperation are demonstrated on a regular basis across the organization and extended to external




stakeholders.

 Don’t know/not applicable





62. The following statements pertain to perceived trust and value between technology staff
and the rest of the organization.
 1-There is a sense of conflict and mistrust between technology staff and the rest of the organization.




 2-The association is one of neutral service provision.




 3-Technology staff are perceived as adding value to the organization.




 4-The association is primarily a long-term partnership style of relationship with shared understandings




 5-The association is one of trust, long-term partnership, and shared commitment to the organization's mission.




 Don’t know or not applicable





63. The following statements pertain to the perceptions held of learning in your
organization.
 1-Learning is not encouraged. Staff and volunteers in our organization are unwilling to learn new things.




 2-Learning is viewed as a requirement. Leaders, staff and volunteers are willing to learn behaviors and skills they can use immediately in




their roles.

 3-Learning is viewed as adding value. Leaders, staff and volunteers ask questions, evaluate what they know and need to know, and put




what they’ve learned into practice outside of their primary role.

 4-Learning is viewed as an investment. Leaders, staff and volunteers value learning opportunities, pursue new opportunities in order to




make themselves and the organization more effective.

 5-Learning is viewed as part of the mission. Leaders, staff and volunteers view learning as a way to make the community a better place.




 Don't know or not applicable
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64. The following statements pertain to your organization’s readiness for change.
 1-We tend to resist change.




 2-We recognize the need for change and change readiness programs are emerging.




 3-Change readiness programs providing training and necessary skills to implement change are in place at the program/department level.




 4-Change readiness programs are in place at program/department and organization levels.




 5-Change readiness programs are in place across the organization and we are proactive in learning about and anticipating change.




 Don’t know or not applicable





65. The following statements pertain to the level of disruption caused by organizational and
technology changes (e.g., implementation of a new technology, organizational process,
new partnership). Most of the time, a change is:
 1-Not readily transparent or planned for (very disruptive).




 2-Transparent and planned for at the program/department level only.




 3-Transparent and planned for at the program/department level and emerging across all remote, branch, and mobile locations.




 4-Transparent and planned for across the entire organization.




 5-Transparent and planned for across the organization and with our collaborative partner organizations/alliances




 Don't know or not applicable.





66. The ability of technology staff and tools to react/respond quickly to the organization’s
changing needs is:
 1-Very weak.




 2-Somewhat weak.




 3-Neither weak nor strong.




 4-Somewhat strong.




 5-Very strong.




 Don't know or not applicable
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67. The ability of organization staff and volunteers to react/respond quickly to technology
changes in the organization is:
 1-Very weak.




 2-Somewhat weak.




 3-Neither weak nor strong.




 4-Somewhat strong.




 5-Very strong.




 Don’t know or not applicable
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A Summary Question about Strategic Alignment Maturity
68. You have answered many different questions related to alignment, or coordination of
technology with the goals, strategies, and processes used to meet your mission.
After answering these questions, where would you place your organization on the
following scale in terms of its level of technology alignment?
 Level 1-No alignment: The organization is struggling to keep up with technology strategy and infrastructure.




 Level 2-Beginning alignment:The organization has basic systems in place, but no plan for maintenance or growth.




 Level 3– Establishing processes: The organization has a stable technology infrastructure, solid equipment and software, and strong




policies, but technology is not used strategically to help meet the mission.

 Level 4-Improving processes: The organization anticipates and meets technology needs, technology staff is involved in strategic




planning, and technology is used to help internal and external functions.

 Level 5-Optimal processes: A percentage of budget is dedicated to technology, existing technologies are evaluated for mission and




revenue impact, and new technologies are explored for future use.

 Don’t know or not applicable
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Performance Measurement
This section of the survey focuses on how you measure whether your organization is meeting its mission. The following 8
survey items describe different elements that are involved in the process of an organization doing its work of creating
positive change in individuals, families, and communities. The elements are shown in the image below.

First you will be asked about stakeholder engagement, capacity, activities, and outputs. On the next page you will be
asked about outcomes.
Please read the definitions of each element and select the response that best describes where your organization
performs in terms of that element, and how you perceive technology as influencing that performance.
For each survey item, choose one response that best describes your organization’s performance

69. Stakeholder engagement A stakeholder is any individual or group who is affected by or
can affect an organization’s work. Stakeholder engagement is an organization’s direct
actions to enlist and sustain the involvement of stakeholders in strategic planning,
implementation, and measurement of the organization’s mission, goals, activities, and
outcomes.
(Examples of stakeholder engagement include educating and recruiting key decisionmakers to work with the organization; building collaborative relationships; hosting
information-sharing, networking, or planning sessions; and communicating progress.)
Please select the response that describes the extent to which you engage stakeholders in
the work of the organization.
 1 – We do not engage any stakeholders in planning and implementing our programs and strategies. The staff does all the work.




 2 – We engage internal stakeholders only, such as our board, volunteers, and clients, in planning and implementing our programs and




strategies.

 3 – We engage internal stakeholders, such as our board, volunteers, and clients, as well as external stakeholders, such as funders, other




nonprofit organizations, schools, governmental agencies, and local businesses, in planning and implementing our programs and strategies.

 4 – We engage both internal and external stakeholders, and we are continually looking for new stakeholders to help us with our work.




 We don’t measure or monitor stakeholder engagement.




 I don’t know.
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70. In your efforts to engage stakeholders over the past year, to what extent have
technology tools affected the efficiency, cost effectiveness, quantity, quality, and
stakeholder satisfaction of your efforts?
Do not use

Reduced

Reduced

Did not

Helped

Helped a

a great deal

somewhat

affect

somewhat

great deal

Efficiency
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Quality
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technology for

Don't know

this purpose.

71. Capacity is the collection of factors that contribute to an organization’s effectiveness.
In other words, does the organization have what it needs, or sufficient capacity to do its
important work?
(Examples of capacity include the level of sufficiency of an organization’s financial health,
staff, volunteers, equipment, space, education and skills to do the work that needs to be
done to achieve its mission.)
Please select the response that describes your organization’s capacity to do its work.
 1 – We do not have the capacity to do the work that needs to be done. We are struggling to keep our organization running.




 2 – We have low capacity to do the work that needs to be done. Much is lacking in terms of funding, staff, volunteers, equipment, space,




and/or skills to accomplish day-to-day tasks.

 3 – We have sufficient capacity to do the work that needs to be done. We have the basic resources necessary to accomplish our goals.




 4 – We have abundant capacity to do the work that needs to be done. We have the resources necessary to accomplish our existing goals,




as well as resources to invest in new opportunities.

 We don’t measure or monitor capacity.




 I don’t know.
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72. In your efforts to build your organization's capacity (e.g. raise funds, manage finances,
recruit staff and volunteers, build partnerships, train staff, track client participation) over
the past year, to what extent have technology tools affected the efficiency, cost
effectiveness, quantity, quality, and board/staff/volunteer satisfaction of these efforts?
Do not use

Reduced

Reduced

Did not

Helped

Helped a

a great deal
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affect

somewhat
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Efficiency
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Don't know

this purpose.
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73. Activities, also known as programs and/or strategies, are the actions that an
organization does to intervene with clients or participants in order to help them achieve a
positive change that is related to the organization’s mission.
(Examples of activities include education, training, recreation, media or advocacy
campaigns, information distribution, cultural exhibits and treatment interventions.)
Please select the response that describes the extent to which you provide activities in your
community that are related to your mission.
 1 – We do not implement any activities that are related to our mission.




 2 – We implement a few mission-related activities every year, but not as many as we should in order to achieve our goals.




 3 – We implement sufficient mission-related activities to achieve our goals.




 4 – We implement many mission-related activities over the course of a year, we surpass our goals, and we are planning to expand the




number and/or scope of our activities.

 We don’t measure or monitor activities.




 I don’t know.
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74. In your efforts to implement activities over the past year, to what extent have
technology tools affected the efficiency, cost effectiveness, quantity, quality, and
participant satisfaction of these efforts?
Reduced

Reduced

Did not

Helped

Helped a

a great deal

somewhat

affect

somewhat

great deal

Efficiency

























Cost Effectiveness
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Quality
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Do not use
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this purpose.

Don't know

















































































































































Satisfaction

75. Outputs are the products, goods, and services created by the organization and/or
provided to participants of a program or intervention, usually reported by units of service
produced.
(Examples of outputs include the number of activities produced such as workshops
delivered, campaigns implemented, or exhibits installed, as well as the number of
participants such as youth successfully graduating from a program, clients completing a
treatment plan, community members participating in an activism event, or visitors
interacting with an exhibit.)
Please select the response that describes the extent to which your organization produces
outputs related to your mission.
 1 -- We do not produce any mission-related outputs.




 2 -- We produce a few outputs, but not enough to achieve our goals.




 3-- We produce sufficient outputs to achieve our goals. For example, we provide educational programs to all third grade students in the




county, or attendance at our events is as high as we anticipate.

 4 – Our outputs generally exceed our goals in terms of the number and scope of individuals or groups we serve.




 We don’t measure or monitor outputs.




 I don’t know
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76. In your efforts to generate outputs over the past year, to what extent have technology
tools affected the efficiency, cost effectiveness, quantity, quality, and participant
satisfaction of these efforts?
Reduced
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Did not
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Helped a
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somewhat

great deal

Efficiency
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Outcome Measurement
This section of the survey continues to focus on how you measure whether your organization is meeting its mission. The
following 6 survey items describe different elements that are involved in the results of an organization doing its work of
creating positive change in individuals, families, and communities. The elements are again shown in the image below.

On this page you will be asked about outcomes, the changes that take place in participants or communities after they
are involved in an organization's activities and strategies. Referring to the diagram above, outcomes are the results of the
stakeholder engagement, capacity, activities, and outputs of the organization.
Mission-focused outcomes are changes that are directly related to the social values that an organization promotes or
works toward, such as self-sufficiency, safety, or health.
Please read the definitions of each element and select the response that best describes where your organization
performs in terms of that element, and how you perceive technology as influencing that performance.
For each survey item, choose one response that best describes your organization’s performance
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77. Short-term outcomes are changes in knowledge, skills, or attitudes that are most
closely related to the program’s activities and outputs. These outcomes are apparent a
short time (within a year) after completing an activity.
Examples of short-term outcomes include understanding the signs of bullying,
overcoming triggers for wanting to smoke, or adopting a “green” perspective on
shopping.)
To what extent do the individuals or groups served by your organization achieve shortterm outcomes related to your mission and goals?
 (1 – None of the individuals or groups served by my organization has achieved any short-term, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




knowledge, skills or attitudes) within a year of participation.

 2 – Less than 20% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved short-term, mission-focused outcomes (changes




in knowledge, skills or attitudes) within a year of participation.

 3 – 21-40% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved short-term, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




knowledge, skills or attitudes) within a year of participation.

 4 – 41-60% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved short-term, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




knowledge, skills or attitudes) within a year of participation.

 5 – 61-80% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved short-term, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




knowledge, skills or attitudes) within a year of participation.

 6 – 81-100% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved short-term, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




knowledge, skills or attitudes) within a year of participation.

 We don’t measure or monitor short-term outcomes.




 I don’t know.





78. How much has your organization’s use of technology influenced your
clients’/participants’/target groups’ achievement of short-term outcomes (changes in
knowledge, skills or attitudes)?
 1 – Not at all. Our use of technology has had no influence on changes in our clients’/participants’ knowledge, skills, or attitudes.




 2 – A little bit. Our use of technology has had a little bit of influence on changes in our clients’/participants’/target groups’ knowledge,




skills, or attitudes.

 3 – Somewhat. Our use of technology has had some influence on changes in our clients’/participants’/target groups’ knowledge, skills, or




attitudes.

 4 – A great deal. Our use of technology has had a great deal of influence on changes in our clients’/participants’/target groups’




knowledge, skills, or attitudes.

 5 – Exclusively. Our use of technology has been the primary reason people have engaged with us and have experienced changes in




knowledge, skills, or attitudes.

 I don’t know.
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79. Intermediate outcomes are changes in behavior that result from short-term outcomes.
Intermediate outcomes emerge between 1 and 3 years after a person completes an
activity.
(Examples of intermediate outcomes are behaviors such as solving problems peacefully,
quitting smoking, or voluntarily reducing, reusing and recycling.)
To what extent do the individuals or groups served by your organization achieve
intermediate outcomes related to your mission and goals?
 1 – None of the individuals or groups served by my organization has achieved any intermediate, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




behavior) in the past 1-3 years.

 2 – Less than 20% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved intermediate, mission-focused outcomes




(changes in behavior) in the past 1-3 years.

 3 – 21-40% of the clients or groups served by my organization have achieved intermediate, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




behavior) in the past 1-3 years.

 4 – 41-60% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved intermediate, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




behavior) in the past 1-3 years.

 5 – 61-80% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved intermediate, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




behavior) in the past 1-3 years.

 6 – 81-100% of the individuals or groups served by my organization have achieved intermediate, mission-focused outcomes (changes in




behavior) in the past 1-3 years.

 We don’t measure or monitor intermediate outcomes.




 I don’t know.





80. How much has your organization’s use of technology influenced your
clients’/participants’/target groups’ achievement of intermediate outcomes (changes in
behavior)?
 1 – Not at all. Our use of technology has had no influence on changes in our clients’/participants’/target groups’ behavior.




 2 – A little bit. Our use of technology has had a little bit of influence on changes in our clients’/participants’/target groups’ behavior.




 3 – Somewhat. Our use of technology has had some influence on changes in our clients’/participants’/target groups’ behavior.




 4 – A great deal. Our use of technology has had a great deal of influence on changes in our clients’/participants’/target groups’ behavior.




 5 – Exclusively. Our use of technology has been the primary reason people have engaged with us and changed their behavior.




 I don’t know.
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81. Long-term outcomes , or impacts, are fundamental changes that occur in the condition
or status of individuals, groups, or communities. Long-term outcomes usually emerge 3 or
more years after a group of people completes an activity, and the outcomes are usually
sustained over a period of time.
(Examples of long-term outcomes are reduced annual incidence of bullying in a school
corporation, reductions in tobacco-related illnesses in a community, or a company’s
reduced carbon footprint.)
To what extent have the individuals, groups, or community(ies) you serve achieved longterm outcomes related to your mission and goals?
 1 – None of the individuals, groups, or community(ies) served by my organization have achieved any long-term, mission-focused




outcomes (sustained changes in status or condition) over the past 3-5 years.

 2 – Less than 20% of the individuals, groups, or community(ies) served by my organization have achieved long-term, mission-focused




outcomes (sustained changes in status or condition) over the past 3-5 years.

 3 – 21-40% of the individuals, groups, or community(ies) served by my organization have achieved long-term, mission-focused outcomes




(sustained changes in status or condition) over the past 3-5 years.

 4 – 41-60% of the individuals, groups, or community(ies) served by my organization have achieved long-term, mission-focused outcomes




(sustained changes in status or condition) over the past 3-5 years.

 5 – 61-80% of the individuals, groups, or community(ies) served by my organization have achieved long-term, mission-focused outcomes




(sustained changes in status or condition) over the past 3-5 years.

 6 – 81-100% of the individuals, groups, or community(ies) served by my organization have achieved long-term, mission-focused outcomes




(sustained changes in status or condition) over the past 3-5 years.

 We don’t measure or monitor long-term outcomes.




 I don’t know.
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82. How much has your organization’s use of technology influenced your
clients’/participants’/target groups’ achievement of long-term outcomes (changes in
condition or status)?
 1 – Not at all. Our use of technology has had no influence on changes in the status or condition of the clients/participants, target groups




or community(ies) we serve.

 2 – A little bit. Our use of technology has had a little bit of influence on changes in the status or condition of the clients/participants,




target groups or community(ies) we serve.

 3 – Somewhat. Our use of technology has had some influence on changes in the status or condition of the clients/participants, target




groups or community(ies) we serve.

 4 – A great deal. Our use of technology has had a great deal of influence on changes in the status or condition of the clients/participants,




target groups or community(ies) we serve.

 5 – Exclusively. Our use of technology has been the primary reason people, groups, and or community(ies) have experienced changes in




their status or condition.

 I don’t know.
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About You
The 5 items in this section gather information about you personally. This information will be used to describe the group of
people who have responded to this survey. The information you provide will only be used in an aggregated (group) fashion,
and your responses will not be identifiable or able to be connected to you personally.

83. What is your position/title in the organization?
84. How long have you been involved with this organization?
 0-2 years





 3-5 years





 6-8 years





 9 or more years





85. What is your level of education?




































Less than

High school

College

Associate's

Bachelor's

Graduate

high school

diploma/GED

certificate

degree

degree

degree

diploma/GED

86. How would you describe your level of technology experience and expertise?
 Very little experience or skill




 Experience, but not much skill




 Experienced and skilled




 Very experienced and skilled




 Expert





87. At what level would you support your organization’s efforts to align IT with your
organization’s mission?
 I would not support it at all.




 I would be hesitant to support it.




 I would be supportive.




 I would be supportive and helpful.




 I would be very supportive and willing to champion the effort.
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88. In order to send your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report and Technology
Strategy Guide, I would like to know your name, the name of your organization, and
preferred e-mail address. Please share them below.
If you do not wish to receive these items, you do not need to share this information.
Your name:
Your preferred e-mail
address:
Your organization's name:
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Thank you very much for participating!
Thank you very much for participating in the Nonprofit IT Alignment Study. The information you shared will be used to
create a model that helps us understand how nonprofit organizations align technology with their overall strategies in ways
that will help them better meet their mission. In several weeks, you will receive an email from me that contains an
important attachment that will include:
1. Your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report, which will show you the areas in which your technology is
aligned in mission-focused ways, and areas in which you can keep working on alignment.
2. A Technology Strategy Guide, which will suggest strategies and activities you and your organization can use to
increase your level of IT/Mission Alignment.
I wish you the best in your mission-focused efforts! Again, thank you very much for contributing your time, efforts, and
expertise to this study.
If you have any questions, you are welcome to contact me at 260-243-0261 or kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu.
Sincerely,
Kelly Trusty
Project Director
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WMU Webmail Plus

ktk8904@wmich.edu

RE: URGENT - SAMM adaptation and use permission for dissertation

From : Jerry Luftman <jluftman@globaliim.com>

Thu, Oct 03, 2013 12:39 PM

Subject : RE: URGENT - SAMM adaptation and use permission for
dissertation
To : 'Kelly Ann Trusty' <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>

Jerry Luftman Ph.D.
Professor & Managing Director
Global Institute for IT Management LLC
1530 Palisade Ave, Suite 15L, Fort Lee, New Jersey 07024
Email: jluftman@globaliim.com
Office: 201-787-9509
Skype: jerry.luftman
Web: http://www.globaliim.com/
From: Kelly Ann Trusty [mailto:kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu]
Sent: Thursday, October 03, 2013 12:14 PM
To: jlu man@globaliim.com
Subject: URGENT ‐ SAMM adapta on and use permission for disserta on
Dear Dr. Luftman,
I am writing to follow up on our e-mail conversation that took place in 2011 about adapting
the SAMM for use in the nonprofit sector with a very important request.
In our conversation, you gave your permission for SAMM to be adapted and used for my
dissertation research. Unfortunately, between then and now, I experienced computer storage
failure and only have a screen capture of your last correspondence, which doesn’t provide
enough information that I had your permission to adapt and use SAMM. I had created screen
shots of each part of our conversation and pasted one into my appendix-gathering list,
intending to bring the rest of them in when I put the appendices together. The other screen
shots, of the entire conversation, were lost, as was the email archive.
I completed my investigation, my dissertation is written, and I am now pulling together my
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appendices.

Thank you in advance for your understanding, your assistance, and for supporting this work.
I look forward to hearing from you soon.

-Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs and Administration
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu
260-243-0261
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Wiley Open Access articles are also available without charge on Wiley's publishing
platform, Wiley Online Library or any successor sites.
Conditions applicable to all Wiley Open Access articles:
The authors' moral rights must not be compromised. These rights include the right of
"paternity" (also known as "attribution" - the right for the author to be identified as
such) and "integrity" (the right for the author not to have the work altered in such a
way that the author's reputation or integrity may be damaged).
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obligation of the user to ensure that any reuse complies with the copyright policies of
the owner of that content.
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purposes as permitted, a link to the appropriate bibliographic citation (authors, journal,
article title, volume, issue, page numbers, DOI and the link to the definitive published
version on Wiley Online Library) should be maintained. Copyright notices and
disclaimers must not be deleted.
Creative Commons licenses are copyright licenses and do not confer any other
rights, including but not limited to trademark or patent rights.

Any translations, for which a prior translation agreement with Wiley has not been
agreed, must prominently display the statement: "This is an unofficial translation of an
article that appeared in a Wiley publication. The publisher has not endorsed this
translation."

Conditions applicable to non-commercial licenses (CC BY-NC and CC
BY-NC-ND)
For non-commercial and non-promotional purposes individual non-commercial users
may access, download, copy, display and redistribute to colleagues Wiley Open
Access articles. In addition, articles adopting the CC BY-NC may be adapted,
translated, and text- and data-mined subject to the conditions above.
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of non-commercial Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or
marketing purposes requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be
subject to a fee. Commercial purposes include:
Copying or downloading of articles, or linking to such articles for further
redistribution, sale or licensing;
Copying, downloading or posting by a site or service that incorporates
advertising with such content;
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The inclusion or incorporation of article content in other works or services
(other than normal quotations with an appropriate citation) that is then available
for sale or licensing, for a fee (for example, a compilation produced for
marketing purposes, inclusion in a sales pack)
Use of article content (other than normal quotations with appropriate citation)
by for-profit organizations for promotional purposes
Linking to article content in e-mails redistributed for promotional, marketing or
educational purposes;
Use for the purposes of monetary reward by means of sale, resale, license, loan,
transfer or other form of commercial exploitation such as marketing products
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The modification or adaptation for any purpose of an article referencing the CC
BY-NC-ND License requires consent which can be requested from
RightsLink@wiley.com .

Other Terms and Conditions:

BY CLICKING ON THE "I AGREE..." BOX, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT
YOU HAVE READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND EACH OF THE
SECTIONS OF AND PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT
AND THAT YOU ARE IN AGREEMENT WITH AND ARE WILLING TO
ACCEPT ALL OF YOUR OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN THIS
AGREEMENT.

v1.8
If you would like to pay for this license now, please remit this license along with your
payment made payable to "COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER" otherwise you will be
invoiced within 48 hours of the license date. Payment should be in the form of a check
or money order referencing your account number and this invoice number
RLNK501127386.
Once you receive your invoice for this order, you may pay your invoice by credit card.
Please follow instructions provided at that time.
Make Payment To:
Copyright Clearance Center
Dept 001
P.O. Box 843006
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Boston, MA 02284-3006
For suggestions or comments regarding this order, contact RightsLink Customer
Support: customercare@copyright.com or +1-877-622-5543 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
Gratis licenses (referencing $0 in the Total field) are free. Please retain this printable
license for your reference. No payment is required.
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ELSEVIER LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Oct 03, 2013

This is a License Agreement between Kelly A Trusty ("You") and Elsevier ("Elsevier")
provided by Copyright Clearance Center ("CCC"). The license consists of your order details,
the terms and conditions provided by Elsevier, and the payment terms and conditions.
All payments must be made in full to CCC. For payment instructions, please see
information listed at the bottom of this form.
Supplier

Elsevier Limited
The Boulevard,Langford Lane
Kidlington,Oxford,OX5 1GB,UK

Registered Company
Number

1982084

Customer name

Kelly A Trusty

Customer address

2970 W 340 N
Angola, IN 46703

License number

3147390136899

License date

May 13, 2013

Licensed content publisher

Elsevier

Licensed content publication The Journal of Strategic Information Systems
Licensed content title

An information technology trilogy: business strategy, technological
deployment and organizational performance

Licensed content author

Anne-Marie Croteau,François Bergeron

Licensed content date

June 2001

Licensed content volume
number

10

Licensed content issue
number

2

Number of pages

23

Start Page

77

End Page

99

Type of Use

reuse in a thesis/dissertation

Portion

figures/tables/illustrations

Number of figures/tables
/illustrations

1

Format

both print and electronic

Are you the author of this
Elsevier article?

No

Will you be translating?

No

Order reference number
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Title of your
thesis/dissertation

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY AND IT/MISSION
ALIGNMENT ON NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES

Expected completion date

Dec 2013

Estimated size (number of
pages)
Elsevier VAT number

GB 494 6272 12

Permissions price

0.00 USD

VAT/Local Sales Tax

0.0 USD / 0.0 GBP

Total

0.00 USD

Terms and Conditions

INTRODUCTION
1. The publisher for this copyrighted material is Elsevier. By clicking "accept" in
connection with completing this licensing transaction, you agree that the following terms
and conditions apply to this transaction (along with the Billing and Payment terms and
conditions established by Copyright Clearance Center, Inc. ("CCC"), at the time that you
opened your Rightslink account and that are available at any time at
http://myaccount.copyright.com).
GENERAL TERMS
2. Elsevier hereby grants you permission to reproduce the aforementioned material subject to
the terms and conditions indicated.
3. Acknowledgement: If any part of the material to be used (for example, figures) has
appeared in our publication with credit or acknowledgement to another source, permission
must also be sought from that source. If such permission is not obtained then that material
may not be included in your publication/copies. Suitable acknowledgement to the source
must be made, either as a footnote or in a reference list at the end of your publication, as
follows:
“Reprinted from Publication title, Vol /edition number, Author(s), Title of article / title of
chapter, Pages No., Copyright (Year), with permission from Elsevier [OR APPLICABLE
SOCIETY COPYRIGHT OWNER].” Also Lancet special credit - “Reprinted from The
Lancet, Vol. number, Author(s), Title of article, Pages No., Copyright (Year), with
permission from Elsevier.”
4. Reproduction of this material is confined to the purpose and/or media for which
permission is hereby given.
5. Altering/Modifying Material: Not Permitted. However figures and illustrations may be
altered/adapted minimally to serve your work. Any other abbreviations, additions, deletions
and/or any other alterations shall be made only with prior written authorization of Elsevier
Ltd. (Please contact Elsevier at permissions@elsevier.com)
6. If the permission fee for the requested use of our material is waived in this instance,
please be advised that your future requests for Elsevier materials may attract a fee.
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7. Reservation of Rights: Publisher reserves all rights not specifically granted in the
combination of (i) the license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this
licensing transaction, (ii) these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions.
8. License Contingent Upon Payment: While you may exercise the rights licensed
immediately upon issuance of the license at the end of the licensing process for the
transaction, provided that you have disclosed complete and accurate details of your proposed
use, no license is finally effective unless and until full payment is received from you (either
by publisher or by CCC) as provided in CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions. If
full payment is not received on a timely basis, then any license preliminarily granted shall be
deemed automatically revoked and shall be void as if never granted. Further, in the event
that you breach any of these terms and conditions or any of CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions, the license is automatically revoked and shall be void as if never
granted. Use of materials as described in a revoked license, as well as any use of the
materials beyond the scope of an unrevoked license, may constitute copyright infringement
and publisher reserves the right to take any and all action to protect its copyright in the
materials.
9. Warranties: Publisher makes no representations or warranties with respect to the licensed
material.
10. Indemnity: You hereby indemnify and agree to hold harmless publisher and CCC, and
their respective officers, directors, employees and agents, from and against any and all
claims arising out of your use of the licensed material other than as specifically authorized
pursuant to this license.
11. No Transfer of License: This license is personal to you and may not be sublicensed,
assigned, or transferred by you to any other person without publisher's written permission.
12. No Amendment Except in Writing: This license may not be amended except in a writing
signed by both parties (or, in the case of publisher, by CCC on publisher's behalf).
13. Objection to Contrary Terms: Publisher hereby objects to any terms contained in any
purchase order, acknowledgment, check endorsement or other writing prepared by you,
which terms are inconsistent with these terms and conditions or CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions. These terms and conditions, together with CCC's Billing and Payment
terms and conditions (which are incorporated herein), comprise the entire agreement
between you and publisher (and CCC) concerning this licensing transaction. In the event of
any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and conditions and those
established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, these terms and conditions
shall control.
14. Revocation: Elsevier or Copyright Clearance Center may deny the permissions described
in this License at their sole discretion, for any reason or no reason, with a full refund payable
to you. Notice of such denial will be made using the contact information provided by you.
Failure to receive such notice will not alter or invalidate the denial. In no event will Elsevier
or Copyright Clearance Center be responsible or liable for any costs, expenses or damage
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incurred by you as a result of a denial of your permission request, other than a refund of the
amount(s) paid by you to Elsevier and/or Copyright Clearance Center for denied
permissions.
LIMITED LICENSE
The following terms and conditions apply only to specific license types:
15. Translation: This permission is granted for non-exclusive world English rights only
unless your license was granted for translation rights. If you licensed translation rights you
may only translate this content into the languages you requested. A professional translator
must perform all translations and reproduce the content word for word preserving the
integrity of the article. If this license is to re-use 1 or 2 figures then permission is granted for
non-exclusive world rights in all languages.
16. Website: The following terms and conditions apply to electronic reserve and author
websites:
Electronic reserve: If licensed material is to be posted to website, the web site is to be
password-protected and made available only to bona fide students registered on a relevant
course if:
This license was made in connection with a course,
This permission is granted for 1 year only. You may obtain a license for future website
posting,
All content posted to the web site must maintain the copyright information line on the
bottom of each image,
A hyper-text must be included to the Homepage of the journal from which you are licensing
at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/xxxxx or the Elsevier homepage for books
at http://www.elsevier.com , and
Central Storage: This license does not include permission for a scanned version of the
material to be stored in a central repository such as that provided by Heron/XanEdu.
17. Author website for journals with the following additional clauses:
All content posted to the web site must maintain the copyright information line on the
bottom of each image, and the permission granted is limited to the personal version of your
paper. You are not allowed to download and post the published electronic version of your
article (whether PDF or HTML, proof or final version), nor may you scan the printed edition
to create an electronic version. A hyper-text must be included to the Homepage of the
journal from which you are licensing at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/xxxxx
. As part of our normal production process, you will receive an e-mail notice when your
article appears on Elsevier’s online service ScienceDirect (www.sciencedirect.com). That
e-mail will include the article’s Digital Object Identifier (DOI). This number provides the
electronic link to the published article and should be included in the posting of your personal
version. We ask that you wait until you receive this e-mail and have the DOI to do any
posting.
Central Storage: This license does not include permission for a scanned version of the
material to be stored in a central repository such as that provided by Heron/XanEdu.
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18. Author website for books with the following additional clauses:
Authors are permitted to place a brief summary of their work online only.
A hyper-text must be included to the Elsevier homepage at http://www.elsevier.com . All
content posted to the web site must maintain the copyright information line on the bottom of
each image. You are not allowed to download and post the published electronic version of
your chapter, nor may you scan the printed edition to create an electronic version.
Central Storage: This license does not include permission for a scanned version of the
material to be stored in a central repository such as that provided by Heron/XanEdu.
19. Website (regular and for author): A hyper-text must be included to the Homepage of the
journal from which you are licensing at http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal
/xxxxx. or for books to the Elsevier homepage at http://www.elsevier.com
20. Thesis/Dissertation: If your license is for use in a thesis/dissertation your thesis may be
submitted to your institution in either print or electronic form. Should your thesis be
published commercially, please reapply for permission. These requirements include
permission for the Library and Archives of Canada to supply single copies, on demand, of
the complete thesis and include permission for UMI to supply single copies, on demand, of
the complete thesis. Should your thesis be published commercially, please reapply for
permission.
21. Other Conditions:

v1.6
If you would like to pay for this license now, please remit this license along with your
payment made payable to "COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER" otherwise you will be
invoiced within 48 hours of the license date. Payment should be in the form of a check
or money order referencing your account number and this invoice number 501020356.
Once you receive your invoice for this order, you may pay your invoice by credit card.
Please follow instructions provided at that time.
Make Payment To:
Copyright Clearance Center
Dept 001
P.O. Box 843006
Boston, MA 02284-3006
For suggestions or comments regarding this order, contact RightsLink Customer
Support: customercare@copyright.com or +1-877-622-5543 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
Gratis licenses (referencing $0 in the Total field) are free. Please retain this printable
license for your reference. No payment is required.
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JOHN WILEY AND SONS LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Oct 03, 2013

This is a License Agreement between Kelly A Trusty ("You") and John Wiley and Sons
("John Wiley and Sons") provided by Copyright Clearance Center ("CCC"). The license
consists of your order details, the terms and conditions provided by John Wiley and Sons,
and the payment terms and conditions.
All payments must be made in full to CCC. For payment instructions, please see
information listed at the bottom of this form.
License Number

3147400426896

License date

May 13, 2013

Licensed content publisher

John Wiley and Sons

Licensed content publication Nonprofit Management & Leadership
Licensed content title

Making sense of accountability: Conceptual perspectives for
northern and southern nonprofits

Licensed copyright line

© Wiley Periodicals, Inc.

Licensed content author

Alnoor Ebrahim

Licensed content date

Dec 5, 2003

Start page

191

End page

212

Type of use

Dissertation/Thesis

Requestor type

University/Academic

Format

Print and electronic

Portion

Figure/table

Number of figures/tables

1

Original Wiley figure/table
number(s)

Figure 1: Principal-Agent Relations of Accountability

Will you be translating?

No

Total

0.00 USD

Terms and Conditions

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This copyrighted material is owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or
one of its group companies (each a "Wiley Company") or a society for whom a Wiley
Company has exclusive publishing rights in relation to a particular journal (collectively
"WILEY"). By clicking "accept" in connection with completing this licensing transaction,
you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this transaction (along with the
billing and payment terms and conditions established by the Copyright Clearance Center
Inc., ("CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions"), at the time that you opened your
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RightsLink account (these are available at any time at http://myaccount.copyright.com).

Terms and Conditions
1. The materials you have requested permission to reproduce (the "Materials") are protected
by copyright.
2.You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable, non-transferable,
worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Materials for the purpose specified in the
licensing process. This license is for a one-time use only with a maximum distribution equal
to the number that you identified in the licensing process. Any form of republication granted
by this license must be completed within two years of the date of the grant of this license
(although copies prepared before may be distributed thereafter). The Materials shall not be
used in any other manner or for any other purpose. Permission is granted subject to an
appropriate acknowledgement given to the author, title of the material/book/journal and the
publisher. You shall also duplicate the copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication
in your use of the Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in
the text is a previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Material. Any
third party material is expressly excluded from this permission.
3. With respect to the Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly granted by the
terms of the license, no part of the Materials may be copied, modified, adapted (except for
minor reformatting required by the new Publication), translated, reproduced, transferred or
distributed, in any form or by any means, and no derivative works may be made based on the
Materials without the prior permission of the respective copyright owner. You may not alter,
remove or suppress in any manner any copyright, trademark or other notices displayed by
the Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan, lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or
assign the Materials, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to any other person.
4. The Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times remain the
exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc or one of its related companies (WILEY) or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of and
the right to reproduce the Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the continuance of
this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or to the Materials or
any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have no rights hereunder other than
the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right, license or interest to any trademark,
trade name, service mark or other branding ("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted
hereunder, and you agree that you shall not assert any such right, license or interest with
respect thereto.
5. NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY, EXPRESS,
IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS OR THE
ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE MATERIALS,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A
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PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY, INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT
AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS
LICENSORS AND WAIVED BY YOU.
6. WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of this
Agreement by you.
7. You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their respective
directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or threatened claims,
demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach of this Agreement by you.
8. IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY
OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY SPECIAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH
THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR USE OF THE MATERIALS
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER FOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR
OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS
OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD
PARTIES), AND WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED
REMEDY PROVIDED HEREIN.
9. Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be
illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to achieve as
nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and the legality,
validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be
affected or impaired thereby.
10. The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition of
this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or excused by
either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party granting such
waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of any provision of this
Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or consent to any other or
subsequent breach by such other party.
11. This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent.
12. Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days from
receipt
13. These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes all
prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement may not
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be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be binding upon
and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives, and authorized
assigns.
14. In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, these
terms and conditions shall prevail.
15. WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i) the
license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing transaction, (ii)
these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.
16. This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor Type
was misrepresented during the licensing process.
17. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any legal
action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions or the
breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New York County in
the State of New York in the United States of America and each party hereby consents and
submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any objection to venue in such
court and consents to service of process by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, at the last known address of such party.
Wiley Open Access Terms and Conditions
Wiley publishes Open Access articles in both its Wiley Open Access Journals program
[http://www.wileyopenaccess.com/view/index.html] and as Online Open articles in its
subscription journals. The majority of Wiley Open Access Journals have adopted the
Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY) which permits the unrestricted use,
distribution, reproduction, adaptation and commercial exploitation of the article in any
medium. No permission is required to use the article in this way provided that the article is
properly cited and other license terms are observed. A small number of Wiley Open Access
journals have retained the Creative Commons Attribution Non Commercial License (CC
BY-NC), which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited and is not used for commercial purposes.
Online Open articles - Authors selecting Online Open are, unless particular exceptions
apply, offered a choice of Creative Commons licenses. They may therefore select from the
CC BY, the CC BY-NC and the Attribution-NoDerivatives (CC BY-NC-ND). The CC
BY-NC-ND is more restrictive than the CC BY-NC as it does not permit adaptations or
modifications without rights holder consent.
Wiley Open Access articles are protected by copyright and are posted to repositories and
websites in accordance with the terms of the applicable Creative Commons license
referenced on the article. At the time of deposit, Wiley Open Access articles include all
changes made during peer review, copyediting, and publishing. Repositories and websites
that host the article are responsible for incorporating any publisher-supplied amendments or
retractions issued subsequently.
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Wiley Open Access articles are also available without charge on Wiley's publishing
platform, Wiley Online Library or any successor sites.
Conditions applicable to all Wiley Open Access articles:
The authors' moral rights must not be compromised. These rights include the right of
"paternity" (also known as "attribution" - the right for the author to be identified as
such) and "integrity" (the right for the author not to have the work altered in such a
way that the author's reputation or integrity may be damaged).
Where content in the article is identified as belonging to a third party, it is the
obligation of the user to ensure that any reuse complies with the copyright policies of
the owner of that content.
If article content is copied, downloaded or otherwise reused for research and other
purposes as permitted, a link to the appropriate bibliographic citation (authors, journal,
article title, volume, issue, page numbers, DOI and the link to the definitive published
version on Wiley Online Library) should be maintained. Copyright notices and
disclaimers must not be deleted.
Creative Commons licenses are copyright licenses and do not confer any other
rights, including but not limited to trademark or patent rights.

Any translations, for which a prior translation agreement with Wiley has not been
agreed, must prominently display the statement: "This is an unofficial translation of an
article that appeared in a Wiley publication. The publisher has not endorsed this
translation."

Conditions applicable to non-commercial licenses (CC BY-NC and CC
BY-NC-ND)
For non-commercial and non-promotional purposes individual non-commercial users
may access, download, copy, display and redistribute to colleagues Wiley Open
Access articles. In addition, articles adopting the CC BY-NC may be adapted,
translated, and text- and data-mined subject to the conditions above.
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of non-commercial Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or
marketing purposes requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be
subject to a fee. Commercial purposes include:
Copying or downloading of articles, or linking to such articles for further
redistribution, sale or licensing;
Copying, downloading or posting by a site or service that incorporates
advertising with such content;
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The inclusion or incorporation of article content in other works or services
(other than normal quotations with an appropriate citation) that is then available
for sale or licensing, for a fee (for example, a compilation produced for
marketing purposes, inclusion in a sales pack)
Use of article content (other than normal quotations with appropriate citation)
by for-profit organizations for promotional purposes
Linking to article content in e-mails redistributed for promotional, marketing or
educational purposes;
Use for the purposes of monetary reward by means of sale, resale, license, loan,
transfer or other form of commercial exploitation such as marketing products
Print reprints of Wiley Open Access articles can be purchased from:
corporatesales@wiley.com

The modification or adaptation for any purpose of an article referencing the CC
BY-NC-ND License requires consent which can be requested from
RightsLink@wiley.com .

Other Terms and Conditions:

BY CLICKING ON THE "I AGREE..." BOX, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT
YOU HAVE READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND EACH OF THE
SECTIONS OF AND PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT
AND THAT YOU ARE IN AGREEMENT WITH AND ARE WILLING TO
ACCEPT ALL OF YOUR OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN THIS
AGREEMENT.

v1.8
If you would like to pay for this license now, please remit this license along with your
payment made payable to "COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER" otherwise you will be
invoiced within 48 hours of the license date. Payment should be in the form of a check
or money order referencing your account number and this invoice number 501020381.
Once you receive your invoice for this order, you may pay your invoice by credit card.
Please follow instructions provided at that time.
Make Payment To:
Copyright Clearance Center
Dept 001
P.O. Box 843006
Boston, MA 02284-3006
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For suggestions or comments regarding this order, contact RightsLink Customer
Support: customercare@copyright.com or +1-877-622-5543 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
Gratis licenses (referencing $0 in the Total field) are free. Please retain this printable
license for your reference. No payment is required.
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JOHN WILEY AND SONS LICENSE
TERMS AND CONDITIONS
Oct 03, 2013

This is a License Agreement between Kelly A Trusty ("You") and John Wiley and Sons
("John Wiley and Sons") provided by Copyright Clearance Center ("CCC"). The license
consists of your order details, the terms and conditions provided by John Wiley and Sons,
and the payment terms and conditions.
All payments must be made in full to CCC. For payment instructions, please see
information listed at the bottom of this form.
License Number

3147451443457

License date

May 14, 2013

Licensed content publisher

John Wiley and Sons

Licensed content publication Wiley Books
Licensed content title

Handbook of Practical Program Evaluation, 3rd Edition

Book title

Handbook of Practical Program Evaluation, 3rd Edition

Licensed copyright line

Copyright 2010

Licensed content author

Joseph S. Wholey, Harry P. Hatry, Kathryn E. Newcomer

Licensed content date

Nov 1, 2010

Type of use

Dissertation/Thesis

Requestor type

University/Academic

Format

Print and electronic

Portion

Figure/table

Number of figures/tables

1

Original Wiley figure/table
number(s)

Figure 3.1 on page 57

Will you be translating?

No

Total

0.00 USD
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS
This copyrighted material is owned by or exclusively licensed to John Wiley & Sons, Inc. or
one of its group companies (each a "Wiley Company") or a society for whom a Wiley
Company has exclusive publishing rights in relation to a particular journal (collectively
"WILEY"). By clicking "accept" in connection with completing this licensing transaction,
you agree that the following terms and conditions apply to this transaction (along with the
billing and payment terms and conditions established by the Copyright Clearance Center
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Terms and Conditions
1. The materials you have requested permission to reproduce (the "Materials") are protected
by copyright.
2.You are hereby granted a personal, non-exclusive, non-sublicensable, non-transferable,
worldwide, limited license to reproduce the Materials for the purpose specified in the
licensing process. This license is for a one-time use only with a maximum distribution equal
to the number that you identified in the licensing process. Any form of republication granted
by this license must be completed within two years of the date of the grant of this license
(although copies prepared before may be distributed thereafter). The Materials shall not be
used in any other manner or for any other purpose. Permission is granted subject to an
appropriate acknowledgement given to the author, title of the material/book/journal and the
publisher. You shall also duplicate the copyright notice that appears in the Wiley publication
in your use of the Material. Permission is also granted on the understanding that nowhere in
the text is a previously published source acknowledged for all or part of this Material. Any
third party material is expressly excluded from this permission.
3. With respect to the Materials, all rights are reserved. Except as expressly granted by the
terms of the license, no part of the Materials may be copied, modified, adapted (except for
minor reformatting required by the new Publication), translated, reproduced, transferred or
distributed, in any form or by any means, and no derivative works may be made based on the
Materials without the prior permission of the respective copyright owner. You may not alter,
remove or suppress in any manner any copyright, trademark or other notices displayed by
the Materials. You may not license, rent, sell, loan, lease, pledge, offer as security, transfer or
assign the Materials, or any of the rights granted to you hereunder to any other person.
4. The Materials and all of the intellectual property rights therein shall at all times remain the
exclusive property of John Wiley & Sons Inc or one of its related companies (WILEY) or
their respective licensors, and your interest therein is only that of having possession of and
the right to reproduce the Materials pursuant to Section 2 herein during the continuance of
this Agreement. You agree that you own no right, title or interest in or to the Materials or
any of the intellectual property rights therein. You shall have no rights hereunder other than
the license as provided for above in Section 2. No right, license or interest to any trademark,
trade name, service mark or other branding ("Marks") of WILEY or its licensors is granted
hereunder, and you agree that you shall not assert any such right, license or interest with
respect thereto.
5. NEITHER WILEY NOR ITS LICENSORS MAKES ANY WARRANTY OR
REPRESENTATION OF ANY KIND TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY, EXPRESS,
IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, WITH RESPECT TO THE MATERIALS OR THE
ACCURACY OF ANY INFORMATION CONTAINED IN THE MATERIALS,
INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTY OF
MERCHANTABILITY, ACCURACY, SATISFACTORY QUALITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE, USABILITY, INTEGRATION OR NON-INFRINGEMENT
AND ALL SUCH WARRANTIES ARE HEREBY EXCLUDED BY WILEY AND ITS
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LICENSORS AND WAIVED BY YOU.
6. WILEY shall have the right to terminate this Agreement immediately upon breach of this
Agreement by you.
7. You shall indemnify, defend and hold harmless WILEY, its Licensors and their respective
directors, officers, agents and employees, from and against any actual or threatened claims,
demands, causes of action or proceedings arising from any breach of this Agreement by you.
8. IN NO EVENT SHALL WILEY OR ITS LICENSORS BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY
OTHER PARTY OR ANY OTHER PERSON OR ENTITY FOR ANY SPECIAL,
CONSEQUENTIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, EXEMPLARY OR PUNITIVE
DAMAGES, HOWEVER CAUSED, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH
THE DOWNLOADING, PROVISIONING, VIEWING OR USE OF THE MATERIALS
REGARDLESS OF THE FORM OF ACTION, WHETHER FOR BREACH OF
CONTRACT, BREACH OF WARRANTY, TORT, NEGLIGENCE, INFRINGEMENT OR
OTHERWISE (INCLUDING, WITHOUT LIMITATION, DAMAGES BASED ON LOSS
OF PROFITS, DATA, FILES, USE, BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY OR CLAIMS OF THIRD
PARTIES), AND WHETHER OR NOT THE PARTY HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. THIS LIMITATION SHALL APPLY
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY FAILURE OF ESSENTIAL PURPOSE OF ANY LIMITED
REMEDY PROVIDED HEREIN.
9. Should any provision of this Agreement be held by a court of competent jurisdiction to be
illegal, invalid, or unenforceable, that provision shall be deemed amended to achieve as
nearly as possible the same economic effect as the original provision, and the legality,
validity and enforceability of the remaining provisions of this Agreement shall not be
affected or impaired thereby.
10. The failure of either party to enforce any term or condition of this Agreement shall not
constitute a waiver of either party's right to enforce each and every term and condition of
this Agreement. No breach under this agreement shall be deemed waived or excused by
either party unless such waiver or consent is in writing signed by the party granting such
waiver or consent. The waiver by or consent of a party to a breach of any provision of this
Agreement shall not operate or be construed as a waiver of or consent to any other or
subsequent breach by such other party.
11. This Agreement may not be assigned (including by operation of law or otherwise) by
you without WILEY's prior written consent.
12. Any fee required for this permission shall be non-refundable after thirty (30) days from
receipt
13. These terms and conditions together with CCC's Billing and Payment terms and
conditions (which are incorporated herein) form the entire agreement between you and
WILEY concerning this licensing transaction and (in the absence of fraud) supersedes all
prior agreements and representations of the parties, oral or written. This Agreement may not
be amended except in writing signed by both parties. This Agreement shall be binding upon
and inure to the benefit of the parties' successors, legal representatives, and authorized
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assigns.
14. In the event of any conflict between your obligations established by these terms and
conditions and those established by CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions, these
terms and conditions shall prevail.
15. WILEY expressly reserves all rights not specifically granted in the combination of (i) the
license details provided by you and accepted in the course of this licensing transaction, (ii)
these terms and conditions and (iii) CCC's Billing and Payment terms and conditions.
16. This Agreement will be void if the Type of Use, Format, Circulation, or Requestor Type
was misrepresented during the licensing process.
17. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the
State of New York, USA, without regards to such state's conflict of law rules. Any legal
action, suit or proceeding arising out of or relating to these Terms and Conditions or the
breach thereof shall be instituted in a court of competent jurisdiction in New York County in
the State of New York in the United States of America and each party hereby consents and
submits to the personal jurisdiction of such court, waives any objection to venue in such
court and consents to service of process by registered or certified mail, return receipt
requested, at the last known address of such party.
Wiley Open Access Terms and Conditions
Wiley publishes Open Access articles in both its Wiley Open Access Journals program
[http://www.wileyopenaccess.com/view/index.html] and as Online Open articles in its
subscription journals. The majority of Wiley Open Access Journals have adopted the
Creative Commons Attribution License (CC BY) which permits the unrestricted use,
distribution, reproduction, adaptation and commercial exploitation of the article in any
medium. No permission is required to use the article in this way provided that the article is
properly cited and other license terms are observed. A small number of Wiley Open Access
journals have retained the Creative Commons Attribution Non Commercial License (CC
BY-NC), which permits use, distribution and reproduction in any medium, provided the
original work is properly cited and is not used for commercial purposes.
Online Open articles - Authors selecting Online Open are, unless particular exceptions
apply, offered a choice of Creative Commons licenses. They may therefore select from the
CC BY, the CC BY-NC and the Attribution-NoDerivatives (CC BY-NC-ND). The CC
BY-NC-ND is more restrictive than the CC BY-NC as it does not permit adaptations or
modifications without rights holder consent.
Wiley Open Access articles are protected by copyright and are posted to repositories and
websites in accordance with the terms of the applicable Creative Commons license
referenced on the article. At the time of deposit, Wiley Open Access articles include all
changes made during peer review, copyediting, and publishing. Repositories and websites
that host the article are responsible for incorporating any publisher-supplied amendments or
retractions issued subsequently.
Wiley Open Access articles are also available without charge on Wiley's publishing
platform, Wiley Online Library or any successor sites.
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Conditions applicable to all Wiley Open Access articles:
The authors' moral rights must not be compromised. These rights include the right of
"paternity" (also known as "attribution" - the right for the author to be identified as
such) and "integrity" (the right for the author not to have the work altered in such a
way that the author's reputation or integrity may be damaged).
Where content in the article is identified as belonging to a third party, it is the
obligation of the user to ensure that any reuse complies with the copyright policies of
the owner of that content.
If article content is copied, downloaded or otherwise reused for research and other
purposes as permitted, a link to the appropriate bibliographic citation (authors, journal,
article title, volume, issue, page numbers, DOI and the link to the definitive published
version on Wiley Online Library) should be maintained. Copyright notices and
disclaimers must not be deleted.
Creative Commons licenses are copyright licenses and do not confer any other
rights, including but not limited to trademark or patent rights.

Any translations, for which a prior translation agreement with Wiley has not been
agreed, must prominently display the statement: "This is an unofficial translation of an
article that appeared in a Wiley publication. The publisher has not endorsed this
translation."

Conditions applicable to non-commercial licenses (CC BY-NC and CC
BY-NC-ND)
For non-commercial and non-promotional purposes individual non-commercial users
may access, download, copy, display and redistribute to colleagues Wiley Open
Access articles. In addition, articles adopting the CC BY-NC may be adapted,
translated, and text- and data-mined subject to the conditions above.
Use by commercial "for-profit" organizations
Use of non-commercial Wiley Open Access articles for commercial, promotional, or
marketing purposes requires further explicit permission from Wiley and will be
subject to a fee. Commercial purposes include:
Copying or downloading of articles, or linking to such articles for further
redistribution, sale or licensing;
Copying, downloading or posting by a site or service that incorporates
advertising with such content;
The inclusion or incorporation of article content in other works or services
(other than normal quotations with an appropriate citation) that is then available
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for sale or licensing, for a fee (for example, a compilation produced for
marketing purposes, inclusion in a sales pack)
Use of article content (other than normal quotations with appropriate citation)
by for-profit organizations for promotional purposes
Linking to article content in e-mails redistributed for promotional, marketing or
educational purposes;
Use for the purposes of monetary reward by means of sale, resale, license, loan,
transfer or other form of commercial exploitation such as marketing products
Print reprints of Wiley Open Access articles can be purchased from:
corporatesales@wiley.com

The modification or adaptation for any purpose of an article referencing the CC
BY-NC-ND License requires consent which can be requested from
RightsLink@wiley.com .

Other Terms and Conditions:

BY CLICKING ON THE "I AGREE..." BOX, YOU ACKNOWLEDGE THAT
YOU HAVE READ AND FULLY UNDERSTAND EACH OF THE
SECTIONS OF AND PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN THIS AGREEMENT
AND THAT YOU ARE IN AGREEMENT WITH AND ARE WILLING TO
ACCEPT ALL OF YOUR OBLIGATIONS AS SET FORTH IN THIS
AGREEMENT.

v1.8
If you would like to pay for this license now, please remit this license along with your
payment made payable to "COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER" otherwise you will be
invoiced within 48 hours of the license date. Payment should be in the form of a check
or money order referencing your account number and this invoice number 501020442.
Once you receive your invoice for this order, you may pay your invoice by credit card.
Please follow instructions provided at that time.
Make Payment To:
Copyright Clearance Center
Dept 001
P.O. Box 843006
Boston, MA 02284-3006
For suggestions or comments regarding this order, contact RightsLink Customer
Support: customercare@copyright.com or +1-877-622-5543 (toll free in the US) or
+1-978-646-2777.
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Gratis licenses (referencing $0 in the Total field) are free. Please retain this printable
license for your reference. No payment is required.
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WESTERN M I C H I G A N UNIVERSITY
Human Subjects Institutional Review Board

Date: January 31,2012
To:

Barbara Liggett, Principal Investigator
Kelly Trusty, Student Investigator for dissertation

From: Amy Naugle, Ph.D., Chair
Re:

I\|(IU^~

Approval not needed 12-01-28

This letter will serve as confirmation that your project "The Relationship between Strategy and
IT/Mission Alignment on Nonprofit Organizational Outcomes" has been reviewed by the Human
Subjects Institutional Review Board (HSIRB). Based on that review, the HSIRB has determined
that approval is not required for you to conduct this project because the aim is to study
organizational strategies and outcomes; you are not collecting personal identifiable (private)
information about human subjects.
Thank you for your concerns about protecting the rights and welfare of human subjects.
A copy of your protocol and a copy of this letter will be maintained in the HSIRB files.
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WMU Webmail Plus

ktk8904@wmich.edu

Nonprofit Technology Survey - Please Help All Indiana Nonprofits Improve their
Technology Use

From : kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu via surveymonkey.com
<member@surveymonkey.com>

Fri, Oct 04, 2013 09:11 PM

Sender : survey-noreply@smo.surveymonkey.com
Subject : Nonprofit Technology Survey - Please Help All Indiana
Nonprofits Improve their Technology Use
To : kelly a trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>
Reply To : kelly a trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>
Dear Kelly,
I am writing to ask for your participation in a survey that I am conducting for my Ph.D.
Dissertation in the School of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan
University. I would be very grateful if you could complete the survey by April 19.
I would like nonprofit leaders, like you, whose organizations are grantees of the Sample
Community Foundation, to reflect on and share information about your organizational
strategies, technology use, and organizational performance that leads to outcomes - positive
changes in the individuals, groups, and communities you serve. Your organization was
selected to participate because it is listed as a grantee on your local community foundation's
website or in one of its publications.
Your participation adds value:
Your responses to this survey are very important and will help nonprofit organizations
understand what it means to align technology with their mission. Your responses may also
help nonprofits receive better technology training and technical assistance.
Benefits to you:
To thank you for your participation, you will receive a Custom Technology Alignment Report,
which will provide a summary of your organization’s use of technology and how well it
appears to be aligned with your mission. You will also receive a Technology Strategy Guide,
which contains suggestions of cutting-edge strategies that can help Sample Organization use
technology to better meet its mission. The custom report is available only to organizations
like yours that are invited to participate.
Participation is voluntary & confidential:
All of your individual responses will be kept completely confidential, and only your
organization will receive your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report summary
scores. Only the researchers involved will have access to your organization’s survey
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responses and contact information.
Before you begin the survey, please read the Informed Consent document at the end of this
message. By accessing the Survey Monkey survey using the link in this email, and clicking
NEXT on the survey welcome screen, you are agreeing that you are over 18 years of age,
you have read this informed consent document and you agree to take part in this study.
About the survey:
The survey should take you about 45 minutes to complete. (Like you, I am also a nonprofit
professional, having spent nearly 20 years working in communities. I realize this is a
significant time commitment and your time is very limited. Your insight and time will add
great value to our knowledge base.) Please click on the link below to go to the survey
website (or copy and paste the survey link into your Internet browser).
Survey Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com
/s.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
Thank you!
Thank you in advance for completing this survey. It is only with the help of nonprofit
professionals like you that we can provide new knowledge to guide nonprofit organizations in
using technology best practices to meet their missions.
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu or 260-243-0261.
With Appreciation and Best Regards,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration

Please note: If you do not wish to receive further emails from us, please click the link below,
and you will be automatically removed from our mailing list. https://www.surveymonkey.com
/optout.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
-------------------------------------------Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration
Informed Consent Document
Principal Investigator: Kelly Trusty
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Title of Study: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES
You are invited to participate in a research project titled “THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES”.
This consent document will explain the purpose of this research project and will go over all
of the time commitments, the procedures used in the study, and the risks and benefits of
participating in this research project.
In this study, we are trying to find out if there are relationships in nonprofit organizations
(NPOs) between the strategic and organizational factors that enable and inhibit IT alignment,
which is the level at which an organization uses technology strategies and tools in ways that
helps it meet its mission and goals.
You may participate in this study if you are the person who has primary responsibility for
making technology decisions in your organization. You were selected to participate in this
study because you are a grantee of one of 45 Indiana Community Foundations randomly
selected for inclusion in the study. If you are not the person in charge of technology for your
organization, please forward this e-mail invitation to the individual in your coalition who
meets this criterion.
This study will take place entirely online, where you will complete a 86-item Survey Monkey
survey. It should take you about 45 minutes to complete the survey, which is all that is
required to participate in the study.
If you choose to participate in this study after reading this document, you should access the
Survey Monkey survey using the unique link included in this email. Once you read the
Welcome and directions, click NEXT to continue to the next page. By clicking NEXT, you will
signify that you have read and understood this Informed Consent document.
You should use the buttons, keyboard and navigation tools on the page to complete the
survey, then click NEXT at the end of the survey to submit your responses. You will be asked
to close your browser after completing the survey.
This study will measure four types of things: the type of strategies that are typically used by
your organization, the level at which your organization demonstrates activities and strategies
that lead to IT Alignment, the extent to which your organization achieves performance
outcomes, and professional information about you and your organization.
Because the survey questions will address your perceptions of your organization, you may
feel uncomfortable that the Community Foundation or other nonprofit stakeholders will read
the survey results and view your perceptions negatively. To alleviate this concern, all survey
responses will be collected, stored and analyzed confidentially by the primary investigator.
No one other than the investigator, Survey Monkey, and the individual who takes the survey
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will have access to identifiable information.
People who participate in this study will help nonprofit organizations understand what it
means to align technology with their mission, they will help nonprofit technical assistance
groups provide better training and technical assistance, and they will help their organizations
maximize its planning and use of technology to meet its mission.
There are no costs associated with participating in this study. There is no monetary
compensation for participating in this study. When you do complete the survey, you will be
provided with a Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report and Technology Strategy
Guide that you can use to continue your efforts to align technology with your mission.
The principle investigator and Survey Monkey administrators will have access to the list of
individuals invited via e-mail to participate in the study, and collected individual survey
response data. While reasonable and appropriate safeguards have been used in the creation
of the web-based survey to maximize the confidentiality and security of your responses,
when using information technology, it is never possible to guarantee complete privacy.
Survey Monkey’s privacy statement states “we will not use the information collected from
surveys in any way, shape or form.” Survey Monkey will keep electronic data stored on
servers kept in a locked cage requiring biometric recognition for entry, maintain surveillance
equipment on the server site and staff the site 24/7. The Survey Monkey Security Policy can
be reviewed at this link: http://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/policy/security/. Paper copies
and a USB drive of all data will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the School of Public
Affairs & Administration Office at Western Michigan University for 3 years following the
completion of this study. The public will have access to a combined data set of anonymous
survey responses, which will be the only form of data that will be used to report findings
beyond the provision of your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity report. If any of the
information collected is submitted for use in a publication or presentation, you will be able to
review the data set and comment before it is submitted. Your name, e-mail address and
organization will not be connected to any publications or presentations made by the research
team.
You can choose to stop participating in the study at any time for any reason by closing your
Internet browser window or clicking “exit this survey” at the top right corner of your screen.
You will not suffer any prejudice or penalty by your decision to stop your participation. You
will experience NO consequences either professionally or personally if you choose to
withdraw from this study. The investigators can also decide to stop your participation in the
study without your consent.
Should you have any questions prior to or during the study, you can contact either of the
co-investigators, Kelly Trusty, at(260)243-0261, kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu; or Barbara
Liggett, Dissertation Committee Chair, at 269-387-8943, barbara.a.liggett@wmich.edu. You
may also contact the Chair, Human Subjects Institutional Review Board at 269-387-8293 or
the Vice President for Research at 269-387-8298 if questions arise during the course of the
study.
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-------------------------------------------By accessing the Survey Monkey Survey and clicking “NEXT”, you are agreeing that you are
18 years of age, you have read this informed consent document, the risks and benefits have
been explained to you, and you agree to take part in this study.
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Kelly A. Trusty, Ph.D. Candidate

Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration

April 23, 2013
Chief
Liberty Township Volunteer Fire Department
101 E. Dunn St.
Fulton, IN 46975
Dear Chief,
I am writing to ask for your participation in a survey that I am conducting for my Ph.D. Dissertation in
the School of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan University. I would be very
grateful if you could complete the survey by May 5, 2013.
I would like nonprofit and community agency leaders, like you, whose organizations are grantees of
the Fulton County Community Foundation, to reflect on and share information about your
organizational strategies, technology use, and organizational performance that leads to outcomes positive changes in the individuals, groups, and communities you serve. Your organization was
selected to participate because it is listed as a grantee on your local community foundation's website or
in one of its publications.
Your participation adds value:
Your responses to this survey are very important and will help community-serving agencies understand
what it means to align technology with their mission. Your responses may also help nonprofits receive
better technology training and technical assistance.
Benefits to you:
To thank you for participating, you will receive a Custom Technology Alignment Report, which will
provide a summary of your organization’s responses and how well technology appears to be aligned
with your mission. You will also receive a Technology Strategy Guide, which contains suggestions of
cutting-edge strategies that can help Liberty Township Volunteer Fire Department use technology to
better meet its mission. The report is available only to organizations like yours that are invited to
participate.
Participation is voluntary & confidential:
All of your individual responses will be kept completely confidential, and only your organization will
receive your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report summary scores. Only the researchers
involved will have access to your organization’s survey responses and contact information. Before you
begin the survey, please read the Informed Consent document contained on pages 2-3 of the survey
packet. By completing and returning the survey, you are agreeing that you are over 18 years of age,
you have read this informed consent document and you agree to take part in this study.
About the survey:
The survey should take you about 45 minutes to complete. (Like you, I am also a nonprofit
professional, having spent nearly 20 years working in communities. I realize this is a significant time
commitment and your time is very limited. Your insight and time will add great value to our
knowledge base.) You may either complete the paper copy of the survey and send it back to me in the

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2970 W 340 N, Angola, IN 46703
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu
260-243-0261
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enclosed, pre-addressed envelope, OR you may complete the survey online using the link below.

Survey Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SIMOsurvey

Respondent Number: 2013

Thank you!
Thank you in advance for completing this survey. It is only with the help of nonprofit professionals
like you that we can provide new knowledge to guide nonprofit organizations in using technology best
practices to meet their missions. If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me
at kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu or 260-243-0261.
With Appreciation and Best Regards,

Kelly Trusty

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2970 W 340 N, Angola, IN 46703
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu
260-243-0261
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WMU Webmail Plus

https://webmail.wmich.edu/zimbra/h/printmessage?id=31418

WMU Webmail Plus

ktk8904@wmich.edu

Please help with nonprofit Ph.D. dissertation research, which may help your grantees
better harness the power of technology. Time sensitive task.

From : Kelly Ann Trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>

Tue, Oct 02, 2012 11:15 PM

Subject : Please help with nonprofit Ph.D. dissertation research,
which may help your grantees better harness the power
of technology. Time sensitive task.

4 attachments

To :xxxxxxx@xxxx.org
Dear xxxxxxx:
I am writing to ask for your help in gathering information about the ways nonprofit
organizations (NPOs) use technology to achieve their missions, which is the focus of my
doctoral dissertation.
I wish to involve grantee organizations of 48 randomly-selected Indiana Community
Foundations (approx. 3,300 organizations) in an online survey that will measure the
alignment of their technology use with their missions and their outcomes. I would be very
appreciative if you could help connect me with your grantees.
I would like you to provide me with a list of your current (2010-2012) grantees’ contact
information, then I would like you to let your grantees know, via a bulk e-mail, that a
technology survey will be sent to them in the near future. I believe if your grantees hear
from you first, it will legitimize the project and encourage them to participate. A few days
later, I will personally send each of them the survey link and more information about the
project. Your list will not be distributed, and it will be kept completely confidential.
When your grantees complete the survey, they will each receive a custom technology
alignment report of their own data, as well as a resource guide that provides strategies for
effectively aligning technology in ways that will help them better meet their missions. This
report is only available to NPOs that complete the survey. It is my way of saying thank you
for providing information for my study.
I have attached information about the study, as well as a sample “pre-notice” message, to
this email. It would be terrific if you or your Grants/Program Director could review the
information, then do two things:
1. Send me an Excel or Microsoft Word list of your 2010-2012 grantee organizations, including
CEO name, e-mail address and phone number by next Tuesday, October 9.
2. Send an email message to your grantees by next Wednesday, October 10, using the attached
sample language (feel free to customize), and copy me on your message,
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu.
If you have questions about this request or need more information, please feel free to email
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or call me at 260-243-0261. If you cannot help at this time, please let me know that, as well.
So that you know a bit about me, I have lived and worked throughout Indiana as an
executive director, grant writer, program director, volunteer, evaluator, and outside
consultant for the past two decades. Being in the sector as a fellow practitioner, I know your
time is valuable, and I truly appreciate your willingness to invest in this project.
Thank you in advance for your help, which will help our entire sector learn and grow.
With Best Regards,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs and Administration
Student Address: 2970 W 340 N, Angola, IN 46703
SPAA School Address: 220 E Walwood Hall, Kalamazoo, MI 49008-5440
Phone: 260-243-0261

Community Foundation PRENOTICE E-MAIL Template - Feel free to copy and
paste.doc
25 KB
SIMO Project Description and Model.pdf
446 KB
SIMO Role of Community Foundations.pdf
258 KB
SIMO Survey for distribution 2012.pdf
746 KB
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EXAMPLE OF PRENOTICE E-MAIL
FOR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION CEOs TO SEND TO GRANTEES
It would be best if this notice came from your CEO or Board President
(You are welcome to copy and paste the text below into your email message.)
October 1, 2012
Dear Community Foundation Grantee:
I am writing to share an exciting opportunity with you, one in which you can learn
more about how to align technology with your work in ways that will help you meet
your organizational mission.
This opportunity comes in the form of a study being done by a researcher from the
School of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan University. The
investigator, Kelly Trusty, is part of our Indiana nonprofit community – she has lived
and served in West Central and Northeast Indiana for nearly 20 years.
As you help the nonprofit sector understand technology/mission alignment with your
responses to a Survey Monkey survey, you will also receive a valuable benefit. Once
you complete the survey, you will be sent a customized report of the level at which
your organization’s technology is aligned with its mission, as well as a resource guide
of strategies that can help you use technology even more effectively than you already
do. There are no strings attached. Your participation is completely voluntary.
I think all of us in the nonprofit sector struggle with the balance between doing our
important work in communities and finding ways to make technology work for us.
This project is valuable to us because it can help organizations get better at doing
both: using technology and meeting our mission.
In a few days, you will be receiving an email invitation from Kelly Trusty to take the
survey. I hope you will find time in your busy schedule to help the nonprofit sector
grow in its ability to harness the power of technology.
Thank you in advance for your participation, and keep up the GOOD WORK!
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Sincerely,
The President or CEO
The Community Foundation
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Kelly Trusty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Kelly Ann Trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>
Monday, October 01, 2012 10:14 PM
kellytrusty@frontier.com
An opportunity for your organization to grow in its use of technology

Dear Community Foundation Grantee:
I am writing to share an exciting opportunity with you, one in which you can learn more about how to align
technology with your work in ways that will help you meet your organizational mission.
This opportunity comes in the form of a study being done by a researcher from the School of Public Affairs and
Administration at Western Michigan University. The investigator, Kelly Trusty, is part of our Indiana nonprofit
community – she has lived and served in West Central and Northeast Indiana for nearly 20 years.
As you help the nonprofit sector understand technology/mission alignment with your responses to a Survey
Monkey survey, you will also receive a valuable benefit. Once you complete the survey, you will be sent a
customized report of the level at which your organization’s technology is aligned with its mission, as well as a
resource guide of strategies that can help you use technology even more effectively than you already do. There
are no strings attached. Your participation is completely voluntary.
I think all of us in the nonprofit sector struggle with the balance between doing our important work in
communities and finding ways to make technology work for us. This project is valuable to us because it can
help organizations get better at doing both: using technology and meeting our mission.
In a few days, you will be receiving an email invitation from Kelly Trusty to take the survey. I hope you will
find time in your busy schedule to help the nonprofit sector grow in its ability to harness the power of
technology.
Thank you in advance for your participation, and keep up the GOOD WORK!
Sincerely,
The President, CEO or Program Director
The Community Foundation
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Kelly Trusty
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

survey-noreply@smo.surveymonkey.com on behalf of kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu via
surveymonkey.com <member@surveymonkey.com>
Monday, October 01, 2012 10:40 PM
kellytrusty@frontier.com
SIMO Nonprofit Technology Survey - Please Respond by x/x/xxxx

Dear Kelly,
I am writing to ask for your participation in a survey that I am conducting for my Ph.D. Dissertation in School
of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan University.
I would like nonprofit professionals, like you, whose organizations are grantees of the _________ Community
Foundation, to reflect on and share information about your organizational strategies, technology use, and
organizational performance that leads to outcomes - positive changes in the individuals, groups, and
communities you serve.
Your participation adds value:
Your responses to this survey are very important and will help nonprofit organizations understand what it means
to align technology with their mission. Your responses will help nonprofits receive better technology training
and technical assistance, and your responses can help your own organization maximize its planning and use of
technology to meet its mission.
(Pending Endorsement from a key benefactor to all Indiana Community Foundations will be inserted here)
Benefits to you:
To thank you for your participation, you will receive a Custom Technology Alignment Report, which will
provide a summary of your organization’s use of technology and how well it appears to be aligned with your
mission. You will also receive a Technology Strategy Guide, which contains suggestions of cutting-edge
strategies that can help you use technology to better meet your mission. The custom report is available only to
organizations like yours that are invited to participate.
Participation is voluntary & confidential:
All of your individual responses will be kept completely confidential, and only your organization will receive
your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report summary scores. Only the researchers involved will have
access to your organization’s survey responses and contact information.
Before you begin the survey, please open and read the Informed Consent document attached to this email. By
accessing the Survey Monkey survey using the link in this email, and clicking NEXT on the survey welcome
screen, you are agreeing that you are over 18 years of age, you have read this informed consent document, the
risks and benefits have been explained to you, and you agree to take part in this study.
About the survey:
The survey should take you about 45 minutes to complete. Please click on the link below to go to the survey
website (or copy and paste the survey link into your Internet browser).
Survey Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=YSV5C_2bvGYrM9R_2f4kQYwG3A_3d_3d
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Thank you!
Thank you in advance for completing this survey. It is only with the help of nonprofit professionals like you that
we can provide new knowledge to guide nonprofit organizations in using technology best practices to meet their
missions.
Should you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu or
260-243-0261, or my co-investigator, Barbara Liggett, at barbara.liggett@wmich.edu, 369-387-8943.
Most Sincerely,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration

Please note: If you do not wish to receive further emails from us, please click the link below, and you will be
automatically removed from our mailing list.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/optout.aspx?sm=YSV5C_2bvGYrM9R_2f4kQYwG3A_3d_3d
-------------------------------------------Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration
Informed Consent Document
Principal Investigator: Kelly Trusty
Title of Study: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES
You are invited to participate in a research project titled “THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY,
IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES”. This consent
document will explain the purpose of this research project and will go over all of the time commitments, the
procedures used in the study, and the risks and benefits of participating in this research project.
In this study, we are trying to find out if there are relationships in nonprofit organizations (NPOs) between the
strategic and organizational factors that enable and inhibit IT alignment, which is the level at which an
organization uses technology strategies and tools in ways that helps it meet its mission and goals.
You may participate in this study if you are the person who has primary responsibility for making technology
decisions in your organization. You were selected to participate in this study because you are a grantee of one of
45 Indiana Community Foundations randomly selected for inclusion in the study. If you are not the person in
charge of technology for your organization, please forward this e-mail invitation to the individual in your
coalition who meets this criterion.
This study will take place entirely online, where you will complete a 86-item Survey Monkey survey. It should
take you about 45 minutes to complete the survey, which is all that is required to participate in the study.
If you choose to participate in this study after reading this document, you should access the Survey Monkey
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survey using the unique link included in this email. Once you read the Welcome and directions, click NEXT to
continue to the next page. By clicking NEXT, you will signify that you have read and understood this Informed
Consent document.
You should use the buttons, keyboard and navigation tools on the page to complete the survey, then click NEXT
at the end of the survey to submit your responses. You will be asked to close your browser after completing the
survey.
This study will measure four types of things: the type of strategies that are typically used by your organization,
the level at which your organization demonstrates activities and strategies that lead to IT Alignment, the extent
to which your organization achieves performance outcomes, and professional information about you and your
organization.
Because the survey questions will address your perceptions of your organization, you may feel uncomfortable
that the Community Foundation or other nonprofit stakeholders will read the survey results and view your
perceptions negatively. To alleviate this concern, all survey responses will be collected, stored and analyzed
confidentially by the primary investigator. No one other than the investigator, Survey Monkey, and the
individual who takes the survey will have access to identifiable information.
People who participate in this study will help nonprofit organizations understand what it means to align
technology with their mission, they will help nonprofit technical assistance groups provide better training and
technical assistance, and they will help their organizations maximize its planning and use of technology to meet
its mission.
There are no costs associated with participating in this study. There is no monetary compensation for
participating in this study. When you do complete the survey, you will be provided with a Custom Technology
Alignment Maturity Report and Technology Strategy Guide that you can use to continue your efforts to align
technology with your mission.
The principle investigator and Survey Monkey administrators will have access to the list of individuals invited
via e-mail to participate in the study, and collected individual survey response data. While reasonable and
appropriate safeguards have been used in the creation of the web-based survey to maximize the confidentiality
and security of your responses, when using information technology, it is never possible to guarantee complete
privacy. Survey Monkey’s privacy statement states “we will not use the information collected from surveys in
any way, shape or form.” Survey Monkey will keep electronic data stored on servers kept in a locked cage
requiring biometric recognition for entry, maintain surveillance equipment on the server site and staff the site
24/7. The Survey Monkey Security Policy can be reviewed at this link:
http://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/policy/security/. Paper copies and a USB drive of all data will be kept in a
locked filing cabinet in the School of Public Affairs & Administration Office at Western Michigan University
for 3 years following the completion of this study. The public will have access to a combined data set of
anonymous survey responses, which will be the only form of data that will be used to report findings beyond the
provision of your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity report. If any of the information collected is
submitted for use in a publication or presentation, you will be able to review the data set and comment before it
is submitted. Your name, e-mail address and organization will not be connected to any publications or
presentations made by the research team.
You can choose to stop participating in the study at any time for any reason by closing your Internet browser
window or clicking “exit this survey” at the top right corner of your screen. You will not suffer any prejudice or
penalty by your decision to stop your participation. You will experience NO consequences either professionally
or personally if you choose to withdraw from this study. The investigators can also decide to stop your
participation in the study without your consent.
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Should you have any questions prior to or during the study, you can contact either of the co-investigators, Kelly
Trusty, at(260)243-0261, kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu; or Barbara Liggett, Dissertation Committee Chair, at 269387-8943, barbara.a.liggett@wmich.edu. You may also contact the Chair, Human Subjects Institutional Review
Board at 269-387-8293 or the Vice President for Research at 269-387-8298 if questions arise during the course
of the study.
-------------------------------------------By accessing the Survey Monkey Survey and clicking “NEXT”, you are agreeing that you are 18 years of age,
you have read this informed consent document, the risks and benefits have been explained to you, and you agree
to take part in this study.
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SIMO Survey for Distribution
Please See Appendix C
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EXAMPLE OF PRENOTICE E-MAIL
FOR COMMUNITY FOUNDATION CEOs TO SEND TO GRANTEES
It would be best if this notice came from your CEO or Board President
(You are welcome to copy and paste the text below into your email message.)
October 1, 2012
Dear Community Foundation Grantee:
I am writing to share an exciting opportunity with you, one in which you can learn
more about how to align technology with your work in ways that will help you meet
your organizational mission.
This opportunity comes in the form of a study being done by a researcher from the
School of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan University. The
investigator, Kelly Trusty, is part of our Indiana nonprofit community – she has lived
and served in West Central and Northeast Indiana for nearly 20 years.
As you help the nonprofit sector understand technology/mission alignment with your
responses to a Survey Monkey survey, you will also receive a valuable benefit. Once
you complete the survey, you will be sent a customized report of the level at which
your organization’s technology is aligned with its mission, as well as a resource guide
of strategies that can help you use technology even more effectively than you already
do. There are no strings attached. Your participation is completely voluntary.
I think all of us in the nonprofit sector struggle with the balance between doing our
important work in communities and finding ways to make technology work for us.
This project is valuable to us because it can help organizations get better at doing
both: using technology and meeting our mission.
In a few days, you will be receiving an email invitation from Kelly Trusty to take the
survey. I hope you will find time in your busy schedule to help the nonprofit sector
grow in its ability to harness the power of technology.
Thank you in advance for your participation, and keep up the GOOD WORK!
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Sincerely,
The President or CEO
The Community Foundation
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PRENOTICE POSTAL MAIL LETTER TO GRANTEES

Kelly A. Trusty, Ph.D. Candidate

Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration

April 10, 2013
Name
Organization
Address
City, State Zip
Dear :
I am writing to ask for your help with an important study being conducted to understand the ways
nonprofit organizations choose and use technology to meet their missions. This research is the
foundation of my doctoral dissertation in Public Affairs and Administration, which I am pursuing
through Western Michigan University. The results will help all Indiana nonprofits learn how to better
use technology to achieve positive outcomes.
You have been selected to participate in this study because your organization,
, was listed on
the __________ Foundation’s website or in its electronic publications as having received a grant from
the Foundation. In the next few days you will receive a request to participate in this project by
answering questions about your organization, its use of technology, and its achievement of outcomes.
I would like to do everything I can to make it easy and advantageous for you to participate in this
project. First, I am writing in advance because many people like to know ahead of time that they will
be asked to fill out a questionnaire. Second, I will provide you with paper copy of the questionnaire
AND a link to an electronic version so you can choose to complete it either way. Third, after you
complete the survey, I will use your answers to create a custom technology alignment report and tech
manual for your organization. I will send that to you via email as a thank you for participating.
I hope you will take 30-45 minutes of your valuable time to help me. Most of all, I hope that the
questionnaire will be a positive opportunity for you to think about your organization and how it uses
technology.
Best Regards,

Kelly A. Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------2970 W 340 N, Angola, IN 46703
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu
260-243-0261
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WMU Webmail Plus

https://webmail.wmich.edu/zimbra/h/printmessage?id=49842

WMU Webmail Plus

ktk8904@wmich.edu

Reminder - Nonprofit Technology Survey - Please Help Indiana Nonprofits Improve
their Use of Technology

From : kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu via surveymonkey.com
<member@surveymonkey.com>

Fri, Oct 04, 2013 09:51 PM

Sender : survey-noreply@smo.surveymonkey.com
Subject : Reminder - Nonprofit Technology Survey - Please Help
Indiana Nonprofits Improve their Use of Technology
To : kelly a trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>
Reply To : kelly a trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>
Dear Kelly,
A few weeks ago you received a request to complete a Nonprofit Technology Survey. Your
responses to this survey are important and will help all Indiana nonprofit organizations grow
in their effective use of technology. I hope you will find time to complete it. I have included
the original request below, but I will also provide the survey link for you again here so it is
easy for you to access:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
Please click the link to go to the survey website or copy and paste the link into your browser.
Your response is very valuable to nonprofits, as well as to you, because you will receive a
Custom Technology Alignment Report that will provide you with new ideas of how to use
technology to meet your mission.
Thank you in advance for investing your time to complete the survey at your earliest
convenience. I hope to complete data collection by May 4.
Sincerely,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration

----------------Original Message---------------
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Dear Kelly,
I am writing to ask for your participation in a survey that I am conducting for my Ph.D.
Dissertation in School of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan University. I
would be very grateful if you could complete the survey by Friday, October 13.
I would like nonprofit professionals, like you, whose organizations are grantees of the
Sample Community Foundation, to reflect on and share information about your
organizational strategies, technology use, and organizational performance that leads to
outcomes - positive changes in the individuals, groups, and communities you serve.
Your participation adds value:
Your responses to this survey are very important and will help nonprofit organizations
understand what it means to align technology with their mission. Your responses may also
help nonprofits receive better technology training and technical assistance.
Benefits to you:
To thank you for your participation, you will receive a Custom Technology Alignment Report,
which will provide a summary of your organization’s use of technology and how well it
appears to be aligned with your mission. You will also receive a Technology Strategy Guide,
which contains suggestions of cutting-edge strategies that can help Sample Organization use
technology to better meet its mission. The custom report is available only to organizations
like yours that are invited to participate.
Participation is voluntary & confidential:
All of your individual responses will be kept completely confidential, and only your
organization will receive your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report summary
scores. Only the researchers involved will have access to your organization’s survey
responses and contact information.
Before you begin the survey, please read the Informed Consent document at the end of this
message. By accessing the Survey Monkey survey using the link in this email, and clicking
NEXT on the survey welcome screen, you are agreeing that you are over 18 years of age,
you have read this informed consent document and you agree to take part in this study.
About the survey:
The survey should take you about 45 minutes to complete. Please click on the link below to
go to the survey website (or copy and paste the survey link into your Internet browser).
Survey Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com
/s.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
Thank you!
Thank you in advance for completing this survey. It is only with the help of nonprofit
professionals like you that we can provide new knowledge to guide nonprofit organizations in
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using technology best practices to meet their missions.
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu or 260-243-0261.
With Appreciation and Best Regards,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration

Please note: If you do not wish to receive further emails from us, please click the link below,
and you will be automatically removed from our mailing list. https://www.surveymonkey.com
/optout.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
-------------------------------------------Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration
Informed Consent Document
Principal Investigator: Kelly Trusty
Title of Study: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES
You are invited to participate in a research project titled “THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES”.
This consent document will explain the purpose of this research project and will go over all
of the time commitments, the procedures used in the study, and the risks and benefits of
participating in this research project.
In this study, we are trying to find out if there are relationships in nonprofit organizations
(NPOs) between the strategic and organizational factors that enable and inhibit IT alignment,
which is the level at which an organization uses technology strategies and tools in ways that
helps it meet its mission and goals.
You may participate in this study if you are the person who has primary responsibility for
making technology decisions in your organization. You were selected to participate in this
study because you are a grantee of one of 45 Indiana Community Foundations randomly
selected for inclusion in the study. If you are not the person in charge of technology for your
organization, please forward this e-mail invitation to the individual in your coalition who
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meets this criterion.
This study will take place entirely online, where you will complete a 86-item Survey Monkey
survey. It should take you about 45 minutes to complete the survey, which is all that is
required to participate in the study.
If you choose to participate in this study after reading this document, you should access the
Survey Monkey survey using the unique link included in this email. Once you read the
Welcome and directions, click NEXT to continue to the next page. By clicking NEXT, you will
signify that you have read and understood this Informed Consent document.
You should use the buttons, keyboard and navigation tools on the page to complete the
survey, then click NEXT at the end of the survey to submit your responses. You will be asked
to close your browser after completing the survey.
This study will measure four types of things: the type of strategies that are typically used by
your organization, the level at which your organization demonstrates activities and strategies
that lead to IT Alignment, the extent to which your organization achieves performance
outcomes, and professional information about you and your organization.
Because the survey questions will address your perceptions of your organization, you may
feel uncomfortable that the Community Foundation or other nonprofit stakeholders will read
the survey results and view your perceptions negatively. To alleviate this concern, all survey
responses will be collected, stored and analyzed confidentially by the primary investigator.
No one other than the investigator, Survey Monkey, and the individual who takes the survey
will have access to identifiable information.
People who participate in this study will help nonprofit organizations understand what it
means to align technology with their mission, they will help nonprofit technical assistance
groups provide better training and technical assistance, and they will help their organizations
maximize its planning and use of technology to meet its mission.
There are no costs associated with participating in this study. There is no monetary
compensation for participating in this study. When you do complete the survey, you will be
provided with a Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report and Technology Strategy
Guide that you can use to continue your efforts to align technology with your mission.
The principle investigator and Survey Monkey administrators will have access to the list of
individuals invited via e-mail to participate in the study, and collected individual survey
response data. While reasonable and appropriate safeguards have been used in the creation
of the web-based survey to maximize the confidentiality and security of your responses,
when using information technology, it is never possible to guarantee complete privacy.
Survey Monkey’s privacy statement states “we will not use the information collected from
surveys in any way, shape or form.” Survey Monkey will keep electronic data stored on
servers kept in a locked cage requiring biometric recognition for entry, maintain surveillance
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equipment on the server site and staff the site 24/7. The Survey Monkey Security Policy can
be reviewed at this link: http://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/policy/security/. Paper copies
and a USB drive of all data will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the School of Public
Affairs & Administration Office at Western Michigan University for 3 years following the
completion of this study. The public will have access to a combined data set of anonymous
survey responses, which will be the only form of data that will be used to report findings
beyond the provision of your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity report. If any of the
information collected is submitted for use in a publication or presentation, you will be able to
review the data set and comment before it is submitted. Your name, e-mail address and
organization will not be connected to any publications or presentations made by the research
team.
You can choose to stop participating in the study at any time for any reason by closing your
Internet browser window or clicking “exit this survey” at the top right corner of your screen.
You will not suffer any prejudice or penalty by your decision to stop your participation. You
will experience NO consequences either professionally or personally if you choose to
withdraw from this study. The investigators can also decide to stop your participation in the
study without your consent.
Should you have any questions prior to or during the study, you can contact either of the
co-investigators, Kelly Trusty, at(260)243-0261, kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu; or Barbara
Liggett, Dissertation Committee Chair, at 269-387-8943, barbara.a.liggett@wmich.edu. You
may also contact the Chair, Human Subjects Institutional Review Board at 269-387-8293 or
the Vice President for Research at 269-387-8298 if questions arise during the course of the
study.
-------------------------------------------By accessing the Survey Monkey Survey and clicking “NEXT”, you are agreeing that you are
18 years of age, you have read this informed consent document, the risks and benefits have
been explained to you, and you agree to take part in this study.
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WMU Webmail Plus

ktk8904@wmich.edu

Nonprofit Technology Survey - One Last Chance to Receive your Custom Technology
Report

From : kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu via surveymonkey.com
<member@surveymonkey.com>

Fri, Oct 04, 2013 09:53 PM

Sender : survey-noreply@smo.surveymonkey.com
Subject : Nonprofit Technology Survey - One Last Chance to
Receive your Custom Technology Report
To : kelly a trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>
Reply To : kelly a trusty <kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu>
Dear Kelly,
Several weeks ago you received a request to complete a Nonprofit Technology Survey. If you
are still interested in participating in the survey and receiving your Custom Technology
Alignment Report, there is still time to do so! You are welcome and encouraged to access the
survey using this link:
https://www.surveymonkey.com/s.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
Please click the link to go to the survey website or copy and paste the link into your browser.

Your response to this survey is important and will help
all Indiana nonprofit organizations grow in their effective use of technology.
Thank you in advance for investing your time to complete the survey by the end of next
week (May 17).
Sincerely,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration
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Please note: If you do not wish to receive further emails related to this survey, please click
the link below, and you will be automatically removed from our mailing list.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/optout.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
----------------Original Message--------------Dear Kelly,
I am writing to ask for your participation in a survey that I am conducting for my Ph.D.
Dissertation in School of Public Affairs and Administration at Western Michigan University. I
would be very grateful if you could complete the survey by April 10.
I would like nonprofit professionals, like you, whose organizations are grantees of the
Sample Community Foundation, to reflect on and share information about your
organizational strategies, technology use, and organizational performance that leads to
outcomes - positive changes in the individuals, groups, and communities you serve.
Your participation adds value:
Your responses to this survey are very important and will help nonprofit organizations
understand what it means to align technology with their mission. Your responses may also
help nonprofits receive better technology training and technical assistance.
Benefits to you:
To thank you for your participation, you will receive a Custom Technology Alignment Report,
which will provide a summary of your organization’s use of technology and how well it
appears to be aligned with your mission. You will also receive a Technology Strategy Guide,
which contains suggestions of cutting-edge strategies that can help Sample Organization use
technology to better meet its mission. The custom report is available only to organizations
like yours that are invited to participate.
Participation is voluntary & confidential:
All of your individual responses will be kept completely confidential, and only your
organization will receive your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report summary
scores. Only the researchers involved will have access to your organization’s survey
responses and contact information.
Before you begin the survey, please read the Informed Consent document at the end of this
message. By accessing the Survey Monkey survey using the link in this email, and clicking
NEXT on the survey welcome screen, you are agreeing that you are over 18 years of age,
you have read this informed consent document and you agree to take part in this study.
About the survey:
The survey should take you about 45 minutes to complete. Please click on the link below to
go to the survey website (or copy and paste the survey link into your Internet browser).
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Survey Link: https://www.surveymonkey.com
/s.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
Thank you!
Thank you in advance for completing this survey. It is only with the help of nonprofit
professionals like you that we can provide new knowledge to guide nonprofit organizations in
using technology best practices to meet their missions.
If you have any questions or comments, please feel free to contact me at
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu or 260-243-0261.
With Appreciation and Best Regards,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration

Please note: If you do not wish to receive further emails from us, please click the link below,
and you will be automatically removed from our mailing list. https://www.surveymonkey.com
/optout.aspx?sm=UpF3X79swzmWPRDJzpzdsQ_3d_3d
-------------------------------------------Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs & Administration
Informed Consent Document
Principal Investigator: Kelly Trusty
Title of Study: THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND
NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES
You are invited to participate in a research project titled “THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN
STRATEGY, IT/MISSION ALIGNMENT, AND NONPROFIT ORGANIZATIONAL OUTCOMES”.
This consent document will explain the purpose of this research project and will go over all
of the time commitments, the procedures used in the study, and the risks and benefits of
participating in this research project.
In this study, we are trying to find out if there are relationships in nonprofit organizations
(NPOs) between the strategic and organizational factors that enable and inhibit IT alignment,
which is the level at which an organization uses technology strategies and tools in ways that
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helps it meet its mission and goals.
You may participate in this study if you are the person who has primary responsibility for
making technology decisions in your organization. You were selected to participate in this
study because you are a grantee of one of 45 Indiana Community Foundations randomly
selected for inclusion in the study. If you are not the person in charge of technology for your
organization, please forward this e-mail invitation to the individual in your coalition who
meets this criterion.
This study will take place entirely online, where you will complete a 86-item Survey Monkey
survey. It should take you about 45 minutes to complete the survey, which is all that is
required to participate in the study.
If you choose to participate in this study after reading this document, you should access the
Survey Monkey survey using the unique link included in this email. Once you read the
Welcome and directions, click NEXT to continue to the next page. By clicking NEXT, you will
signify that you have read and understood this Informed Consent document.
You should use the buttons, keyboard and navigation tools on the page to complete the
survey, then click NEXT at the end of the survey to submit your responses. You will be asked
to close your browser after completing the survey.
This study will measure four types of things: the type of strategies that are typically used by
your organization, the level at which your organization demonstrates activities and strategies
that lead to IT Alignment, the extent to which your organization achieves performance
outcomes, and professional information about you and your organization.
Because the survey questions will address your perceptions of your organization, you may
feel uncomfortable that the Community Foundation or other nonprofit stakeholders will read
the survey results and view your perceptions negatively. To alleviate this concern, all survey
responses will be collected, stored and analyzed confidentially by the primary investigator.
No one other than the investigator, Survey Monkey, and the individual who takes the survey
will have access to identifiable information.
People who participate in this study will help nonprofit organizations understand what it
means to align technology with their mission, they will help nonprofit technical assistance
groups provide better training and technical assistance, and they will help their organizations
maximize its planning and use of technology to meet its mission.
There are no costs associated with participating in this study. There is no monetary
compensation for participating in this study. When you do complete the survey, you will be
provided with a Custom Technology Alignment Maturity Report and Technology Strategy
Guide that you can use to continue your efforts to align technology with your mission.
The principle investigator and Survey Monkey administrators will have access to the list of
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individuals invited via e-mail to participate in the study, and collected individual survey
response data. While reasonable and appropriate safeguards have been used in the creation
of the web-based survey to maximize the confidentiality and security of your responses,
when using information technology, it is never possible to guarantee complete privacy.
Survey Monkey’s privacy statement states “we will not use the information collected from
surveys in any way, shape or form.” Survey Monkey will keep electronic data stored on
servers kept in a locked cage requiring biometric recognition for entry, maintain surveillance
equipment on the server site and staff the site 24/7. The Survey Monkey Security Policy can
be reviewed at this link: http://www.surveymonkey.com/mp/policy/security/. Paper copies
and a USB drive of all data will be kept in a locked filing cabinet in the School of Public
Affairs & Administration Office at Western Michigan University for 3 years following the
completion of this study. The public will have access to a combined data set of anonymous
survey responses, which will be the only form of data that will be used to report findings
beyond the provision of your Custom Technology Alignment Maturity report. If any of the
information collected is submitted for use in a publication or presentation, you will be able to
review the data set and comment before it is submitted. Your name, e-mail address and
organization will not be connected to any publications or presentations made by the research
team.
You can choose to stop participating in the study at any time for any reason by closing your
Internet browser window or clicking “exit this survey” at the top right corner of your screen.
You will not suffer any prejudice or penalty by your decision to stop your participation. You
will experience NO consequences either professionally or personally if you choose to
withdraw from this study. The investigators can also decide to stop your participation in the
study without your consent.
Should you have any questions prior to or during the study, you can contact either of the
co-investigators, Kelly Trusty, at(260)243-0261, kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu; or Barbara
Liggett, Dissertation Committee Chair, at 269-387-8943, barbara.a.liggett@wmich.edu. You
may also contact the Chair, Human Subjects Institutional Review Board at 269-387-8293 or
the Vice President for Research at 269-387-8298 if questions arise during the course of the
study.
-------------------------------------------By accessing the Survey Monkey Survey and clicking “NEXT”, you are agreeing that you are
18 years of age, you have read this informed consent document, the risks and benefits have
been explained to you, and you agree to take part in this study.
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POSTAL MAIL REMINDER POSTCARD TO PARTICIPATE IN SIMO STUDY
Dear <<First Name>>:
A few weeks ago you should have received a request in the mail to complete a Nonprofit Technology
Mission/Alignment survey. During this busy, beau ful me of year, I know you may not have had me
to complete it. It would be terrific if you could find the me to complete it in the near future, preferably this week. You may s ll complete the paper copy I sent, or you may complete the survey online.
Here is the link to the online version of the survey:

h ps://www.surveymonkey.com/s/SIMOsurvey
If using the online survey, please enter your Respondent Number: <<xxxx>>

Thank you for your help with this project, which has the poten al to help all nonprofit organiza ons
improve in their use of technology.
Sincerely,
Kelly Trusty
Ph.D. Candidate, Western Michigan University
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APPENDIX J
Sample Custom Alignment Maturity Report and Technology Guide
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TheSIMOProject:
InvesƟgaƟnglinksbetween
Strategy,
TechnologyAlignment,
Mission&Outcomes

TohelpnonproĮtorganizaƟons
accomplishtheirgoodwork,beƩer

Technology/MissionAlignmentMaturity
SurveySummaryReport
andSIMOToolbox

for

SampleOrganizaƟon
SampleCounty,Indiana


Compiledby
KellyTrusty,Ph.D.Candidate
WesternMichiganUniversity
SchoolofPublicAīairs&AdministraƟon
kelly.a.trusty@wmich.edu
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WHATISSIMO?
SIMO represents a model created to explain the relaƟonships found in nonproĮt organizaƟons
between the organizaƟons’ overall strategy typology, their level of informaƟon technology (IT)
alignmentmaturity(alsocalledtechnologyalignmentmaturity),theirmission,andtheiroutcomes
orperformanceindicators.WhilethemodeltookshapeasIworkedtowardmyPh.D.inPublic
AdministraƟon, its essence has been building for the twenty years I have been working in and
withnonproĮtorganizaƟons.

AsthedirectorofagrassrootscoaliƟon,Iwasaskedbyfundersandcommunitystakeholders,and
Iaskedmyselfconstantly,“Howdoweknowifwearemakingadiīerence?”Allshapesandsizes
oforganizaƟonsI’veconsultedwithsincethenhearthatverysamequesƟonasIhelpthemcreate
strategicplansandprogramstomeetcommunityneeds.BylearningaboutoutcomeͲdrivenproͲ
gramming,we’veallfoundthatwecananswerconĮdentlyifwebeginwiththeendinmind—the
posiƟvechangeswehopewillmanifestintheindividuals,families,andcommuniƟesweserve.In
otherwords,wearelikelytomakeadiīerenceifwestartandendwithourmission.

TwentyyearsisalongƟme,longenoughtoexperiencethetransiƟonfrompenandpapertallies
ofaƩendancetoscanningparƟcipants’barcodes;fromfoldinghundredsofnewsleƩerstoreachͲ
ing thousands instantly with eͲmails, blogs and tweets.  During the past two decades, I have
beeninvolvedinmanyconversaƟonsabouthowharditisfornonproĮtgroupstokeepupwith
technology.Thecost,thelearningcurveandthedistracƟonarechallenges,butthechallengesare
balancedbythepotenƟaltoreachgreaternumbersoffolks,withmoreinformaƟon,inrealƟme,
while saving tremendous eīort that staī and volunteers can focus elsewhere.  Each of these
ponderablespointsdirectlybacktothequesƟonaskedabove,withatechnologytwist:

Doestechnologyreallyhelpusachieveourmission?Howdoweknow?

ThisisthequesƟonthatfuelstheSIMOinvesƟgaƟon.IntuiƟvely,wemightallanswer,“Well,of
courseitdoes!”However,unƟlnownoonehaslookedattheSIMOrelaƟonshipsreallycloselyto
Įnd key informaƟon that can help nonproĮt organizaƟons align technology with their overall
strategyandtheirmissioninordertoachievegreateroutcomes.That’swhatIamlookingfor,that
keyinformaƟon,soIcanshareitwithyouandyourcolleaguessothatyoucandoyourgoodwork,
beƩer.  This process has only been possible with your involvement, and I thank you very, very
muchforbeingapartofthisimportantwork.

—KellyTrusty
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY


AbouttheSIMOSurvey
The NonproĮt Strategy, IT/Mission AlignmentMaturity, Mission and Outcome (SIMO) survey
wasconductedtolearnaboutthewaysinwhichnonproĮtorganizaƟons(NPOs)usetechnoloͲ
gytodotheimportantworktheydoincommuniƟes.Previousresearch2,3suggeststhatwhen
businessenƟƟesaligntheiradopƟonanduseoftechnologytoolswiththeirstrategicbusiness
goals, they tend to achieve greater economic gains, eĸciency, and organizaƟonal eīecƟveͲ
ness. UnƟl now, no method existed to determine whether NPOs align technology with their
missionsand,ifso,whetheralignmenteīortsresultsintheachievementofgreateroutcomes
and  beneĮts to the organizaƟons themselves, their consƟtuents, and the communiƟes they
serve.Accordingly,thissurveywasdevelopedasapreliminarystepinidenƟfyingamethodto
measurealignmentinNPOs.Thesurveyconsistedofan87Ͳitem,webͲbasedquesƟonnaire.

AbouttheSurveyParƟcipants
RepresentaƟvesfromorganizaƟonsthatreceivedgrantsfromIndianaCommunityFoundaƟons
between 2010 and 2012 parƟcipated in this survey. A total of 1,806 organizaƟons, 87% of
whichwerenonproĮtorganizaƟonsand13%werepublicagencies,wereinvitedtocomplete
theSIMOquesƟonnaire.Ofthoseinvited,244(14.3%)respondedtotheinvitaƟon.


TheorganizaƟonsserveprimarilymetropolitanareas(63%),with25%servingnonͲmetroareas
and 12% serving rural areas. The organizaƟons pursue a variety of missions, most of which
meethumanserviceneeds(43%),followedbyeducaƟon(21%),publicandsocialbeneĮt(12%)
andarts,cultureandhumaniƟes(11%).


AmajorityoftheorganizaƟons(77%)have20orfeweremployees;most(82%)have20orfewͲ
erboardmembers,and52%engageatleast21volunteers.Overhalfareconsidered“small
nonproĮts”withannualbudgetsoflessthan$500K(54%),andamajorityspend3%orlessof
their annual budget on technology (81%). Most (78%) have Internet access of DSLͲlevel or
greater.


OfalloftheorganizaƟonalrepresentaƟvesthatresponded,48%couldbeconsideredthe
“leader”oftheorganizaƟon,whiletheremainderareotheradministratorsandprogramstaī.
JustoverhalfofrespondentshavebeeninvolvedwiththeirorganizaƟonsfor6yearsorlonger,
andjustunderhalfhavebeeninvolvedforĮveyearsorless.Mostcharacterizetheirlevelof
technologyexperƟseandexperienceas“experiencedandskilled”(52%),while21%saythey
haveexperience,butnotmuchskill,and9%areveryexperiencedandskilledorexperts.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY(cont.)

AbouttheSurveyParƟcipants(cont.)
WhenaskedabouttheoverallstrategytypetheirorganizaƟongenerallyusestoplanandmake
decisions,amajorityreportedusingeitherProspectororAnalyzerstrategies.


x

Prospectors,36%ofrespondents,lookforwaystosolveemergingneedsandbetheĮrston
theblocktoimplementnewprogramsoracƟviƟes.

StrategyTypologies
5%
ofRespondents
x Analyzers,37%ofrespondents,haveastablestrategic
(n=213)
22%
environment.TheyareconservaƟveintheirapproach
37%
Defender
toseekingoutandsolvingnewproblems.Theyuse
Prospector
environmentalscanningtoidenƟfyneedsandstrucͲ
36%
Analyzer
turedplanningtodeterminetheirapproachtothem.


x

Reactor

Defenders,reportedasthepredominantstrategytype
by22%ofrespondents,focusonimprovingeĸciencyintheirexisƟngdomain—theyfocus
onstrengtheningtheirexisƟngprograms.


x

Reactors,5%ofrespondents,tendtorespondinadisorganizedwaytooutsidepressures
rather than proacƟvely adapƟng to their environment. They seem to always be “puƫng
outĮres”ratherthanplanningahead.



KeyFindings
x

InmorethanhalfoftheorganizaƟons(61%),thereisnotapaidstaīmemberwhosejobit
istomakedecisionsaboutormanagetechnology,andofthoseorganizaƟonsthathavea
paidstaīmemberinthatrole,only24%ofthosestaīmembersfocussolelyonmanaging
technology.Further,of25%ofrespondingorganizaƟons,nooneisinchargeoftechnology.


x

According to the Technology/Mission Alignment Maturity scales, altogether respondents
rated their overall Technology/Mission Alignment Maturity at 2.66 on a 5Ͳpoint scale.
When asked to esƟmate their level of Technology/Mission Alignment Maturity,  average
respondentraƟngwas2.88,whichsuggeststhatorganizaƟonsfeeltheyareslightlymore
mature in their level of Technology/Mission alignment pracƟces than they actually are.


x

Overall,therespondentorganizaƟons’mostmatureTechnology/MissionalignmentcriteriͲ
onisOrganizaƟonalCultureandtheirleastmatureareaofTechnology/Missionalignment
pracƟceisGovernanceEīecƟveness.
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EXECUTIVESUMMARY(cont.)
x

ThischartshowsaverageTechnology/Missionalignmentmaturityscoresforallrespondents:

Respondents'AverageTechnology/MissionAlignmentMaturity
CriteriaScores
(5Ͳpointscale)

2.82
2.44
2.17
2.66
2.92
2.35
3.26

CommunicationEffectiveness
MeasuringTechnologyCompetencyandValue
TechnologyGovernanceEffectiveness
PartnershipandCollaboration
TechnologyInfrastructureScope&Architecture
HumanResourcesandSkills
OrganizationalCulture

x

When considering dayͲtoͲday organizaƟonal performance relaƟve to stakeholder engagement,
capacity,acƟviƟesandoutputs,respondentsasagroupratedperformanceaboveaverage(2.98
ona4Ͳpointscale).

x

WhenconsideringtheirorganizaƟonalperformancerelaƟvetotheirachievementofoutcomes,
in other words, how they impact their clients and communiƟes, respondents as a group rated
theirperformanceatslightlyaboveaverage(4.33ona1Ͳ6scale).

x

Respondents as a group tend to measure their dayͲtoͲday organizaƟonal performance (94%),
butjustoverhalfofrespondents(55%)measuretheiroutcomes,orposiƟve,sustainedchanges
theyhavecontributedtointheirtargetpopulaƟon.

x

Overall,respondentsfeeltheuseoftechnologyhasagreatdealofinŇuenceontheirdayͲtoͲday
organizaƟonalperformance(rated4.08ona5Ͳpointscale),butitsinŇuenceontheachievement
ofoutcomeswasratedconsiderablylower(2.46).ThisĮndingsuggeststhatwhiletechnologyis
usefulingeƫngworkdone,itisn’tperceivedassomethingthatcontributestolongͲtermchange.

x

AccordingtotheSIMOmodelasitwastestedwithesƟmateddata,strategytypologyinŇuences
the relaƟonship between technology/mission alignment and organizaƟonal outcomes in diīerͲ
entways,dependingonthespeciĮcstrategytypologyanorganizaƟongenerallyuses.Defenders,
ProspectorsandAnalyzerstendtobalancetheireīortsbetweentechnology/missionalignment
pracƟces,whileReactorstendtofocusonjustafewoftheseven.

x

Again,usingesƟmateddatatotesttheSIMOmodel,organizaƟonalculturematurityappearsto
beoneareaoftechnology/missionalignmentmaturitythatiscommontoallstrategytypologies
intermsoftheweightofitsinŇuenceonorganizaƟonalperformance.
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YOURSTRATEGYTYPOLOGY

Defender Prospector
Analyzer

Reactor

YourorganizaƟon’sreportedstrategytypologyis:Analyzer


StrategyTypologyisderivedfromworkbyMilesandSnow4,whodescribefourdisƟncttypes
of strategic behaviors that are exhibited in most organizaƟons when they respond to needs
and problems. These behaviors occur in a cycle of adaptaƟons that is dependent upon
structuresandprocessesthatexistwithintheorganizaƟon.TheconĮguraƟonofstaī,board
andvolunteers,theorganizaƟonalhierarchy(i.e.chainofcommand),theformalityofpolicies
and procedures, and the way decisions are made are all structures and processes that
inŇuenceanorganizaƟon’sstrategicacƟons.Moresimply,


structure+process=strategy


ThestrategicacƟonstranslatetostablepaƩernsofbehavioroverƟme,thusbecomingpartof
anorganizaƟon’scharacter.ThechoicetoaligntechnologywithanorganizaƟon’smissionis
anexampleofastrategicacƟon,andhowtheorganizaƟongoesaboutthealignmentprocess
oŌendemonstratesitsstrategytypology.


Forexample,acommunityartsorganizaƟonmayhavebeentheĮrsttoalignafewtechnology
tools with their mission, such as using online fundraising for a missionͲfocused program or
creaƟngandmaintainingafacebookpagesoitcancommunicatemoreeĸcientlywithvolunͲ
teers and patrons. In order to use those processes, the organizaƟon would need to have a
decisionͲmaking structure, i.e. a commiƩee comprised of a board member, the execuƟve
director, the program manager and the volunteer that manages all the technology, that
supportsthistypeofinnovaƟonandcancreateandimplementastrategicplantomakethose
things happen. An organizaƟon like this would likely be classiĮed as having a “prospector”
strategytypology,providedthesearethekindsofstructuresandprocessesitusesregularly.


The four strategy types are described on the next page as they have been demonstrated in
nonproĮt organizaƟons5. As you read the descripƟons and compare them to your reported
strategytypology,askyourself,“IsourstrategytypologyhelpingusachievemissionͲfocused
outcomes?” The answer to this quesƟon may become clear when you examine your SIMO
ProĮleonpage35.
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YOURSTRATEGYTYPOLOGY(cont.)

TheFourStrategyTypologiesintheNonproĮtSector5
Defenders haveanarrowfocus,asetservicearea,ortheyserveaspeciĮcclientorneed.They
aretheexpertsintheirsectorandgenerallydonotseekoutnewproblemstosolveorpartners
withwhichtocollaborate.TheyoŌenhaveformalpoliciesandprocedurestoguidetheirwork.
Their approach to decisionͲmaking is generally stable, fueled by staī ideas and approved and
monitoredbytheboard.StrategychoicesfocusonincreasingeĸciencyandeīecƟvenessofthe
servicestheyprovideand,toalimitedextent,pursuinginnovaƟonsthatwillhelpimproveservice
delivery.  Defenders can be characterized as either the goͲto organizaƟon for best pracƟces if
theirservicesresultinconsistent,reliable,highͲquality,missionͲfocusedoutcomes,ortheymight
bethe‘olddog’inacommunitythatdoeswhathasalwaysbeendonewithliƩleregardforenviͲ
ronmental pressures or changes. Defenders view their mission as a strict boundary for service
provision.


Prospectors arealwayslookingfornewwaystomeetemergingneeds.Accordingly,theyare
alwaysinsearchofthelatesttechnologyandprocessestocreatenovelsoluƟons.Prospectorsare
risk takers and oŌen give up eĸciency and overall superiority in exchange for their posiƟon as
Įrstontheblock.TheyconƟnuallyscanthecommunityforopportuniƟestoserveandrespond
quicklytofundingandprogramdevelopmentopportuniƟes.TheseorganizaƟonsinvestresources
andestablishextensivepartnershipstocreate,test,andoīernewapproaches.Boardmembers,
staīandvolunteersaredynamicintheirroles,championsandinnovatorsarecelebrated,comͲ
miƩeesareacƟve,andserviceareas,policiesandproceduresareredeĮnedasneededtomeet
emergingneeds.Prospectorsconsidertheirmissiona’jumpingoīpoint’fromwhichtheyshould
innovateandexpandtomeetavarietyofneeds.


Analyzers existintwodomains:onethatisstableandrequiresrouƟneprocesses,formalized
structures, and eĸcient technology; and one that readily adapts to changes in the community.
ThestablebaseoŌenconsistsof awellͲdeveloped,yetdynamicstrategicplan,whichprovides
fuelforcontrolledinnovaƟon.AnalyzersengageinongoingneedsassessmenttokeeptheirĮnͲ
geronthepulseoftheircommunityofstakeholders.WhentheyĮndopportuniƟestosolvenew
problems,theydosowithconservaƟve,yetprogressivetechnology,structureandprocesschoicͲ
es.StaīandvolunteersareoŌenspecialized,anddecisionsaredataͲdriven.Analyzersusetheir
missiontodriveasetoflimited,stableservicesyettheyremainopentopromisingpracƟcesthat
mightenablethemtobeƩermeetcommunityneeds.


Reactors do not tend to maintain a speciĮc niche or present innovaƟve approaches. Rather,
these organizaƟons respond to environmental demands by looking at what other organizaƟons
aredoing,ĮllinggapsandeliminaƟngduplicaƟveservices.Environmentalpressurestendtoforce
disorganizedchoicesintermsofwhotoserve,whattoprovide,whattoolstouse,andhow to
structureandprocessthework.ConservingresourcesandavoidingriskareoŌenthefocus,and
themissionisŇexibleenoughtoadapttoavarietyofneedsandopportuniƟes.
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENTMATURITY
YourOverallTechnology/MissionAlignmentMaturityScore:
TheesƟmatedTechnology/MissionAlignmentMaturityScoreyoureported:3.07
YourIndividualTechnology/Misison AlignmentMaturityCriteriaScores
(5Ͳpointscale)

CommunicationEffectiveness

3.29

MeasuringTechnologyCompetencyandValue

3.22

TechnologyGovernanceEffectiveness

3.11

PartnershipandCollaboration

3.83

TechnologyInfrastructureScope&Architecture

3.33

HumanResourcesandSkills

3.44

OrganizationalCulture

4.29

Technology/missionalignmentischaracterizedbyĮvelevels1.Thelevelsarenotplaceswhere
an organizaƟon lands and stays. Rather, an organizaƟon’s current technology/mission alignͲ
mentlevelprovidesinsightintoareasinwhichtechnologyalreadyenablestheorganizaƟonto
beƩermeetitsmission,andareasinwhichitcanimproveinternalprocesses,itsmanagement
anduseoftechnology,and,consequently,achievementofitsmission.


x

Level1—ChaoƟc:OrganizaƟonsatLevel1typicallydonothaveatechnologyplan,useand
management of technology is unpredictable, tech tools are used for simple, backͲroom
funcƟons,thereisnotechsupportavailable,andfundingislimitedornonexistent.

x

Level 2—ReacƟve: OrganizaƟons at Level 2 are essenƟally in ĮreͲĮghƟng mode. Funding
andmaintenanceoftechnologyisbasedonimmediateneedsandbreakdowns.Inventory
istracked,soŌwareandhardwarearedistributedacrosstheorganizaƟon,andtechnology
isusedforadministraƟveandplanningfuncƟons.

x

Level 3—ProacƟve: OrganizaƟons at Level 3 plan and predict technology processes and
problemͲsolvingsteps.SoŌwareandhardwareusageandneedsareanalyzed.Technology
processesaredeĮned,andfundingisbasedonplannedreplacement.Technologyisused
foradministraƟveandprogramͲrelatedfuncƟons.

x

Level 4—Service: Technologyisconsideredanecessity.TechnologytrainingandcapacityͲ
buildingareplannedandmanaged.Alltechnologyisintegratedandautomated.Theroleof
thetechnologydirector/teamisdeĮned.TechnologyfundingisbasedonplannedreplaceͲ
mentandƟmelyupgrades.

x

Level 5—Value: The organizaƟon sees technology as part of the overall organizaƟonal
strategy.Thetechnologydirector/teamcollaborateswithotherstaītoimproveprogram
andservicedelivery.Thehelpdeskor“techguy”goesbeyondĮxingtofacilitaƟnggrowth.
Program outcomes depend upon technology. Technology  training is an integral part of
employees’andvolunteers’preparaƟontoserve.Fundingfortechnologyisapercentage
oftheoverallorganizaƟonalbudget.
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENTMATURITY(cont.)
TheTechnology/MissionAlignmentMaturityCriteria
TheSIMOstudy,adaptedfromtheStrategicAlignmentMaturityModel(SAMM)withpermisͲ
sionofitscreator2,usedsevencriteria,eachacollecƟonoforganizaƟonalacƟons,processes
orbehaviorsthatmaycontributetoanonproĮtorganizaƟon’salignmentmaturity,tomeasure
whattechnology/missionalignmentmaturitylookslikeinthenonproĮtsector.SAMMhassix
criteria; the seventh criteria was added to SAMM and a number of terms were adapted in
consideraƟonofthecharacterofthenonproĮtsectorinordertocreateSIMO.Thepremiseof
both models is that if an organizaƟon does not demonstrate one of the acƟons or demonͲ
stratesitatalowlevel,thenthematuritylevelofthatcriteriongoesdown.IftheorganizaƟon
demonstratesorusesthatacƟonorprocessatahighlevel,thematuritylevelofthatcriterion
goesup.Thesearethecriteria:


x

CommunicaƟon eīecƟveness—AcƟons that help leaders and staī eīecƟvely exchange
ideasandshareaclearunderstandingofwhatittakestoensurethateveryoneisfocused
on meeƟng the mission and using technology in ways that align with the mission.


x

Measuringthecompetencyandvalueoftechnology—DatacollecƟonandevaluaƟonproͲ
cessesthatcreateabalancedviewofthevalueoftechnologyintermsofitscontribuƟonto
theorganizaƟon’smission,andstrategiesforusingrewardsandpenalƟesforachievingor
missingobjecƟves.



x

Technologygovernance—StrategiesthatensurethattheappropriateleadersanddecisionͲ
makerstaketheƟmetoformallydiscussandreviewprioriƟesandallocaƟonoftechnology
resources, and that decisionͲmaking authority for technology changes is clearly deĮned.


x

Partnerships and collaboraƟon—The extent to which departments and people work
togetherintheorganizaƟon,aswellashowtheorganizaƟonworkswithexternalpartners
andstakeholders.



x

Technology infrastructure scope and architecture—TheextenttowhichtheorganizaƟon
uses technology in ways that are appropriate in structure and scope, understandable,
Ňexible,customizableandinnovaƟve.



x

Human resources and skills—The ways in which the organizaƟon recruits, trains and
supportsemployeesandvolunteerssotheyarecapableofusingtechnologytoolsinways
that will help them increase eīecƟvenss and eĸciency in their dayͲtoͲday work.


x

OrganizaƟonalculture—ThevaluesandprioriƟesdemonstratedinanorganizaƟon,suchas
innovaƟon, locus of power in technology decisionͲmaking, the interpersonal climate, the
leveloftrustamongstakeholders,andhowtheorganizaƟondealswithtechnologychange.
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENTMATURITY(cont.)
ChangingyourlevelofTechnology/MissionAlignmentMaturity
Once an organizaƟon knows where it stands in terms of technology/mission alignment, it’s
Ɵmetodecideifthecurrentlevelistherightlevel.ForsomeorganizaƟons,havingdependable
tools for administraƟve tasks is all that’s needed to meet the mission. But for others, those
that know  there are certain populaƟons not being reached, or opportuniƟes being missed,
takingittothenextlevelmightbeinorder.HowdoesanorganizaƟonmovetothenextlevel?
FivebasicstepsaresuggestedbyHeye1anddescribedbelow.

1. Knowwhereyouare—Thisreportsuggestsyouroveralllevelofalignment,aswellasyour
levelofalignmentinsevendiīerentcategories,whichisdetailedinthenextseveralsecͲ
Ɵons.Inordertochangeoverallalignment,itisnecessarytochoosethecategoriesthat
aremostcriƟcalandabletobechanged.
2. DeĮne your desƟnaƟon —AnongoingconversaƟonamonganorganizaƟon’sboard,adͲ
ministraƟveleadershipandtechnologyleadersfocusingontheĮvelevelsisthenextstep.
ThekeyquesƟonforallis,“HowcanweimproveineachoftheseareasinordertobeƩer
use technology to meet our mission? Which level seems like an appropriate goal for the
nextyear,ortwo,orthree?
3. Build buyͲin — One person cannot improve technology/mission alignment by himself or
herself. While a champion or sponsor helps facilitate change, it is important to discuss
goals for improvement with the board, execuƟve leadership, program managers, and diͲ
rect service staī, as well as external stakeholders (funders, network partners, oversight
groups)soeveryoneunderstandsthegoalsofthechange,aswellascontributestheirperͲ
specƟveandideas.
4. Make it happen—Once the organizaƟon agrees that a concerted eīort is needed to inͲ
crease technology/mission alignment, it’s Ɵme to make a plan. Establish short and longͲ
termgoalsforchangerelaƟvetothecriteriayou’vechosentofocuson.IdenƟfythespeͲ
ciĮcstepsthatneedtobetakentoincreasethefactorsyou’veagreedon.Then,idenƟfy
theresources(Ɵme,money,staī)necessarytodothework.MakeaworkplanthatidenƟͲ
Įestheindividualsresponsibleforeachsteptowardthegoal.IdenƟfyhowyouwillmeasͲ
urechangesindayͲtoͲdayoperaƟonsANDoutcomestoseeifthechangeshavehelpedyou
getclosertomeeƟngyourmission.BesuretoidenƟfywhowillmeasurechangesoverƟme
to see if the changes have made a diīerence. Be Ňexible, be transparent, share inforͲ
maƟon,keepcommunicaƟng,andstayfocused.
5. Repeat—Increasing technology/mission alignment is a process. Once you improve your
technologyinfrastructure,forexample,andseeposiƟvechangesinyourdayͲtoͲdayoperaͲ
Ɵonsoryouroutcomes,youmaydecideit’sƟmetofocusonskillsortechnologygovernͲ
ance.Thesameprocessshouldbefollowed,andalways,alwayssomeoneshouldbemeasͲ
uringresultstoensurethechangehasaddedvaluetotheorganizaƟon.
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENTMATURITY(cont.)

Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasing Technology/Mission Alignment Maturity:

x

HowCanNonproĮtsUseTechnologytoAdvanceTheirMission?(2013).WebResourceCenter
online at the NaƟonal Council of NonproĮt website: hƩp://www.councilofnonproĮts.org/
resources/resourcesͲtopic/technology


x

Managing Technology to Meet Your Mission: A Strategic Guide for NonproĮt Leaders (2009)
[book]. By Holly Ross, Katrin Verclas and Alison Levine. ISBN: 978Ͳ0Ͳ470Ͳ34365Ͳ4


x

Forget theTech, Let’sTalk Mission (May27,2010)[blogpost].ByJohnMerriƩ&SteveHeye.
Online at  the NonproĮt Technology Network (NTEN) website: hƩp://www.nten.org/
blog/2010/05/27/forgetͲtechͲletsͲtalkͲmission


x

TechnologyBasicsManual(2013)[eͲbook].DevelopedbyBaylorUniversityHankamerSchoolof
Business. Online at Baylor Business NonproĮt Technology CollaboraƟon website: hƩp://
www.baylor.edu/business_new/mis/nonproĮts/index.php?id=93083


x

WebinarSeries:NonproĮtTechnology101.SponsoredandpresentedbyNonproĮtTechnology
Network(NTEN).Seriesof3webinarsfocusingonassessingcurrenttechnology,managingtechͲ
nology,Įndingsupport,andaligningtechnologywithmission.WebinarsarerecordedandavailaͲ
ble onͲdemand, fee required. Online at the NonproĮt Technology Network (NTEN) website:
hƩp://www.nten.org/events/webinar/2013/06/12/webinarͲseriesͲnonproĮtͲtechnologyͲ101

11
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—CommunicaƟonEīecƟveness
CommunicaƟonEīecƟvenessdescribesthelevelatwhichyourorganizaƟonleadersandtechͲ
nologystaīexchangeideas,knowledgeandinformaƟon.EīecƟvecommunicaƟonbetween
thesetwogroupshelpsthewholeorganizaƟonunderstandtheconnecƟonbetweenyourmisͲ
sion,goals,strategiesandacƟviƟes,andtechnologytoolsthatcanfacilitatethem4.

YourCommunicaƟonEīecƟvenessMaturityCriterionScore:3.29
YourCommunication EffectivenessMaturityFactorScores
(5Ͳpointscale)

3

TechnologystaffunderstandingofNPOs

4

Leadership'sunderstandingoftechnology

2

Board'sunderstandingoftechnology

5

Communicationmethods

3

Communicationstyle

2

Knowledgesharing

4

Liaisons

AsyoucompletedtheSIMOquesƟonnaire,youwereaskedtoconsiderseveralaspectsofyour
organizaƟon’scommunicaƟonstylesandstrategies.Thelistbelowcorrespondstotheitemson
thesurvey,andsuggeststhequesƟonsyoumayhaveaskedyourselfasyoucompletedthis
secƟon.AsyoureviewyourscoresandthequesƟonsbelow,youmightaskyourself,“Ifmy
organizaƟonwantedtochangethisraƟng,whatcoulditdodiīerentlyinregardtocommuniͲ
caƟon?”

x

Howmuchdoesthetechnologydepartmentorthe“techguy/gal”knowaboutour
organizaƟon,itsmission,programs,clients,andgeneraloperaƟons?

x

HowmuchdoesourCEO/ExecuƟveDirector/ProgramDirectorknowaboutthetechnology
weuse,orthetechnologywecouldusetosupportourprogramsandservices?

x

HowmuchdoesourBoardknowandunderstandaboutthetechnologyweuse,orthe
technologywecouldusetosupportourprogramsandservices?

x

IsourcommunicaƟonstylebetweenleadersandtechnologyfolksoneͲwayortwoͲway?Is
itŇexibleorinŇexible?Isitformalorinformal?HowcoulditbemoreeīecƟve?

x

HowmuchknowledgeandinformaƟonissharedbetweenleaders,staī,volunteers,and
otherstakeholders?Couldmorebeshared,orcoulditbesharedmoreeīecƟvely?

x

Doweuseliaisonsbetweentechnologystaīandotherstaītohelptransferknowledge
andprocessesacrosstheorganizaƟon?

12
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—CommunicaƟonEīecƟveness(cont.)
Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
For more informaƟon on increasing CommunicaƟon EīecƟveness Maturity:

x

5HabitsofHighlyEīecƟveCommunicators(November29,2012)[onlinearƟcle].BySusanTarͲ
danico.OnlineatForbeswebsite:hƩp://www.forbes.com/sites/susantardanico/2012/11/29/5Ͳ
habitsͲofͲhighlyͲeīecƟveͲcommunicators/


x

FivewaystoimproveinternalcommunicaƟonsatyournonproĮt(July4,2011)[onlinearƟcle].
BySondiBruner.OnlineatCharityVillagewebsite:hƩps://charityvillage.com/Content.aspx?
topic=Įve_ways_to_improve_internal_communicaƟons_at_your_nonproĮt


x

HowtoImproveCommunicaƟoninaNonproĮtEnvironment(2013)[blog].ByLeighRicharts.
OntheChronwebsite:hƩp://smallbusiness.chron.com/improveͲcommunicaƟonͲnonproĮtͲ
environmentͲ3082.html


x

SevenWaystoBreakDownWorkplaceSilos(November5,2012)[onlinearƟcle].BySondiBrunͲ
er.OnlineatCharityVillagewebsite:hƩps://charityvillage.com/Content.aspx?
topic=Seven_ways_to_break_down_workplace_silos


x

TechToolsforNonproĮts—CommunicaƟngMoreEīecƟvely(2013)[blog].ByKristaBalbach.
OnlineattheEzineNonproĮtArƟcleswebsite:hƩp://ezinearƟcles.com/?TechͲToolsͲforͲ
NonproĮtsͲͲͲCommunicaƟngͲMoreͲEīecƟvely&id=6594692


x

StrategicLeadership:WhataNonproĮtLeaderReallyNeedstoKnowaboutIT(June6,2013)
[onlinearƟcle].ByLisaRau.OnlineatNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN)website:hƩp://
www.nten.org/arƟcles/2013/strategicͲleadershipͲwhatͲaͲnonproĮtͲleaderͲreallyͲneedsͲtoͲknow
ͲaboutͲit


x

Workplaces that Work: Interpersonal CommunicaƟon. (2013) [online arƟcle]. Online at the
hrcouncil.cawebsite:hƩp://hrcouncil.ca/hrͲtoolkit/workplacesͲinterpersonal.cfm
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—Measuringtechnology’svalue
Measuring technology’s competency and value entails creaƟng and using a wellͲthought out
varietyofmetricsorcriteriafordeterminingwhethertechnologyishelpingtheorganizaƟonmeet
its mission. OrganizaƟons with a high level of measurement maturity engage a wide range of
stakeholders in formulaƟng good “how do we know” quesƟons that connect their use of
technologywiththeirgoals,strategies,andacƟviƟes,thenusingthosequesƟonstocollectdata,
reviewthedata,andmakestrategicdecisionsbasedonthedata.










YourCompetency&ValueMeasurementMaturityCriterionScore:3.22
YourCompetency&ValueMeasurementMaturityFactorScores
(ona5Ͳpointscale)

Technologymeasures
Usingtechnologymesurementdata
Outcomemeasures
Integratedtech/outcomemeasures
Servicelevelagreements
Benchmarkingpractices
Assessingtechnologyinvestments
Continuousimprovementpractices
Perceivedcontributionoftechnology



5

4
3
2
1
5
4
3
2

TheĮgurebelowillustratesthemeasurementprocess:






Forexample,ifanartmuseuminvestsinbuildingandmaintaininganinteracƟvewebsiteforkids,
howwilltheboardandstaīknowifthewebsiteactually“fosterstheunderstandingofworksof
art”(NaƟonalGalleryofArt,2012)?AgoodquesƟontobeginwithis,“Howdoweknowifthe
kids’websiteisbuildingyouthunderstandingofworksofart?”DrillingdownwithaddiƟonalquesͲ
ƟonsgetstocoredatathatcanbeusedfordecisionͲmaking:
x

Howmanypeoplevisitthewebsiteeachmonth?Howmanyclicksdotheymake?Whichweb
featuresaremostaccessed?

x

Howmanyfamilieswhovisitthemuseumindicateonasurveythattheyvisitedthesite?

x

HowmanyteachersgatherinformaƟonfromthesite?
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—Measuringtechnology’svalue(cont.)
WhenyoucompletedtheSIMOquesƟonnaire,youwereaskedtoconsiderseveralaspectsof
howyourorganizaƟonmeasuresthecompetencyandvalueoftechnologyasitrelatestothe
organizaƟon’smission.Thelistbelowcorrespondstothemeasurementitemsonthesurvey,
and suggests the quesƟons you may have asked yourself as you completed this secƟon. As
youreviewyourscoresandthequesƟonsbelow,youmightaskyourself,“IfmyorganizaƟon
wanted to change this raƟng, what could it do diīerently in regard to measuring
technology’scompetencyandvalue?”

x

Whatmetrics,ormeasurementsdoweusetomeasuretechnology’scontribuƟontothe
achievement of our organizaƟonal mission? Are we measuring technology use? Are we
measuring dayͲtoͲday processes and outputs? Are we measuring outcomes, the changes
we’ve contributed to in the lives of our clients, parƟcipants, and community? Are the
metricseasytouseandeasytounderstand?

x

Whatprocessesdoweusetomeasuretechnology’scontribuƟontothemission?Arethe
processesformalorinformal?IsaspeciĮcpersoninchargeofmeasuring?HowoŌendo
we use measurement processes? Do we use the informaƟon we get to make improveͲ
mentsordecisions?

x

Do we set benchmarks? In other words, do we establish speciĮc levels of outcomes we
wanttoachieve?Howdowemeasurewhetherwe’veachievedthosebenchmarks?

x

Doweassessandreviewthereturnonourtechnologyinvestments?Inotherwords,can
wedeterminewhethertechnologytoolsandstrategiesareaddingvaluetoourwork?

x

DoweengageinconƟnuousimprovementpracƟcesbylookingatthemeasurementdata
wecollect,determiningwhatneedstochange,thenmakingchangestoourstrategiesto
improveoutcomes?

x

CanweaccuratelydescribetheextentofthecontribuƟonthattechnologyhasmadetothe
accomplishmentofourmission?
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—Measuringtechnology’svalue(cont.)
Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasingTechnologyMeasurementMaturity:
x

DIY NonproĮt Technology: 4 Steps for Measuring Return on Investment (ROI) on Your Next
TechProject.(November24,2012)[onlinearƟcle)byTanyaLee.OnlineontheNonproĮtTechͲ
nology Network (NTEN) website: hƩp://www.nten.org/blog/2012/10/24/diyͲnonproĮtͲ
technologyͲ4ͲstepsͲforͲmeasuringͲroiͲonͲyourͲnextͲtechͲproject

x

DemonstraƟng Value: Tracking and Expressing Your OrganizaƟon’s Success. (April 2, 2012)
[onlinearƟcle].OnlineontheTechSoupwebsite:hƩp://www.techsoup.org/support/arƟclesͲand
ͲhowͲtos/demonstraƟngͲvalueͲtrackingͲexpressingͲyourͲorganizaƟonsͲvalue

x

Geƫng Started with DataͲDriven DecisionͲMaking: A Workbook. (2013) [eͲbook]. Online on
the NonproĮt Technology Network (NTEN) website: hƩp://www.nten.org/research/2013ͲdataͲ
workbookͲdownload

x

ManagingTechnologytoMeetYourMission:AStrategicGuideforNonproĮtLeaders(2009)
[book]byHollyRoss,KatrinVerclasandAlisonLevine.ISBN:978Ͳ0Ͳ470Ͳ34365Ͳ4

x

MeasuringtheNetworkedNonproĮt:UsingDatatoChangetheWorld.(2012)[book]ByBeth
KanterandK.D.Payne.ISBN:978Ͳ1118137604

x

Measuring Your Social Media Success (October 24, 2011) [online arƟcle] By Andrea Berry.
Online on the NonproĮt Technology Network (NTEN) website: hƩp://www.nten.org/
blog/2011/10/24/measuringͲyourͲsocialͲmediaͲsuccess

x

ThreeAnalyƟcToolstoGaugeYourSocialAudience’sPulse.(November20,2012)[onlinearƟͲ
cle] By Ritu Sharma. Online on the NonproĮt Technology Network (NTEN) website: hƩp://
www.nten.org/arƟcles/2012/threeͲanalyƟcsͲtoolsͲtoͲgaugeͲyourͲsocialͲaudience%E2%80%99sͲ
pulse

x

Webinar: NonproĮts and Data: Transforming Data into Knowledge: Measuring Performance,
Outcomes and Social Impact. Sponsored and presented by NonproĮt Technology Network
(NTEN).WebinararerecordedandavailableonͲdemand,FREE.OnlineattheNonproĮtTechnolͲ
ogy Network (NTEN) website: hƩp://www.nten.org/events/webinar/2011/11/17/nonproĮtsͲ
dataͲtransformingͲdataͲknowledgeͲmeasuringͲperformanceͲoutcomesͲandͲsocialͲimpact

x

Webinar: CreaƟng a DataͲInformed Culture: Taking Control of Your Programs and Progress
withthe7StepsofMeasurement.SponsoredandpresentedbyNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork
(NTEN).WebinararerecordedandavailableonͲdemand,feerequired.OnlineattheNonproĮt
Technology Network (NTEN) website: hƩp://www.nten.org/events/webinar/2012/10/30/
measuringͲtheͲnetworkedͲnonproĮt
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—GovernanceEīecƟveness
GovernanceeīecƟvenessinvolvesmakingdecisionsabouttechnologyandprocessesinorder
to set prioriƟes and allocate resources toward technology tools and strategies. According to
Renz(2004),governanceinthenonproĮtworldis“theprocessofprovidingstrategicleaderͲ
ship…[which] entails seƫng direcƟon, making strategy and policy decisions, overseeing and
monitoring performance of the organizaƟon, and ensuring overall accountability”6. In most
cases,nonproĮtgovernanceisthefuncƟonoftheBoard,butitoŌeninvolvesparƟcipaƟonby
seniorstaīandexternalstakeholderssuchasfundersandregulatoryoraccrediƟngagencies.

YourGovernanceEīecƟvenessMaturityCriterionScore:3.11
YourGovernanceEffectivenessMaturityFactorScores
(5Ͳpointscale)



Organizationoftechnology
Organizationalstrategicplanning
Technologystrategicplanning
Technologybudgeting
Technologyinvestmentdecisions
Technologysteeringcommittee
Prioritizingtechnology
Internalstakeholderinvolvement
Externalstakeholderinvolvement

1
5
4
3
2
1
5
4
3

The SIMO quesƟonnaire also asked you to consider several aspects of your organizaƟon’s
governancepracƟces.Thelistbelowcorrespondstogovernanceitemsonthesurvey,andsugͲ
gests quesƟons you may have asked yourself as you completed this secƟon. As you review
your scoresand the quesƟons below, you might ask yourself, “If my organizaƟon wanted to
changethisraƟng,whatcoulditdodiīerentlyinregardtogovernance?”

x

Howdoweorganizetechnology?Istherecentralplanning,ordoeseveryonedotheirown
thing?

x

DoestheorganizaƟonengageinoverallstrategicplanning?Towhatextentaretechnology
staī, other staī, and other stakeholders involved in the planning and decisionͲmaking
process?

x

Do we engage in strategic technology planning, speciĮcally considering how technology
cancontributestrategicallytoourmission?DowehaveatechnologysteeringcommiƩee?

x

How do we prioriƟze and budget for technology? Is it a planned, strategic expense we
incorporate into planning and budgeƟng to help us increase achievement of missionͲ
focusedgoals?

426
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—GovernanceEīecƟveness(cont.)
Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasingGovernanceEīecƟvenessMaturity:

x

ITGovernance:MakingTechnologyWorkforYourOrganizaƟon.(August7,2012)[blog].By
JohnHammerstrom.OnlineontheCommunityITInnovatorswebsite:hƩp://
www.communityit.com/blog/itͲgovernance/


x

ITGovernancefor(smaller)NonproĮts.(2012).[slides].ByDonnyC.Shimamoto.Onlineat
Slidesharewebsite:hƩp://www.slideshare.net/donnyitk/itͲgovernanceͲforͲnonproĮts



x

InternetManagementforNonproĮts:Strategies,ToolsandTradeSecrets.(2010)[book].By
TedHart.NewYork:JohnWiley&Sons,Inc.ISBN:978Ͳ0470539569


x

TechnologyPlanning(2013)WebResourceCenterwithsampletechnologyplans.Onlineat
MassachuseƩsNonproĮtNetworkwebsite:hƩp://www.massnonproĮtnet.org/resourcesͲ2/
nonproĮtͲ411/technology/


x

TechnologyPlanning:AreYouNavigaƟngWithoutaMap?(2012)[onlinearƟcle].ByJohn
Hoīman.OnlineatNonproĮtQuarterlywebsite:hƩp://www.nonproĮtquarterly.org/
management/21450ͲtechnologyͲplanningͲareͲyouͲnavigaƟngͲwithoutͲaͲmap.html



x

Webinar:DoesYourOrgNeedaSocialWebGovernanceStrategy?(2011)SponsoredandpreͲ
sentedbyNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN).WebinararerecordedandavailableonͲ
demand,feerequired.OnlineattheNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN)website:hƩp://
www.nten.org/events/webinar/2011/02/24/socialͲwebͲgovernanceͲstrategy


x

Webinar:ITBudgeƟngforNonproĮts.(2011)SponsoredandpresentedbyNonproĮtTechnoloͲ
gyNetwork(NTEN).WebinararerecordedandavailableonͲdemand,feerequiredfornonͲ
members.OnlineattheNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN)website:hƩp://www.nten.org/
events/webinar/2011/12/08/itͲbudgeƟngͲnonproĮts


x

Webinar:TenWaystoBringITtotheLeadershipTable.(2011)Sponsoredandpresentedby
NonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN).WebinararerecordedandavailableonͲdemand,feereͲ
quiredfornonͲmembers.OnlineattheNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN)website:hƩp://
www.nten.org/events/webinar/2011/05/11/tenͲwaysͲbringͲitͲleadershipͲtable
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—Partnership&CollaboraƟon
Partnership and CollaboraƟon describes the relaƟonships and interacƟon between technology
staī,therestoftheorganizaƟon,andstakeholders.InmanynonproĮtorganizaƟons,parƟcularly
smallerones,thereisno“techguy/gal”orITdepartment.Insuchcases,partnershipandcollaboͲ
raƟonrequiresallstaīandvolunteerstoworktogethertounderstandandimplementtechnology
toolsinwaysthatarebestsuitedtomissionͲfocusedstrategiesandacƟviƟes.If,forexample,one
ortwoboardorstaīmembersareverytechsavvyandwanttherestoftheorganizaƟontogeton
board with a new technology tool or strategy, the organizaƟon must work through the learning
processsothateveryoneunderstandsthepurposeandvalueofthetechnologybeingproposed.

YourPartnership&CollaboraƟonCriterionScore:3.83
YourPartnership&Collaboration MaturityFactorScores
(5Ͳpointscale)

5

Perceptionoftechnologyinvestment

4

Roleoftechnologyinstrategicplanning

3

Sharedrisksandrewards

5

Relationshipmanagement
Technologychampions

1
5

Collaborationwithstakeholders

As you completed the SIMO quesƟonnaire, you were asked to consider several aspects of your
organizaƟon’spartnershipandcollaboraƟonpracƟces.ThelistbelowcorrespondstothepartnerͲ
ship and collaboraƟon items on the survey, and suggests the quesƟons you may have asked
yourselfasyoucompletedthissecƟon.AsyoureviewyourscoresandthequesƟonsbelow,you
mightaskyourself,“IfmyorganizaƟonwantedtochangethisraƟng,whatcoulditdodiīerentlyin
regardtopartnership&collaboraƟon?”

x

Towhatextentaretechnologystaī&servicesconsideredasaddingvaluetotheorganizaƟon?

x

TowhatextentdoestechnologyhavearoleinoverallorganizaƟonalstrategicplanning?

x

To what extent do organizaƟonal staī work together to implement technology  innovaƟons,
andtowhatextentdotheygetrewardedfortheireīorts?

x

What kinds of processes are in place to enhance partnerships and collaboraƟon that
increasetheuseoftechnology?

x

Are there  “champions” or lead individuals that encourage the organizaƟon to incorporate
technologyintoitsiniƟaƟves?Aretheysupportedandencouraged?

x

TowhatextentdoestheorganizaƟoncollaboratewithstakeholdersontechnologyiniƟaƟves?
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—Partnership&CollaboraƟon(cont.)
Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasingPartnership&CollaboraƟonMaturity:

x

4TechSoluƟonstoBeƩerCollaboraƟonforNonproĮts(2013,September13).[blog].Onlineat
TechImpactwebsite:hƩp://blog.techimpact.org/4ͲtechͲsoluƟonsͲtoͲbeƩerͲcollaboraƟonͲforͲ
nonproĮts/


x

CaseStudy:NPowerMichiganandBoardCollaboraƟonTools(2011,May5).[onlinearƟcle].
OnlineontheNTENWebsite:hƩp://www.nten.org/blog/2011/05/13/caseͲstudyͲnpowerͲ
michiganͲandͲboardͲcollaboraƟonͲtools


x

CommunicateandCollaborate(2013).WebResourceCenter,onlineattheTechSoupwebsite:
hƩp://www.techsoup.org/support/arƟclesͲandͲhowͲtos/arƟclesͲbyͲsubject?subjecƟd=4


x

Issue8ofNTEN:Change:“The‘CollaboraƟon’Issue.(2012).CollecƟonofarƟclesfromsector
expertsonnonproĮttechnologycollaboraƟontoolsforgovernance,backoĸcefuncƟons,dataͲ
drivenplanning.OnlineontheNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN)website:hƩp://
www.nten.org/blog/2012/12/04/issueͲ8ͲofͲntenchangeͲtheͲcollaboraƟonͲissue


x

StrategicCollaboraƟonsbetweenNonproĮtsandBusiness(2000)[journalarƟcle].NonproĮt
andVoluntarySectorQuarterly29(69).hƩp://www.nioc.ca/learningͲdevelopment/peerͲ
support/focusͲareas/wpͲcontent/uploads/2012/07/StrategicͲCollaboraƟonͲBetweenͲNonproĮts
ͲandͲBusinesses.pdf


x

TheNewNonproĮtWay:CollaboraƟon&InnovaƟon(2012).[blog].ByHeidiMassey.Onlineat
IncenƟvizewebsite:hƩp://incenƟvize.us/2012/04/30/theͲnewͲnonproĮtͲwayͲcollaboraƟonͲ
innovaƟon/


x

Webinar:WorkingwithRemoteStaī(2013,November18).SponsoredandpresentedbyNonͲ
proĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN).WebinararerecordedandavailableonͲdemand,FREE.
OnlineattheNonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN)website:hƩp://www.nten.org/events/
webinar/2013/11/18/askͲtheͲexpertͲworkingͲwithͲremoteͲstaī
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—TechnologyScope&Architecture
Technology infrastructure scope and architecture describes the extent to which technology is
installedandusedacrosstheorganizaƟonandincollaboraƟonwithotherorganizaƟons.Insome
organizaƟons,thescopeoftechnologyincludesafewtechnologytools,primarilyfor“backoĸce”
taskslikecopyingandbasicoĸcemanagement,whileinothersawidevarietyareusedtoenable
business processes and strategies, provide soluƟons, and add value to the work an organizaƟon
does toward its mission. Architecture describes the ways in which networking is used to coordiͲ
nateandconsolidatetechnologytasks,increaseeĸciency,andmaximizetheimpactoftechnology
ontheorganizaƟon’swork.SomeorganizaƟonshaveafewstandͲalonecomputers,whileothers
have all of their technology networked to a main server or applicaƟons and storage are cloud
based.TherangeofconĮguraƟonsisendless.

YourTechnologyInfrastructureScope&ArchitectureMaturityScore:3.33
YourTechnologyInfrastructure &ScopeMaturityFactorScores
(5Ͳpointscale)

5

Technologyscope

4

Technologystandardsandpolicies

3

Technologyintegration

2

Technologyflexibility
Internaltechnologytools

1
5

Externaltechnologytools

As you completed the SIMO quesƟonnaire, you were asked to consider several aspects of your
organizaƟon’stechnologyinfrastructurescopeandarchitecture.Thelistbelowcorrespondstothe
scopeandarchitectureitemsonthesurvey,andsuggeststhequesƟonsyoumayhaveaskedyourͲ
selfasyoucompletedthissecƟon.AsyoureviewyourscoresandthequesƟonsbelow,youmight
ask yourself, “If my organizaƟon wanted to change this raƟng, what could it do diīerently in
regardtoitstechnologyinfrastructurescopeandarchitecture?”

x

Howdoweuseourtechnology?FortradiƟonaloĸcetasks,ortoenableordriveprocesses,or
doweusetechnologytodrivestrategy?

x

Dowehavetechnologystandardsandpolicies?Doweuseandenforcethem?

x

How well is our technology infrastructure integrated? Does everything stand alone, or is
technologycoordinatedacrossprogramsanddepartmentsthroughouttheorganizaƟon?

x

HowŇexibleisourtechnologyinadapƟngtochangesinorganizaƟonandcommunityneeds?

x

What internal technology tools do we use? What external technology tools do we
use?Doesourscopeoftechnologymeetourneeds?Doweneedmore?Areweoverwhelmed?

21
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—TechnologyScope&Architecture(cont.)
Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasingTechnologyScope&ArchitectureMaturity:


x

2013FieldGuidetoSoŌwareforNonproĮts(2013).OnlineattheIdealwarewebsite:hƩp://
www.idealware.org/reports



x

APracƟcalGuidetoIntegratedCommunicaƟons:AWorkbookforNonproĮts(2013)[eͲbook].
OnlineattheIdealwarewebsite:hƩp://www.idealware.org/reports/pracƟcalͲguideͲintegratedͲ
communicaƟonsͲworkbookͲnonproĮts


x

ComputerandNetworkUsagePolicies(2010).Webresourcelist.OnlineattheFreeManageͲ
mentLibrarywebsite:hƩp://managementhelp.org/computers/policies.htm


x

DONATEDSOFTWARE—TechSouppartnerswithdozensofsoŌwareandhardwareprovidersto
connectnonproĮtswiththetoolstheyneed,Visitthetechsoup.orgproductdonaƟonswebpage
formoreinformaƟon:hƩp://www.techsoup.org/getͲproductͲdonaƟons/productͲcatalog



x

Idealware—HelpingNonproĮtsMakeSmartSoŌwareDecisions—WebsitehƩp://
www.idealware.org/


x

InternetManagementforNonproĮts:Strategies,ToolsandTradeSecrets(2010)[book].ByTed
Hart,JamesM.GreenĮeld,SteveMacLaughlinandPhilipH.GeierJr.ISBN:978Ͳ0470539569


x

ManagingTechnologytoMeetYourMission:AStrategicGuideforNonproĮtLeaders(2009)
[book]byHollyRoss,KatrinVerclasandAlisonLevine.ISBN:978Ͳ0Ͳ470Ͳ34365Ͳ4


x

NonproĮtMarkeƟngGuide.com:TrainingandƟpsfordoͲitͲyourselfnonproĮtmarketers(2013)
WebsitehostedbyKiviLerouxMiller.OnlineattheNonproĮtMarkeƟngGuide.Comwebsite:
hƩp://www.nonproĮtmarkeƟngguide.com/resources/


x

TheNonproĮtSocialMediaPolicyWorkbook(2012)[report].OnlineattheIdealwarewebsite:
hƩp://www.idealware.org/reports/nonproĮtͲsocialͲmediaͲpolicyͲworkbook


x

TheNonproĮtSocialMediaDecisionGuide(2013)[report].OnlineattheIdealwarewebsite:
hƩp://www.idealware.org/reports/nonproĮtͲsocialͲmediaͲdecisionͲguide


x

UnderstandingSoŌwareforProgramEvaluaƟon(2013).[report]OnlineattheIdealware
website:hƩp://www.idealware.org/reports/understandingͲsoŌwareͲprogramͲevaluaƟon
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—HumanResources&Skills
Human resources and skills describes the human capital consideraƟons for the organizaƟon,
includingtheextenttowhichstaīandleadershiphavetheknowledgenecessarytointegratetechͲ
nology into their missionͲfocused work, whether training is provided, and the strategies used for
bringing on personnel and volunteers who have appropriate technology talent and skills. This
criteria addresses whether individuals are “on their own” with technology, or if the organizaƟon
providesappropriateopportuniƟestolearnandgrowtechnologyskillsthroughjobͲspeciĮctraining
and crossͲtraining. Also this criteria assesses whether the the organizaƟon is able to aƩract and
retaintherightpeople,bothstaīandvolunteerstobe“onthebus”intermsoftheirabilitytouse
technologyinwaysthatwillhelptheorganizaƟonmeetitsmission.MorethanjustassessingwhethͲ
ertheorganizaƟonhasa“techguy/gal”,thiscriterionalsomeasuresthetechnologyknowledgeand
learningclimateintheorganizaƟon.

YourHumanResources&SkillsCriterionScore:3.44
YourHumanResources&SkillsMaturityFactorScores
(5Ͳpointscale)

4

Leadershiptacitknowledge
Leadershipexplicitknowledge
Stafftacitknowledge
Staffexplicitknowledge
SkillͲbuildingopportunities
CrossͲtrainingopportunities
Jobsharingopportunities
Attractinghighqualitytech.staff
Attractingtech.savvyvolunteers

3
2
1
5
4
3
5
4

In the SIMO quesƟonnaire, you were asked to consider several aspects of your organizaƟon’s
humanresourcesandskills.Thelistbelowcorrespondstotheseitemsonthesurvey,andsuggests
the quesƟons you may have asked yourself as you completed this secƟon. As you review your
scoresandthequesƟonsbelow,youmightaskyourself,“IfmyorganizaƟonwantedtochangethis
raƟng,whatcoulditdodiīerentlyinregardtohumanresourcesandskills?”


x

Towhatextenttoleadersandstaīknowhowtechnologytoolswork,andtowhatextentcan
theyusetechnologytomanageprojectsandsolveproblems?

x

WhatopportuniƟes,bothformalandinformal,dostaīandvolunteershavetoaƩendtraining
andbuildtheirtechnologyskills?

x

How well does the organizaƟon do in aƩracƟng and retaining the most qualiĮed and skilled
employeesthathaveabalanceofprogrammaƟcandtechnicalskills?

x

HowwelldoestheorganizaƟondoinaƩracƟngandretainingvolunteerswhoaretechnologiͲ
callycompetent?
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—HumanResources&Skills(cont.)
Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasingHumanResources&SkillsMaturity:

x

5HRToolstoHelpYourNonproĮtConnectwithOutͲOfͲOĸceTalent(2013).[blog].Available
attheNonproĮtHubwebsite:hƩp://www.nonproĮthub.org/humanͲresources/5ͲhrͲtoolsͲtoͲ
helpͲyourͲnonproĮtͲconnectͲwithͲoutͲofͲoĸceͲtalent/


x

BeSmartWhenBuyingNonproĮtHRTechnology(2013,May15)[onlinearƟcle].ByMac.Online
attheNonproĮtHRwebsite:hƩp://www.nonproĮthr.com/beͲsmartͲwhenͲbuyingͲnonproĮtͲhrͲ
technology/



x

CulturalFitintheNonproĮtSector:AConversaƟonwithBrianOconnell(2009)[interviewtranͲ
script].AhiringstrategyconversaƟonavailableonlineattheBridgespanwebsite,hƩp://
www.bridgespan.org/PublicaƟonsͲandͲTools/HiringͲNonproĮtͲLeaders/HiringͲStrategy/CulturalͲ
FitͲinͲtheͲNonproĮtͲSector.aspx#.Ul7GbhAxZmg



x

NonproĮtTechnologyNetwork(NTEN)provideswebinars,faceͲtoͲfaceandconferencetraining,
aswellasaNonproĮtLeadershipAcademyeightweektrainingforbeginningtechiesthrough
technologymasters.VisittheNTENwebsiteLearnandEventpulldowns,hƩp://www.nten.org



x

MicrosoŌDigitalLiteracyCurriculum(2013).OnlinetechnologytrainingtoolsavailableatMiͲ
crosoŌDigitalLiteracywebsite:hƩp://www.microsoŌ.com/about/corporateciƟzenship/
ciƟzenship/giving/programs/up/digitalliteracy/default.mspx



x

ThePurposefulTechie:NonproĮtITwithIntenƟon(2008,September23).[onlinearƟcle]By
MarkShaw.OnlineattheTechSoupwebsite:hƩp://www.techsoup.org/support/arƟclesͲandͲ
howͲtos/purposefulͲtechie



x

TechSoupprovidesandpromotestechnologylearningeventsandwebinarsontopicsthatare
relevanttononproĮtorganizaƟons.VisittheEventsandWebinarswebpageandsignupfor
alertsofupcomingevents,hƩp://www.techsoup.org/community/eventsͲwebinars


x

UsingSocialMediaasanEīecƟveRecruitmentTool(2013,July30).[onlinearƟcle]
ByAliciaSchoshinski.OnlineattheNonproĮtHRWebsite:hƩp://www.nonproĮthr.com/socialͲ
mediaͲrecruitmentͲtools/
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—OrganizaƟonalCulture
OrganizaƟonal culture is the unique paƩern of shared values, prioriƟes, assumpƟons, processes
andbehaviorsthatcontributetoanorganizaƟon’ssocial,interpersonalandstrategicenvironment.
This paƩern can impact the ways and extent to which organizaƟons approach and achieve their
goalsandtheirmission.InthecontextofSIMO,organizaƟonalcultureconsidersthewaysinwhich
anorganizaƟonviewsinnovaƟonandentrepreneurship,howpowerisusedrelaƟvetotechnology
decisionͲmaking, the interpersonal climate of the organizaƟon, the level at which people in the
organizaƟontrustandvalueeachother,aswellashowtheorganizaƟondealswithchangeanddisͲ
rupƟon.CulturecaninŇuencehowpeopleintheorganizaƟonthinkaboutandusetechnology.

YourOrganizaƟonalCultureCriterionScore:4.29
YourOrganizationalCultureMaturityFactorScores
(5Ͳpointscale)

3

InnovationͲinternalsupport
InnovationͲexternalsupport
LocusofdecisionͲmakingpower
Interpersonalclimate
Perceivedtrust
Perceptionsoflearning
Readinessforchange
Disruptioncausedbychange
Abilityoftechnologytorespondtochange
Abilityofstafftorespondtochange

2
4
3
4
2
4
1

5
3
TheSIMOquesƟonnaireaskedyoutoconsiderseveralaspectsofyourorganizaƟon’sculture.The
listbelowcorrespondstotheorganizaƟonalcultureitemsonthesurvey,andsuggeststhequesͲ
ƟonsyoumayhaveaskedyourselfasyoucompletedthissecƟon.Asyoureviewyourscoresand
the quesƟons below, you might ask yourself, “If my organizaƟon wanted to change this raƟng,
whatcoulditdodiīerentlyinregardtoitsculture?”
x

TowhatextentisourorganizaƟoninnovaƟveandentrepreneurial?

x

To what extent do our external stakeholders (funders, policyͲmakers, collaboraƟve partners)
encourageinnovaƟon?

x

Whatisthe“locusofpower”inourorganizaƟonrelaƟvetotechnologydecisionͲmaking?Does
someoneatthetopmakeallthedecisions,orarethepeoplewhoactuallyusetechnologydayͲ
toͲdayinvolvedintheprocess?

x

Howdothetechnologystaīinteractwithotheremployeesandvolunteers—atarm’slength,
oristhereconĮdence,trust,respectandcooperaƟonamongthem?

x

How is learning viewed in the organizaƟon? Is it part of everyday life, welcomed, tolerated,
discouragedordreaded?

x

How does the organizaƟon react to change? Is it ready when change comes? Does change
25
disrupttheorganizaƟon?CantheorganizaƟonanditstechnologyreadilyadapttochange?
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YOURTECHNOLOGY/MISSIONALIGNMENT—OrganizaƟonalCulture(cont.)
Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasingOrganizaƟonalCultureMaturity:

x

ChangeManagement—AcollecƟonofarƟclesonstrategiestohelpnonproĮtsmanagechange
(2013).OnlineattheGreenlightsforNonproĮtSuccesswebsite,hƩp://www.greenlights.org/
blog/category/changeͲmanagement/


x

ChangeManagement:StrategiestoHelpNonproĮtLeadersMaketheMostofUncertainTimes
(2009,Spring).[brieĮngpaper].AvailableonlinettheTCCGroupwebsite,hƩp://
www.tccgrp.com/pdfs/changemanagement.pdf


x

NonproĮtCultureintheCloud:KeyFindingsand9CaseStudiesfromaStudy.(2012).[arƟcle].
OnlineontheNTENwebsite,hƩp://www.nten.org/research/nonproĮtͲcultureͲinͲtheͲcloudͲkeyͲ
ĮndingsͲandͲ9ͲcaseͲstudiesͲfromͲaͲstudy


x

NTEN:Change(AQuarterlyJournalforNonproĮtLeaders).Libraryofjournalissuesisavailable
attheNTENwebsitewithanonline(free)subscripƟon,hƩp://www.nten.org/ntenchange


x

OpenDebate,NotPoliteness,isWhatDrivesNonproĮtInnovaƟon(2013,June16).[blog].
OnlineattheChronicleofPhilanthropywebsite,hƩp://philanthropy.com/arƟcle/OpenͲDebateͲ
NotͲPoliteness/139751/


x

SparkingNonproĮtInnovaƟon:WeirdManagementIdeasthatWork(Spring2003).[onlinearƟͲ
cle].ByRobertI.SuƩon.OnlineattheStanfordSocialInnovaƟonReviewwebsite,hƩp://
www.ssireview.org/arƟcles/entry/sparking_nonproĮt_innovaƟon


x

TheNonproĮtOrganizaƟonalCultureGuide:RevealingtheHiddenTruthsThatImpactPerforͲ
mance(2010)[book].ByPaigeHullTeegarden,DeniceRothmanHindenandPaulSturm.ISBN
978Ͳ0470891544


x

TheRoleofPowerinNonproĮtInnovaƟon(2011)[journalarƟcle].ByGrahamDover&Thomas
B.Lawrence.NonproĮtandVoluntarySectorQuarterlyvolume42,issue5.


x

WhyDesigningYourNonproĮtCultureisDoorDie(n.d.)[blog]ByMarkKoenig.Onlineatthe
NonproĮtHubwebsite,hƩp://www.nonproĮthub.org/featured/designingͲyourͲnonproĮtͲ
culture/
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ORGANIZATIONALPERFORMANCE
OrganizaƟonalperformanceinthenonproĮtsectoranswersthequesƟons,“Areweachievingour
goals?“and“ArewemeeƟngourmission?”AccordingtoPenna7,nonproĮtorganizaƟonsengage
stakeholders;buildtheircapacity;combineresources,productsandservicestooīeracƟviƟes(i.e.
programs,intervenƟons,campaigns);andaspeopleparƟcipateintheacƟviƟes,organizaƟonsare
saidtodeliveroutputs,e.g.thenumberofgraduates,peoplewhohaveviewedacampaignorperͲ
formance, bowls of soup served, or beds Įlled. Technology can help engage stakeholders, build
organizaƟonalcapacity,createanddeliveracƟviƟes,andincreaseoutputs,asyoumayhaveread
aboutinthemanyresourceslistedintheSIMOToolboxespresentedinthisreport.


These measures are important because they tell organizaƟons whether their dayͲtoͲday work is
engagingthepeopleintheircommuniƟesandhelpingthemmoveinaposiƟvedirecƟon,onethat
alignswithorganizaƟons’missions.Themeasuresdon’t,however,letanorganizaƟonknowwhethͲ
erthepeopleandcommuniƟesbeingservedhaveactuallyexperiencedsustainedbeneĮtorposiͲ
Ɵve change.  Outcomes, again deĮned by Penna7, are the direct, intended beneĮts or posiƟve
changesanorganizaƟon’seīortshaveonthestakeholdersitsprogramsandotheracƟviƟesserve,
changesthatmakeasigniĮcant,measurablediīerenceinasituaƟonorcreatesomethingnewthat
wasn’ttherebefore.Inotherwords,anonproĮt’sworkshould,overƟme,resultinpeoplebeing
beƩeroīthantheywerebefore,inawaythatisconsistentwithanddeĮnedbytheorganizaƟon’s
mission and goals. When outcomes are sustained over Ɵme and they become observable in a
whole community or populaƟon, they are considered impacts. NonproĮt organizaƟons should
strivetoachieveoutcomes—posiƟvechanges,andtheyshouldalwaystrytosustaintheirwork
longenoughandwellenoughtoachieveimpacts.


Outcomesshouldbeobservable,andtheyprimarilyfallintooneofĮvecategoriesrepresentedby
theacronymBACKS,developedbyPenna7:
x

Behavior—Thosethingsweseepeopledo.Intermsofoutcomes,behaviorsmanifestas
achangefromanegaƟvetoaposiƟvebehavior,oradecreaseofnegaƟveand/oran
increaseinposiƟvebehavior,suchassmoking(negaƟve)oraƩendingculturalevents
regularly(posiƟve).Behaviorscanbemeasuredbyobserving,tesƟng,surveying,or
lookingatdatafromagenciesthattypicallyseethesebehaviors.

x

Aƫtude—ThewayapersonthinksaboutanissuethatinŇuencethechoiceshe/she
makes.SupporƟngrecyclingandgreenpracƟces,orbelievinginthevalueofahealthy
lifestyleareexamplesofaƫtudesthatcanbechangedthroughtheworkofnonproĮts.
AƫtudescanbemeasuredthroughacƟviƟeslikesurveys,interviews,focusgroupsand
reviewsofmassmediaandsocialmedia.

x

CondiƟon—Thestateofsomeone’sliferelaƟvetoestablishedcriteria.Poverty,for
example,isacondiƟon.Someone’spovertycondiƟoncanbemeasuredbyĮndingout
theirannualincomeandleveloffoodinsecurity.Acommonwaysocialserviceagencies
measurecondiƟoniswithĮveestablishedlevels—incrisis,vulnerable,stable,safe,
andthriving8.Neonatalserviceproviders,anotherexample,usetheAPGAR9score.
27
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ORGANIZATIONALPERFORMANCE(cont.)
BACKSDeĮniƟons(cont.)
x

Knowledge—TheextenttowhichapersonhasandcanuseinformaƟonaboutasocial
orbehavioraltopicorissue.AnexampleisarƟsƟcknowledge,whichcanbemeasured
throughinterviews,surveys,orevencreaƟngnewartofacertaingenre,alloutcomes
thatwouldbeverydesirabletoanartmuseumorschool.Anenvironmentalgroup
mightstrivetobuildknowledgeofthebeneĮtsofreducing,reusingandrecyclingwhich
theyhopewilltranslatetosomeoneacƟvelychoosingandsustainingthosebehaviors.


x

Status—TheextenttowhichapersonĮtsanexisƟngsocialcategoryorlabelbecause
theyhavethecharacterisƟcsofthatcategory.Employedisastatus,asareendangered,
CHINS,bulliedandcollegegraduate.TheĮtofthelabeldeterminesthestatus,andstaͲ
tuscan,asaniniƟalstep,bemeasuredbycounƟnglabelsasfoundinagencydata.



OneofthemajorĮndingsoftheSIMOstudywasthatmostofthesurveyrespondents(94%)
reportedthattheirorganizaƟonsmeasuredayͲtoͲdayorganizaƟonalperformancethroughcollecͲ
Ɵonofdataonstakeholderengagement,capacity,acƟviƟesand/oroutputs.Inordertomeasure
howwelltheirorganizaƟonisperformingdayͲtoͲday,andinordertomaintainaccountability,they
keeptrackofwhodoeswhat,whodeliverswhat,andhowclientsandparƟcipantsrespond.Thatis
important,andithelpsorganizaƟonsdeterminewhetherthingsarerunningsmoothlyandwhat
needstobeĮxedinorganizaƟonalprocessesinordertokeepthingsthatway.However,thatdata
doesnottellorganizaƟonswhetherthesocialvaluetheyarestrivingtoachieve,theirmission,is
beingfulĮlled.ThedatajustcannotcommunicatethatinformaƟon.


Whenaskediftheymeasureoutcomes,45%oforganizaƟons,nearlyhalf,reportedthattheydo
not.Inotherwords,theyhavenowaytosaywhethertheirimportantworkhasresultedinanysusͲ
tainedbeneĮtorposiƟvechangesintheirconsƟtuencies.Whileitiscommendablethatoverhalf
oforganizaƟonsdomeasureoutcomes,thepercentageneedstobehigher.Why?
x

TodeterminewhetheranorganizaƟonistrulycontribuƟngtoposiƟvechange.

x

TochangecourseifeīortsarenotresulƟnginsustainedposiƟvechange.

x

Toreporttofunderstheirreturnontheirinvestment,orwhatposiƟvechangesthey
contributedto.

x

TocelebratewheneīortsarecreaƟngchangeandtoshareevidenceofbestpracƟces.

x

ForthepurposesoftheSIMOstudy,todeterminewhethertechnologyhasany
inŇuenceontheextenttowhichorganizaƟonsachievetheirmissionsandhowthat
inŇuencecanbestrengthened.

Next,we’lllookathowtherelaƟonshipbetweenperformanceandtechnologywasassessed.
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ORGANIZATIONALPERFORMANCE(cont.)
WhenyouwereaskedaboutorganizaƟonalperformanceintheSIMOquesƟonnaire,youwereasked
twotypesofquesƟons—“extent”and“inŇuenceoftechnology”quesƟons.
x

x

ExtentquesƟonsmeasuredyourperceivedperformancerelaƟvetoyourestablishedorganizaͲ
ƟonalgoalsandobjecƟves:
x

The extent to which your organizaƟon performs its dayͲtoͲday work of engaging stakeͲ
holders,buildingitscapacity,implemenƟngacƟviƟesanddeliveringoutputsona4Ͳpoint
scale,with3pointsreŇecƟngachievementofgoalsand4pointsindicaƟngthatgoalsare
surpassed;and

x

TheextenttowhichyourorganizaƟonachievesshortͲ,intermediate–andlongͲtermoutͲ
comesona6Ͳpointscale,with6pointsindicaƟng100%ofclientsorparƟcipantsdemonͲ
stratedexpectedoutcomes.

InŇuenceoftechnologyquesƟonsmeasuredthelevelatwhichyoufeeltechnologyinŇuences
yourdayͲtoͲdayperformanceandachievementofoutcomes:
x

DayͲtoͲdayperformanceisoŌenassessedintermsofeĸciency,costeīecƟveness,quanƟͲ
ty,quality,andsaƟsfacƟon10.Accordingly,youassessedthelevelatwhichyoufeeltechͲ
nologyinŇuencesdayͲtoͲdayperformanceineachofthoseareasona5Ͳpointscale,with1
indicaƟng that technology reduced performance, 3 indicaƟng that technology did not
aīectperformance,and5indicaƟngithelpedagreatdeal.

x

AchievementofoutcomesisassessedintermsofposiƟvechange.Measuringoutcomes,at
a basic level, entails measuring the extent to which change has taken place.  You were
asked to report whether you feel technology contributes to these types of changes for
individuals and communiƟes served by your organizaƟon using a diīerent 5Ͳpoint scale,
where1equatedtonoinŇuence,and5indicatedthattechnologywastheexclusiveinŇuͲ
enceontheachievementofoutcomes.


The logic model11below illustrates the raƟonale for asking diīerent quesƟons for dayͲtoͲday perforͲ
manceandoutcomeachievement.Inordertoachieveoutcomes,itisimportanttoplanandmeasure
dayͲtoͲday work. If an organizaƟon doesn’t achieve suĸcient stakeholder engagement, if it doesn’t
havethecapacitytodoitswork(resources,staī,etc.),itdoesn’timplementacƟviƟeseīecƟvely,and
itdoesn’tproducesuĸcientoutputs,itisnotlikelytoachieveoutcomes12.Consideringperformance
inthistwoͲstagemodelallowsorganizaƟonstotroubleshootalongtheway,and,forthepurposesof
SIMO,itallowsorganizaƟonstoconsiderhowandwheretointegratetechnologyinordertogetto
outcomes.ThenextsecƟonwillsummarizehowyoureportedorganizaƟonalperformance.
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YOURORGANIZATIONALPERFORMANCE
Thechartsbelowshowhowyouratedtheextentofyourperformance,with1indicaƟngthatyoufeel
you experience no or low organizaƟonal performance, and 4 indicaƟng dayͲtoͲday performance in
whichgoalsaregenerallyexceeded;andintermsofoutcomes,theyaregenerallyachievedby80%or
moreofparƟcipants:


ExtentofdayͲtoͲdayperformance
relativetoorganizationalgoals

Perceivedextenttowhich
outcomesareachieved



(4Ͳpointscale)

(6Ͳpointscale)



4

4

3

5
4



3

3



Outputs

Activities

Capacity

Stakeholder
engagement

ShortͲterm

Intermediate

LongͲterm



ThefollowingchartsillustratethelevelatwhichyoufeeltechnologyinŇuencesthedayͲtoͲday
performanceofyourorganizaƟonintermsofeĸciency,costͲeīecƟveness,quanƟty,quality,and
saƟsfacƟon,with1indicaƟngthattechnologyreducesperformanceagreatdeal,3indicaƟngnoinŇuͲ
enceand5indicaƟngthattechnologyhelpsperformanceagreatdeal.


InfluenceofTechnologyonOrganizationalCapacity

InfluenceofTechnologyonStakeholderEngagement
(5Ͳpointscale)

(5Ͳpointscale)




4
5

3

5
4

4
3

3

4
3

Efficiency

CostͲeffectiveness

Quantity

Quality

Efficiency

Stakeholder
satisfaction

CostͲeffectiveness

Quality

Board/staff
satisfaction

InfluenceofTechnologyonActivities/Strategies

InfluenceofTechnologyonOutputsProduced

(5Ͳpointscale)

(5Ͳpointscale)

5

4

5

4

4

4

3

3

Efficiency

Quantity

3

CostͲeffectiveness

Quantity

Quality

2
Efficiency

Client/participant
satisfaction

CostͲeffectiveness

Quantity

Quality

Organizational
goalsmet
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YOURORGANIZATIONALPERFORMANCE(cont.)


TheĮnalchartbelowillustratesthelevelsatwhichyoureportedthattechnologyinŇuencesyour
 organizaƟon’sachievementofshortͲterm,intermediateandlongͲtermoutcomes.Recallthatthe
on the scale for this measure, 1 designates no inŇuence, 3 designates some inŇuence and 5
 indicates that you feel technology was the exclusive inŇuence on whether intended outcomes
wereachieved.



InfluenceofTechnologyonAchievementofOutcomes
(5Ͳpointscale)





4



3

3

Intermediate

LongͲterm




ShortͲterm


Insummary,theSIMOquesƟonnairemeasuredyourstrategytypology,yourorganizaƟon’slevelof
certainfactorsthatleadtotechnology/missionalignmentmaturity,anditmeasuredtheextentof
your organizaƟon’s dayͲtoͲday performanceand achievement of outcomes, and it measuredthe
perceivedinŇuencedoftechnologyonyourorganizaƟon’sperformance,allasyoureportedthem.
Together this informaƟon produces a Strategy/InformaƟon Technology (IT)/Mission/Outcome
(SIMO) alignment proĮle. Following a “Geƫng to OutcomesTM” toolbox that provides howͲto
informaƟonaboutstrategicplanningacƟviƟesthathelporganizaƟons getto outcomes,thenext
secƟonpresentsresultsofthetestsoftheSIMOmodelandyourSIMOproĮle.
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YOURORGANIZATIONALPERFORMANCE(cont.)
Strategy,Technology/MissionAlignment/Outcome(SIMO)TOOLBOX
FormoreinformaƟononincreasingAchievementofOutcomes:
“GeƫngtoOutcomesTM(GTO)”isaphrasecoinedbyWandersman,Imm,ChinmanandKaŌarian12to
describearecommendedprocessofplanning,evaluaƟonandaccountabilitystepsnonproĮt
organizaƟonscantaketobuildassurancethattheirdayͲtoͲdayeīortswillresultinmeasurable,
missionͲfocusedchangesinthepopulaƟonstheyserve.Thefollowingresourcesdescribethe
processwhich,alongwithtechnology/missionalignmentstrategies,canhelporganizaƟonsdothe
importantworktheydowithmorelongͲtermimpact.


x

GeƫngtoOutcomes:AResultsͲBasedApproachtoAccountability(2000)[journalarƟcle].By
AbeWandersman,PamelaImm,MaƩhewChinman&ShakehKaŌerian.EvaluaƟonandProgram
Planning23,389Ͳ395.AvailableontheResearchGatewebsite,hƩp://www.researchgate.net/
publicaƟon/223008477_GeƫngͲtoͲoutcomesͲa_resultsͲbased_approach_to_accountability/
Įle/2Fd912f50eed99e93d4a.pdf


x

GeƫngtoOutcomesTM2004:PromoƟngAccountabilityThroughMethodsandToolsforPlanͲ
ning,ImplementaƟonandEvaluaƟon(2004).FulltechnicalmanualdescribingtheGTOprocess,
appropriateforpracƟƟonersandprogramplanners.ThisvolumewasawardedtheAmerican
EvaluaƟonAssociaƟon’sOutstandingPublicaƟonAwardin2008.AvailableontheRANDCorporaͲ
ƟonWebsite:hƩp://www.rand.org/pubs/technical_reports/TR101.html


x

GeƫngtoOutcomesTM:10StepsforAchievingResultsͲBasedAccountability(2007)[technical
report].ThisisanabbreviatedversionoftheRandCorporaƟonmanualforimplemenƟngGTO.
AvailableontheRANDCorporaƟonwebsite:hƩp://www.rand.org/pubs/technical_reports/
TR101z2.html


AddiƟonalInformaƟononLogicModelingandPerformanceEvaluaƟon:
x

TheNonproĮtOutcomesToolbox:ACompleteGuidetoProgramEīecƟveness,Performance
MeasurementandResults(2011)[book].ByRobertM.Penna.ISBN:978Ͳ1Ͳ118Ͳ00450Ͳ0.SupͲ
plementarywebsite:hƩp://outcomestoolbox.com/


x

EvaluaƟonUniversityofWisconsinresourcewebsite:hƩp://www.uwex.edu/ces/pdande/
evaluaƟon/.Includesafreeonlinecourseon“EnhancingProgramPerformancewithLogic
Models”andlogicmodelworksheets.
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THESIMOMODEL
ThepurposeoftheSIMOstudywastodeterminewhethertherearerelaƟonshipsbetweenstrategy
typology, technology/mission alignment maturity and organizaƟonal performance. Due to data
constraints(noteveryonewhostartedthesurveycompletedit),validityandreliabilityoftheSIMO
modelwerenotabletobeconĮrmed,sothisreportwillnottellyouunequivocablythat“Thisis
yourproĮle—ifyourorganizaƟonuses‘X’strategytypologyand‘Y’technology/missionalignment
strategies,youwillget’Z’levelofperformance.”ThedatathatwascollectedwasusedtoesƟmate
a full data set using staƟsƟcal procedures that allowed for an exploratory level of data analysis,
whichdidallowaĮrstlookatsomepotenƟalrelaƟonships.TheSIMOmodelisshownbelow.






StrategyTypology
Prospector
Analyzer
Defender
Reactor


OrganizaƟonalPerformance



ExtentofAchievementofOutcomes



InŇuenceofTechnologyon
OutcomeAchievement








ITAlignmentMaturity
CommunicaƟon
Competency/ValueMeasurement
Governance
Partnership&CollaboraƟon
TechnologyScope&Architecture
HumanResources&Skills
OrganizaƟonalCulture


TheoverallhypothesisforthisstudywasthattherearerelaƟonshipsbetweenthethreeelements
ofthemodel,whichareshownbythearrowsinthediagram.WhiletherewasnotarelaƟonship
idenƟĮed between strategy typology and organizaƟonal performance, or strategy typology and
technology/missionalignmentmaturity(showninthemodelasITAlignmentmaturity),therewas
unique inŇuence of each strategy typology (prospector, analyzer, defender and reactor) on the
relaƟonship between technology/mission alignment maturity and organizaƟonal performance
(shownbythedoƩedline).Youmaybeasking,whatintheworlddoesTHATmean?Itmeansthat
accordingtopaƩernsthatemergedwhendatawasrunthroughthemodel,diīerentstrategytypes
usediīerentalignmentpracƟces,thatresultindiīerentlevelsoforganizaƟonalperformance.The
paƩernsaredescribedonthenextpage.FollowingdescripƟonsofthepaƩerns,youwillĮndyour
SIMO proĮle, which you can use to consider how your organizaƟon might prioriƟze making any
changes to its strategy typology or technology/mission alignment pracƟces in order to get to
33
outcomes.
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THESIMOMODEL(cont.)

PaƩernsthatEmergedFromtheSIMOModel
StrategyType PaƩerns
Prospector

Analyzer

Defender

Reactor

x

TheProspectorstrategytypologyappearstocontributetothesecondstrongestrelaƟonship
betweentechnology/missionalignmentandorganizaƟonalperformance(.529pathcoeĸcient).

x

DayͲtoͲdayperformanceappearstobemorestronglyinŇuencedbytechnology/mission
alignmentmaturitythanisoutcomeachievement͘
.

x

ThespeciĮctechnology/missionalignmentmaturitycriteriathatappeartocontributemostto
organizaƟonalperformancearehumanresourcesandskills(26%)andorganizaƟonalculture
(27%),whilecommunicaƟoncontributesleast(13%).

x

Therangeofweightsacrossthesevencriteriais.13,whichsuggeststhatProspectorstendto
balanceeīortsacrossthediīerenttechnology/missionalignmentpracƟcesmoresothan

x

AnalyzersorReactors.

x

TheAnalyzerstrategytypologyappearstocontributetothethirdstrongestrelaƟonshipbeͲ
tweentechnology/missionalignmentandorganizaƟonalperformance(.501pathcoeĸcient).

x

DayͲtoͲdayperformanceappearstobemorestronglyinŇuencedbytechnology/mission
alignmentmaturitythanisoutcomeachievement͘


x

ThespeciĮctechnology/missionalignmentmaturitycriteriathatappeartocontributemostto
toorganizaƟonalperformancearetechnologyinfrastructurescopeandarchitecture(33%)and
organizaƟonalculture(30%),whilecommunicaƟoncontributestheleast(14%).

x

Therangeofweightsacrossthesevencriteriais.18,whichindicatesthatAnalyzerstendto
balanceeīortsacrossthediīerenttechnology/missionalignmentpracƟcesmoresothan
AnalyzersorReactors.

x

TheDefenderstrategytypologyappearstocontributetothestrongestrelaƟonshipbetween
technology/missionalignmentandorganizaƟonalperformance(.547pathcoeĸcient).

x

DayͲtoͲdayperformanceappearstobemorestronglyinŇuencedbytechnology/mission
alignmentmaturitythanisoutcomeachievement(likelyduetolowincidenceofoutcome
measurement).

x

ThespeciĮctechnology/missionalignmentmaturitycriteriathatappeartohavethestrongest
relaƟonshiptoorganizaƟonalperformancearetechnologyinfrastructurescopeandarchitecͲ
ture(28%)andorganizaƟonalculture(27%),whilecommunicaƟoncontributesleast(19%).

x

Therangeofweightsacrossthesevencriteriais.10,whichindicatesthatDefenderstendto
balanceeīortsacrossthediīerenttechnology/missionalignmentpracƟcesmoresothan
Prospectors,AnalyzersorReactors.

x

TheReactorstrategytypologyappearstocontributetotheweakestrelaƟonshipbetween
technology/missionalignmentandorganizaƟonalperformance(.454pathcoeĸcient).

x

DayͲtoͲdayperformanceappearstobemorestronglyinŇuencedbytechnology/missionalignͲ
mentmaturitythanisoutcomeachievement͘
.

x

ThespeciĮctechnology/missionalignmentmaturitycriteriathatappeartohavethestrongest
relaƟonshiptoorganizaƟonalperformancearetechnologyinfrastructurescopeandarchitecͲ
ture(43%)andorganizaƟonalculture(52%),whilecommunicaƟoncontributestheleast(.2%).

x

Therangeofweightsacrossthesevencriteriais.55,whichsuggeststhatReactorstendtofocus
onsometechnology/missionalignmentpracƟcesattheexpenseofothers.
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YOURORGANIZATION’SSIMOPROFILE

SIMO(Strategy,IT/MissionAlignment/Outcomes)
PROFILEFOR
SampleOrganizaƟon


Yourstrategytypology: 











Analyzer

(FromthechoicesProspector,Analyzer,DefenderandReactor)

Youroveralltechnology/missionalignmentmaturityscore: 

3.07

(Averageofall7technology/missionalignmentmaturitycriterionscoresshownbelow)

YouresƟmatedtechnology/missionalignmentmaturityscore:

4.00 

(HowyouratedyourorganizaƟonoverallaŌeransweringallthequesƟons)



Yourtechnology/missionalignmentmaturitycriterionscores
(1Ͳ5scale,5ishighest)





CommunicaƟonEīecƟveness:





3.29



MeasuringTechnology’sCompetencyandValue: 

3.22



TechnologyGovernanceEīecƟvness:





3.11



PartnershipandCollaboraƟon:





3.83



TechnologyInfrastructureScopeandArchitecture:

3.33



HumanResourcesandSkills:







3.44



OrganizaƟonalCulture:







4.29









YourreportedorganizaƟonalperformance
(QuesƟonnaireanswerchoicebasedontheaverageofallofyourresponsesinthecategory)



ExtenttowhichyouachievedayͲtoͲdayperformancegoals







Extenttowhichyouachieveoutcomes







Technology’sinŇuenceondayͲtoͲdayperformance







Technology’sinŇuenceonachievementofoutcomes







Achievegoals
















41Ͳ60%oftargetpopulaƟonachievesoutcomes

Technologydoesnotaīectperformance

TechnologyinŇuencesoutcomessomewhat
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APPENDIX K
Missing Value Analysis (MVA) Output Data
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Missing Values

Variable Summarya,b
Missing
N

Valid N

Mean

Percent

PART030Shared risks and rewards

180

73.8%

64

PM130Extent of Long-term outcomes

156

63.9%

88

155

63.5%

89

152

62.3%

92

145

59.4%

99

143

58.6%

101

136

55.7%

108

SKIL080Attract and retain qualified technical
professionals
PART050Sponsors/Champions of
technologies
PM110Extent of Intermediate outcomes
PART040Enhancing partnership
relationships
PM024SE Stakeholder Satisfaction Tech
effects on stakeholder engagement

447

Std. Deviation

PM140LTO--Tech influence on long-term
135

55.3%

109

134

54.9%

110

131

53.7%

113

131

53.7%

113

127

52.0%

117

126

51.6%

118

126

51.6%

118

126

51.6%

118

125

51.2%

119

124

50.8%

120

123

50.4%

121

123

50.4%

121

INDIV060Respondent name

117

48.0%

127

INDIV061Respondent email

116

47.5%

128

115

47.1%

129

115

47.1%

129

113

46.3%

131

113

46.3%

131

113

46.3%

131

111

45.5%

133

outcomes
COMP010Technology Indicators
PM022SEQuantity - Tech effects on
stakeholder satisfaction quantity
PART060Collaboration with internal and
external stakeholders
CULT050Perceived trust between tech staff
and rest of organization
PM120IO-Tech influence on intermediate
outcomes
PM023SEQuality - Tech effects on
stakeholder satisfaction quality
SKIL070Career crossover opportunities
PM021SE Cost effectiveness - Tech effects
on stakeholder engagement on cost
effectiveness
PM020SE Efficiency - Tech effects on
stakeholder engagement efficiency
PM090Extent of short-term outcomes
CULT040Interpersonal climate between tech
and other staff

PM042Cap Quantity - Tech effects on
building capacity quantity
CULT020External stakeholders encourage
innovation
PM044Cap Board/Staff/Volunteer
satisfaction - Tech effects on satisfaction of
building capacity
CULT090Ability of tech staff and tools to
react to changing needs
COMP050Service Level Agreements
PM043Cap Quality - Tech effects on quality
of building capacity

448

PM084Out Participant Satisfaction Tech
110

45.1%

134

109

44.7%

135

109

44.7%

135

108

44.3%

136

108

44.3%

136

108

44.3%

136

108

44.3%

136

106

43.4%

138

105

43.0%

139

103

42.2%

141

103

42.2%

141

103

42.2%

141

103

42.2%

141

102

41.8%

142

102

41.8%

142

102

41.8%

142

101

41.4%

143

100

41.0%

144

99

40.6%

145

97

39.8%

147

effects on participant satisfaction of outputs
PM041Cap Cost Effectiveness - Tech
effects on building capacity
COMM070Liaisons
PM100STO-Tech influence on short-term
outcomes
PM064Act Participant satisfaction- Tech
effects on activity participant satisfaction
PM040CapEfficiency - Tech effects on
building capacity
SCOP030Level of architectural integration
PM062Act Quantity - Tech effects on
activity quanity
CULT030Locus of power in decision-making
PM083Out Quality - Tech effects on output
quality
PM082Out Quantity - Tech effects on output
quantity
PM081Out Cost Effectiveness - Tech effects
on output cost effectiveness
PM080Out Efficiency - Tech effects on
output efficiency
PM063Act Quality Tech effects on activity
quality
PM061Act Cost Effectiveness - Tech effects
on activity cost effectiveness
PM060Act Efficiency - Tech effects on
activity efficiency
SKIL090Attract and retain technically
competent volunteers
ORG030Who tech person reports to
COMM010Technology understanding of
organization
CULT080Level of disruption caused by
technology change

449

2.77

2.101

CULT010Innovative, entrepreneurial
97

39.8%

147

SCOP040Technology infrastructure flexibility

96

39.3%

148

SKIL060Opportunity to build outside skills

95

38.9%

149

COMM060Knowledge sharing

95

38.9%

149

PM010Extent of stakeholder engagement

91

37.3%

153

91

37.3%

153

GOV040Technology budget type

90

36.9%

154

COMM050Communication style

90

36.9%

154

88

36.1%

156

88

36.1%

156

88

36.1%

156

88

36.1%

156

PM070Extent of outputs

85

34.8%

159

CULT060Perceptions of learning

85

34.8%

159

PM030Extent of capacity

84

34.4%

160

COMP040Integrated Indicators

84

34.4%

160

SKIL040Staff explicit knowledge

83

34.0%

161

INDIV010Position/title in organization

82

33.6%

162

SCOP010Scope of technology systems

82

33.6%

162

82

33.6%

162

PART010Perception of Investment

82

33.6%

162

ALIGN010Perceived level of alignment

81

33.2%

163

80

32.8%

164

SKIL030Staff tacit knowledge

79

32.4%

165

SKIL020Leadership explicit knowledge

78

32.0%

166

SKIL010Leadership tacit knowledge

78

32.0%

166

INDIV050

76

31.1%

168

INDIV030Level of education

76

31.1%

168

environment

CULT070Organization's readiness for
change

PM050Extent to which activities are
provided
CULT100Ability of organizational staff to
react to technology change
SKIL050Opportunity to build primary skills
SCOP020Technology standards and
policies

PART020Role of technology in org strategic
planning

COMP020Technology measurement
processes

450

COMP030Org Indicators to measure value
76

31.1%

168

75

30.7%

169

75

30.7%

169

75

30.7%

169

74

30.3%

170

74

30.3%

170

74

30.3%

170

73

29.9%

171

73

29.9%

171

73

29.9%

171

GOV060Technology Steering Committee

73

29.9%

171

GOV050Technology investment decisions

72

29.5%

172

72

29.5%

172

70

28.7%

174

67

27.5%

177

65

26.6%

179

ORG013Number of Consultants

60

24.6%

184

COMM040Organizational learning

59

24.2%

185

56

23.0%

188

GOV010How is technology arranged

54

22.1%

190

ORG080% Budget for technology

50

20.5%

194

47

19.3%

197

of IT toward mission
INDIV040Level of technology expertise and
experience
GOV020Technology participation in strategic
planning
COMP080Continuous Improvement
Processes
INDIV020Time involved with organization
GOV090External stakeholders involved in
technology decisions
COMP060Benchmarking
SCOP060Number of External technology
tools
SCOP050Number of internal technology
tools
GOV080Internal stakeholders involved in
decisions on technology

GOV030Strategic technology planning
integrated with whole organization
COMP070Assessment of technology
investments
GOV070 How technology projects are
prioritized
COMP090Technology contribution to
mission
1.07

.628

1.87

1.139

COMM030Board understanding of
technology

COMM020Leadership understanding of
technology
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ORG020Technology Manager

38

15.6%

206

5.25

2.468

ORG090Internet Access

35

14.3%

209

ORG070Total organizational income

32

13.1%

212

1.50

.719

STRAT010Strategy Typology

30

12.3%

214

2.23

.855

ORG040What is your mission?

28

11.5%

216

ORG012Number of Other Volunteers

26

10.7%

218

2.58

1.845

17

7.0%

227

1.16

.462

10

4.1%

234

1.46

1.146

ORG011Number of Volunteer Board
Members
ORG010Number of Paid Staff
a. Maximum number of variables shown: 121
b. Minimum percentage of missing values for variable to be included: 1.0%
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APPENDIX L
Multiple Imputation (MI) Results Summary
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Table X
Results of Multiple Imputation

Variable
ORG010
ORG011
ORG012
ORG013
ORG 20
ORG 30
ORG 070
ORG 080
ORG 090
STRAT 010
COMM010
COMM020
COMM030
COMM040
COMM050
COMM060
COMM070
COMP010
COMP020
COMP030
COMP040
COMP050
COMP060
COMP070
COMP080
COMP090
GOV010
GOV020
GOV030
GOV040
GOV050
GOV060
GOV070
GOV080
GOV090
PART010
PART020
PART030
PART040

Missing
Values
10
17
26
60
38
100
32
50
35
30
99
47
56
59
90
95
109
134
80
76
84
113
74
70
75
65
54
75
72
90
72
73
67
73
74
82
82
180
143

Imputed
Values

50
85
130
300
190
500
160
250
175
150
495
355
280
295
450
475
545
670
400
380
420
565
370
350
375
325
270
375
360
450
360
365
335
365
370
410
410
900
715

Original
Mean

Original
SD

Imputed
Mean

Imputed
SD

1.46
1.16
2.58
1.07
5.25
2.77
1.50
1.87
4.67
2.23
3.23
3.03
2.49
2.62
4.28
2.46
1.61
2.83
2.43
2.91
2.11
1.40
2.59
2.11
2.12
3.46
2.20
2.44
2.11
2.20
2.84
1.27
2.15
2.65
1.68
2.28
2.65
2.81
2.39

1.146
.462
1.845
.628
2.468
2.101
.719
1.139
1.209
.855
.913
.854
.735
1.107
1.000
1.464
1.191
1.413
1.204
1.237
1.227
.966
1.449
1.104
1.181
1.167
1.362
1.340
1.378
1.168
1.413
.805
1.316
1.076
.913
1.441
1.228
1.067
1.183

1.45
1.16
2.63
1.07
5.30
3.01
1.53
1.79

1.157
0.481
2.010
0.752
2.751
3.304
0.782
1.441

4.65
2.23
3.23
3.02
2.49
2.57
4.23
2.45

1.328
1.017
1.497
0.949
1.003
1.460
1.605
2.134

2.28

5.243
1.577
1.554
1.830
2.004
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2.52
2.81
2.10
1.55
2.63
2.02
2.08
1.65
2.18
2.37
2.12
2.11
2.82
1.28
2.16
2.58
1.67
2.23
2.63
2.83
2.38

1.807
1.354
1.531
2.197
1.846
1.648
1.854
1.523
1.875
1.153
1.576
1.531
1.253
2.013
1.598
0.994
1.081

PART050
PART060
SCOP010
SCOP020
SCOP030
SCOP040
SCOP050
SCOP060
SKIL010
SKIL020
SKIL030
SKIL040
SKIL050
SKIL060
SKIL070
SKIL080
SKIL090
CULT010
CULT020
CULT030
CULT040
CULT050
CULT060
CULT070
CULT080
CULT090
CULT100
ALIGN010
PM010
PM020
PM021
PM022
PMO23
PMO24
PM030
PM040
PM041
PM042
PM043
PM044
PM050
PM060
PM061
PM062
PM063
PM064
PM070

152
131
82
88
108
96
73
73
78
79
83
88
95
126
155
101
97
115
105
123
127
85
91
97
113
88
81
91
124
125
131
126
136
84
108
109
115
111
113
88
102
102
106
102
108
85
103

760
655
410
440
540
480
365
365
390
395
415
440
475
630
775
505
485
575
525
615
635
425
455
485
565
440
405
455
620
625
655
630
680
420
540
545
575
555
565
440
510
510
530
510
540
425
515

2.72
3.14
2.84
2.54
2.53
2.47
3.84
3.25
2.77
2.67
2.75
2.52
2.45
1.95
1.91
1.64
2.48
3.37
3.43
2.64
3.48
3.54
3.74
2.81
3.22
3.32
3.08
2.85
2.85
4.15
4.02
4.14
4.19
4.17
2.79
4.16
3.92
4.07
4.03
4.18
3.15
4.22
3.98
4.10
4.15
4.08
3.11
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1.463
1.407
1.351
1.491
1.198
1.327
1.214
1.251
.925
.993
.967
.962
1.115
1.022
1.004
.908
1.486
1.245
1.402
1.414
1.219
1.156
1.218
1.366
1.369
1.111
1.022
1.090
.985
.932
.920
.865
.899
.779
.713
.845
.923
.886
.904
.924
.726
.773
.812
.804
.765
.751
.675

2.73
3.31
2.85
2.54
2.55
2.51
3.81
3.28
2.77
2.63
2.74
2.50
2.43
1.93
1.89
1.71
2.47
3.35
3.41
2.40
3.14
3.40
3.71
2.89
3.23
3.19
3.07
2.86
2.92
4.05
3.93
4.06
4.17
4.11
2.82
4.13
3.81
4.02
4.01
4.15
3.10
4.17
3.94
4.05
4.12
4.06
3.05

1.229
4.069
1.751
1.855
1.939
1.979
1.605
1.595
1.103
1.221
1.191
1.215
1.483
1.400
3.426
0.796
2.854
1.893
2.907
2.741
2.631
2.483
1.712
1.881
1.889
1.926
1.500
1.307
1.618
2.054
1.763
1.904
2.091
2.475
1.120
1.200
1.357
1.121
1.161
1.407
0.957
0.974
1.028
1.052
0.938
1.146
0.944

PM080
PM081
PM082
PM083
PM084
PM090
PM100
PM110
PM120
PM030
PM140
INDIV020
INDIV030
INDIV040
INDIV050

103
103
103
103
110
123
108
145
126
156
135
74
76
75
76

515
515
515
515
550
615
540
725
630
780
675
370
380
375
380

4.06
3.91
4.07
4.01
4.06
4.75
2.54
4.17
2.47
4.07
2.38
2.76
5.08
2.77
3.88
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.826
.849
.781
.806
.754
1.331
1.032
1.317
1.044
1.476
.951
1.178
1.153
.852
.901

4.03
3.90
4.07
4.01
4.04
4.80
2.55
4.18
2.46
4.08
2.27
2.80
5.01
2.76
3.84

1.132
1.375
1.202
1.130
1.090
2.835
1.473
1.194
2.006
1.275
2.923
1.621
1.527
1.056
1.156

APPENDIX M
Correlations Among Variables 1ot Contained :ithin the SIMO Model
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.170 .212** ___
.232* -.148 -.082 ___
-.428** -.010 -.005 -.082 ___

4. # of consultants

5. technology manager/team

15. Level of tech. experience & expertise
.228

___

14

*

___

15

.215 .175 -.030 .176 .237

.016 -.073 .203 -.152 -.067 .009 -.169 .043 .210 .084 .048 .067 .152

.138 .037 .060 .069 -.118 -.058 -.058 -.047 .092 .168
** p <0.01 level (two-tailed) in pooled, imputed data set
Bold ** p <0.01 level (two-tailed) across all three data sets
* p <0.05 level (two-tailed) in pooled, imputed data set

16. Supports IT/mission alignment

*

.030 .030 -.082 .014 -.062 -.145 -.061 -.042 .128 .091 -.033 .129 .003

14. Level of education
*

.112 -.145 -.022 .095 -.092 .041 .005 -.103 .011 -.008 .079 .031

13. Tenure with organization

**

.311** .004 .174 .065 -.263** -.018 -.003 -.273** .085 .274** .083

___

13

12. Internet access

___

12

.143 -.057 -.025 -.046 -.088 -.024 -.168* -.173 -.003 -.009 ___

11

11. % budget for technology

*
*
.537** .178 .220 .144 -.292** -.053 .010 -.208 .192** ___

___

10

10. Organizational size

___

9

-.007 .061 .131 .033 .045 -.065 .022 .082

*
-.398** .057 .065 -.209 .324** .011 .113

8

9. RUCC code - rurality

8. NPO or public agency

-.005 .014 .092 .080 .039 -.064 ___

7. NTEE code

7

.058 .065 .120 -.063 .133

___

6

6. tech manager reporting

5

3. # of other volunteers

___

4

.114

3

2. # of board members

2

1
___

1. # of paid staff

Correlations Among Variables 1ot Contained :Lthin the SIMO Model
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APPENDIX N
Correlations Among Technology/Mission Alignment Maturity Criteria and
Organizational Performance Measures
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461
.383**

.802**
.655**
.579**
.215**
.406**
.355**
.222*
.270

.653**
.555**
.542**
.247**
.194
.265*
.220*
.241*

4. partnership and collaboration

5. scope and architecture

6. human resources and skills

7. organizational culture

8. extent of day-to-day performance

9. perceived influence of technology on
day-to-day performance

10. extent of outcomes

11. perceived influence of technology on
outcomes

** p <0.01 level (two-tailed)
* p <0.05 level (two-tailed)

.055

.669**

.574**

3. governance

.174

.151

.349**

.629**

.712**

.767**

____

____

.638**

3

2. competency and value measurement

2

1
____

1. communication effectiveness

.359**

.294*

.542**

.558**

.263**

.711**

.800**

____

4

.277*

.200*

.450**

.519**

.228**

.685**

____

5

.292**

.301**

.413**

.490**

.199*

____

6

.169*

.178*

.161

.225**

____

7

.144

.091

.260

____

8

.143

-.013

____

9

.059

____

10

Correlations Among Technology/Mission Alignment Maturity Criteria and Organizational Performance Measures

____

11

